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For
Richard Jed Wyatt, M.D.

To those who, by the dint of glass and vapour,
Discover stars, and sail in the wind's eye-

-BYRON



I think continually of those who were truly great.
Who, from the womb, remembered the soul's history
Through corridors oflight, where the hours are suns,
Endless and singing, Whose lovely ambition
Was that their lips, still touched with fire,
Should tell ofthe Spirit, clothed from head to foot in song.
And who hoarded from the Spring branches
The desires falling across their bodies like blossoms.

What is precious, is never to forget
The essential delight of the blood drawn fiom ageless springs
Breaking through rocks in worlds before our earth.
Never to deny its pleasure in the morning simple light
Nor its grave evening demand for love.
Never to allow gradually the traffic to smother
With noise and fog, the flowering of the spirit.

Near the snow, near the sun, in the highest ftelds,
See how these names are ftted by the waving grass
And by the streamers of white cloud
And whispers of wind in the listening sky.
The names of those who in their lives fought for life,
Who wore at their hearts the fire's centre.
Born of the sun, they travelled a short while toward the sun
And left the vivid air signed with their honour.

-STEPHEN SPENDER
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1.
TT{AT

FII\E MADI\ESS

fntroduction

. . . his raptures were,
All air, and ftre, which made his verses clear,
For that fine madness still he did retain.
Which rightly should possess a poet's brain.

-MTCHAEL Dnevtoxl

An Angel Descending: Dante's Dioine Comedg. Wlliam Blake, c. 1826
(The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York)



TOUCIIED WITHFIRD

"We of the craft are allcrazy," remarked Lord Byron about himseH
and his fellow poets. "Some are affected by gaiety, others by mel-
ancholy, but all are more or less touched."z This book is about
being "more or less touched"; specifically, it is about manic-
depressive illness-a disease of perturbed gaieties, melancholy,
and tumultuous temperaments-and its relationship to the artistic
temperament and imagination. It is also a book about artists and
their voyages, moods as their ships of passage, and the ancient,
persistent belief that there exists such a thing as a "ffne madness."

The ffery aspects of thought and feeling that initially compel
the artistic voyage-fierce energy, high mood, and quick intelli-
gence; a sense ofthe visionary and the grand; a restless and fever-
ish temperament-commonly carry with them the capacity for
vastly darker moods, grimmer energies, and, occasionally, bouts of
"madness." These opposite moods and energies, often interlaced,
can appear to the world as mercurial, intemperate, volatile, brood-
ing, troubled, or stormy. In short, they form the common view of
the artistic temperament, and, as we shall see, they also form the
basis of the manic-depressive temperament. Poetic or artistic ge-
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nius, when infused with these fitful and inconstant moods, can

become a powerful crucible for imagination and experience'

That impassioned moods, shattered reason, and the artistic

temperamerri 
""r 

be welded into a "fine madness" remains a

firrcely controversial belief. Most people find the thought that a

destrultive, often psychotic, and frequently lethal disease such as

manic-depressive illness might convey certain advantages (such as

heightened imaginative powers, intensifted emotional responses,

"niirr"r""red 
energy) counterintuitive. For others it is a troubling

or unlikely associati-on that conjures up simplistic notions of the

"rrrad ge.rius," bringing with it images of mindless and unaesthetic

reductionism as well as concerns about making into disease some-

thing that subsumes vital human differences in style, perception,

arrd l"mperament. Indeed, labeling as manic-depressive anyone

who is unusually creative, accomplished, energetic, intense,

moody, or eccentric both diminishes the notion of individuality

within the arts and trivializes a very serious, often deadly illness.

There are other reasons for such concerns. Excesses of psycho-

analytic speculation, along with other abuses of psychobiography,

hav. i.rviied well-deserved ridicule. Due to the extraordinary ad-

vances in genetics, neuroscience, and psychopharmacology, -much
of modern psychiatric thought and clinical practice has moved away

from the earlier influences of psychoanalysis and toward a more

biological perspective. Some fear that the marked swing from psy-

choalalysii to psychopharmacology is too much, too soon, and that

there eiists the risk of a similar entrenchment of ideas and per-

spectives. The erosion of romantic and expressive language into the

siandardization of words and phrases necessary for a scientific psy-

chiatry has tempted many to dismiss out of hand much of modern

biological psychiatry. Almost by definition, the idea of using formal

psych-iatric diagnostic criteria in the arts has been anathema, and,

i1 urry event, biological psychiatrists have displayed relatively little

interest in studying mood disorders in artists, writers, or musi-

cians. Certainly those in the arts have been less than enthusiastic

about being seen through a biological or diagnostic grid. Those in

the best position to link the two worlds-scholars of creativity-

only recently have begun to address the problem. Having previ-

o,rriy focused on the relationship between creativity and
"schizophrenia" (often misdiagnosed manic-depressive illness) or
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difrrse notions of psychopathology, these researchers have left
largely unexamined the specific role of mood disorders in creative
work.

_ -complicating matters further, certain life-styles provide cover
for deviant and bizarre behavior. The arts have long given latitude
to extremes in behavior and mood; indeed, George Becker has
observed that the Romantic artists used the notion of mad genius
to "provide recognition-of special status and the freedom from
conventional restraints that attended it."3:

The aura of "mania" endowed the genius with a mystical and inex-
plicable quality that served to differentiate him from the typical man,
the bourgeois, the philistine, and, quite importantly, the 

'.mere',

man of talent; it established him as the modern heir of the ancient
Greek poet and seer and, like his classical counterpart, enabled him
to claim some of the powers and privileges granted to the "divinery
possessed" and "inspired. "a

Robert Burton wrote in the seventeenth century that "all poets are
mad," a view shared by many since. Such a view-however
appealing to some, and whatever its accuracy-tends to equate
psychopathology with artistic expression. A common assumption,
for example, is that within artistic circles madness is somehow
normal. This is well illustrated by an episode described by Ian
Hamilton in his biography of the poet Robert Lowell; it illustrates
the reactions of Lowell's colleagues to one of his many escalations
into mania:

Lowell had announced to all his Cincinnati acquaintances that he was
determined to remarry, and had persuaded them to stand with him
on the side of passion. Some members of the faculty found him
excitable and talkative during this period, but since the talk was
always brilliant and very often flattering to them, they could see no
reason to think of Lowell as "ill," indeed, he was behaving just as
some of them hoped a famous poet would behave. They undertook to
protect this unique fame against any dampening intrusions from
New York. Thus, when Hardwick [Lowell's wife] became convinced
that Lowell was indeed sick----over a period of two weeks his tele-
phone calls to New York became more and more confused, lengthy
and abusive-she ran up against a wall of kindly meant hostility from
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Lowell's campus allies. Her version of Lowell was not theirs, even
when they were discussing the same symptoms; what to her was
"mad" *ut to them another mark of Lowell's genius.s

The main purpose of this book is to make a literary, biograph-

ical, and scientific argument for a compelling association, not to say

actual overlap, between two temperaments-the artistic and the

manic-depressive-and their relationship to the rhythms and cy-

cles, or temperament, of the natural world. The emphasis will be

on understanding the relationship between moods and imagina-

tion, the nature of moods-their variety, their contrary and oppo-

sitional qualities, their fux, their extremes (causing, in some

individuals, occasional episodes of "madness"Fand the impor-

tance of moods in igniting thought, changing perceptions, creating

chaos, forcing order upon that chaos, and enabling transformation.

The book begins with a general overview of manic-depressive

illness: what it is, whom it affects, and how it shows itself. Mania,

depression, mixed manic and depressive states, and suicide are

described both from a clinical perspective and through the words

and experiences of artists, musicians, and writers who have suf-

fered from severe mood disorders. The biographical and scientific

evidence for a relationship betrveen manic-depressive illness and

artistic creativity is given in chapter 3. Recent research strongly

suggests that, compared with the general population, writers and

a.tiits show a vastly disproportionate rate of manic-depressive or

depressive illness; clearly, however, not all (not even most) writers

"rri "ttirtr 
suffer from major mood disorders. There remains skep-

ticism and resistance to the idea of ang such association, however-

some of it stemming understandably from the excesses of

psychobiography alluded to earlier (especially those of a highly

splcuhtive rnd ittt"tptetive nature), but much of it arising from a

lack of understanding of the nature of manic-depressive illness

itself. Many are unaware of the milder, temperamental expressions

of the disease or do not know that most people who have manic-

depressive illness are, in fact, without symptoms (that is, th-ey are

psychologically normal) most of the time. When many individu-

"lr-"""" 
those who are generally well versed in psychology and

medicine-think of manic-depressive illness, they tend to imagine

the back wards of insane asylums and unremitting mental illness or
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madness, and rightly conclude that no meaningful or sustained
creative work can occur under such circumstances. Madness, or
psychosis, represents only one end of the manic-depressive con-
tinuum, however; most people who have the illness, in fact, never
become insane. Likewise, work that may be inspired by, or par-
tially executed in, a mild or even psychotically manic staie may be
significantly shaped or partially edited while its creator is depressed
and put into final order when he or she is normar. It is thl inter-
action, tension, and transition between changing mood states, as
well as the sustenance and discipline drawn from periods of health,
that is critically important; and it is these same tensions and tran-
sitions that ultimately give such power to the art that is born in this
way.

- The psychological and biological arguments for a rerationship
between "madness" and artistic creativity are presented in chapter
4; the overlapping natures of the artistic and manic-depressive
temperaments, as well as similarities in patterns of thought and
behavior, are also explored. The importurr"" to the creative"p.o""r,
of certain types of experiences whose existence is due to e-xtreme
emotional states is discussed in some detail; however, the need for
discipline, control, and highly reasoned thought is also stressed.
The creative significance of the tension arrd ,eiorrciliation of natu-
rally occurring, opposite emotional and cognitive states in artists
with manic-depressive illness or cycrothymia (its milder tempera-
mental variant), and the use of art by artists to heal themselves, are
examined as well. The rhythms and cycles of manic-depressive
illness, a singularly cyclic disease, are strikingly similar toihose of
the natural world, as well as to the death-a-nd-regeneration and
dark-andlight cycles so often captured in poetry, music, and paint-
ing. s_easonal cycles are particularly important, and these are dis-
cussed in the context of the scientific 

"rrid"n"" 
for seasonal patterns

in moods and psychosis, as well as illustrated by the seasonal pat-
terns of artistic productivity evident in the lives of Robert schu-
mann, Vincent van Gogh, and others.

Any discussion of temperament and art is best served by exam-
ining one life in some depth, and none better illustrates the
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complexity of overlap between heredity, individual will, circum-

stance, and poetic temperament than that of George Gordon, Lord

Byron. Heir to madness, virulently melancholic, and in lifelong

fear of going insane, Byron represents the fine edge of the fine

madns55-[he often imperceptible line between poetic tempera-

ment and psychiatric illness. His terrible struggles with melan-

choly and his "savage moods,"6 yet his work's indebtedness to

them, bring up many of the medical, social, and ethical issues that

are discussed in the final chapters. Manic-depressive illness is a
genetic disease, and that fact is fundamental not only to under-

standing its origins but also to the many medical and ethical issues

raised later in the book. The scientific arguments for the genetic

basis of manic-depressive illness are presented in chapter 6, put

into the context of the family psychiatric histories, or pedigrees, of

several major literary and artistic families (including those of By-

ron, Tennyson, Melville, William and Henry ]ames, Schumann,

Coleridge, van Gogh, Hemingway, and Woolf).
Clearly, a close association between the artistic temperament

and manic-depressive illness has many implications-for artists,

medicine, and society. Modern psychopharmacology and genetic

research raise almost endless possibilities, both liberating and dis-

turbing, but the ethical waters remain disconcertingly uncharted.

No psychiatric illness has been more profoundly affected by the

advances in clinical and basic neuroscience research than manic-

depressive illness. The efficacy of a wide range of medications has

given clinicians unprecedented options and patients lifesaving

choices. The fact that lithium, antidepressants, and anticonvulsants

are now the standard of care for manic-depressive illness (and

psychotherapy or psychoanalysis alone, without medication, is usu-

ally considered to be malpractice) raises particularly interesting

questions about the treatment of writers and artists. Some artists

resist entirely the idea of taking medication to control their mood

swings and behaviors; interestingly, however, there is some evi-

dence that, as a group, artists and writers disproportionately seek

out psychiatric care; certainly many-including Byron, Schumann,
Tennyson, van Gogh, Fitzgerald, and Lowell-repeatedly sought

help from their physicians. Other writers and artists stop taking

their medications because they miss the highs or the emotional

intensity associated with their illness, or because they feel that
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drug side effects interfere with the clarity and rapidity of their
thought or diminish their levels of enthusiarrn, 

"*otion, 
and. en-

ergy.
Although manic-depressive illness has long been assumed to

be genetic in origin, and its strong tendency to run in some families
but not in others has been observed for well over a thousand vears.
only the recent radical advances in molecular biology ha.,re pro-
vided the techniques to enable highly sophisticated-searches for
the genes involved. similarly, an almost unbelievable increase in
the rate of study of brain structure and function has resulted in a
level of biological knowledge about manic-depressive illness-this
los-! h-umanly expressed, psychologically complicated, and moody
of all diseases-that is without parallel in psychiatry. The ethical
issues arising from zuch knowledge, and from the possibility that
such a devastating illness can conGr individual and iocietal advan-
tage, are staggering: would one want to get rid of this illness if one
could? Sterilization of patients with hereditary psychoses, most
directly applicable to those with manic-depressiveillrr"rr, was once
practiced in parts of the united states, and large numbers of in-
dividuals with manic-depressive illness *"r" ,yit"*atically killed
in German concentration camps. Even today many provinces
china enforce mandatory sterilization and abortion poricies
those with hereditary mental illness. what wiil be tlhe roles

ln

for
of

amniocentesis, other types of prenatal diagnosis, and abortion once
the manic-depressive genes are found? what are the implications
for society of future gene therapies and the possible 

"arry 
preverr-

tion of manic-depressive illness? Does psychiatric treatment haue
to result in happier but blander and less imaginative artists? what
does it mean for biographers and critics that manic-depressive ill-
ness and its temperaments are relatively common in the writers
and artists they study? These and other issues are discussed in the
final chapter.

ultimately this book is about the temperaments and moods of
voyagers: It is about the thin line that exists between the fate of
Icarus, who-burned by rather than touched with fire"-"felt the
hot wax run, / Unfeathering him,"7 and the fates of those artists
who survive the ffight, "without selfloss through realms of chaos
and'old night.' "8It is about the "Night Ferry,"is Seamus Heaney
described poet Robert Lowell; it is about the conjurer and setter of
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moods, the guide through the "ungovernable and dangerous." It is
about voyages:

You were our night ferry
thudding in a big sea,

the whole craft ringing
with an armourer's music
the course set wilfully across
the ungovernable and dangerous.e





EI\DLESS NIGHT,
trtERCE FIRES

STTRAYIMII\G COLD

Manic-Depressive Illness

I come to ferry you hence across the tide
To endless night, fferce ffres and shramming cold.

-p4y1'61

"Come on, sir." "Easy, sir."
"Dr. Brown will be here in ten minutes. sir."
Instead, a metal chair unfolds into a stretcher.
I lied secured there, but for my skipping mind.
They keep bustling.
"Where you are going, Professor,
you won't need your Dante."

-RoBERT LowELL2

Dante's Inferno. Gustave Dor6. c. 1860
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"I feel the jagged gash with which my contemporaries died,"s
wrote Robert Lowell about his generation of feverishly brilliant,
bruised, and wrathful poets. There was, he felt,

personal anguish everywhere. We can't dodge it, and shouldn't worry
that we are uniquely marked and fretted and must somehow keep
even-tempered, amused, and in control. John B[erryman] in his mad
way keeps talking about something evil stalking us poets. That's a bad
way to talk, but there's some truth in it.a

Robert Lowell and John Berryman, along with their contemporar-
ies Theodore Roethke, Delmore Schwartz, Randall jarrell, and
Anne Sexton, were-among other things-"stalked" by their
manic-depressive illness. Mercurial by temperament, they were
subject to disastrous extremes of mood and reason. All were re-
peatedly hospitalized for their attacks of mania and depression;
Berryman, jarrell, and Sexton eventually committed suicide.

What is the nature of this disease of mood and reason that so
often kills and yet so often is associated with the imaginative arts?
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What kind of illness takes those who have it on journeys where
they, like Robert Lowell, both do and do not need their Dantes?

Manic-depressive, or bipolar, illness encompasses a wide
range of mood disorders and temperaments. These vary in severity
from cyclothymia----characterized by pronounced but not totally
debilitating changes in mood, behavior, thinking, sleep, and en-
ergy levels-to extremely severe, life-threatening, and psychotic
forms of the disease. Manic-depressive illness is closely related to
major depressive, or unipolar, illness; in fact, the same criteria
(described in detail in Appendix A) are used for the diagnosis of
major depression as for the depressive phase of manic-depressive
illness. These depressive symptoms include apathy, lethargy,
hopelessness, sleep disturbance (sleeping far too much or too lit-
tle), slowed physical movement, slowed thinking, impaired mem-
ory and concentration, and a loss of pleasure in normally
pleasurable events. Additional diagnostic criteria include suicidal
thinking, self-blame, inappropriate guilt, recurrent thoughts of
death, a minimum duration of the depressive symptoms (two to
four weeks), and significant interference with the normal function-
ing of life. Unlike individuals with unipolar depression, those suf-
fering from manic-depressive illness also experience episodes of
mania or hypomania (mild mania). These episodes are character-
ized by symptoms that are, in many ways, the opposite of those
seen in depression. Thus, during hypomania and mania, mood is
generally elevated and expansive (or, not infrequently, paranoid
and irritable); activity and energy levels are greatly increased; the
need for sleep is decreased; speech is often rapid, excitable, and
intrusive; and thinking is fast, moving quickly from topic to topic.
Hypomanic or manic individuals usually have an inflated self-
esteem, as well as a certainty of conviction about the correctness
and importance of their ideas. This grandiosity can contribute to
poor judgment, which, in turn, often results in chaotic patterns of
personal and professional relationships. Other common features of
hypomania and mania include spending excessive amounts of
money, impulsive involvements in questionable endeavors, reck-
less driving, extreme impatience, intense and impulsive romantic
or sexual liaisons, and volatility. In its extreme forms mania is
charactertzed by violent agitation, bizarre behavior, delusional
thinking, and visual and auditory hallucinations. In its milder vari-
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ants the increased energy, expansiveness, risk taking, and fluency
of thought associated with hypomania can result in highly produc-
tive periods. The range in severity of symptoms is reflected in the
current psychiatric diagnostic system. Bipolar I disorder, what one
thinks of as "classic" manic-depressive illness, refers to the most
severe form of affective illness; individuals diagnosed as bipolar I
must meet the full diagnostic criteria for both mania and major
depressive illness. (The standard diagnostic criteria for mania, hy-
pomania, major depression, and cyclothymia, as well as more clin-
ically descriptive criteria for cyclothymia, are given in Appendix
A.) Bipolar II disorder, on the other hand, is defined as the pres-
ence or history of at least one major depressive episode, as well as
the existence or history of less severe manic episodes (that is,
hypomanias, which do not cause pronounced impairment in per-
sonal or professional functioning, are not psychotic in nature, and
do not require hospitalization).

Cyclothymia and related manic-depressive temperaments are
also an integral and important part of the manic-depressive spec-
trum, and the relationship of predisposing personalities and cy-
clothymia to the subsequent development of manic-depressive
psychosis is fundamental. Cyclothymic temperament can be man-
ifested in several ways-as predominantly depressive, manic, hy-
pomanic, irritable, or cyclothymic. German psychiatrist Ernst
Kretschmer described the fuidity inherent to these manic-
depressive temperaments :

Men of this kind have a soft temperament which can swing to great
extremes. The path over which it swings is a wide one, namely
between cheerfulness and unhappiness. . . Not only is the hypo-
manic disposition well known to be a peculiarly labile one, which also
has leanings in the depressive direction, but many of these cheerful
natures have, when we get to know them better, a permanent mel-
ancholic element somewhere in the background of their be-
irg. . , . The hypomanic and melancholic halves of the cycloid
temperament relieve one another, they form layers or patterns in
individual cases, arranged in the most varied combinations.s

Clearly not all individuals who have cyclothymia go on to
develop the full manic-depressive syndrome. But many do, and the
temperamental similarities between those who meet all the diag-
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nostic criteria for mania or major depression (that is, are "syndro-

mal") and those who meet them only partially (that is, are
"subsyndromal," or cyclothymic) are compelling. British psychia-
trists Dr. Eliot Slater and Sir Martin Roth have given a general
description of the "constitutional cyclothymic," emphasizing the
natural remissions, vague medical complaints, and seasonal pat-
terns often intrinsic to the temperament. The alternating mood
states-each lasting for days, weeks, or months at a time-are
continuous in some individuals but subside, leaving periods of
normality, in others. Slater and Roth also discuss the occurrence of
the cyclothymic constitution in artists and writers:

Its existence in artists and writers has attracted some attention, es-
pecially as novelists like Bj6rnson and H. Hesse have given charac-
teristic descriptions of the condition. Besides those whose swings of
mood never intermit, there are others with more or less prolonged
intentak of normalitg. In the hypomanic state the patient feels well,
but the existence of such states accentuates his feeling of insuffi-
ciency and even illness in the depressive phases. At such times he
will often seek the advice of his practitioner, complaining of such
vague symptoms as headache, insomnia, lassitude, and indigestion.
. . . In typical cases such alternative cycles will last a lifetime. In
cyclothymic artists, musicians, and other creative workers the
rhythm ofthe cycles can be read from the dates ofthe beginning and
cessation of productive work.

Some cyclothymics have a seasonal rhgthm and have learned to
adapt their Iives and occupations so well to it that they do not need
medical attention.o

The distinction between full-blown manic-depressive illness
and cyclothymic temperament is often an arbitrary one; indeed,
almost all medical and scientific evidence argues for including cy-
clothymia as an integral part of the spectrurn of manic-depressive
illness. Such milder mood and energy swings often precede overt
clinical illness by years (about one-third of patients with deftnite
manic-depressive illness, for example, report bipolar mood swings
or hypomania predating the actual onset of their illness). These
typically begin in adolescence or early adulthood and occur most
often in the spring or autumn, on an annual or biennial basis. The
symptoms, whose onset is usually unrelated to events in the indi-
vidual's life, generally persist for three to ten weeks and are often
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characterized by changes in energy level as well as mental discom-
fort.7 These subsyndromal mood swings, frequently debilitating,
are as responsive to lithium treatment as full-blown manic-
depressive illness is.8 In addition to the overlapping nature of
symptoms in cyclothymia and manic-depressive illness, and the
fact that cyclothymia responds to treatment with lithium, two fur-
ther pieces of evidence support the relationship between the tem-
perament and the illness. First, approximately one out of three
patients with cyclothymia eventually develops full syndromal de-
pression, hypomania, or mania; this is in marked contrast to a rate
of less than one in twenty in control populations.s Additionally,
patients who have been diagnosed as cyclothymic have many more
bipolar manic-depressive individuals in their hmily histories than
would be expected by chance. ro Particularly convincing are the
data from studies of monozygotic (identical) twin pairs, which show
that when one twin is diagnosed as manic-depressive, the other, if
not actually manic-depressive, very frequently is cyclothymic. rl

Manic-depressive illness is indisputably genetic; the fundamental
importance of heritability in the etiology and understanding of this
disease is elaborated upon in chapter 6 (within the context of lit-
erary and artistic families characterized by generations of individ-
uals who suffered from depressive or manic-depressive illness).
While the speciftc genes responsible for manic-depressive illness
have not yet been identiffed, promising regions on the chromo-
somes have been located, It is probable that at least one of the
genes will be isolated within the next few years.

Manic-depressive illness, often seasonal, is recurrent by na-
ture; left untreated, individuals with this disease can expect to
experience many, and generally worsening, episodes of depression
and mania. It is important to note, however, that most individuals
who have manic-depressive illness are normal most of the time;
that is, they maintain their reason and their ability to function
personally and professionally. Prior to the availability and wide-
spread use of lithium, at least one person in ffve with manic-
depressive illness committed suicide. The overwhelming majority
of all adolescents and adults who commit suicide have been deter-
mined, through postmortem investigations, to have suffered from
either bipolar manic-depressive or unipolar depressive illness.

Manic-depressive illness is relatively common; approximately
one person in a hundred will suffer from the more severe form and
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at least that many again will experience milder variants, such as

cyclothymia. One person in twenty, or 5 percent, will experience

a major depressive illness. Men and women are equally likely to

have manic-depressive illness, in contrast to major depressive ill-

ness, which is more than twice as likely to affect women. The

average age of onset of manic-depressive illness (18 years) is con-

siderably earlier than that of unipolar depression (27 years)'

Highly effective treatments exist for both manic-depressive

and major depressive illness. Lithium has radically altered the

course and consequences of manic-depressive illness, allowing

most patients to live reasonably normal lives. In recent years anti-

convulsant medications such as carbamazepine and valproate have
provided important alternative treatments for patients unable to

take, or unresponsive to, lithium. A wide variety of antidepressants

has proven exceptionally powerful in the treatment of major de-

pression. Psychotherapy, in conjunction with medication, is often

essential to healing as well as to the prevention of possible recur-

rences. Drug therapy, which is primary, frees most patients from

the severe disruptions of manic and depressive episodes' Psycho-
therapy can help individuals come to terms with the repercussions
of past episodes, take the medications that are necessary to prevent

recurrence, and better understand and deal with the often devas-
tating psychological implications and consequences of having
manic-depressive illness.

Although we will be emphasizing the bipolar form of manic-

depressive illness in our discussion of writers and artists, manic-
depressive illness, in its European and historical sense,
encompasses the severe, recurrent melancholias as well. The clin-
ical, genetic, and biological overlaps between recurrent depressive
and manic-depressive illness are stronger than existing differ-
ences.12 Although the melancholic side of an imaginative individ-
ual may be more striking, the subtler manic states are often also
there in a fluctuating pattern. We turn
these mood disorders, given by those
them.

to descriptions of
have experienced

-I am groaning under the miseries of a diseased nervous Sys-
tem; a System of all others the most essential to our happi-
ness----or the most productive of our Misery. . . Lord, what is
Man! Today, in the luxuriance of health, exulting in the enjoy-

next
who
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ment of existence; In a few days, perhaps in a few hours,
loaded with conscious painful being, counting the tardy pace of
the lingering moments, by the repercussions of anguish, & re-
fusing or denied a Comforter.-Day follows night, and night
comes after day, only to curse him with life which gives him no
pleasure.

-ROBERT BURNST3

The depressive, or melancholic, states are characterizedby a
morbidity and flatness of mood along with a slowing down of vir-
tually all aspects of human thought, feeling, and behavior that are
most personally meaningful. Occasionally these changes refect
only a transient shift in mood or a recognizable and limited reaction
to a life situation. When energy is profoundly dissipated, the ability
to think is clearly eroded, and the capacity to actively engage in the
efforts and pleasures of life is fundamentally altered, then depres-
sion becomes an illness rather than a temporary or existential state.
As with most kinds of illness, symptoms of depression can range
widely in their severity. Thinking, for example, may be only mildly
slowed or it can be stuporous; mood may be only slightly downcast
or it can be unrelentingly bleak and suicidal; the mind may retain
its reason or it can be floridly delusional. In depression (as with the
manic states)the degree, type, number, and duration of symptoms
largely determine whether or not they meet diagnostic criteria for
a mood, or affective, disorder.

Mood, in the more serious depressive states, is usually bleak,
pessimistic, and despairing. A deep sense of futility is frequently
accompanied, if not preceded, by the belief that the ability to
experience pleasure is permanently gone. The physical and psy-
chological worlds are experienced as shades ofgrays and blacks, as
having lost their color and vibrancy. Irritability, quick anger, sus-
piciousness, and emotional turbulence are frequent correlates of
depressed mood; morbid and suicidal thinking are common. The
mood of misery and suffering that usually accompanies depression
was expressed by Edgar Allan Poe in a letter written when he was
in his mid-twenties:

My feelings at this moment are pitiable indeed. I am suffering under
a depression ofspirits such as I have never felt before. I have strug-
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gled ln vain against the infuence of this melancholy-Iou will be-
lieoe mc when I say that I am still miserable in spite of the great
improvement in my circumstances, I say you will believe me, and for
this simple reason, that a man who is writing for ffict does not write
thus. My heart is open before you-if it be worth reading, read it. I
am wretched, and know not why. Console me-for you can. But let
it be quickly-or it will be too late. Write me immediately. Convince
me that it is worth one's while-that it is at all necessary to live, and
you will prove yourself indeed my friend. Persuade me to do what is
right. I do not mean this-I do not mean that you should consider
what I now write you a jest----oh pity me! for I feel that my words are
incoherent-but I will recover myself. You will not fail to see that I
am suffering under a depression of spirits which will lnot fail to] ruin
me should it be long continued.la

In his Memoirs French composer Hector Berlioz also wrote of the
agonies attendant upon his frequent spells of depression, this most
"terrible of all the evils of existence":

It is difficult to put into words what I suffered-the longing that
seemed to be tearing my heart out by the roots, the dreadful sense
of being alone in an empty universe, the agonies that thrilled through
me as if the blood were running ice-cold in my veins, the disgust with
living, the impossibility of dying. Shakespeare himself never de-
scribed this torture; but he counts it, in Hamleil, among the terrible
of all the evils of existence.

I had stopped composing; my mind seemed to become feebler as
my feelings grew more intense. I did nothing. One power was left
me-to suffer.l5

Berlioz suffered throughout his life from these black depressions.
He described in detail the two types of melancholia, or "spleen, "
he had experienced: an active, painful, and tumultuous one (almost
certainly a mixed state, in which manic and depressive symptoms
exist together), and another type, characterized by ennui, isola-
tion, lethargy, and a dearth of feeling. "I again became prey to that
frightful affiiction-psychological, nervous, imaginary, what you
will," he wrote, and then went on to describe one of his attacks in
some detail:

The fit fell upon me with appalling force. I suffered agonies and lay
groaning on the ground, stretching out abandoned arms, convul-
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sively tearing up handfuls of grass and wide-eyed innocent daisies,
struggling against the crushing sense of absence, against a mortal
isolation.

Yet such an attack is not to be compared with the tortures that
I have known since then in ever-increasing measure.

What can I say that will give some idea of the action of this
abominable disease? . . .

There are . two kinds of spleen; one mocking, active, pas-
sionate, malignant; the other morose and wholly passive, when one's
only wish is for silence and solitude and the oblivion of sleep. For
anyone possessed by this latter kind, nothing has meaning, the de-
struction of a world would hardly move him. At such times I could
wish the earth were a shell ftlled with gunpowder, which I would put
a match to for my diversion.r6

The active and malignant spleen was described by Scottish
poet Robert Burns as well: "Here I sit, altogether Novemberish, a
damn'd mdlange of Fretfulness & melancholy; not enough of the
one to rouse me to passion; nor of the other to repose me in torpor;
my soul flouncing & fluttering round her tenement, like a wild
Finch caught amid the horrors of winter newly thrust into a cage. "u

And Shakespeare, in his portrayal of the weary and melancholic
Hamlet, describes the bleeding out of hope, color, beauty, and
beliefi

I have of late-but wherefore I know not-lost all my mirth, forgone
all custom of exercises. And indeed it goes so heavily with my dis-
position that this goodly frame the earth seems to me a sterile prom-
ontory. This most excellent canopy, the air, look you, this brave
o'erhanging ftrmament, this majestical roof fretted with golden fire-
why, it appeareth nothing to me but a foul and pestilent congregation
of vapours. r8

Eighteenth-century poet William Cowper, who was confined
to an asylum for his manic-depressive illness, spoke of the terrors
of being hunted "by spiritual hounds in the night season" as well as
of the deadening side to his melancholy:

The weather is an exact emblem of my mind in its present state. A
thick fog invelops every thing, and at the same time it freezes in-
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tensely. You will tell me that this cold gloom will be succeeded by a
cheerful spring, and endeavor to encpurage me to hope for a spiritual
change resembling it. But it will be lost labour: Nature revives again,
but a soul once slain, Iives no more. The hedge that has been ap-
parently dead, is not so, it will burst into leaf and blossom at the
appointed time; but no such time is appointed for the stake that
stands in it. It is as dead as it seems, and will prove itself no dissem-
bler. re

Austrian composer Hugo Woll who died from tertiary syphilis but
whose volatility and extremes in mood predated the symptoms of
his paresis, focused on the painful contrast between the subjective
experience of an arid, sterile reality and a sense of the external
world as an unobtainable, visible, but not for him habitable place
of light, warmth, and creation:

What I suffer from this continuous idleness I am quite unable to
describe. I would like most to hang myself on the nearest branch of
the cherry trees standing now in full bloom. This wonderful spring
with its secret life and movement troubles me unspeakably. These
eternal blue skies, lasting for weeks, this continuous sprouting and
budding in nature, these coaxing breezes impregnated with spring
sunlight and fragrance of flowers . . . make me frantic. Everywhere
this bewildering urge for life, fruitfulness, creation-and only I, al-
though like the humblest grass of the fields one of God's creatures,
may not take part in this festival of resurrection, at any rate not
except as a spectator with grief and envy.2o

He also described the gap that frequently exists between pub-
lic appearance and private despair: "I appear at times merry and in
good heart, talk, too, before others quite reasonably, and it looks as
if I felt, too, God knows how well within my skin; yet the soul
maintains its deathly sleep and the heart bleeds from a thousand
wounds."2r

Depression affects not only mood but the nature and content
of thought as well. Thinking processes almost always slow down,
and decisiveness is replaced by indecision and rumination. The
ability to concentrate is usually greatly impaired and willful action
and thought become difficult if not impossible. English poet Ed-
ward Thomas spoke of a "dulness and thickness of brain"22 and
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Cowper wrote with bitter irony about the existence of only enough
sense and intellect to allow him awareness of his damaged mind:

Oh wretch! to whom life and death are alike impossible! Most mis-
erable at present in this, that being thus miserable I have my senses
continued to me only that I may look forward to the worst. It is
certain at least, that I have them for no other pu{pose, and but very
imperfectly even for this. My thoughts are like loose dry sand, which
the closer it is grasped slips the sooner away. Mr. Johnson reads to
me, but I lose every other sentence through the inevitable wander-
ings of my mind, and experience, as I have these two years, the same
shattered mode ofthinking on every subject and on all occasions. If
I seem to write with more connextion, it is only because the gaps do
not appear.23

Irrational fears, feelings of panic (including actual panic at-
tacks), obsessions, and delusions are also present in many types of
severe depression. Robert Schumann described his panic and ter-
rors during one of his many bouts of melancholy.

I was little more than a statue, neither cold nor wann; by dint of
forced work life returned gradually. But I am still so timid and fearftl
that I cannot sleep alone. . . Do you believe that I have not the
courage to travel alone . . for fear something might befall me?
Violent rushes of blood, unspeakable fear, breathlessness, momen-
tary unconsciousness, alternate quickly.%

Excessive preoccupation with sin and religion are not uncom-
mon in depression; likewise, thoughts of suicide often accompany
feelings of despair and apathy. David Cecil, in The Stricken Deer,
wrote about one of Cowper's anguished periods of melancholic
insanity, which was followed, in turn, by the resumption of a rel-
atively normal existence:

A mood of lassitude and dejection took possession of his spirits. He
lost all pleasure in society, would sit for hours at his table, unable to
bring himself to work at anything.

So passed December; and now January, fatal January, was here.
Sure enough, the old symptoms began to reappear. His sleep was
troubled by dreams, his waking hours by accusing voices. . . . His
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shaken neryes could muster up no power of resistance. Every day he
grew rapidly worse. Melancholy swelled to obsession, obsession to
delusion. . . . For the third time in his life Cowper was a raving
maniac.

The disease followed its old course. Once again he tried to kill
himself. Once again he shrank from all other friends . . . this time it
lasted much less long than before. There was no period of gradual
recovery. One day in july he returned to his right mind; and by
September he was working and writing letters and dining out, to
outward appearance just the same as he had been before the attack. s

Like thought and verbal expression, activity and behavior:ue
almost always slowed in the depressed phase of manic-depressive
illness. Fatigue, lassitude, and a marked inability to exercise will
are part and parcel ofdepression as well. In his 1936 autobiograph-
ical essay The Crack-Up, F. Scott Fitzgerald traced the ebbings
and flowings of several of his breakdowns, describing in the process
the backing offfrom friends and social ties of all sorts, endless and
fearful sleeping, obsessive list making, the great e$ort required for
even the slightest of everyday transactions, and the frenetic pace
that led up to the "cracking":

I found I was good-and-tired. I could lie around and was glad to,
sleeping or dozing sometimes twenty hours a day and in the intervals
trying resolutely not to think-instead I made lists . . . hundreds of
lists. . . .

I realized . . . that every act of life from the morning tooth-
brush to the friend at dinner had become an effort . . . hating the
night when I couldn't sleep and hating the day because it went
toward night. I slept on the heart side now because I knew that the
sooner I could tire that out, even a little, the sooner would come that
blessed hour of nightmare which, like a catharsis, would enable me
to better meet the new day. , . .

All rather inhuman and undernourished, isn't it? Well, that,
children, is the true sign of cracking up.26

Bleak weariness with life, very much a hallmark of his recur-
rent melancholy, was also described by poet Edward Thomas:

There will never be any summer any more, and I am weary of
everything. I stay because I am too weak to go. I crawl on because it
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is easier than to stop. I put my face to the window. There is nothing
out there but the blackness and the sound of rain. Neither when I
shut my eyes can I see anything. I am alone. . . There is nothing
else in my world but my dead heart and brain within me and the rain
without.2T

Irish poet ]ames Clarence Mangan described not only the
absolute psychic and physical exhaustion of depression but also the
psychosis that, in his case, had preceded it:

My nervous and hypochondriacal [melancholic] feelings almost
verged upon insanity. I seemed to myself to be shut up in a cavern
with serpents and scorpions and all hideous and monstrous things,
which writhed and hissed around me, and discharged their slime and
venom over my person. .nt

A settled melancholy took possession of my being. A sort of
torpor and weariness of life succeeded to my former over-excited
sensibilities. Books no longer interested me as before; and my own
unshared thoughts were a burden and torment to me.2s

"It was," he said, "woe on woe, and'within the lowest deep a lower
deep.' ""o It is not surprising that despair should find its way into
so many of his poems:

Tell thou the world, when my bones lie whitening
Amid the last homes of youth and eld,

That there was once one whose veins ran lightning
No eye beheld,

And tell how trampled, derided, hated,
And worn by weakness, disease, and wrong,

He fled for shelter to God, who mated
His soul with song-

Tell how this Nameless, condemned for years long
To herd with demons from hell beneath,

Saw things that made him, with groans and tears, long
For even death.sl
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Gerard Manley Hopkins, English poet and Jesuit, died of a
fever in Dublin in 1889. At the time he was relatively young,
morbidly depressed, and in fear of going mad. The depressions
from which he suffered were clearly becoming more chronic. In
1885 he wrote that "The melancholy I have all my life been subject
to has become of late years not indeed more intense in its fits but
rather more distributed, constant, and crippling . . . my state is
much like madness."3z Later in the year he wrote, "soon I am
afraid I shall be ground down to a state like this last spring's and
summer's, when my spirits were so crushed that madness seemed
to be making approaches. "s In January of the year he died he
stated, "All my undertakings miscarry: I am like a straining eu-
nuch. I wish then for death."34 "The body cannot rest when it is in
pain," said Hopkins, nor the mind be at peace as long as some-
thing bitter distills in it and it aches."s5 Hopkins's poetry, like his
prose, is palpable with his anguish. His "Dark Sonnets," among the
great poems of despair, were, he said, "written in blood. "3u This
takes no convincing to believe:

No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief,
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring.
Comforter, where, where is your comforting?
Mary, mother of us, where is your relief?
My cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief-
Woe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince and sing-
Then lull, then leave off. Fury had shrieked'No ling-
Ering! Let me be fell: force I must be brief'.
O the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of fall
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. Hold them cheap
May who ne'er hung there. Nor does long our small
Durance deal with that steep or deep. Here! creep,
Wretch, under a comfort serves in a whirlwind: all
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep.37

Moods are by nature compelling, contagious, and profoundly
interpersonal, and disorders of mood alter the perceptions and
behaviors not only of those who have them but also of those who
are related or closely associated. Manic-depressive illness-marked
as it is by extraordinary and confusing fuctuations in mood, per-
sonality, thinking, and behavior-inevitably has powerful and of-
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ten painful effects on relationships. The anger, withdrawal, and
blackness of melancholic moods are captured graphically in this
passage from Cloud Hotoe, by Scottish novelist Lewis Grassic Gib-
bon:

Sometimes a black, queer mood came on Robert, he would lock
himself up long hours in his room, hate God and Chris and himself
and all men, know his Faith a fantastic dream; and see the fleshless
grin of the skull and the eyeless sockets at the back of life. He would
pass by Chris on the stairs if they met, with remote, cold eyes and a
twisted face, or ask in a voice that cut like a knife, Can't you leaoe me
alone, nwst you alwags foll.ou?

The ftrst time it happened her heart had near stopped, she went
on with her work in a daze of amaze. But Robert came back from his
mood and came seeking her, sorry and sad for the queer, black beast
that rode his mind in those haunted hours.38

Disrupted and fitful sleep,or sleeping far too much or far too
little, are among the most pervasive and consistent symptoms of
depression. Quentin Bell, in his biography of his aunt, Virginia
Woolf, described her sleepness nights and their aftermath: "After
such nights the days brought headaches, drilling the occiput as
though it were a rotten tooth; and then came worse nights; nights
made -terrible by the increasing weight of anxiety and depres-
sion."3e Bell continued on with Woolfs own description ofluch
nights from her novel TheVogage Or,rt, drawn in part from her own
experience with manic-depressive illness: "those interminable
nights which do not end at twelve, but go on into the double
figures-thirteen, fourteen, and so on until they reach the twen-
ties, and then the thirties, and then the forties . . . there is nothing
to prevent nights from doing this if they choose."no Sylvia plath,
who was hospitalized for severe depression and ultimately com-
mitted suicide, described her awful and sleepless nights in the
autobiographical novel The Bell Jar:

I hadn't washed my hair for three weeks.
I hadn't slept for seven nights.
My mother told me I must have slept, it was impossible not to

sleep in all that time, but if I slept, it was with my eyes wide open,
for I had followed the green, luminous course of the second hand and
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the minute hand and the hour hand of the bedside clock through
their circles and semicircles, every night for seven nights, without
missing a second, or a minute, or an hour.

The reason I hadn't washed my clothes or my hair was because
it seemed so silly.

I saw the days ofthe year stretching ahead like a series ofbright,
white boxes, and separating one box from another was sleep, like a
black shade. Only for me, the long perspective of shades that set off
one box from the next had suddenly snapped up, and I could see day
after day glanng ahead of me like a white, broad, inffnitely desolate
avenue.

It seemed silly to wash one day when I would only have to wash
again the next.

It made me tired just to think of it.
I wanted to do everything once and for all and be through with

i t .4r

And finally, Theodore Roethke, who, like so many of his fellow
poets suffered from manic-depressive illness, described an almost
unbearable pain:

I have myself an inner weight of woe
That God himself can scarcely bear.

What you survived I shall believe: the Heat,
Scars, Tempests, Floods, the Motion of Man's Fate;
I have myself, and bear its weight of woe
That God that God leans down His heart to hear.a2

In striking contrast to the melancholic states are the manic
ones, in which, wrote Hugo Wolf, the "blood becomes changed
into streams of fire."as Mania is characterized by an exalted or
irritable mood, more and faster speech, rapid thought, brisker
physical and mental activity levels, quickened and more finely
tuned senses, suspiciousness, a marked tendency to seek out other
people, and impulsiveness. In hypomania, the less severe form of
mania, these changes tend to be moderate and may or may not
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result in serious difficulties for the individual experiencing them.
As the hypomania intensiffes, however, it profoundly disrupts the
lives of those who are manic, their families and acquaintances, and
the society in which they live. The range of symptoms in the manic
states, from those found in the mild hypomanias to florid psychosis
in acute mania, is as wide as that found in the depressive states.

Mood in hypomania is usually ebullient, self-conffdent, and
often transcendent, but it almost always exists with an irritable
underpinning. Hypomanic mood, although elevated, is generally
both fuctuating and volatile. Manic mood, frequently character-
ized as elated and grandiose, is often as not riddled by depression,
panic, and extreme irritability. The perceptual and physical
changes that almost always accompany hypomania and mania gen-
erally refect the close and subtle links that exist between elevated
mood, a sense of well-being, expansive and grandiose thought, and
intensifi ed perceptual awareness.

Examples of manic grandiosity, visionary expansiveness, and
unbridled euphoria are abundant in writers and artists. Benjamin
Haydon-friend of )ohn Keats, and a painter who eventually killed
himself--once wrote exuberantly in his journal that "I have been
like a man with air balloons under his armpits and ether in his
soul,"e and Theodore Roethke captured the mystical merging of
identities and experiences so common to the manic experience:

For no reason I started to feel very good. Suddenly I knew how to
enter into the life of everything around me. I knew how it felt to be
a tree, a blade of grass, even a rabbit. I didn't sleep much. I just
walked around with this wonderful feeling. One day I was passing a
diner and all of a sudden I knew what it felt like to be a lion. I went
into the diner and said to the counter-man, "Bring me a steak. Don't
cook it. Just bring it." So he brought me this raw steak and I started
eating it. The other customers made like they were revolted, watch-
ing me. And I began to see that maybe it rlos a little strange. So I
went to the Dean [at the university where Roethke taught] and said,
"I feel too good. Get me down off this." So they put me into the
tubs.a5

William Meredith, in describing one of Robert Lowell's many
manic attacks, related the psychotic grandiosity of Lowell's think-
ing and actions:
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No one predicts how long it will be before the drugs take hold &
[I-owell] begins to be himself again. Meanwhile he writes and revises
translations furiously and with a kind lofl crooked brilliance, and
talks about himself in connection with Achilles, Alexander, Hart
Crane, Hitler, and Christ, and breaks your heart.ao

Manic and hypomanic thought are flighty and leap from topic
to topic; in milder manic states the pattern of association between
ideas is usually clear, but, as the mania increases in severity, think-
ing becomes fragmented and often psychotic. Paranoid, religious,
and grandiose delusions nre common, as are illusions and halluci-
nations. Lowell, for example, wrote about one of his manic expe-
riences:

Seven years ago I had an attack of pathological enthusiasm. The night
before I was locked up I ran about the streets of Bloomington Indiana
crying out against devils and homosexuals. I believed I could stop cars
and paralyze their forces by merely standing in the middle ofthe high-
way with my arms outspread. . . . Bloomington stood for Joyce's hero
and Christian regeneration. Indiana stood for the evil, unexorcised,
aboriginal Indians. I suspected I was a reincarnation of the Holy
Ghost, and had become homicidally hallucinated. To have known the
glory, violence and banality of such an experience is corrupting.aT

Another side of mania-its dendritic, branching-out quality-was
described by john Ruskin:

I roll on like a ball, with this exception, that contrary to the usual laws
of motion I have no friction to contend with in my mind, and of crurse
have some difficulty in stopping myself when there is nothing else to
stop me. . . . I am almost sick and giddy with the quantity of things
in my head-trains of thought beginning and branching to inffnity,
crossing each other, and all tempting and wanting to be worked out.s

Leonard Woolf noted the deteriorating quality of Virginia Woolfs
thinking and speech as her illness worsened; her speech, like
Ruskin's thought, went on seemingly without stop:

She talked almost without stopping for two or three days, paying no
attention to anyone in the room or anything said to her. For about a
day what she said was aoherent; the sentences meant something,
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though it was nearly all wildly insane. Then gradually it became
completely incoherent, a mere jumble of dissociated words.ae

One of the best descriptions of the far-ranging, intoxicating,
and leapfrogging nature of manic thought and conversation is given
by Saul Bellow in Hum.boldt's Glft, a novel based in part on the
manic and chaotic lives of poets Delmore Schwartz and John Ber-
ryman:

Now a word about Humboldt's conversation. What was the poet's
conversation actually likeP

He wore the look of a balanced thinker when he began, but he
was not the picture of sanity. I myself loved to talk and kept up with
him as long as I could. For a while it was a double concerto. but
presently I was ffddled and trumpeted off the stage. Reasoning, for-
mulating, debating, making discoveries Humboldt's voice rose,
choked, rose again . . . he passed from statement to recitative, from
recitative he soared into aria, and behind him played an orchestra of
intimations, virtues, love of his art, veneration of its great men-but
also of suspicion and skulduggery. Before your eyes the man recited
and sang himself in and out of madness.

He started by talking about the place of art and culture in the
first Stevenson administration. . . . From this Humboldt turned to
Roosevelt's sex life . . . he moved easily from the tabloids to General
Rommel and from Rommel to John Donne and T. S. Eliot. About
Eliot he seemed to know strange facts no one else had ever heard.
He was fflled with gossip and hallucination as well as literary theory.
Distortion was inherent, yes, in all poetry. But which came ffrst?
And this rained down on me . . chorus girls, prostitution and reli-
gion, old money, new money, gentlemen's clubs, Back Bay, New-
port, Washington Square, Henry Adams, Henry fames, Henry Ford,
Saint John of the Cross, Dante, Ezra Pound, Dostoevski, Marilyn
Monroe and Joe DiMaggio, Gertrude Stein and Alice, Freud and
Ferenczi.50

As with all signs and symptoms of manic-depressive illness,
including those ofthought, perceptual and sensory changes vary in
degree and kind. Mild increases in the awareness of objects that
actually exist in an individual's environment-the "hyperacusis" so
frequently a part of hypomania and mania---can progress to total
disarray of the senses; this, in turn, can result in visual. auditorv.
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and olfactory hallucinations (sensory experiences not based on
existing physical phenomena). At the milder end of the continuum
ofperceptual change, Poe gave a fictional account ofmoods "ofthe

keenest appetency"r

Not long ago, about the closing in of an evening in autumn, I sat at
the large bow window ef ths p- Coffee-House in London. For
some months I had been ill in health, but was now convalescent, and,
with returning strength, found myself in one of those h"ppy moods
which are so precisely the converse of ennui-moods of the keenest
appetency, when the fflm fiom the mental vision departs . . . and the
intellect, electriffed, surpasses as greatly its everyday condition, as
does the vivid yet candid reason of Leibnitz, the mad and fimsy
rhetoric of Gorgias. Merely to breathe was enjoyment; and I derived
positive pleasure even from many of the legitimate sources of pain.sl

john Ruskin wrote of his own experiences with what he called the
"conditions of spectral vision and audit" belonging to "certain states
of brain excitement":

I saw the stars rushing at each other-and thought the lamps of
London were gliding through the night into a World Collision. . . .
Nothing was more notable to me through the illness than the general
exaltation of the neryes of sight and hearing, and their power of
making colour and sound harmonious as well as intense-with altern-
ation of faintness and horror of course. But I learned so much about
the nature of Phantasy and Phantasm-it would have been totally
inconceivable to me without seeing, how the unreal and real could be
mixed.52

Among the particularly dramatic and extreme clinical features
of acute mania are its associated frenetic, seemingly aimless, and
violent actions. Bizarre, driven, paranoid, and impulsive patterns
of behavior are common; irrational financial activities, including
massive overspending and unwise investments, often occur. The
idiosyncratically meaningful, often wildly funny purchases that
manics can make are wonderfully captured in a recent novel by
Jonathan Carroll:

There was no screech of tires, screams, or thunderous crash when my
mind went flying over the cliff into madness, as I gather is true in
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many cases. Besides, we've all seen too many bad movies where
characters scratch their faces or make hyena sounds to indicate
they've gone nuts.

Not me. One minute I was famous, successful, self_assured
Harry Radcliffe in the trick store, looking for inspiration in a favorite
spot. The next, I was quietly but very seriously mad, walking out of
that shop with two hundred and fffty yellow pencil sharpeners. I
don't know how other people go insane, but my ,""y *"^, at least
novel.

Melrose Avenue is not a good place to lose your mind. The
stores on the street are full oflunatic desires and are only too h*ppy
to let you have them ifyou can pay. I could.

Anyone want an African gray parrot named Noodle Koofty? I
named him in the ride back to santa Barbara. He sat silently in a
giant black cage in the back of my Mercedes station wagon, sur-
rounded by objects I can only cringe at when I think of them now:
three colorful garden dwarves about three feet high, each holding a
gold hitching ring; ffve Conway Twitty albums that cost twenty dol-
lars each because they were "classics"; three identical Sam the Sham
and the Pharaohs albums, "classics" as well, twenty-five dollars a
piece; a box of bathroom tiles with a revolting peach motif; a wall-size
poster of a chacma baboon in the same pose as Rodin's The Thinker
. . . other things too, but you get the drift.53

Mania also tends to bring with it indefatigability, a markedly
decreased need for sleep, and the aggressive pursuing of human
contact. The emotional consequences of such behaviors can be
devastating. In portions of two letters to T. S. Eliot, Robert Lowell
wrote of his embarrassment following different manic episodes:

[June 196l] The whole business has been very bruising, and it is
fierce facing the pain I have caused, and humiliating [to] think that
it has all happened before and that control and seltknowledge come
so slowly, if at all.s

fMarch 1964] I want to apologize for plaguing you with so many
telephone calls last November and December. When the "enthusi-
asm" is coming on me it is accompanied by a feverish reaching to my
ftiends. After it's over I wince and wither.s

The aftermath of mania is usually depression-Lowell once
described mania as "a magical orange grove in a nightmare"56-and
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indeed, as we shall see, mania and depression are frequently min-

gled together or alternate one to the other in an ongoing process of

changing vitalities, a process finding its counterpart in the natural

world, as described by Delmore Schwartz:

The river was opulence, radiance, sparkle, and shine, a rippling radi-
ance dancing light's dances;

And the birds few, soared, darted, perched, perched and whistled,
dipped or ascended

Like a ballet of black flutes, an erratic and scattered metamorphosis
of the villages of stillness into the variety of flying:

The birds were as a transformation of trunk and branch and twig into
the elation which is the energy's celebration and consummation!

-It was dificult, then, to believe-how difficult it was and how pain-
ful it was to believe in the reality of winter,

Beholding so many supple somersaults of energy and deathless feats
of superexuberant vitality, all self-delighting,

Arising, waving, flying, glittering, and glistening as if in irresistible

eagerness,

Seeking with serene belief and undivided certainty, love's miracles,
tender, or thrashing, or thrashing towards tenderness boldly.

It was necessary to think of pine and fir,
Of holly, ivy, barberry bush and icicle, of frozen ground,

And of wooden tree. white or wet and drained,
And of the blackened or stiffened arms of elm, oak and maple
To remember. even a little. that existence was not forever

May and the beginning of summer:
It was only possible to forget the presence of the present's green and

gold and white fags of flowering May's victory, summer s ascend-
ancy and sovereignty,

By thinking ofhow all arise and aspire to the nature offfre, to the
flamelike climbing of vine and leaf and fower,

And calling to mind how all things must suffer and die in growth and
birth.

To be reborn, again and again and again, to be transformed all over
again.57

Although much of our discussion of mania and depression has
emphasized the differences between the two clinical states, it is
important to note that the oscillation into, out of, and within the
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various forms and states of the disease is, in its own right, a hall-
mark of m_anic-depressive illness. Manic and depressive symptom
patterns clearly have a polar quality, but the overlapping, trans!
tional, and fuctuating aspects are enormously important in de-
scribing and understanding the illness as a whole. Frofessor Emil
Kraepelin, who more than anyone deffned and described manic-
depressive illness, wrote:

The delimitation of the individual clinicar forms of the malady is in
many respects wholly artificial and arbitrary. observation not only
reveals the occurrence ofgradual transitions between all the various
states, but it also shows that within the shortest space of time the
same morbid case may pass through most manifold transformations.s

More recently, in the lg50s, Dr. John campbell emphasized this
fundamentally dynamic nature of manic-depressive illness by com-
paring the illness with a movie:

The fluidity, change, and movement of the emotions, as thev occur
in the ever-changing cyclothymic process, may be compared to the
pictures of a cinema, as contrasted with a "still" photograph. Indeed,
the psychiatrist, observing a manic-depressive pauent ior the ftrst
time, or as he undergoes one of the many undulations in mood, from
melancholia to euphoria or from hypomania to a depression, is re-
minded of the experience of entering a movie during the middle of
the story' No matter where one takes up the plot, the story tends to
swing around again to the point where it started. The examiner may
observe the manic-depressive patient ftrst in a manic reaction, later
in a depression, but eventually, if followed long enough, in another
manic reaction. Like the movie, which is a continuous but constantly
changing process, the cyclothymic process is also continuous even
though for the moment the observer is attracted by the immediate
cross-section view. This conception ofchange, or constant undulation
of the emotions, is much more accurate than a static appraisal.5e

The link between mania and depression had been noted for
centuries.m As early as the second century A.D., for example,
Aretaeus o{cappadocia observed that "melancholia is without any
doubt the beginning and even part of the disorder called mania":6i
so too, Alexander of Tralles (c. 575) wrote that individuals tended
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to have cycles of mania and melancholia, and that "mania is nothing
else but melancholia in a more intense form."62 By the sixteenth
century Jason Pratensis had concluded that "most physicians asso-
ciate mania and melancholia (truly dreadful diseases) as one disor-

der";63 he, like most others, distinguished mania from melancholia

by "degree and manifestation" only. Alternating and interwoven
patterns of mania and depression were well described by

seventeenth-century writers, and Michel Foucault gives a vivid

summary of the work of one of them, Dr. Thomas Willis:

In the melancholic . . . the spirits were somber and dim; they cast
their shadows over the images of things and formed a kind of dark
tide; in the maniac, on the contrary, the spirits seethed in a perpetual
ferment; they were carried by an irregular movement, constantly
repeated; a movement that eroded and consumed, and even without
fever. sent out its heat. Between mania and melancholia, the afinity
is evident: not the affinity of symptoms linked in experience, but the
affinity-more powerful and so much more evident in the landscapes
of the imagination-that unites in the same ftre both smoke and
flame.s

By the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, most medical writers

thought of mania as an extreme form of melancholia. Richard Mead

wrote in \757:

Medical writers distinguish two kinds of Madness, and describe them
both as a constant disorder of the mind without any considerable
fever; but with this difference, that the one is attended with auda-
ciousness and fury, the other with sadness and fear: and that they call
mania, this melancholy. But these generally differ in degree only.
For melancholy very frequently changes, sooner or later, into ma-
niacal madness; and, when the fury is abated, the sadness generally
returns heavier than before.s

Doctors Jean Pierre Falret and Jules Baillarger, in the mid-

nineteenth century, formally posited that mania and depression
could represent different manifestations of a single illness. Falret

noted the strong depressive quality often occurring before, during,

and after manic episodes, as well as m,elancholie anxieuse, "char'

acterized by constant pacing and inner turmoil, which incapacitates
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these patients so they cannot concentrate, and this state sometimes
ends up as manic agitation."ffi Kraepelin, in his lg2l classic text-
book about manic-depressive illness, described mixed states, in
which depressive and manic symptoms coexist; he conceptualized
these mixed states as primarily transitional phenomerr"-th"t ir,
they tended to occur when an individual was going into or out of a
depressive or manic state.67 such states, as we shall see later,
represent an important link between manic-depressive illness, ar-
tistic temperament, creativity, and the rhythms and temperament
of the natural world. Unfortunately, they also are closely associated
with the damaging and killing sides of manic-depresiive illness:
alcoholism, drug abuse, and suicide.

"But I am constitutionally sensitive-nervous in a very un_
usual degree. I became insane, with long periods of horrible san-
ity," wrote Poe. "During these fits of absolute unconsciousness I
drank, God knows how much or how long. As a matter of course,
my enemies referred the insanity to the drink rather than the drink
to theinsanity."* For many poe personiffes the stereotype of the
alcoholic writer; it is rare to ffnd a discussion of alcohol and writers
without reference to him, or to Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Tennes-
see williams, Berryman, or Lowell. And yet all rnff"r"d from de-
pressive or manic-depressive illness as well, raising complicated
questions about whether the melancholic muse is also a 

-"thirsty

muse"6e-that is, whether alcohol and other drugs 
"r" 

ur"a by
writers and artists to alleviate painful depressions and agitated
manic states; whether they are responsible for changes in mood;
whether they are used to provoke or recapture freer, Lss inhibited
states of mind and emotion; or whether some combination of all of
these obtains. one Poe biographer wrote: "we know now that
what made Poe write was what made him drink: alcohol and liter-
ature were the two safety valves of a mind that eventually tore itself
apart,"7o and W. R. Bett, writing in the lg50s, said:

Poe s indulgence . . was one of the methods by which he fought the
intolerable morbidity of his manic-depressive state of mirid and
sought a temporary forgeffirlness of the misfortunes and setbacks to
which he seemed predestined. Had this been his only weapon to
relieve the depressions that overtook him, he would, like thousands
of others similarly affected, have lived his life unknown and gone
unsung by posterity. But he had a second weapon-his pen.71
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Indeed, Poe himself described some of this "intolerable mor-

bidity"; he also described why on one occasion he reached out to

laudanum in a desperate, suicidal attempt to escape from his psy-

chological pain:

You saw, you felt the agony of grief with which I bade you fare-
well-You remember my expressions of gloom--+f a dreadful hor-
rible foreboding of ill-Indeed-indeed it seemed to me that death
approached me even then, & that I was involved in the shadow
r rhi"h went before him. . . . I remember nothing distinctly' from
that moment until I found myself in Providence-I went to bed &

wept through a long, long, hideous night of despair-When the

day broke, I arose & endeavored to quiet my mind by a rapid walk

in the cold, keen air-but all uould not do-the demon tormented
me still. Finally I procured two ounces of laudanum' ' . ' I am so

ill*so terribly, hopelessly u-r- in body and mind, that I feel I ceN-
Nor live . . . until I subdue this fearfiul agitation, which if contin-
ued, will either destroy my life or, drive me hopelessly mad'72

Inordinately sensitive to his moods, Poe was also aware of their

cyclic and alternating nature. In a letter to poet |ames Russell

Lowell, whose own temperament was deeply moody, he wrote:

I can feel for the "constitutional indolence" of which you com-
plain-for it is one of my own besetting sins. I am excessively
slothful, and wonderfully industrious-by ffts. There are epochs
when any kind of mental exercise is torture, and when nothing
yields me pleasure but solitary communion with the "mountains &

ih" *oodt--the "altars" of Byron. I have thus rambled and

dreamed away whole months, and awake, at last, to a sort of mania
for composition. Then I scribble all day, and read all night, so long
as the disease endures.Ts

Poe was scarcely alone in sufferingfrom both manic-depressive

illness and alcohol and drug abuse. Studies are quite consistent in

finding elevated rates of alcohol and drug abuse in individuals with

manic-depressive illness;74 conversely, there is a signiffcantly

higher percentage of bipolar patients in populations of alcoholics

and drug abusers.T5 The largest and best-designed investigation to

date has been the Epidemiologic Catchment Area (ECA) study, a
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large survey conducted by the National Institute of Mental Health
in ffve major American population centers (New Haven. Balti-
more, St. Louis, Los Angeles, and piedmont County, North Caro_
lina). The study found an exceedingly high lifetime prevalence
rate, 46 percent, for alcohol abuse and dependence in patients with
manic-depressive illn-ess; the ffgures foi unipolar depressed pa-
tients ?ld the general 

_population were 2l 
"r,d 

13 percent respec_
tively.76 A related study found that mania was strongly associated
with alcoholism but major depression was not.zz eliho.rgh it i,
perhaps more intuitive to link increased alcohol use with ihe d"-
pressed phase of manic-depressive illness, evidence suggests that
increased alcohol consumption is actually more ft"q.rerrtly associ-
ated with hypomania, mania, and the m*ed or tran-sition"l ,t"t.r.
Indeed, manic-depressive patients who increase their alcohol con-
sumption generally do so during the manic phase.78 For Robert
Lowell the combination of alcohol and mania often proved an es-
pecially disinhibiting one. Here he is described by the congres-
sional representative who accompanied him on a c,rliural exchange
program to South America:

JVhen we got to Argentina, it was six double vodka martinis befbre
lunch. And he made me drink with him. we went to lunch at the
presidential palace, the casa Rosada, and car [Robert Loweil]
promptly insulted the general, who was in fact abo,ri to be president
of Argentina, and started one of the many diplomatic ,urrip.rru, h"
caused on that trip. There was the American cultural attachZ. whose
name I cannot remember, and car was sitting at this lunch in a very
loud checked sports coat and open shirt, and all the generals were
there, very uptight and distinguished. And there was tlhis wonderful
opening scene when cal was introduced to the cultural attach6 and
talked to him for about three minutes. The guy was an absolute idiot
and asked stupid questions and obviously didn t know who cal was.
so cal turned on him and said, "you're the cultural attach6?" "yep,
sure am." And cal said, "How can you be the cultural attach6?
You're illiterate." That's how the lunch started, and it went on fiom
there. After the lunch, cal started his tour of the equestrian statues,
undressing[,] and climbing the statues. He insisted on being taken to
every statue in B.A.-well, we didn't do every one, thank God. And
he'd stop the car and ̂ start clambering up and sit next to the general
on top of the statue.Ts
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Excesses of all kinds characterize mania, and intemperate
drinking may be just one aspect of this general pattern; however,
self-medication of painful or uncomfortable mood states no doubt
accounts for some of the association as well. To an extent, alcohol
does provide relief from the irritability, restlessness, and agitation
associated with mania; not surprisingly, alcohol use often increases
dramatically during mixed states as well. Unfortunately, however,
alcohol and drug abuse often worsens the overall course of manic-
depressive illness, occasionally precipitates the disease in vulner-
able individuals, and frequently undermines the effects of
treatment.80

Other drugs, such as cocaine and opium, are also abused by
individuals who have manic-depressive illness.sr The findings
from the ECA study show that the lifetime prevalence rate of
drug abuse in bipolar patients is 4l percent; this is far higher
than in unipolar depressed patients or the general population (18
and 6 percent, respectively).8z Conversely, the rates of bipolar
illness among cocaine and opiate abusers are several times higher
than in the general population.s' The selection of drugs for self-
medication tends to depend upon the predominant nature of the
symptoms an individual experiences; sedative drugs such as al-
cohol and opiates are generally preferred by those patients who
have agitated and perturbed forms of depression, or irritable and
highly uncomfortable manias. The use of cocaine and other stim-
ulants by individuals with manic-depressive illness is more com-
plicated; for example, there is evidence that most patients report
using cocaine, primarily when hypomanic or manic, in order to
enhance or induce the euphoric moods associated with these
states.8a One group of clinical investigators has reported that the
majority of their bipolar and cyclothymic patients who abused co-
caine stated that they were not self-medicating their depressions;
rather, they were attempting to lengthen or intensiSr the eu-
phoric effects of mild mania.8s

The coexistence of alcoholism, drug abuse, and manic-
depressive illness is more common than not; approximately 60
percent of patients with bipolar illness have a history of some kind
of substance abuse or dependerrce.8u These problems, not surpris-
ingly, are common in writers and artists with manic-depressive
illness as well; the consequences are often devastating. Samuel
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Taylor coleridge, for one, described his struggles with laudanum
to a friend:

No sixty hours hatse yet passed without my having taking [taken?]
Laudanum-tho' for the last week comparatively triflinj Joses. I
have full belief, that your anxicty will not need to be ext"ended be-
yond the ftrst week: and for the ffrst week I shall not, r must not be
permitted to leave your House, unless I should walk out with you.-
Delicately or indelicately, this mastbe done: and both the servant
and the young Man must receive absolute commands from you on no
account to fetch any thing for me. The stimulus of conversation
suspends the terror that haunts my mind; but when I am alone, the
horrors, I have suffered from Laudanum, the degradation, the
blighted Utility, almost overwhelm me--.87

One and one-half centuries later, American poet John Berryman
wrote graphically about his destructive relationship with alcohol:

social drinking until lg47 during a long & terrible love affair, my ffrst
infidelity to my wife after 5 years of marriage. My mistress drank
heavily & I drank w. her. Guilt, murderous & suicidal. Hallucina-
tions one day walking home, Heard voices. 7 years of psychoanalysis
& group therapy in N.Y. Walked up & down drunk on a foot-wide
parapet 8 stories high. Passes at women drunk, often successful. wife
left me after 11 years of marriage bec. of drinking. Despair, heavy
drinking alone, jobless, penniless, in N.y. Lost when blacked-out
the most important professional letter I have ever received. seduced
students drunk. Made homosexual advances drunk, 4 or 5 times.
Antabuse once for a few days, agony on floor after a beer. euarrel w.
landlord drunk at midnight over the key to my apartment, he called
police, spent the night in jail, news somehow reached press & radio,
forced to resign. Two months of intense self-analysis-dream-
interpretation etc. Remarried. My chairman told me I had called up
a student drunk at midnight & threatened to kill her. Wife left m;
bec. of drinking. Gave a public lecture drunk. Drunk in Calcutta,
wandered streets lost all night, unable to remember my address.
Married present wife 8 yrs ago. Many barbiturates & tranquilizers off
& on over last l0 yrs. Many hospitalizations. Many alibis for drink-
ing, lying abt. it. Severe memory-loss, memory distortions. DT's
once in Abbott, lasted hours. Quart of whisky a day for months in
Dublin working hard on a long poem. Dry 4 months 2 years ago.
Wife hiding bottles, myself hiding bottles.ss
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The ultimate self-destruction by alcohol, however, was personified
by the life and death of the wildly mercurial Welsh poet Dylan
Thomas:

Dylan was now having blackouts at frequent intervals. On more than
one occasion he had been warned by his doctor that he must go on
a regime of complete abstinence from alcohol if he was to sur-
vive. . . Dylan seemed exhausted, self-preoccupied, and morbidly
depressed. He went out alone, and an hour and a halflater returned
to announce, "I've had eighteen straight whiskeys, I think that's the
record." [Shortly afterwards] he died.se

In addition to drinking and using drugs to excess, individuals with

depressive and manic-depressive illness are also far more likely to

commit suicide than individuals in any other psychiatric or medical

risk group. The mortality rate for untreated manic-depressive ill-

ness is higher than it is for many types of heart disease and cancer.

Kraepelin described the grim, virtually incomprehensible level of

anguish and desperation experienced by many of his patients:

The patients, therefore, often try to starve themselves, to hang them-
selves, to cut their arteries; they beg that they may be burned,
buried alive, driven out into the woods and there allowed to die. . ' .
One of my patients struck his neck so often on the edge of a chisel
ftxed on the ground that all the soft parts were cut through to the
vertebrae.s

A recent review ofthirty studies found that, on the average, one-

fifth of manic-depressive patients die by suicide. From a slightly

different perspective, at least two-thirds of those people who com-

mit suicide have been found to have suffered from depressive or
manic-depressive illness.sr In an extensive clinical investigation

carried out in Sweden, suicide was almost eighty times more likely

among patients with depressive illness-unipolar or bipolar-than
in those individuals with no psychiatric disorder,e2 and, in a recent
study of risk factors among adolescents who had died by suicide,
four factors accounted for more than 80 percent of the suicides:
a diagnosis of bipolar manic-depressive illness, coexisting alcohol
or drug abuse, lack of prior treatment, and the availability of ftre-
arms. Of these the diagnosis of manic-depressive illness contrib-
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uted the most to the prediction.e3 Suicide, for many who suffer
from untreated manic-depressive illness, is as much t'wired" 

into
the disease as myocardial infarction is for those who have occluded
coronary arteries. Because suicide appears more volitional, some-
how more existentially caused, and more tied to external circum-
stance than it often actually is, the seriousness of manic-depressive
illn-ess as a potentially lethal medical condition is frequently over-
looked. (A partial listing of artists, writers, and composers who
attempted or committed suicide is given in Appendii n.; n hi,
suicide note American artist Ralph Barton predicted that tlose he
left behind would be tempted to read into his death all manner of
explanation while constantly overlooking the crucial one, his men-
tal illness:

Everyone who has known me and who hears of this will have a
diferent hypothesis !o oser to explain why I did it. practically all of
these hypotheses will be dramatic-.-and completely wrong. Any sane
doctor knows that the reasons for suicide are invariabry piycho-
pathological. Difficulties in life merely precipitate the event-and
the true suicide type manufactures his o*n Jifficulties. I have had
few real dificulties. I have had, on the contrary, an exceptionally
glamorous life-*as lives go. And I have had more than mv-share of
affection and appreciation. The most charming, intellige.rt, arrd irrr_
portant people I have known have liked me-and the list of my
enemies is very flattering to me. I have always had excellent health.
But, since my early childhood, I have suffered with a melancholia
which, in the past ffve years, has begun to show deffnite symptoms
of manic-depressive insanity. It has prevented my getting anlthing
Iike the full value out of my talents, and, for th" part thre"lr""rs, ha,
rnade work a torture to do at all. It has made it impossible for me to
enjoy the simple pleasures of life that seem to get other people
through. I have run from wife to wife, from house tJhour", 

"rri 
frorn

country to country, in a ridiculous effort to escape from myself. In
doing so, I am very much afraid that I have spread 

" 
good dear of

unhappiness among the people who have loved me.s 
-

studies of attempted suicide in bipolar patients show that
between one-fourth and one-half attemptiuicide at least once.e5 rn
the largest epidemiological survey to date (more than twenty thou-
sand participants), the lifetime rate for attempted suicide in indi-
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I
I
I viduals with no history of mental disorder was I percent; for those
I with major depressive illness it was 18 percent, and for those suf-

I fering from manic-depressive illness it was 24 percent.s Novelist

I Graham Greene, by his own account a manic-depressive, openly

I discussed his suicidal behavior while an undergraduate at Oxford;

I one of his friends, Lord Tranmire, told Greene's biographer: "We

I were very worried over his attempts at Russian roulette. And in the
I end we made him promise he would never do it with more than
I r-o shots out of the ffve chambers,"eT Greene himself described

I 
his first attempt:

I
I I slipped a bullet into a chamber and, holdlng the revolver behlnd
I my back, spun the chambers round. . . . I put the muzzle of the
I revolver into my right ear and pulled the trigger. There was a minute
I click, and looking down at the chamber I could see that the charge
I had moved into the ftring position. I was out by one.et
I
I Lord Byron thought seriously about suicide as well, although

his droll wit often masked the depth of his true suffering (his se-
vere, often agitated melancholias are discussed further in chapter
5). In a letter to his friend and fellow poet Thomas Moore, Byron
wrote, "I should, many a good day, have blown my brains out, but
for the recollection that it would have given pleasure to my mother-
in-law; and, even then, if I could have been certain to haunt her-
but I won't dwell upon these trifling family matters."s Robert
Lowell, who in one poem used Byronic wit to describe the ambi-
guities and ambivalences attendant upon suicide-"A doubtful sui-
cide should choose the ocean,/Who knows, he might reach the
other side?"rm-wrote more tellingly in another:

Do I deserve credit
for not having tried suicide-
or am I afraid
the exotic act
will make me blunder.

not knowing error
is remedied by practice,
as our first home-photographs,
headless, half-headed, tilting
extinguished by a fashbulb?ror
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People who commit suicide generally communicate their in-
tentions to others; in a study of 134 suicides, fully two-thirds of the
manic-depressive patients had communicated their suicidal ideas,
most frequently through a direct and specific statement of the
intent to commit suicide.ro2 Men and women did not differ signif-
icantly in their frequency of suicidal communication, and the com-
munications were repeated and expressed to a number of difierent
people; rarely were these communications perceived as "manipu-
lative" or "playing on the emotions of others." No one commitied
suicide while manic; all were judged to have been depressed at the
time of death. In Darkness Visible novelist William Styron wrote
about the inescapability of his suicidal depression:

The pain is unrelenting, and what makes the condition intolerable is
the foreknowledge that no remedy will come-not in a day, an hour,
a month, or a minute. If there is mild relief, one knows that it is only
temporary; more pain will follow. It is hopelessness even more than
pain that crushes the soul. So the decision-making of daily life in-
volves not, as in normal afiairs, shifting from one annoying situation
to another less annoying---or from discomfort to relative comfort, or
from boredom to activity-but moving from pain to pain. One does
not abandon, even briefly, one's bed of nails, but is attached to it
wherever one goes.ro3

And Leo Tolstoy described his weariness with life, his melan-
choly, and his suicidal obsessions, all of which existed within the
framework of a seemingly complete and h"ppy existence:

The thought of suicide came to me as naturally then as the thought
of improving life had come to me before. This thought was such a
temptation that I had to use cunning against myself in order not to go
through with it too hastily. I did not want to be in a hurry only
because I wanted to use all my strength to untangle my thoughts. If
I could not get them untangled, I told myself, I could always go
ahead with it. And there I was, a fortunate man, carrying a rope from
my room, where I was alone every night as I undressed, so that I
would not hang myself from the beam between the closets. And I
quit going hunting with a gun, so that I would not be too easily
tempted to rid myself of life. I myself did not know what I wanted.
I was a&aid of life, I struggled to get rid of it, and yet I hoped for
something from it.
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And this was happening to me at a time when, from all indica-

tions. I should have been considered a completely h"ppy man; this

was when I was not yet fifty years old. I had a good, loving, and

beloved wife, fine children, and a large estate that was growing and

expanding without any effort on my part. More than ever before I

was respected by friends and acquaintances, praised by strangers,

and I could claim a certain renown without really deluding myself.rq

Poet and critic A. Alvarez, in his book The Saoage God,

vividly portrayed the despair, violence and highly individudistic

motives involved in suicide. In citing Italian writer Cesare

Pavese-who once wrote that "no one ever lacks a good reason for
suicide"los and who subsequently did commit suicidrAlvarez
emphasized the limits to knowing the mind of any truly suicidal
person. While it is important to avoid a sweepingly nihilistic notion
of such limits, it also remains essential to recognize the ultimate
inaccessibility of the many complex and idiosyncratic emotional
states that usually accompany suicide:

It goes without saying that external misery has relatively little to do
with suicide. . . . Suicide often seems to the outsider a supremely
motiveless perversity, performed, as Montesquieu complained,
"most unaccountably . . . in the very bosom of happiness," and for
reasons which seem trivial or even imperceptible . . . At best they
assuage the guilt of the survivors, soothe the tidy-minded and en-
courage the sociologists in their endless search for convincing cate-
gories and theories. The real motives . . . belong to the internal
world, devious, contradictory, labyrinthine, and mostly out of
sight.rffi

In the same book Alvarez also described the sterile and cold world
of suicidal depression; like Hugo Wolf he drew the contrast be-
tween the normal and the depressed worlds, portraying an abyss
that cannot be spanned;

A suicidal depression is a kind of spiritual winter, frozen, sterile,
unmoving. The richer, softer and more delectable nature becomes,
the deeper that internal winter seems, and the wider and more
intolerable the abyss which separates the inner world from the outer.
Thus suicide becomes a natural reaction to an unnatural condition.
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Perhaps this is why, for the depressed, Christmas is so hard to bear.
In theory it is an oasis of warmth and light in an unforgiving season,
like a lighted window in a storm. For those who have to stay outside,
it accentuates, like spring, the disjunction between public warmth
and festivity, and cold, private despair.roT

Suicidal thoughts and attempts, as well as suicide itself, are
particularly common in mixed states. In one study conducted in
the 1930s, Jameison found that mixed states were the most dan-
gerous clinical phase of illness. In his study of one hundred sui-
cides, half of whom had manic-depressive psychosis, he noted that
the combination of depressive symptoms, mental alertness, and
tense, apprehensive, and restless behavior was especially lethal;
many other studies have found this as well.lo8 Mixed states rep-
resent a critical combination of depressed feelings and thoughts
combined with an exceptionally perturbed, agitated, and unpleas-
ant physical state; usually accompanied by a heightened energy
level and increased impulsivity, mixed states are far too often lethal
to those who experience them. Percy Bysshe Shelley's melancholic
states were made even more unbearable by wild agitation, insom-
nia, confusion, visions, obsessions, and thoughts of suicide.
Themes of madness, despair, and suicide can be found in many of
his poems:

Then would I stretch my languid frame
Beneath the wild wood's gloomiest shade,
And try to quench the ceaseless flame
That on my withered vitals preyed;
Would close mine eyes and dream I were
On some remote and friendless plain,
And long to leave existence there,
If with it I might leave the pain
That with a ftnger cold and lean
Wrote madness on my withering mien.rG

That such a final, tragic, and awful thing as suicide can exist in
the midst of remarkable beauty is one of the vastly contradictory
and paradoxical aspects of life and art. The extraordinary and seem-
ingly counterintuitive level of control in many of van Gogh's last
canvases, completed just before his suicide, finds a comparable
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calm and lyricism in lines by Russian poet Vladimir Mayakovsky

who, like van Gogh, committed suicide when he was in his mid-

thirties:

It's after one.
You must have gone to bed.

The Milky Way runs like a silvery river through the night.
I'm in no hurry

and with lightning telegrams
there's no need to wake and worry you.
As they say

the incident is closed
The love boat

has smashed against convention
Now you and I are through

No need then
To count over mutual hurts, harms, and slights.

Just see how quiet the world is!
Night has laid a heavy tax of stars upon the sky.
In hours like these you get up and you speak
To the ages, to history, and to the universe.rlo

Mayakovslcy's biographer Edward Brown notes "he included four
lines from this poem in his suicide note, with the change of "you"

,o 
..1i9". "rrr

The clinical reality of manic-depressive illness is far more le-
thal and infinitely more complex than the current psychiatric no-
menclature , bipolar d,isorder, would suggest. Cycles of fluctuating
moods and energy levels serve as a background to constantly chang-
ing thoughts, behaviors, and feelings. The illness encompasses the
extremes of human experience: Thinking can range from florid
psychosis, or "madness," to patterns of unusually clear, fast and
creative associations, to retardation so profound that no meaningful
mental activity can occur. Behavior can be frenzied, expansive,
bizarre, and seductive, or it can be seclusive, sluggish, and dan-
gerously suicidal. Moods may swing erratically between euphoria
and despair or irritability and desperation. The rapid oscillations
and combinations of such extremes result in an intricately textured
clinical picture: Manic patients, for example, are depressed and
irritable as often as they are euphoric; the highs associated with
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mania are generally only pleasant and productive during the ear-
lier, milder stages. Lowell's description of the "glory, violence and
banality" of mania is compelling; so, too, is Bryon's portrayal of "an
awful chaos":

This should have been a noble creature: he
Hath all the energy which would have made
A goodly frame of glorious elements,
Had they been wisely mingled; as it is,
It is an awful chaos-light and darkness-
And mind and dust-and passions and pure thoughts,
Mix'd, and contending without end or order,
All dormant or destructiverr2

We turn from describing this "a\rful chaos" to the controver-
sies and arguments surrounding the idea of a link between certain
types of "madness" and artistic genius. In particular, we focus on
the accumulating, and surprisingly consistent, recent evidence sug-
gesting that it is manic-depressive illness and its related tempera-
ments that are most closely allied to creativity in the arts.



3.
COULD
ITBE

MADI\ESS:TTIIS?

Controversy and Dvidence

[Emily Dickinson] was not an alcoholic, she was not abusive. she
was not neurotic, she did not commit suicide. Neurotic people or
alcoholics who go through life make better copy, and people talk
about them, tell anecdotes about them. The quiet peoplelust do
their work.

-JoycE cARoL oarrsr

And Something's odd-within-
That person that I was-
And this One-do not feel the same-
Could it be Madness-this?

-EMILY DIcKtttsoN2

Chemical Synapse: The Unbridged Junction
(CourtesyofJ. E. Heuser and T. S. Reese)
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A possible link between madness and genius is one of the oldest
and most persistent of cultural notions; it is also one of the most
controversial. An intimate relationship between the ancient gods,
madness, and the creators was described in pre-Grecian myths,
most dramatically in the Dionysian struggles between violence and
creation, and madness and reason. Dionysus, son of Zeus and a
mortal mother, was affiicted with madness while young and epi-
sodically subject to both great ecstasies and suffering. As the god of
wine, and perhaps hallucinogenic mushrooms as well,3 Dionysus
induced frenzied ecstasies, madness, and savage brutality in those
around him. The rituals of worship set up in his honor came to
symbolize the emergence of new life and creation from chaos,
brutality, and destruction. Renewed vitality, restored sanity, gifts

of prophecy, and creative inspiration often followed the violent,
Dionysian blood feasts (which frequently involved the dismember-
ment of both animals and humans). Significantly, much of the
greatest poetry in Greece was written for Dionysus. These rituals
of ecstatic worship, frenetic dance and violent death, were cyclic in
nature and tied to the seasons, representing the recurrent themes
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of death and rebirth. We shall see later how these seasonal and

regenerational themes represent ties between the nature of manic-

depressive illness and creativity.
By the time of Plato and Socrates, common lore held that

priests and poets communicated with the gods through inspired
"madness" and sacred enthusiasms. Divine madness and inspira-

tion were thought obtainable only during particular states of mind,

such as loss of consciousness, affiiction with illness, madness, or

states of "possession." Socrates, in his speech on divine madness in

Phaedrus, said:

Madness, provided it comes as the gift of heaven, is the channel by
which we receive the greatest blessings. . . . the men of old who
gave things their names saw no disgrace or reproach in madness;
otherwise they would not have connected it with the name of the
noblest of all arts, the art of discerning the future, and called it the
manic art. . . . So, according to the evidence provided by our an-
cestors, madness is a nobler thing than sober sense . . madness
comes from God. whereas sober sense is merelv human.a

He then went on to discuss artistic "madness," or possession by the
Muses: "If a man comes to the door of poetry untouched by the
madness of the Muses, believing that technique alone will make
him a good poet, he and his sane compositions never reach per-
fection, but are utterly eclipsed by the performances of the in-
spired madman."s Madness, as used by Plato and Socrates,
encompassed a wide range of states of thought and emotion, not
just psychosis, but the emphasis clearly was upon a profoundly
altered state of consciousness and feeling. Later Aristotle focused
more speciffcally on the relationship between melancholia, mad-
ness, and inspiration. "Why is it," he asked, "that all men who are
outstanding in philosophy, poetry or the arts are melancholic?"
"The same is true of Ajax and Bellerophontes," Aristotle went on,
"the former went completely insane. . . . And many other heroes
suffered in the same way as these. In later times also there have
been Empedocles, Plato, Socrates and many other well-hrown
men. The same is true of most of those who have handled poetry."6

During the Renaissance there was a renewed interest in the
relationship between genius, melancholia, and madness. A stron-
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ger distinction was made between sane melancholics of high
achievement and individuals whose insanity prevented them from
using their ability. The eighteenth century witnessed a sharp
change in attitude; balance and rational thought, rather than "in-
spiration" and emotional extremes, were seen as the primary com-
ponents of genius. This comparatively brief period, which
associated moderation with genius, was almost completely reversed
by the nineteenth-century Romantics, who once again emphasized
not only the melancholic side, but also the more spontaneous,
inspired, and swept-by-the-muses qualities of genius. William
Wordsworth, for example, in writing about Thomas Chatterton-
the brilliant eighteenth-century poet who committed suicide at the
age of seventeen--described the fate of poets:

By our own spirits are we deified:
We Poets in our youth begin in gladness;
But thereof come in the end despondency and madness.T

Lord Byron, the personiffcation of anguished, volatile intensity
within the group of Romantic poets, described a turmoil of emo-
tional life in words that captured the brooding frenzy of the "poetic

genius":

Yet must I think less wildly:-l haoe thought
Too long and darkly, till my brain became,
In its own eddy boiling and o'erwrought,
A whirling gulf of phantasy and flame:
And thus, untaught in youth my heart to tame,
My springs of life were poison'd.8

In 1812, the same year that the first two cantos of Byron's

Childe Harolts Pilgrimage were published, Professor Benjamin

Rush of the University of Pennsylvania wrote the first major psy-

chiatric treatise in the United States. In it he recorded his obser-
vations about the relationship between certain kinds of mania,

mental acuity, and artistic talent; like Byron and many other

nineteenth-century writers, he used metaphors of upheaval de-

rived from the natural world:
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From a part ofthe brain preternaturally elevated, but not diseased,

the mind sometimes discovers not only unusual strength and acute-

ness, but certain talents it never exhibited before. . . . Talents for

eloquence, poetry, music and painting, and uncommon ingenuity in

selrJral of the mechanical arts, are often involved in this state of

madness. . . . The disease which thus evolves these new and won-

derful talents and operations of the mind may be compared to an

earthquake, which by convulsing the upper strata of our globe,

throws upon its surface precious and splendid fossils, the existence of

which was unknown to the proprietors of the soil in which they were

buried.e

Several European scholars-Dr. Jacques-Joseph Moreau in

France, and Professors Cesare Lombroso in Italy and Karl August

Mdbius in Germany-also wrote extensively about the relationship

between mental illness and genius.ro

An ironic exception to these nineteenth-century writers who

were emphasizing the mysterious, irrational, and overwhelming

forces that gave rise to genius was the essayist Charles Lamb;

conffned at one time to a private asylum for what now would almost

certainly be called manic-depressive illness, he was also the close

companion to a sister intermittently insane with manic-depressive
psychosis. lnThe Sanitg of True Genius he argued for a balance of

faculties, much as the eighteenth-century writers had done:

So far from the position holding true, that great wit (or genius, in our
modern way of speaking), has a necessary alliance with insanity, the
greatest wits, on the contrary, will ever be found in the sanest writ-
ers. It is impossible for the mind to conceive a mad Shakespeare. The
greatness of wit, by which the poetic talent is here chiefly to be
understood, manifests itself in the admirable balance of all faculties.
Madness is the disproportionate straining or excess of any one of
them. . . . The ground of the mistake is, that men, finding in the
raptures of the higher poetry a condition of exaltation, to which they
have no parallel in their own experience, besides the spurious re-
semblance of it in dreams and fevers, impute a state of dreaminess
and fever to the poet. But the true poet dreams being awake. He is
not possessed by his subject, but has dominion over it.lr

Privately, however, in a letter to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lamb
described the intoxicating, exalted side to his own delusional break-
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down: "While it lasted I had many many hours of pure happi-
ness. , Dream not of having tasted all the grandeur and wildness
of Fancy, till you have gone mad."r2

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw a mod-
eration of earlier views, in part due to the inevitable swing away
from any extreme-in this case that of the Romantics-and in part
to the subduing, occasionally stulti$'ing influences of academic
psychology and psychiatry. Psychologist William James and clinical
psychiatrist and scholar Emil Kraepelin, both writing early in the
twentieth century, emphasized the positive features associated
with certain kinds of madness and speculated about how these
features might, in some instances, combine with other talents to
produce an extraordinarily creative or accomplished person. Also
accented, however, were the debilitating extremes of psychiatric
illness (psychosis or morbid depression, for example) in contrast to
the milder manic states and the more refective, philosophical mel-
ancholias. These scholars underscored the need for sustained at-
tention, discipline, and balance in the truly imaginative individual.
This more moderate view has characterized most twentieth-
century thinking about the relationship between psychopathology
and genius. James, as we shall see in chapter 6, was himself no
stranger to melancholia and disturbing mood swings, and he wrote
insightfully about the potential value of combiningaftery, unstable
temperament with intellect:

The psychopathic temperament [by which he meant "borderline in-
sanity, insane temperament, loss of mental balance"], whatever be
the intellect with which it finds itself paired, often brings with it
ardor and excitability of character. . . . His conceptions tend to pass
immediately into belief and action . . . when a superior intellect and
a psychopathic temperament coalesce-as in the endless permuta-
tions and combinations of human faculty, they are bound to coalesce
often enough-in the same individual, we have the best possible
condition for the kind of effective genius that gets into the biograph-
ical dictionaries. Such men do not remain mere critics and under-
standers with their intellect. Their ideas possess them, they infict
them, for better or worse, upon their companions or their age.13

Kraepelin, like Benjamin Rush a century earlier, linked increased
artistic productivity more speciffcally to manic-depressive illness;
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The volitional excitement which accompanies the disease may under
certain circumstances set free powers which otherwise are con-
strained by all kinds of inhibition. Artistic activity namely may, by
the untroubled surrender to momentary fancies or moods, and es-
pecially poetical activity by the facilitation of linguistic expression,
experience a certain furtherance.la

By the 1940s Dr. A. Myerson and R. D. Boyle, clinicians at
Boston's Mclean Hospital, reiterated |ames's basic position but, as
Kraepelin and Rush had done, they focused on manic-depressive
illness. In discussing affective psychosis in socially prominent fam-
ilies they concluded:

It does not necessarily follow that the individuals who appear in these
records were great because they had mental disease, although that
proposition might be maintained with considerable cogency and rel-
evance. It may be that the situation is more aptly expressed as fol-
lows. The manic drive in its controlled form and phase is of value
only if joined to ability. A feebleminded person of hypomanic tem-
perament would simply be one who carried on more activity at a
feebleminded level, and this is true also of mediocrity, so the bulk of
manic-depressive temperaments are of no special value to the world,
and certainly not of distinguished value. If, however, the hypomanic
temperament is joined to high ability, an independent characteristic,
then the combination may well be more effective than the union of
high ability with normal temperament and drive might be. 15

Not surprisingly, twentieth-century literary and art scholars
also have approached the subject of the relationship between psy-
chiatric illness and genius. Lionel Trilling, in his well-known essay
on art and neurosis, and Rudolf and Margot Wittkower, in Born
under saturn, acknowledge the extent to which artistic genius and
"madness" have been, and continue to be, linked by society. Trill-
ing notes that the conception of the artist as mentally ill "is indeed
one of the characteristic notions of our culture,"r6 and the Witt-
kowers caution that "the notion of the mad artist is a historical
reality and that by brushing it aside as mistaken, one denies the
exist_ence of a generic and deeply signiffcant symbol."lT They also
emphasize, as many had before them, the important distinction
between "positive" and "negative" melancholl (consistent with

atat
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their reiteration of the Platonic distinction between clinical insan-
ity, which is detrimental to and at cross-purposes with true artistic
achievement, and "the sacred madness of enthusiasm and. inspira-
tion''). While granting that the poet may be "uniquely ,,"urJtic,,,
Trilling also emphasizes the essential point (to which we return
later) that''the one part of [the poet or artist] that is healthy, by any
conceivable definition of health, is that which gives him the power
to conceive, to plan, to work, and to bring his work to a conclu-
sion."r8 In short, he stresses the indisputable roles of discipline,
rationality, and sustained effort in the execution of lasting works of
art and literature.

The controversy over a link between melancholia, manic-
depressive illness, and the artistic temperament continues well
into the current era. In the remainder of this chapter we review the
biographical and scientiffc evidence supporting a link between the
extremes of mood and artistic imagination, as well as the arguments
against it.

There are several ways to examine the relationship between mood
disorders, or aflective illness, and artistic creativity. Biographical
studies focus on life-study investigations of prominent writers, art-
ists, and composers. Research in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, for example, provided anecdotal but sugges-
tive evidence of significantly increased rates of mood disorders and
suicide in eminent writers and artists and their first-degree rela-
tives.le Recently, more systematic biographical research has given
strong support to a much higher rate of mood disorders in artistic
populations than could be expected from chance alone. Diagnostic
and psychological studies of living writers and artists, conducted
during the past twenty years, give more scientifically meaningful
estimates of the rates and types of psychopathology in groups of
artists and writers. Finally, studies of creative and related achieve-
ment in affectively ill patients provide corroborating evidence from
a different perspective, as do family studies of psychopathology and
creative accomplishment. We shall examine, in turn, the findings
from each of these types of investigations.

There are, of course, many problems in studying the relation-
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ship between mood disorders and artistic achievement. Biograph-

icai studies-while intrinsically fascinating and irreplaceable,

deeply instructive sources of information about moods, their ex-

trerires, and their roles in the lives of artists-are fraught with

difficulties. Writers and artists, however brutally honest they may

be in some of their self-assessments, are frequently blinded and

biased as well. The reliability of their letters, journals, and mem-

oirs can be limited because they are written from a single perspec-

tive or fully mindful of future biographers and posterity'

Biographers, too, write with strong slants and under the influence

of prevailing or idiosyncratic viewpoints. Historical context and

existing social customs also determine which behaviors are culled

out or emphasized for comment. As noted earlier, certain life-

styles provide cover for deviant and bizarre behavior, and the arts,

especially, have long given latitude to extremes in behavior and

mood. The assumption that within artistic circles madness, melan-

choly, and suicide are somehow normal is prevalent, making it

difficult at times to ferret out truth from expectation.
Biographical or posthumous research carries with it other

problems as well.2o Any historical perspective necessarily dictates

that a listing of highly accomplished, affectively ill individuals (see

Appendix B, for example) will be only a partial one-illustrative

but by no means deffnitive. Always, in the analysis of individual

lives, problems arise. It is fairly easy to identiff any number of

major nineteenth-century British or American poets who were

manic-depressive, for example, but it is more difficult to determine

what proportion of the total pool of "great poets" they represent.
(In many instances, of course, the individuals under study are

sufficiently important to be interesting in their own right, inde-

pendent of any general grouping. ) Also, more detailed information

exists for some individuals than for others (for example, those more

in the public eye, those existing in relatively recent times, or those

writing more extensively about themselves). Anthony Storr put it

well: "The more we know about anyone, the easier it becomes to

discern neurotic traits, mood disorders and other aspects of char-
acter which, when emphatically present, we call neurotic. The
famous and successful are usually less able to conceal whatever
vagaries of character they may possess because biographers or

Ph.D. students will not let them rest in peace."2t
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The tendency for highly accomplished individuals to be, al-
most by deffnition, inordinately productive and energetic creates
problems of another sort-a bias toward the underdiagnosis of the
manic side of manic-depressive illness. Biographical itudies indi-
c-ate that writers, artists, and composers often describe in great
detail their periods of melancholy or depression, but that other
aspects of mood swings, such as hypomania, and even at times
overt psychosis, are subsumed under "eccentricity," "creative in-
spiration," or "artistic temperament." Thus many individuals with
clear histories of profound or debilitating depressions are labeled
"melancholic" rather than manic-depressive, despite their episodic
(and often seasonal) histories of extremely high energy, irritability,
enthusiasm, and increased productivity levels (periods often also
accompanied by costly lapses in financial, social, and sexual judg-
ment). Paradoxically, the more chronically hypomanic the individ-
ual, the more noticeable and relatively pathological the depression
will appear. Diagnostic biases in the opposite direction also occur.
Some researchers have tended to overdiagnose manic-depressive
illness because they observe patterns of behavior common to both
hypomania and normal accomplishment (for example, enthusiasm,
high energy, and the ability to function with little sleep) and then
label as manic-depressive anyone displaying these "symptoms."

Despite the difficulties in doing diagnostic studies based on
biographical material, valid and highly useful research can be done
by using in a systematic way what is known about manic-depressive
illness: its symptomatic presentation (for example, pronounced
changes in mood, energy, sleep, thinking, and behavior), associ-
ated behavior patterns (such as alcohol and drug abuse, patholog-
ical gambling, pronounced and repeated financial reversals, and
chaotic interpersonal relationships), suicide (70 to g0 percent of all
suicides are associated with manic-depressive or depressive illness;
therefore, if an individual has committed suicide, it is almost al-
ways the case that a mood disorder was at least contributory),22 its
natural course (an episodic, cyclic course of symptoms, with nor-
mal functioning in between; usual onset of symptoms in the late
teens or early twenties, with temperamental signs often exhibited
much earlier; seasonal aspects to the mood and energy changes;
and, if untreated, a worsening of the illness over time), and, very
important, a family history, especially in ffrst-degree relatives
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(parents, siblings, or children), of depression, mania, psychosis, or
suicide. Other psychiatric and medical conditions that can have
similar symptoms (for example, thyroid and other metabolic dis-
turbances, drug-induced states, organic brain syndromes, or com-
plex partial seizures and related epileptic conditions) need to be
considered, and ruled out, as well. Making a retrospective diag-
nosis is, in many ways, like putting together the pieces of an elab-
orate psychological puzzle or solving a mystery by a complicated
but careful marshaling of elements of evidence. Biographical diag-
noses must ultimately, of course, be more tentative than diagnoses
made on living individuals, but they can be done, reliably and
responsibly, and with an appreciation of the complexities that go
into anyone's life, most especially the life of an artist. (Ultimately
it should prove possible to extract DNA from hair or tissue samples
and make more definitive posthumous diagnoses.)

Several case-history studies of psychopathology in eminent
writers and artists were conducted during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries-for example, those done by Drs. Fran-
cis Galton, Cesare Lombroso, J. F. Nisbet, and Havelock Ellis-
but it is only more recently that systematic biographical research
has been carried out.23 Dr. Adele ]uda, who in l94g studied 113
German artists, writers, architects, and composers, was one of the
first to undertake an extensive, in-depth investigation of both art-
ists and their relatives.% Her research was hampered somewhat by
ambiguous inclusionary criteria (that is, how the subjects were
chosen) as well as inadequate diagnostic methods (a common prob-
lem in psychiatric research prior to the development of standard-
ized diagnostic criteria in the early 1970s), which led to an
inevitable confusion between schizophrenia and manic-depressive
illness. (Although some confusion still remains, it is much less of a
problem than it used to be. Most clinicians are now aware that
psychotic features such as flagrant paranoia, severe cognitive dis-
organization, delusions, and hallucinations--once thought by some
psychiatrists to be more characteristic of schizophlsnis-a1s in fact
relatively common in manic-depressive illness. The latter can usu-
ally be distinguished from schizophrenia by a family history of
depression, manic-depressive illness, or suicide, a lifetime course
of manic and depressive episodes interspersed with long periods of
normal thinking and behavior, and generally healthier personality
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and social functioning prior to the onset of the illness. Bizarre
behavior, once thought to be much more characteristic of schizo-
phrenia, is now recognized as a frequent component of mania as
well. Many artists and writers described by some earlier biogra-
_phers as schizophrenio-for example, Ruskin, Schumann, Strind_
berg, Woolf, Pound, Poe, Artaud, Dadd, and van Gogh-would
not be classified as such today.)

Juda's study remains an important one, however, both for its
scope (more than 5,000 individuals were interviewed during the
course of seventeen years) and its attempt to bring rigor to a highly
subjective ffeld. ]uda found that although two-thirds of the ll3
artists and writers were "psychically normal," there were more
suicides and "insane and neurotic" individuals in the artistic group
than could be expected in the general population. The highest
rates of psychiatric abnormality were found in the poets (50 per-
cent) and musicians (38 percent); lower rates were found in paint-
ers (20 percent), sculptors (18 percent), and architects (lZ percent).
The brothers, sisters, and children of those in the artistic group
were much more likely to be cyclothymic, commit suicide, or suf-
fer from manic-depressive illness than were individuals in the gen-
eral population; psychosis was far more common in the
grandchildren of the artistic group as well.

In another biographical study Dr. Colin Martindale examined
the lives of twenty-one eminent English poets (born between 1670
and f809) and twenty-one eminent French poets (born between
1770 and 1909).25 More than one-half (55 percent) of the English
poets and 40 percent ofthe French had a history ofsigniffcant psy-
chopathology (for example, "nervous breakdowns," suicide, or al-
coholism), and fully one in seven poets had been institutionalized in
an asylum or had suffered from severe "recurring and unmistakable
symptoms" such as hallucinations or delusions. Combining the ex-
pected general population rates for the two major psychoses, schizo-
phrenia and manic-depressive illness, yields a combined rate of
only 2 percent; because, as we shall see, virtually all of the psychosis
in creative individuals is manic-depressive rather than schizo-
phrenic in nature, an expected base rate ofl percent is probably a
more appropriate comparison. Whichever ffgure is used, the ex-
pected rate is far less than that shown by the poets in Martindale's
sample. Other researchers, including Dr. W. H. Trethowan, who
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looked at the lives of sixty composers, and Dr. Joseph Schildkraut
A. ]. Hirshfeld, andJ. M. Murphy, whostudiedfifteenvisualartists
from the abstract expressionists of the New York School,26 have
found that approximately one-half of their subjects suffered from
depressive or manic-depressive illness. Trethowan found that ap-
proximately one-half of the composers had a "melancholic temper-
ament," and that mood disorders were "easily the commonest and
most important ofpsychiatric illnesses.'€7 This represents an almost
tenfold increase in affective illness over what could be expected by
chance alone. That 40 percent of the artists in the Schildkraut study
actually received psychiatric treatment is signiffcant as well, as re-
search indicates that only one person in three with affective illness
seeks help for it. Likewise, the suicide rate among the artists (two
out of fifteen) is at least thirteen times the general rate; it is con-
siderably higher (another 13 percent) if single-vehicle car accidents
are thought of, at least in some instances, as suicide equivalents.

Dr. Arnold Ludwig's recent study of individuals, biographies
of whom had been reviewed in the NeusYorkTimes Book Reoiew
over a thirty-year period (1960 to 1990), is impressive for both its
scope and careful methodolory.a Consistent with Juda's findings
in German artists and mine in British writers and artists (discussed
in the following paragraphs), Ludwig found that the highest rates
of mania, psychosis, and psychiatric hospitalizations were in poets;
most signiffcantly, a staggering 18 percent of the poets had com-
mitted suicide. Composers also showed high rates of psychosis and
depression. Overall, when Ludwig compared individuals in the
creative arts with those in other professions (such as businessmen,
scientists, and public officials), he found that the artistic group
showed two to three times the rate of psychosis, suicide attempts,
mood disorders, and substance abuse. The rate of forced psychi-
atric hospitalization in the artists, writers, and composers was six to
seven times that of the nonartistic group.

To study the occurrence of mood disorders and suicide in a
consecutive sample of poets born within a hundred-year period, I
examined autobiographical, biographical, and medical records
(where available) &r all major British and Irish poets born between
1705 and 1805.2e'3o There was within this group, as might be ex-
pected, a wide range of biographical, medical, and family history
information available. For some, such as Lord Byron, both the
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quantity and quality of the material was excellent; for others-such
as Robert Fergusson, John Bampfylde, and william collins-the
information, especially of a psychiatric nature, was far less com-
plete. The available letters, books, and medical records were ex-
amined for symptoms of depression, mania, hypomania, and mixed
states; seasonal or other patterns in moods, behavior, and produc-
tivity; the nature of the course of the illness (for example, age of
onset, duration, and patterns of recurrence over time); and evi-
den19 of other psychiatric or medical illnesses (for example,
syphilis) that might confound the diagnostic picture. A strong
emphasis was placed upon both the severity and the recurrence
of symptoms; in all cases it was the patterning of mood, cogn!
tive, energy, sleep, and behavioral symptoms that formed the fo-
cus of study. The family histories of the poets, although more
difficult to ascertain, were similarly analyzed. The results are
summarized in table 3-1.

It can be seen that a strikingly high rate of mood disorders,
suicide, and institutionalization occurred within this group of poets
and their families. Six (William Collins, Christopher Smart,
William Cowper, Robert Fergusson, John Codrington Bampfolde,
and John Clare) were committed to lunatic asylums or madhouses,
a rate easily twenty times that of the general population living
during the same time period.3r Two others (Thomas Chatterton
and Thomas Lovell Beddoes) committed suicide. More than one-
half of the poets showed strong evidence of mood disorders. Thir-
teen, or more than one out of three of the poets, seem likely to
have suffered from manic-depressive illness (Christopher Smart,
William Cowper, George Darley, Robert Fergusson, Thomas
Chatterton, William Blake, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, George Gor-
don, Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley, John Clare, Hartley Col-
eridge, Thomas Lovell Beddoes, and James Clarence Mangan). Of
these thirteen poets, the majority exhibited psychotic symptoms at
one time or another, two committed suicide, and four were com-
mitted to asylums. William Collins and John Codrington Bamp-
fylde, who also were committed to asylums, were probably manic-
depressive as well, but only the melancholic side of Collins's illness
is unequivocably documented and few details are available about
the nature of Bampfylde's problems. Six poets-Oliver Goldsmith,
Robert Burns, Walter Savage Landor, Thomas Campbell, John
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Keats, and Robert stephen Hawker-probabry had mirder forms of
manic-depressive illness (cyclothymia or bipolar II disordlr), al-
though Keats and Burns died before it became clear what the
ultimate severity and course of their mood disorders *o,rld hau"
been. Samuel Johnson, Thomas Gray, George Crabbe, and Leigh
Hunt suffered from recurrent depression. A comparison with rates
of manic-depressive illness in the general popul^ation (l percent),
cyclothymia (l to 2 percent), and major depressive'dirord., (S
percent) shows that these British poets werl thirty times more
likely to suffer from manic-depressive illness, ten to twentv times
more likely to be cyclothymic or to have other mirde, forms of
manic-depressive illness, more than ftve times as likely to commit
suicide, and at least twenty times more likely to have been com-
mitted to an asylum or madhouse. These rates, while markedry
elevated, are consistent with findings from the other biographical
studies that we have reviewed; they are also consistent with results
from more recent studies of living writers and artists that are dis-
cussed later in this chapter. The genetic nature of mood disorders
i_s underscored by the family histories in many of the poets of
depression, mania, suicide, violence, or insanity (for example, in
the families of Byron, Gray, Cowper, Chatterton, Bamp$'lde, the
Coleridges, and Campbell; and, suggestively, in the families of
Johnson, Crabbe, Blake, Clare, Beddoes, and Mangan). Not with-
out reason did Robert Burns write: "The fates and character of the
rhyming tribe often employ my thoughts when I am disposed to be
melancholy. There is not, among all the martyrologies that ever
were penned, so rueful a narrative as the lives of the poets."3z

Biographical studies such as the ones we have been discussing
provide one kind of evidence, persuasive in its own right, about the
link between mood disorders and artistic creativity. Modern stud-
ies of living writers and artists give a different perspective; their
findings are, however, quite consistent with those obtained
through the case-history, or biographical, methods. Dr. Nancy
Andreasen and her colleagues at the University of Iowa were the
first to undertake scientific diagnostic inquiries into the relation-
ship between creativity and psychopathology in living writers.33
Their studies, using structured interviews, systematic psychiatric
diagnostic criteria, and matched control groups, represented a
marked methodological improvement over prior anecdotally based
research, as well as over the earlier studies that failed to distinguish
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adequately between types of psychopathology (especially manic-

i"pr"rri"" illness and schizophienia)._ The size of the sample of

*rit.r, was relatively small (thirty), and the writers were at varying

levels of creative achievement (all were participants in the Univer-

sity of Iowa Writers' Workshop, one of the most prestigious in the

nation; some were nationally acclaimed but others were graduate

,t,ra"tttr or teaching fellows not yet at the level of national or

international ,'"cogrrition). Andreasen notes that because she stud-

ied only writers, her resnlts cannot be generalized to other groups

of creative individuals, such as philosophers, scientists, or musi-

cians. Although this is true, and writers may be disproportionately

likely to have affective disorders, the homogeneity of her sample is

certainly valuable in its own right.
The results of the Iowa research are summarized in table 3-2.

Clearly the writers demonstrated an extraordinarily high rate of

affective illness. Fully 80 percent of the study sample met formal

diagnostic criteria for a major mood disorder. In contrast, 30 per-

cen-t of the control sample (individuals whose professional work fell

outside the arts but who were matched for age, education, and sex)

TABLE 3-2.
LTFETIME PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS

IN WRITERS AND CONTROL SUBIECTS

RDC Diagnosis'

Writers
(N = 30)

Vo

Controls
(N=30)

Vo

Any affective disorder
Any bipolar disorder
Bipolar I
Bipolar II
Major depression
Schizophrenia
Alcoholism
Drug abuse
Suicide

80
43
t3
30
J I

0
30

1

1

30
l0
0

10
t7
0
,7

,7

0

.001

.01
NS
NS
NS
NS
.05
NS
NS

" nbC = Research Diagnostic Criteria (standnrdized diagnostic criteria for psgchinttb ill'

ness),

souacr: Adapted from N. c. Andreasen, creativity and mental illness: Prevalence rates in

writers and their ffrst-degree relatives, American Journal of Psgchiatry f44 (1987):

1288-1292. Copyright 1992, American Psychiatric Association. Reprinted by permis-

sion. " RDC:Research Diagnostic Criteria (standardized diagnostic criteria for psy-

chiatric illness).
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met the same criteria. The statistical difference between these two
rates is highly significant, p <.001; that is, the odds of this differ-
ence occurring by chance alone are less than one in a thousand.
Although the lifetime prevalence of mood disorders in the control
group is much less than in the group of writers, it still represents
a rate much greater than could be expected in the g"rr"ril popu-
lation (5 to 8 percent). It is unclear whether this is due to an
overrepresentation of affective illness in the sample (for example, it
could refect the tendency, discussed later, for individuals who are
better educated and from the upper social classes to suffer dispro-
portionately from manic-depressive illness) or because the diag-
nostic criteria were overinclusive for both the creative and control
groups. of particular interest, almost one-half the creative writers
met the diagnostic criteria for full-blown manic-depressive illness,
bipolar I, or its milder variant, bipolar II (major depressive illness
with a history of hypomania). Over one-third of the writers had
experienced at least one episode of major depressive illness, and
two-thirds of the ill writers had received psychiatric treatment.
The writers' suicide rate was also greatly in excess of the general
population's. Indeed, all five of the suicides that were reported
occurred in either the writers or their first-degree relatives; none
occurred in the control group. None of the writers or control sub-
jects met the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia; this is scarcely
surprising, given the generally disorganizing and dementing qual-
ity of the illness, but it is signiffcant in light of earlier claims that
schizophrenia and creativity were closely allied. In fact, Dr. An-
dreasen, a prominent schizophrenia researcher, went into her
study of writers in the belief that she would find a correlation
between schizophrenia and creativity, not between mood disor-
ders and creativity.

Other studies of living writers and artists have also found a
greatly elevated rate of mood disorders in the artistically gifted,
thus conffrming the work of Dr. Andreasen and her colleagues.
University of Tennessee psychiatrist Dr. Hagop Akiskal and his
wife Kareen, for example, have recently completed extensive psy-
chiatric interviews of twenty award-winning European writers, po-
ets, painters, and sculptors.3a Their study, which has not yet been
published, found that recurrent cyclothymic or hypomanic tenden-
cies occurred in nearly two-thirds of their subjects; all told, 50
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percent of the writers and artists had suffered from a major de-
pressive episode. Preliminary data from another study by the
Akiskals (done in collaboration with Dr. David Evans of Memphis
State University), show similar findings in blues musicians.ss

Several years ago, while on sabbatical leave at St. George's
Medical School in London and the University of Oxford, I studied
a group of forty-seven eminent British writers and artists.sG I was
interested in looking at rates of treatment for mood disorders within
these groups, as well as seasonal patterns of moods and productiv-
ity, the nature of intensely creative episodes, the similarities be-
tween such episodes and hypomania, and the perceived role of
very intense moods in the work of the writers and artists. The
poets, playwrights, novelists, biographers, and artists in my study
were selected on the basis of their having won at least one of
several major prestigious prizes or awards in their ftelds. All the
painters and sculptors, for example, were either Royal Academi-
cians or Associates of the Royal Academy, honors established by
King George III in 1768 and held at any given time by a limited
number of British painters, sculptors, engravers, and architects.
Literaryprizes used as selection criteria included the Queen's Gold
Medal for Poetry, and the Hawthornden, Booker, and james Tait
Black Memorial prizes. Significantly, nine of the eighteen poets
already were represented in The Oxford. Book of Twentieth-
Century EngllshVerse. Of the eight playwrights, six were winners
of the New York Drama Critics Award or the Evening Standard
(London) Drama Award; several had won both, had won one of
these awards more than once, or had also received Tony awards.
Participants in the study were British, Irish, or citizens of the
British Commonwealth. Almost all (87 percent) were men; their
average age was fifty-three; and approximately three-fourths were
Protestant. There were no significant religious differences between
the subgroups, except that the poets were disproportionately Prot-
estant (94 percent) and the novelists were disproportionately Cath-
olic or agnostic (50 percent).

The focus of the study was on the role of moods in the creative
process, not on psychopathology; this fact was made clear to all
potential subjects in order to minimize the possibility that individ-
uals with mood disorders would be more likely to participate. Al-
though my study required a considerable amount of time and effort
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on the part of highly successful and busy individuals, the rate of
acceptance was surprisingly high, more than matching the stan-
dards for rates of response for such types of research. AII the writ-
ers and artists were asked detailed questions about any history of
treatment for depressive or manic-depressive illnesr; r""rori o,
diurnal patterns, if any, in their moods and productivity; behav-
ioral, cognitive, and mood correlates of their periods of most cre-
ative work; and their perceptions of the role of very intense moods
in their work. speciffc psychiatric diagnostic criteria were not used
in this study, as the aim was to determine the actual rates of
treatment; this is a more stringent criterion of illness severity than
whether or not an individual meets the diagnostic criteria for mood
disorders.sT

4 very high percentage of the writers and artists, 38 percent,
had been treated for a mood disorder (see figure S-t). Of those
treated, three-fourths had been given antidepressants or lithium or
had_been hospitalized. Poets were the most likely to have required
medication for their depression (33 percent) and were the onry
ones to have required medical intervention (hospitalization, elec-
troconvulsive therapy, lithium) for mania. Fully one-half of the
poets had been treated with drugs, psychotherapy, and/or hospi
talization for mood disorders. The playwrights had the highest total
rate of treatment for depression (63 percent), but a relatively large
percentage of those treated, more than half, had been treated with
psychotherapy alone. It is unclear whether this was due to a dif-
ference in the severity of illness or to treatment preference.

With the exception of the poets, the artists and writers re-
ported being treated for depression only, not mania or hypomania;
the design of the study did not allow systematic diagnostic inquiry
into the frequency of mild manic or hypomanic episodes. Approx-
imately one-third of the writers and artists reported histories of
severe mood swings that were essentially cyclothymic in nature.
One out of four reported having experienced extended elated mood
states. Novelists and poets more frequently reported the prolonged
elated states; playwrights and artists, on the other hand, more of-
ten reported severe mood swings. The relatively low rate of
treatment for affective illness in those individuals in the predom-
inantly nonverbal ffelds (painting and sculpture) is interesting,
and it may be that they are less inclined than writers to seek
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Figure 3-1.
Rates of Treatmcnt for Mood Disordprs in a Sample
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illness receioe treatfitent in ang 6-month pertod.

souncr: From K. R. famison, Mood disorders and patterns of creativity in British writers
and artists, Psgchiatry 52 (f989): 125-134.

psychiatric help. The total number of painters and sculptors in
my study is small, however, and it is difficult to generalize from
preliminary findings.

Virtually all the creative writers and artists (89 percent) said
they had experienced intense, highly productive, and creative ep-
isodes. This included all of the poets, novelists, and artists, and all
but one of the playwrights. Only one of the five biographers, how-
ever, reported experiencing such episodes. The most frequent du-
ration of these episodes was two weeks, with half of them lasting
between one and four weeks. These "intensely creative" episodes
were characterized by pronounced increases in enthusiasm, en-
ErEy, self-conffdence, speed of mental association, fuency of
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thoughts and elevated mood, and a strong sense of well-being (see
figure 3-2), A comparison of these changes with the DSM-III cri-
teria for hypomania (see chapters 2 and 4), reveals that mood,
energy, and cognitive symptoms show the greatest degree of over-
lap between the intensely creative and hypomanic episodes. Sev-
eral of the more behavioral changes gpically associated with
hypomania (hypersexuality, talkativeness, increased spending of
money) were reported by only a minority of subjects.

The artists and writers were also asked about changes in sleep
and mood occurring just prior to these intensely creative episodes.
Almost all of them reported a clearly noticeable decrease in the
need for sleep. Twenty-eight percent described waking spontane-
ously at 3:00 or 4:00 a.u. and being unable to return to sleep.
Mood changes were profound. One-half reported a sharp increase
in mood just prior to the beginning of an intensely creative period.
For example, one person described feeling "excited, anticipatory,
energetic," while others said they were "elated," "euphoric," or
"ecstatic"; yet another said, "I have a fever to write, and throw
myself energetically into new projects." The fact that the elevation
in mood often preceded the creative periods rather than being
entirely a result of them is important in understanding the rela-
tionship between moods and the creative process. We return to
this point in chapter 4. Pronounced psychological discomfort pre-
ceded the creative episodes ofanother 28 percent ofthe artists and
writers. Some described themselves as "more anxious": one wrote
that he felt he was "near suicide," and yet another that he had a
sense of "fearfulness" and a "general mood of distress and slight
paranoia." Finally, approximately one-fourth (22 percent) of the
sample reported mixed mood changes and physical restlessness; for
example, one described a "mixture of elation together with some
gloominess, feeling of isolation, sexual pressure, fast emotional
responses ; several noted "restlessness"; another wrote of a "low

ebb bordering on despair often precedes good phase when work
will flow almost as though one is a medium, rather than an origi-
nator," and several others observed feeling "restless and dissatis-
fied." When the subjects were asked speciftcally about the
importance of very intense moods in the development and execu-
tion of their work, nine out of ten stated that such moods were
either integral and necessary (60 percent), or very important (30
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Fig.re 3-2.
Mood, Cognitioe, and Behaoioral Changes Reported During

Intense Creatiue Episodes
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souncn: From K. R. Jamison, Mood disorders and patterns of creativity in British writers
and artists, Psgchiatry 52 (1989): I25.-I3/..
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percent). Consistent with their higher rate of medical treatment for
mood disorders, more poets than any other group regarded these
moods as essential to what they did and how they did it.

fn summary, the rate of treatment for affective illness (38
percent)was extremely high in this sample of distinguished British
writers and artists. Lifetime prevalence rates for manic-depressive
and depressive illness in the general population (as determined by
the ECA study) are I and 5 percent respectively. The proportion
of individuals who actually seek or receive treatment, even though
they meet the formal diagnostic criteria for affective illness, is far
smaller. Therefore, the ftndings of this study represent a conserv-
ative estimate of the actual rate of mood disorders in the sample.
Dr. Myrna Weissman and her colleagues, for example, found that
only 20 percent of individuals with a current psychiatric disorder
had seen a mental health professional in the previous year;38 other
researchers have concluded that only one-third of affectively ill
patients actually make a mental health visit of any kind.3e Simi-
larly, although lithium is the presumptive treatment of choice for
approximately I percent of the adult population, the actual utili-
zation rate, as determined by Drs. R. G. McCreadie and D. P.
Morrison in Scotland, is only 0.77 per one thousand.ao Dr. Javier
Escobar and his associates found that lithium was used bv onlv 0.15
percent of the general population.ar Both studies clearly indicate a
gross underutilization of lithium relative to the established preva-
lence of manic-depressive illness. Antidepressants, more fre-
quently prescribed, were used by 2.5 percent of the ECA
community sample of fffteen thousand individuals.a2 These drug
treatment ffgures are in marked contrast to those of the British
writers and artists I studied, 6.4 percent (16.7 percent of the poets)
of whom reported the use of lithium, and 23.4 percent of whom
acknowledged having used antidepressants. The contrast in rates is
even more pronounced if one considers that antidepressant use in
general is far more common in women than men,43 yet the sample
of writers and artists was predominantly male.

The British study revealed many overlapping mood, cogni-
tive, and behavioral (especially sleep)changes between hypomania
and intense creative states, despite the fact that questions regard-
ing one state were asked independently of those regarding the
other and in a manner designed to minimize possible effects of
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suggestion. Cognitive and mood changes shared far more overlap
than behavioral ones, indicating that the milder forms of hypoma-
nia may represent the more productive phases of affective illness.
The affective continuum that ranges from normal states through
hypomania and then mania is very important, but poorly under-
stood. It remains unclear whether the overlap in cognitive and
mood changes represents etiologically related syndromes or phe-
nomenologically similar but causally unrelated patterns of expres-
sion. It also remains unclear the extent to which writers and artists
are simply more sensitive than the general population to their own
mood states, and therefore more able-and perhaps also more
willing-to articulate and report them.

Dr. Ruth Richards and her colleagues at Harvard used a very
different research design to study the relationship between cre-
ativity and psychopathology.a They hypothesized that a genetic
vulnerability to manic-depressive illness would be accompanied by
a predisposition to creativity, which, according to this hypothesis,
might be more prominent among close relatives of manic-
depressive patients than among the patients themselves. Such a
compensatory advantage, they speculated, would be roughly anal-
ogous to the resistance of malaria found among unafiected carriers
of the gene for sickle-cell anemia. To test their hypothesis, Rich-
ards and her associates selected seventeen manic-depressive antl
sixteen cyclothymic patients, along with eleven of their normal
first-degree relatives, using criteria that would ensure inclusions of
a spectrum of disorders. These patients and their relatives were
compared with fifteen normal control subjects, and eighteen con-
trols who had a psychiatric diagnosis, but no personal or family
history of major affeetive disorder, cyclothymia, schizoa$ective dis-
order, schizophrenia, or suicide. Unlike other studies, which lim-
ited the definition of creativity only to signiffcant, socially
recognized accomplishment in the arts or sciences, this one at-
tempted to measure the disposition toward originality manifested
in a wide range of everyday endeavors. These investigators admin-
istered the Lifetime creativity scales, a previously validated in-
strument that assesses the quality and quantity of creative
involvement in both work and leisure activities.

Richards and her colleagues found signiffcantly higher com-
bined creativity scores among the manic-depressive and cyclothy-
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mic patients, and their normal first-degree relatives, than among
the control subjects. The normal-index relatives showed sugges-
tively higher creativity than did the manic-depressive patients, and
the cyclothymic patients were close to the normal relatives. The
authors concluded:

Overall peak creativity may be enhanced, on the average, in subjects
showing milder and, perhaps, subclinical expressions of potential
bipolar liability (i.e., the cyclothymes and normal ffrst-degree rela-
tives) compared either with individuals who carry no bipolar liability
(control subjects) or individuals with more severe manifestations of
bipolar liability (manic-depressives). . . . There may be a positive
compensatory advantage , . . to genes associated with greater liabil-
ity for bipolar disorder. The possibility that normal relatives of manic-
depressives and cyclothymes have heightened creativity rnay have
been overlooked because of a medical-model orientation that focused
on dysfunction rather than positive characteristics of individuals.
Such a compensatory advantage among the relatives of a disorder
affecting at least IVo of the population could affect a relatively large
group of people.as

Somewhat related, though as yet still preliminary, research has
also found an unusually high incidence of special abilities (for ex-
ample, outstanding artistic, language, and mathematical abilities)
in a sample of children with manic-depressive illness.a6 Two Brit-
ish studies, one of architecture students and the other of chemistry
students, found that higher academic and creative performance
was associated with greater psychological disturbance and an in-
creased use of mental health facilities.aT Neither study, however,
speciffed diagnosis or types of psychopathology.

Further support for a link between creativity and mood dis-
orders comes from several family studies. Dr. Andreasen, in her
study of writers from the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop,
also investigated the family histories of the writers and the control
subjects. Consistent with the higher rate of mood disorders in the
writers, her findings showed that mood disorders in first-degree
relatives (parents and siblings), summarized in table 3-3, was much
higher for the writers than the controls. The overall rate for any
type of psychiatric disorder was also much higher in the relatives of
the writers than in the controls. Additionally, more first-degree
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relatives of writers (20 percent) showed histories of creative ac-
complishment than did relatives of the controls (8 percent). The
fact that creativity and mental illness overlapped much more in the
relatives of the writers than in the relatives of the controls led
Andreasen to suggest a general familial association between cre-
ativity and affective disorders:

It is perhaps noteworthy that the types of creativity observed in the
relatives of the writers were far broader than literary creativity. Some
relatives of creative writers were indeed also in literary ffelds, but
many were creative in other areas, such as art, music, dance, or
mathematics. This suggests that whatever is transmitted within fam-
ilies is a general factor that predisposes to creativity, rather than a
specific giftedness in verbal areas. Further, whenever traits are trans-
mitted familially, it is of interest to determine whether the transmis-
sion is due to social learning and modeling or to more purely genetic
factors. While family studies cannot disentangle this issue to the
same extent that adoption studies can, the variability in creativity in
these families does suggest the possibility of some form of genetic
transmission. If social learning were the sole factor involved, one
would expect a preponderance of literary creativity in the families of' writers.4s

The familial association between mental illness and creativity
has been found in many other studies as well.ae Early, farJess-
systematic investigations by C. Lombroso, F. Galton, and W.
Lange-Eichbaum, for example, strongly suggested that both psy-
chopathology and creative accomplishment permeated the family
histories of eminent writers, composers, and artists. Likewise, the
pedigrees of several writers and composers presented later in the
book-for example, those of Byron, Schumann, Woolf, Mary Shel-
ley, Tennyson, and the Jameses-also support a pronounced pat-
tern of coexisting mood disorders and creative abilities, at least in
certain highly accomplished families. Juda's research findings,
which were discussed earlier, are consistent with a familial associ-
ation between mental illness and creativity as well. More recently
Dr. Jon Karlsson, at the Institute of Genetics in Iceland, has shown
that the first-degree relatives of psychotic patients, as well as the
patients themselves, are far more likely than the general popula-
tion to be eminent across many fields of artistic and intellectual
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endeavor.so He also found that there was a significantly increased
risk of mental illness in distinguished Icelandic scholars and their
relatives. Although Karlsson has posited a familial relationship be-
tween schizophrenia and creativity, several researchers have
pointed out that his data actually show a very strong relationship
between mood disorders, especially manic-depressive illness, and
creativity.sl

These studies demonstrate that creativity and mental illness,
especially mood disorders, tend to aggregate in certain families and
not in others, but they do not decisively show that genetic factors
are operating; that is, they show a family association but not nec-
essarily that the characteristics under discussion are heritable. It
could be, for example, that the family and its environment are
exerting the primary influence, rather than the genetic inheritance
itself. Dr. Thomas McNeil, using an adopted-offspring research
design, attempted to clarifu this nature-versus-nurture problem.52
All of McNeil's subjects were adults who had been adopted shortly
after birth and were part of a larger Danish psychiatric genetics
study. They were classified as being "high creative" (most of the
individuals in this group had achieved national prominence in the
arts), "above average," or "low creative"; their rates of mental
illness were then compared with those found in their biological and
adoptive parents. These results are summarized in table 3-4. The
rates of mental illness were highest in the "high" creative group
and in their biological parents. The rates of psychopathology in the
adoptive parents did not vary signiffcantly from one level of adop-

TABLE 3-4,
RATES OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN ADOPTEES AND THEIR

BIOLOGICAL AND ADOPTIVE PARENTS

Adoptee Group
Adoptee

%

Biological
Parents

Vo

Adoptive
Parents

%

High creative
Above average
Low creative

30
10
0

27.7
8 .3

12.1

5.3
5.0
5 .1

souncB: Adapted from data in T. F. McNeil, Prebirth and postbirth infuence on the
relationship between creative ability and recorded mental illness, Journal of person-
alita, 39 (197I): 391-406.
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tee creativity to another. Although the size of the sample was
necessarily small, and the type of psychopathology not rigorously
ascertained, the study is both an interesting and an important one;
its significance lies in the reasons given by Dr. McNeil in his
summary remarks:

Mental illness rates in the adoptees were positively and significantly
related to their creative ability level, substantiating the hypothesized
relationship between creative ability and mental illness. The mental
illness rates of the biological parents were positively and signiffcantly
related to the creative ability of the adoptees. Mental illness rates
among the adoptive parents and the adoptive and biological siblings
were independent of the adoptees' creative ability level. The dala
were interpreted as evidence for the influence of prebirth factors
on the relationship between creative ability and mental illness. No
evidence of family-related postbirth influence was found.53

studies of social class and manic-depressive illness provide yet
another perspective on the relationship between intellectual abil-
ities, personality characteristics, and manic-depressive illness. In a
recent review of more than thirty studies of social class and manic-
depressive illness, Dr. Frederick Goodwin and I found that, de-
spite many methodological problems and incongruities*including
a time span of more than seven decades, a vast range in the size of
the samples surveyed (from twenty to forty-seven thousand), and a
wide diversity of countries and cultures in which the studies were
conducted-approximately three-fourths of the research reports
showed a positive correlation between manic-depressive iliness
and the professional or upper classes.sa Dr. Bagley, who carried
out an earlier review of the literature, concluded from his extensive
investigations:

The studies reviewed suggest that there is some support for the view
that some types of "depression" and upper class economic position
are related. This finding seems to hold in several cultures, and in
different points in time in the present century. . . . The definition of
depression has often been unclear in many studies, but there is some
evidence that the ffnding may apply to "psychotic" rather than "neu-
rotic" depression, and to the classic manic depressive psychoses in
particular.s5
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The same writer also compared the distribution of occupational
positions in the adult English population at large with those among
all fifteen hundred patients who had new episodes of mood disor-
ders over a three-year period in England. Using a sophisticated
diagnostic system for affective illness, he distinguished six major
categories. Only in the category that we would term bipolar manic-
depressive illness was there any significant difference in distribu-
tion across occupational classes. In this group of patients, members
of the professional and managerial classes were signiffcantly over-
represented. Several studies carried out during the past two de-
cades have confirmed Dr. Bagley's findings. A well-designed study
carried out in Sweden, for example, found a highly significant
overrepresentation of manic-depressive patients in the upper so-
cial and educational classes;s so too did a large community sample
study of residents of New Haven, Connecticut.sT Yet other re-
search, conducted in Jerusalem and drawn from Jewish first ad-
missions to psychiatric hospitals, found that affective illness in
general was correlated with higher social class.s Although the
study did not distinguish the bipolar from unipolar patients, almost
one-half of the patients in the affectively ill sample were bipolar
manic-depressives.

Two major types of arguments have been advanced to explain
the greater incidence of manic-depressive illness in the profes-
sional and upper social classes. First, some authors suggest that a
relationship exists between certain personality and behavioral cor-
relates of affective (primarily bipolar) illness and a rise in social
position.5e ln fact, many features of hypomania-such as outgoing-
ness, increased energy, intensifi ed sexuality, increased risk-taking,
persuasiveness, self-conffdence, and heightened productivity-
have been linked with increased achievement and accomplish-
ments. The second hypothesis posits that manic-depressive illness
is secondary to the stresses of being in, or moving into, the upper
social classes. This hypothesis is rather implausible because it as-
sumes that, compared with lower classes, there is a special kind of
stress associated with being in the upper social classes, one capable
of precipitating major psychotic episodes. Further, it ignores ge-
netic factors and evidence suggesting that parental social class is
often elevated as well.

Despite the inevitable methodological problems that exist in

a7
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Figure 3-3.
Mood Disord,ers in Writers and Artists

@ Malor depressive illness

@ Cyclo thymia/ Bipolar II

I Manic-depressive illness (Bipolar I)

Writerc
& Artists
(Akiskal &
Akiskal,

unpublished)

"Treatment rate (estirnated to be one-third of the rate of illnesil.
bBipoLar Il and cyclothgmia rates not ascertained.
"Bipolar l, bipol.ar ll, and cgclothymia rates not ascertaineil.

all the studies discussed so far-the small number of individuals
studied, types or lack of control groups, variable diagnostic and
selection criteria, and flawed measurement techniques-there is
an impressive consistency across the findings. Many lines of evi-
dence point to a strong relationship between mood disorders and
achievement, especially artistic achievement. Biographical stud-
ies, as well as investigations conducted on living writers and artists,
show a remarkable and consistent increase in rates of suicide, de-
pression and manic-depressive illness in these highly creative
groups. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 summarize these findings in a visual
way (see Appendix B as well). It can be seen that artistic groups,
when compared with the expected rates for suicide and mood dis-
orders in the general population,m demonstrate up to 18 times the
suicide rate, eight to ten times the rate of major depressive illness
(indeed, because the ECA study found that major depression was
more than twice as common in women, 7 percent, as in men, 2.6
percent, the rates of depression in the primarily male samples
represented in figure 3-3 are even more striking), and ten to
fiorty times the rate of manic-depressive illness and its milder

Expected Writerc Writers Artists
Rate in (Andreasen, & Artists (Schildkraut
General 1987) (Jamison, & Hirshfeld,

Population 1989)a,D l990)c

Poets
(British,

1705-1805)
(Jamison)
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Figure 34.
Suicide Rates in Writers and Afiists

Expected Writers Artists Poets Poetc
Rate (Andreasen, (Schildkraut (Ludwig, (Bddsh,

in General 1987)9 & Hinhfeld, 1992) 1705-1805)
Population tgg0)b (Jamison)

"Suicidp rate at tirne of studg comphtion.
bTwo other artkts died indioidaallg ln singla car accidents.

variants. (Although only 6.4 percent of the writers and artists in my
1989 study are represented in figure 3-3 as having bipolar I illness,
this is a spuriously low estimate; all of them had received medical
intervention for mania, and epidemiological research indicates that
only one person in three who meets the diagnostic criteria for
manic-depressive illness actually seeks and receives treatment for
it).61 Findings from other types of studies also point to a strong
association between mood disorders and creativity. Manic-
depressive patients, cyclothymics, and their first-degree relatives
show higher levels of creativity than normal individuals, for exam-
ple, and both creativity and affective illness have been found to
coexist at higher rates than expected in the ftrst-degree relatives of
writer and artists.

Given the historical as well as modern research support for a
strong relationship between mood disorders and artistic creativ-
ity-"that fine madness" described centuries ago-why does such
heated controversy continue? Putting aside for the moment foyce
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carol oates's very legitimate concerns about the necessiw for nor-
mal and quiet creative lives, as well as her more than understand-
able resentment of reductionist stereotypes about neurotic and
abusive writers, the major resistance to an association between
psychopathology, or mental illness, and creativity seems to focus
on a few central points. The ffrst is that many writers, artists, and
composers are, or were, perfectly sane; therefore, the argument
goes, the presumption of a strong link between mental ilnlss and
creativity is, on the face of it, absurd. Harold Nicolson, in discuss-
ing the health of writers, makes the extreme point rather dryly:

The theory that there exists some special connexion between literary
genius and mental derangement is one which, to my mind, has been
seriously exaggerated. It is true that a few creative writers have in
their later years become demonstrably insane; it is arso true that
almost all creative writers have at some moments of their lives been
panic-stricken by the conviction that their imagination was getting
the better of their reason; but it is not in the least true that a[
creative writers have been mad all the time.62

But of course no one would argue that all writers or artists, or even
most of them, are actually mad; and, equally obviously, no one
would seriously argue that even one, much less all creative writers
had been mad all the time. But the fact that there is only a partial
correlation does not mean that there is no correlation at all. Clearly
there ar-e many artists, writers, and composers who are perfectly
normal from a psychiatric point of view. The argument heie is not
that such people do not exist, for they obviously do. Rather, the
argument is that a much-higher-than-expected rate of manic-
depressive illness, depression, and suicide exists in exceptionally
creative writers and artists. It is this discrepant rate that is of
interest and that ultimately needs to be explained.

Another argument set forth against an association between
"madness" and artistic creativity is that a bit of madness and tur-
moil is part and parcel of the artistic temperament, and that artists
are just more sensitive to life and the experiences of life than are
other people. This is almost certainly true, and it would be foolish
to diagnose psychopathology where none or little exists. such an
argument, however, begs the issue. It is precisely this overlap
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between the artistic and manic-depressive temperaments that we
are interested in looking at. In this context Dr. William Frosch
makes an important point in emphasizing that distinctions should
be made between analogous and homologous behaviors; that is,
those behaviors that look the same in mood disorders and in the
personalities of artists-for example, intensity of moods or the ca-
pacity to experience strong feelings-may not in fact be the same.d

Nicolson, like Frosch, makes compelling arguments-al-
though one might disagree with their conclusions-for restraint in
diagnosing psychopathology in the artistically creative. For exam-
ple, he defends Shelley from charges of insanity by arguing that
Shelley was perceived as mad simply because he was different, and
objects strenuously to the fact that Shelley's schoolmates at Eton
described him as "Mad Shelley": "The facility with which English
schoolboys attribute insanity to anyone who is not perfectly at-
tuned to their own herd behaviour has always struck me as curious
and distressing."il This is certainly a legitimate, and common,
complaint that can also be leveled against biographers, psycholo-
gists, and psychiatrists who equate differentness with psycho-
pathology. But Nicolson then goes on to engage in another
common, but far more questionable, biographical practice: He at-
tempts to make many of Shelley's odd behaviors seem much more
normal than in fact they probably were. "It is customary," writes
Nicolson in discussing Shelley's hallucinations, "for very gifted
writers to see spectres and to hear voices calling."6 This surely is
open to debate, and certainly Shelley's friends found his behav-
i61-a5 did he himself-both odd and very disturbing. Nicolson
then gives an example of one of Shelley's many rather strange
perceptual experiences: "Shelley saw a baby rise from the sea and
clap its hands at him . . . it is clear from the writings of his friends
that these sounds and visions were of not infrequent occurrence. "ffi
"And yet," he goes on to say, Shelley "was certainly not mad."67
Similarly Nicolson gives Cowper, who not only attempted suicide
repeatedly, but also spent a distressingly long period of time in an
insane asylum, a relatively clean bill of psychiatric health (espe-
cially in light of his well-documented bouts of madness):

Twice in his life he almost succeeded in hanging himself and now was
only saved by chance. Yet although Cowper had twice to be put in
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conftnement, or at least under supervision, he enjoyed long inter_
ludes of perfect sanity, during which he 

"o*por"d 
much eicellent

poetry and was h"ppy in a quiet tea-party sort of way. It cannot be
said that cowper was ever a demented maniac: the worst that can be
said of him was that he was sometimes sadly confused in the head.68

Perhaps the most heated debate about what constitutes mad-
ness in artists has occurred in the context of discussions of the life
and work of william Blake. Biographers and critics have debated
endlessly about whether Blake was or was not mad, was or was not
a visionary, and was or was not a mystic. some have argued that he
was indisputably insane; many others have vehementfu denied it.
No one doubts that he was subject to extraordinary visions from the
time he-was,very young, or that he had wild changes in mood from
states of highly energetic exhilaration to prolonged and severe pe-
riods of despondency.-what really is at question is the meaning
that should be attached to these visions and moods. For those who
"defend" Blake against charges of insanity, much of the concern
seems to stem from assumptions that "mad" is somehow 

'.bad,-

that madness is a ftxed condition with no periods of rational thought
or experience, that great art cannot come from madness and, there-
fore, great artists cannot have been mad. Much of the rather heated
defense also seems to come from the notion that labeling Blake
mad, or even partially so, derives from an inability to compiehend
his work's subtleties and complexities. Scholar S. Foster b**.rrr,
for example, dismisses the notion of Blake's madness by saying, "It
would be cruel to print even the names of those . . . criiics who
have frankly pr^o^nounced Blake mad because they could not un-
derstand him,"6e and distinguished critic Northrop Frye asserts,
"A modern writer on Blake is not required to discuss his sanity, for
which- I am grateful: I could not do so without being haunted by
one of his own epigrams: 'The 

Man who pretends tobe a modest
enquirer into the truth of a self evident thing is a Knave.'"7o
English poet Algernon Charles Swinburne also attempted to de-
fend Blake's sanity but, as Dr. Hubert Norman has pointed out, he
got a bit lost along the way:

It will be obvious that Blake's mental condition during the period of
his stay at Felpham was one of marked instabilitv. Even those who
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resent the ascription to him of the term "insane" admit this. "By the
sounding shore," says Gilchrist, "visionary conversations were held
with many a majestic shadow from the past-Moses and the Proph-
ets, Homer, Dante, Milton." Swinburne says "that too much of
Blake's written work while at Felpham is wanting in executive qual-
ity, and even in decent coherence of verbal dress, is undeniable";
and adds that "everything now written in the ffdul impatient inter-
vals of the day's work bears the stamp of an over-heated brain, and
of nerves too intensely strung." Swinburne has, however, his own
method of accounting for this. It was due to the "sudden country life,
the taste and savour of the sea," which "touch sharply and irritate
deliciously the more susceptible and intricate organs of mind and
nature. How far such passive capacity of excitement differs from
insanity; how in effect a temperament so sensuous, so receptive, and
so passionate, is further offfrom any risk of turning unsound than
hardier natures carrying heavier weigbt and tougher in the nerves,
need scarcely be indicated." What does scarcely need to be indi-
cated, after reading such passages as these, is that Swinburne was
little competent to give a reasoned opinion on the matter of Blake's
mental unsoundness. Only prejudice could have allowed him to draw
such a conclusion from the evidence which he himself gives. The last
part of the passage quoted is perilously like nonsense.Tr

Dr. Norman is not the only one to question the assumption of
Blake's sanity. Max Byrd writes:

Admirers of Blake are always expressing surprise that he should have
been called mad by anyone-"The legends of Blake's 'madness' never
seem to cease, despite all scholarly rebuttal," complains Harold
Bloom. Such puzzlement is unrealistic. The legends of Blake's mad-
ness persist because he wrote poetry that describes Milton entering
his left foot, because he claimed to speak daily and hourly with the
spirit of his dead brother and with other spirits, because he wrote
long incomprehensible poems about unheard-of beings with names
like Enitharmon and Golgonooza. In almost any Lge ofhuman history
such a man would have seemed insane. . . . What is strihng in away
about Blake's career is not that so many people considered him
insane but that so many people did not.72

A position perhaps somewhere in between the two absolutes
of sane and insane, of manifest genius and rank incomprehensibil-
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ity' -rl a presumptive diagnosis of manic-depressive illness. This
would account not only for Blake's visionary and psychotic states,
but for his forays into and out of the rather *or" pror"ically rational
world as well. The evidence that Blake suffered from manic-
depressive illness is actually quite strong, as Norman argued com-
pellingly more than seventy-five years ago.

It is difficult to realise how any unprejudiced person who considers
the evidence in Blake's case can arrive at *y oth", conclusion than
that he exhibited mental disorder. . . . Though the prevailing state
with Blake was one of exaltation and belief in his own capabilities,
there were also periods of extreme depression, and the co.rditio.,
may, with little doubt, be classiffed as one of maniacal-depressive
insanity. The fluctuations in his mental condition were so -"rk"d 

",to be in themselves sufficient evidence of marked nervous instabiliw.
and these alternations were so pronounced as to be inconsistent with
the normal periodicity which is to be noticed in those whose sanity
is not impugned. when, too, we find that in addition to these alter-
nations there is evidence of diminished control-as shown in undue
excitability and impulsive violence, of hallucinations of sight and
hearing, and of delusions of persecution-there is no doubt that the
boundary which separates sanity from insanity has been crossed.
Those who protest against this plain statement do not seem to realise
that they do Blake less than justice. They would hold him responsible
for all his vagaries rather than allow a verdict of non 

"o 
por. chiefly

this is so in order that the vague, mystical element in his work may
be imputed to some vague supra- or extra-natural power instead of to
the disorderly functioning of unstable nerve-tissue, or to misunder-
stood organic reflexes. These nervous disorders are obscure enough
even when they are considered apart from the veiling mystery in
which so many love to hide them; it is not, therefore, necessary to
invoke occult powers, and by so doing to render the subject nebulous
and impenetrable. still less is it wise to place behind the disease of
insanity a Mumbo-Jumbo, which has to be invoked, or a Raw_head
and Bloody-bones, which has to be exorcised.T3

suggesting the diagnosis of manic-depressive illness for Blake does
not detract from the complexity of his life; it may, however, add a
different kind of understanding to it. Likewise, it does not render
his work any the less extraordinary, or make him any less a great
visionary or prophet.Ta seeing Blake as someone who suffered from
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an occasionally problematic illness-a constitutional predisposition
shared in common with many other artists, writers, and compos-
ers-may not explain all or even most of who he was. But, surely,
it does explain some.

What is to be made of this tendency to deny a link between psy-

chopathology and genius, to regard bizarre-and occasionally dan-
gerous-behavior as somehow normal if it occurs in writers and
artists? Is it simply an admirable tolerance for deviant and eccen-
tric behavior if it occurs in individuals who are, by definition,
already far ftom the normal temperamental and intellectual stan-
dards of human society? Or does it reflect a belief that artists may
just be fulfflling society's and their own expectations that they
ought to act the part of the "tormented genius"? Do the strains and
anxieties of being an artist somehow create a special type of mel-
ancholy and oddness? These possibilities, while no doubt true to a
certain extent, tend to disregard the possibility that individuals
with temperaments liable to emotional extremes may be more
likely to choose artistic careers, thereby increasing the chances of
an interaction between a biological vulnerability and psychological
stress. Likewise, they do not take into account the fact that the
artists and writers under discussion here generally have shown
emotional instability prior to the onset of their artistic careers and
manifested a severity of psychiatric symptoms, an age of onset, and
a pattern of mood disturbances highly characteristic of manic-
depressive illness; they also have had greatly increased rates of
depression, manic-depressive illness, and suicide in their first-
degree relatives.

Most of the controversy surrounding the "mad genius" versus
"healthy artist" debate, however, arises from confusion about what
is actually meant by "madness," as well as from a fundamental lack
of understanding about the nature of manic-depressive illness.Ts
These two issues-<ontroversy over the meaning of "madness" and
confusion about the nature of one of the major "madnesses" (that
is, manic-depressive illnessFare inevitably and closely bound to-
gether. Dr. William Ober, in his essay "Madness and Poetry: A
Note On Collins, Cowper, and Smart," makes the point that:

95
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Plato distinguished clearly between prophetic insights and intuitive
insights into the-nature of reality. He distrusted the latter as being
nonrational, but his use of the term mania does not necessarily impl|
irrationality or psychosis. Even today, in English usage, mania en-
compasses a wide range of attitudes and behavior, frornfolly through
uncontrollable impulses to overt psychosis; it is not a restrictive
term.76

Any attempt to arbitrarily polarize thought, behavior, and emotion
into clear-cut "sanity" or "insanity" is destined to fail: it deffes
common sense and it is contrary to what we know about the inffnite
varieties and gradations of disease in general and psychiatric illness
in particular. "Madness," in fact, occurs only in the extreme forms
of mania and depression; most people who have manic-depressive
illness never become psychotic. Those who do lose their rl"ro'-
are deluded, hallucinate, or act in particularly strange and bizarre
ways-are irrational for limited periods of time only, and are other-
wise well able to think clearly and act rationally. Manic-depressive
illness, unlike schizophrenia or Alzheimer's dir""r", is nlt a de-
menting illness. It may on occasion result in episodes of acute
psychosis and fagrant irrationality, but these bouts of madness are
almost always temporary and seldom progress to chronic insanity.
Yet the assumption that psychosis is an all-or-nothing sort of ph!-
nomenon, and that it is stable in its instability, leads to tremendous
confusion: Van Gogh, it is said, could not have been mad, as his
paintings reflect lucidity of the highest order. Lucidity, however,
is not incompatible with occasional bouts of madness, just as ex-
tended periods of normal physical health are not incompatible with
occasional bouts of hypertension, diabetic crisis, hyperthyroidism,
or any other kind of acute exacerbation of underlying metabolic
disease. John Ruskin, for one, has described the transitions be-
tween psychological health and "morbid inflammation of the
brain":

For a physician's estimate of it, I can only refer them to my physi_
cians. But there were some conditions of it which I knew better than
they could: namely, first, the precise and sharp distinction between
the state of morbid inflammation of brain which gave rise to false
visions, (whether in sleep, or trance, or waking, in broad daylight,
with perfect knowledge of the real things in the room, while yet I saw
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others that were not there), and the not morbid, however dangerous,
states of more or less excited temper, & too much quickened thought,
which gradually led up to the illness, accelerating in action during
the eight or ten days preceding the actual giving way of the brain ' . .
& yet, up to the transitional moment of first hallucination entirely
healthy, & in the full sense of the word "sane"; just as the natural
inflammation of a healing wound in flesh is sane, up to the transi-
tional edge whele_ it may pass at a crisis into morbiftc, or even mor-
tified substance. "

There is a great deal of evidence to suggest that, compared to
"normal" individuals, artists, writers, and creative people in gen-

eral, are both psychologically "sicker"-that is, they score higher

on a wide variety of measures of psychopathology-and psycholog-

ically healthier (for example, they show quite- elevated scores on

measures of self-confidence and ego strength).78 Manic-depressive
illness is an inherited vulnerability to a disease that can manifest

itself in a wide range of fluctuating emotional states, behaviors,

thinking patterns and styles, and energy levels. Heightened pas-

sions and partial derangement of the senses tend to come and go,

as Byron so drolly described: "I can never get people to understand
that poetry is the expression of ercited passion, and that there is no

such thing as a life of passion any more than a continuous earth-
quake, or an eternal fever. Besides, who would ever sharse them-

selves in such a state?"7s The temperaments associated with manic-

depressive illness are also part of the affective continuum, forming

in turn a natural bridge between a virulently psychotic illness on

the one hand and the moody, artistic temperaments on the other.

The relationship between the manic-depressive and artistic tem-
peraments is discussed at length in the next chapter.

Finally, many critics who are opposed to the idea that psy-
chopathology is linked to artistic ability express concern that label-
ing artists as mentally ill ignores the enormous discipline, will, and
rationality that are essential to truly creative work.so In speaking of
Goethe, for example, Thomas Carlyle wrote:

This man rules, and is not ruled. The stern and fiery energies of a
most passionate soul lie silent in the centre of his being; a trembling
sensibility has been inured to stand, without flinching or munnur,
the sharpest trials. Nothing onward, nothing inward, shall agitate or
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control him. The brightest and most capricious fancy, the most pierc-
ing_and inquisitive intelrect, the wirdesl and deepesiimagination; the
highest thrills of joy, the bitterest pangs of sorro*, ail tfres" 

"re 
hir,

he is not theirs.

This emphasis on the need for control calls to mind the ancient
admonition of Longinus, who argued that "sublim" i*pulr", 

"r"exposed to greater dangers when they are left to themse^lves with-
out the ballast and stability of knowledge; they need the curb as
often as th_e spur."82 poets, while beholden to ihe spur, have also
been mindful of a need_ for the curb. ]ohn Keats, in'response to a
poem sent to him by Shelley, wrote:

You I am sure will forgive me for sincerely remarking that you might
curb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and'load eu"ry rift"
of your subject with ore. The thought of such discipline must fall like
cold chains upon you, who perhaps never sat with your wings furl'd
for six Months together. And is tlis not extraordina[r]y tailifor the
writer of Endymion? whose mind was like a pack of scattered
cards-s

coleridge, no stranger to the idea of scattered thoughts and un-
furled wings, also underscored the absolute necessity lor order and
reason'-"Poetry," he wrote, "even that of the loftiest, and seem-
ingly, that of the wildest odes, [has] a logic of its own as severe as
that of science; and more difficult, because more subtle, more
complex, and dependent on more and more fugitive causes. In the
truly great poets . . there is a reason assignable, not only for
every word, but for the position of every *ord."t.

The need for clear and logical thought is obvious but, as we
discussed earlier, clarity and logic are perfectly compatibie with
the ebbings and fowings of manic-depressive iilness 

"od 
it, ,rro-

ciated temperaments. Indeed, whet}er out of a need to impose
order upon a chaotic internal universe, or for other as yet unex-
plained reasons, many individuals with manic-depressive illness
are inclined to be unusually obsessive and highry organized.ss And,
while many ideas may be generated during mirdry manic states,
much of the structuring, editing, and ftne-tuning of artistic work is
carried out during normal or mildly depressed periods. seamus
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Heaney described Robert Lowell's extraordinary ability to forge
the raw material of his mind and emotions into ffnished art' Lowell,
he wrote:

had in awesome abundance the poet's first gift for surrender to those
energies of language that heave to the fore matter that will not be
otherwise summoned, or that might be otherwise suppressed. Under
the ray of his concentration, the molten stuff of the psyche ran hot
and unstanched. But its final form was as much beaten as poured, the
cooling ingot was assiduously hammered. A fully human and relent-
less intelligence was at work upon the pleasuring quick of the cre-
ative act. He was and will remain a pattern for poets in this
amphibiousness, this ability to plunge into his amphibiousness, this
ability to plunge into the downward reptilian welter of the individual
self and yet raise himself with whatever knowledge he gained there
out on the hard ledges of the historical present.e

The molten and amphibious nature of artistic imagination rep-
resents not only a crucial element in creativity but an important
link between the manic-depressive and artistic temperaments as
well. It is to the links between mood, temperament, and thought
that we turn next.
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T elmp er ament and Imagination

Their breath is agitation, and their life
A storm whereon they ride, to sink at last,
And yet so nurs'd and bigotted to strife,
That should their days, surviving perils past,
Melt to calm twilight, they feel overcast
With sorrow and supineness, and so die;
Even as a flame unfed, which runs to waste
With its own fickering, or a sword laid by

Which eats into itself, and rusts ingloriously.

----cEoRGE coRDoN. r-oRo BvnoNt

Cloud Study. fohn Constable, l82l
(Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection)
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The fact that manic-depressive illness really comprises a range of
temperaments, behaviors, and patterns of thoughf (with occasional
episodes of psychosis in some individuars) has re-d, as we have seen,
to much of the controversy-and confusion-surrounding the
needle.ssly polarized "mad genius" versus "psychologically healthy
artist" debate. we have also seen that therl ir 

" 
gt"Iatly in"r"ur"d

rate of depression, manic-depressive illness, and suicidsin eminent
writers and artists. why should this be so? Is it only a coincidence?
Do artists create in spite of their often-debilitating problems with
moods? or, as we will argue here, is there somethini about the ex-
perience of prolonged periods of melanchoria-broken at times by
episodes of manic intensity and expansiveness-that leads to a dif-
ferentkind of insight, compassion, and expression of the human con-
dition? In this chapter w_e explore those aipects of manic-depressive
illn-ess that might-under some circumstances-add depih, fir",
and understanding to artistic imagination.

Profound changes in mood, thinking, personality, and behav_
ior can occur during all phases of manic-depressive illness. Even
during normal states many individuals with the iilness, or who have
a cyclothymic temperament, will experience striking fuctuations
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in the intensity of their perceptions and feelings. All these changes
have potentially important effects on personality and thought, but
perhaps most relevant to the discussion of artistic creativity are
those changes that occur during the milder manic, or hypomanic,
states. Even the most casual review of the diagnostic criteria for
hypomania, glven in Appendix A, suggests a prima facie case for a
connection between hypomania and intellectual or artistic achieve-
ment. There is perhaps some truth in the glib question that often
arises during clinical teaching situations: Who would not want an
illness that has among its symptoms elevated and expansive mood,
inflated self-esteem, abundance of energy, less need for sleep,
intensified sexuality, and-most germane to our argument here-
"sharpened and unusually creative thinking" and "increased pro-
ductivity"? The very fact that these two seemingly "soft" or
subjective symptoms have been agreed upon by a group of data-
based, research psychiatrists as part of the diagnostic criteria for
hypomania is remarkable in its own right. Among other things, it
speaks to the seriousness with which the association between mild
mania and creativity has been taken by even some of the more
rigorous clinical scientists within the ffeld of academic psychiatry.

In looking at changes associated with extreme mood states that
might be related to artistic creativity, especially changes in emo-
tion and thinking, it is perhaps helpful to first discuss the pivotal
issue of "inspiration." Earlier we looked at both ancient and mod-
ern speculations about the relationship between imagination, di-
vine inspiration, and "madness." The notion of a special access to
a power beyond what is ordinarily known to an individual or his
society has extended across many different kinds of inspired states:
the warlike, the druidic, the mystical, and the poetic. Attributions
of inspiration once made to the gods or the muses have been
transformed, during the twentieth century, into the rather more
prosaic formulations of "primary process," "pre-logical thought,"
and "bisociative thinking." Arthur Koestler, who coined the latter
phrase in his landmark book The Act of Creation, described the
importance of combining both rational and irrational sources in the
creative process:

We have seen that the creative act always involves a regression to
earlier, more primitive levels in the mental hierarchy, while other
processes continue simultaneously on the rational surface-a condi-
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tion that reminds one of a shn-diver with a breathing-tube. (Need-
less to say, the exercise has its dangers: skin-divers uI" f.o"" to ail
victims to the 'rapture 

of the deep' and tear their breathing-tubes
off-the reculzr sens sauter of winiam Brake and so many oth-
ers. .) The capacity to regress, more or less at will, to the games
of the undergrou-nd, without losing contact with the surface, seems to
be the essence of the poetic, and olany other form or".""tiuitu. 'coa
guard me from those thoughts men think / In the mind alonl, / He
that sings a lasting song / Thinks in a marrow bone' (yeats).?

From virtually all perspectives----early Greek phirosopher to
twentieth-century specialist-there is agreement that artisiic cre-
ativity and inspiration involve, indeed require, a dipping into pre-
rational or irrational sources while maintaining o"goi"s contact
with reality and "life at the surhce." The degreJto rJhich'individ_
uals can, or desire to-, 

*summon 
up the deptf,s" is among the more

fascinating individual differences. M"ny highly creative Jrrd 
"""o--plished writers, composers, and artisti function essentially within

the rational world, without losing access to their psychic "under-
ground." others, the subject of this book, are liiewise privy to
their unconscious streams of thought, but they must conteird with
unusually tumultuous and unpredictable emotions as well. The
integration of these deeper, truly irrational sources with more log-
ical processes can be a tortuous task, but, if successful, the result-
ing work often bears a unique stamp, a "touch of fire,i for what it
has been through.

Artists and writers, like other individuals, vary enormously
not only in their capacity to experience but also to torerate ex-
tremes of emotions and to live on close terms with darker forces.
Yeats described this in his essay "A Remonstrance with Scotsmen
for Having soured the Dispositions of Their Ghosts and Faeries":

You have discovered the faeries to be pagan and wicked. you would
like to have them all up before the magistrate. In Ireland warrike
mortals have gone amongst them, and helped them in their battles,
and they in turn have taught men great skill with herbs, and per_
mitted some few to hear their tunes. carolan srept upon a faery rath.
Ever after their tunes ran in his head, and made him the great
musician he was. ' . . You-you will make no terms with the spirits
of fire and earth and air and water. you have made the Darkness vour
enemy. We-we exchange civilities with the world beyond.g



the speed of thinking may exert its infuence in different ways.
Speed per se, that is, the quantity of thoughts and associations
produced in a given period of time, may be enhanced. The in-
creased quantity and speed of thoughts may exert an effect on the
qualitative aspects of thought as well; that is, the sheer volume of
thought can produce unique ideas and associations. Indeed, Sir
Walter Scott, when discussing Byron's mind, commented: "The

wheels of a machine to play rapidly must not fit with the utmost
exactness else the attrition diminishes the Impetus."n The quick-
ness and ffre of Byron's mind were not lost on others who knew
him. One friend wrote: "The mind of Lord Byron was like a vol-
cano, full of ftre and wealth, sometimes calm, often dazzling and
playful, but ever threatening. It ran swift as the lightning from one
subject to another, and occasionally burst forth in passionate throes
of intellect, nearly allied to madness."5 Byron's mistress, Teresa
Guiccioli, noted: "New and striking thoughts followed from him in
rapid succession, and the flame of his genius lighted up as if winged
with wildffre."6

Psychologist J, P. Guilford, who carried out a long series of
systematic psychological studies into the nature of creativity, found
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that several factors were involved in creative thinking; many of
these, as we shall see,- relate directly to the cognitive 

"t"rrg", 
tt 

"tt3kg nl-a9e during mild manias as weil. Flue-ncy of thinliing, as
defined by Guilford, is made up of several related and empir[aly
defved concepts, measured by specific tasks: word fluency, the
ability to produce words each, foi example, containing a specific
letter or combination of letters; associational fluency, tl" prodr"-
tion of as many synonyms as possible for a given *ord in uli-it"d
amount of time; expressional fluency, the production and rapid
juxtaposition of phrases or sentences; and ideational fuencv. ihe
ability to produce ideas to fulffll certain requirements in a limited
amount of time. In addition to fluency of thinking, Guilford devel-
oped two other important concepts for the study of creative
thought: spontaneous fexibility, the ability and disposition to pro-
duce a great variety of ideas, with freedom to switch from category
to category; and adaptive fexibility, the ability to come up witir
unusual types of solutions to set problems. Guilford concluded that
creative individuals were also far more likely to exhibit "divergent"
rather than "convergent" thinking:

In tests of convergent thinking there is almost always one concrusion
or answer that is regarded as unique, and thinking is to be channeled
or controlled in the direction of that answer. . . . In divergent think-
ing, on the other hand, there is much searching about or going offin
various directions. This is most obviously seen when there is no
unique conclusion. Divergent thinking . . . is characterized . . . as
being less goal-bound. There is freedom to go offin different direc-
tions. . . . Rejecting the old solution and striking out in some direc-
tion is necessary, and the resourceful organism will more probably
succeed, T

The importance of divergent thinking in the creative process, al-
though not without controversy, has been corroborated by the
work of many other researchers, including Frank Barron in the
United States and Liam Hudson in England.s

Early clinical researchers noted the tendency of their manic
patients to exhibit many characteristics of divergent and fuid
thought. Kraepelin commented on the fact that manic thought
showed "heightened distractibility," a "tendency to diffusiveness,"
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and "a spinning out the circle of ideas stimulated and jumping off
to others."e Swiss psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler concurred, and fur-
ther drew the parallels between manic and artistic thought:

The thinking of the manic is flighty. He jumps by by-paths from one
subject to another, and cannot adhere to anything. With this the
ideas run along very easily and involuntarily, even so freely that it
may be felt as unpleasant by the patient, . , .

Because of the more rapid flow of ideas, and especially because
of the falling off of inhibitions, artistic activities are facilitated even
though something worth while is produced only in very mild cases
and when the patient is otherwise talented in this direction. The
heightened sensibilities naturally have the effect of furthering this.ro

More recently, several researchers have shown that manic patients,
unlike normal individuals or schizophrenics, tend to exhibit pro-
nounced combinatory thinking. Characterized by the merging of
"percepts, ideas, or images in an incongruous fashion,"lr the ideas
formed in this way become "loosely strung together and extrava-
gantly combined and elaborated."rz Drs. Nancy Andreasen and
Pauline Powers of the University of Iowa compared manic patients,
schizophrenics, and writers from the University of Iowa Writers'
Workshop on measures of conceptual overinclusiveness (the ten-
dency to combine test objects into categories in a way that tends to
"blur, broaden, or shift conceptual boundaries").tt Th" authors'
hypothesis that creative writers might show thinking styles similar
to those seen in schizophrenics was found to be without grounds;
instead, they observed that the writers showed conceptual styles
quite like those of the manic patients: "Both writers and manics
tend to sort in large groups, change dimensions while in the pro-
cess of sorting, arbitrarily change starting points, or use vague
distantly related concepts as categorizing principles."ra They dif-
fered primarily in the degree of control they were able to exert
over their patterns of thought, with the writers able to carry out
"controlled flights of fancy during the process of sorting, while the
manics tend to sort many objects for bizarre or personalized rea-
sons. "t5 Moreover, people who have strong emotional responses in
general (who also tend to score higher on measures of being at risk
for developing manic-depressive illness) tend to have more elabo-
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rate and generalizing cognitive operations.r6 More recently Dr.
David shuldberg has found that several hypomanic traits contrib-
ute to performance on tests measuring 

".""iirrity; 
of particular rel-

evance here he found that creative cognition is far more similar to
hypomanic flight of ideas than it is to the loose associations that are
characteristic of schizophrenia.rT other studies have found that
rhymes, punning, and sound associations increase during mania,
and many patients spontaneously start writing poetry *hJ" manic
(often w.ithout any previous interest in eithei readit g or writing
poetry).18 Likewise, in studies of word-associational f"tt"rr,r, ,"-
searchers have found that the number of original reiponses to a
word-association task (in which an individuJir 

"rk"d- 
to give as

many associations as possible to a particular word) increase three-
fold during mania; the number of statistically common, or predict-
able, responses falls by approximately one-third. re Hypomania also
has been found to increase intellectual functioning on thr wechsler
Adult Intelligence scale.2o Recent studies show that a strongly
positive, gr "up," mood facilitates ereative problem solving;2r ie-
latedly, the majority of the British writers and artists in mi studv
reported pronounced elevations in mood just prior to their periods
of intensive creative activity.22 Drs. Ruth Richards and bennis
Kinney of Harvard University found that the overwhelming ma-
jority of manic-depressives in their investigation reported being in
a mildly or very elevated mood when experiencing their greatest
periods of creativity. several features that were closely tied to
elevated mood states in their subjects clearly overlapped those
found in the British writers and artists; these included increased
speed ofassociations, ease ofthinking, new ideas, and expansive-
ness.23 Although the tendency has been to assume that 

^creative

periods Iead to "high" or elevated moods and that noncreative
periods lead to depressed ones, these studies suggest that the
reverse may be true. It may be that elevations in mood such as
those caused by hypomania result in more creative thought; like-
wise, depressed mood and thinking may well lead to periods rel-
atively bereft of creative work.

In all these aspects of creative thought the elements of fuidity
and flexibility of cognitive processing are pronounced. Clearly the
mere quickening and opening up of thought in an otherwise un-
imaginative person will not result in creative achievement. If. how-
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ever, a highly imaginative person's thinking processes are hastened
and loosened by mild manic states, it is likely that a distinctive
quality will be added to the creative process. The grandiosity of
spirit and vision so characteristic of mania, coupled with manic
drive and intensity, can add an expansiveness and boldness as well.
Under unusual circumstances-and circumstances under which ge-
nius is bred are by definition uriu5ual-this can result in a formi-
dable combination of imagination, adventurousness, and a restless,
quick, and vastly associative mind. No one better personifies the
wide-ranging, expansive, wandering, and dendritic possibilities of
the human mind than Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

Coleridge, whose life is further discussed in chapter 6, came
to his imaginative life with turmoil and fire in his genes and a love
for "the Vast" in his blood. "His mind was clothed with wings,"2a
wrote William Hazlitt, and Coleridge himself said: "My thoughts
bustle along like a Surinam toad, with little toads sprouting out of
back, side, and belly, vegetating while it crawls. "25 Thomas Carlyle
described the intense, grandiose, and charismatic quality to Cole-
ridge's far-ranging conversational style:

I have heard Coleridge talk, with eager musical energy, two stricken
hours, his face radiant and moist, and communicate no meaning
whatsoever to any individual of his hearers,----certain of whom, I for
one, still kept eagerly listening in hope; the most had long before
given up, and formed (if the room were large enough) secondary
humming groups of their own. He began anywhere: you put some
question to him, made some suggestive observation: instead of an-
swering this, or decidedly setting out towards answer of it, he would
accumulate formidable apparatus, logical swim-bladders, transcen-
dental life-preservers and other precautionary and vehiculatory gear,
for setting out; perhaps did at last get under way,-but was swiftly
solicited, turned aside by the glance of some radiant new game on
this hand or that, into new courses; and ever into new; and before
long into all the Universe, where it was uncertain what game you
would eatch, or whether any.26

John Keats, in a letter to his brother, wrote about his experiences
after meeting Coleridge for the first time:

-I walked with him a[t] his alderman-after-dinner pace for near two
Miles I suppose. In those two Miles he broached a thousand things-
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let me see if I can give you a list-Nightingales, Poetry----on Poetical
sensation-M etaphysics-Diferent gener a and species of Dreams-
Nightmare-a dream accompanied by a sense of touch-single and
double touch-A dream related-First and second sen5siqu5ns55-
. . . Monsters-the Kraken-Mermaids-southey [slc] believes in
them-southeys [sdc] belief too much diluted-A Ghost story-Good
morning-I heard his voice as he came towards me-I heard it as he
moved away-I had heard it all the interval-if it mav be called so.27

Coleridge's wide-ranging, not to say cosmic, interests,
gether by seemingly inftnite associative strands, formed
sence of his imaginative style. one scholar has given an illustrative
road map to Coleridge's mind and works:

But the road, as we shall actually travel it, leads through half the
lands and all the seven seas of the globe. For we shail mlet on the
way with as strange a concourse as ever haunted the slopes of par-
nassus-with alligators and albatrosses and auroras and anti
chthones; with biscuit-worms, bubbles of ice, bassoons, and breezes;
with candles, and Cain, and the Corpo Santo; Dioclesian, king of
Syria, and the dremons of the elements; earthquakes, and the Eu_
phrates; frost-needles, and fog-smoke, and phosphorescent light;
gooseberries, and the Gordonia lasianthus; haloes and hurricanesr
lightnings and Laplanders; meteors, and the Old Man of the Moun_
tain, and stars behind the moon; nightmares, and the sources of the
Nile; footless birds of Paradise, and the observatory at pekin; swoons,
and spectres, and slimy seas; wefts, and water-snakes, and the Wan_
dering Jew. Beside that compendious cross-section of chaos, night-
mares are methodical. Yet of such is the kingdom of poetry. ,tnJ in
that paradox lies the warrant of our pilgrimage,s

In order for far-flung or chaotic thoughts to be transformed
into works of art, original and meaningful connections (linkings, in
the Aristotelian sense of "dissimilarity with similarity") must be
made. Here again grandiosity and a related cosmic sense often
combine with acute observational powers to make otherwise un-
imaginable emotional and intellectual leaps. The effects of such
visionary and expansive states can be discerned not only in the
work of Coleridge, but in the writings of poe, Smart, Blake,
Melville, Ruskin, and many others as well. Ruskin-whose ideas

tied to-
the es-
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and interests, like Coleridge's, spanned virtually every aspect of
human knowledge but whose mind also occasionally strayed over
the boundaries of the profound into utter manic madness-wrote
in Mod.ern Painters about the dynamic and complex interaction
that takes place between the observer and observed during the
process of imaginative, combining thought:

A powerfully imaginative mind seizes and combines at the same
instant, not only two, but all the important ideas of its poem or
picture; and while it works with any one of them, it is at the same
instant working with and modifying all in their relations to it, never
losing sight of their bearings on each other; as the motion of a snake's
body goes through all parts at once, and its volition acts at the same
instant in coils that go contrary *ays.ne

This elaborate relationship between observations and the con-
nections made between them is vividly portrayed by Olof Lagen-
crantz in his biography of August Strindberg:

One brilliant observation followed another; Strindberg's intuitive
awareness that everything is infinitely interconnected fired its light-
ning bolts into the great chaos-the starting-point of it all. Strind-
berg's imagination had gained a new resilience, a new confidence in
his ability to see correspondences and parallels between diferent
areas of knowledge. He connected all the kingdoms of nature, but
never in a generalizing, pantheistic way: the connections are palpa-
ble, concrete. The kingffsher, he claimed, had evolved the brightly
coloured, scaleJike feathers on its neck and wings by spending many
hours sitting and staring down into the water at its prey-the fishes.
The mackerel's moir6 back reflected wave motions in water, to the
extent that one could copy and present them as waves on a canvas.
The hoar-frost crystals on trees and blades of grass resembled cater-
pillars, roses and cauliflower heads: the observation is presented as
evidence for a connection between the organic and the inorganic
world. The pattern on the wings of the death's-head moth was gen-
erated by the fact that the insect frequented sites of execution and
graveyards, where it laid its eggs in corpses. The forms of plantJife
recur in metals. The sunflower reflects the image of the sun with its
disc, rays and spots. Flowers and animals mistake themselves for one
another and exchange forms.3o
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Strindberg (who, as we shall see, was not the only member of his

family to suffer from manic-depressive psychosis) showed an ex-

traordinary range of scientiftc interests. His biographer Michael

Meyer provides an excellent example of the grandiosity of ideas

floridly outpacing any realistic expectation of their execution:

The range of his scientiftc explorations is remarkable' "When the
moment comes that people take my research seriously," he wrote on
22 March to Birger Mdrner, "found a Free Laboratory for me! All I
need: a big cottage outside Stockholm, with cheap apparatus. . . .
There I would concentrate on completing the inventions which I
have half ready: e.g., colour photography. The telescope. Air elec-
tricity as motor power. Iodine from coal. Phosphorus from sulphur.
Sulphuric acid from alum slate. Nickel plating without nickel (trans-
mutation of metals). New ideas in iron and steel metallurgy, Etc.
etc." To this list, writing six days later to Hedlund, he added: "To
make silk from a liquid without silkworms. To transmute cotton
thread into silk. To transmute linen thread into silk."3r

Making connections between opposites, crucial to the creative pro-
cess, is in many respects a specialized case of making connections
in general, of seeing resemblances between previously unassoci-
ated conditions or objects. We will discuss this later in the context
of possible artistic advantages to be gained from the coexistence of
opposite emotional states such as mania and depression, the im-
portance of their contrasting and fuctuating natures, and the need
to come to terms with such wildly disparate perceptions, experi-
ences, and aspects ofpersonality.

The neurochemical and anatomical processes responsible for
the cognitive changes occurring during both pathological and
highly creative states are poorly understood. It will remain for
molecular biology, neuropsychology, and the new neuroimaging
techniques to provide us with a more sophisticated understanding
of the underlying changes in thought and behavior that are en-
hanced, left unaffected, or impaired by shifting patterns of mood.
The neuroimaging techniques-positron emission tomography
(PET), magnetic resonance imaging (especially the newly devel-
oping fast MRI technologies), brain electrical activity mapping
(BEAM), regional cerebral blood-flow studies (rCBF), single pho-
ton emission-computed tomography (SPECT), and magnetoen-
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cephalography (MEG)-have, in the past few years, already
provided unprecedented insights into many aspects of higher cere-
bral functioning, including vision, memory, learning, hearing, and
speech.32 Neuropsychological studies of differences in cognitive
abilities and deficits between those individuals with and without
depressive or manic-depressive illness have also proven to be of
interest.ss

Characteristics of a noncognitive nature also link the manic
side of manic-depressive illness with artistic temperament and
imagination. Many of these are related to the fiery side of the
manic temperament, and, when coupled with an otherwise imag-
inative, observant, and (ultimately) disciplined mind, they can re-
sult in literary, musical, and artistic works of singular power. The
sheer force of life, the voltage, can be staggering in mania, and it
often singes if not scorches the ideas that come in its wake, leaving
them altered in lasting ways. Ruskin portrayed the role of force and
fire in the action of elemental, instinctive genius:

Such is always the mode in which the highest imaginative faculty
seizes its materials. It never stops at crusts or ashes, or outward
images of any kind; it ploughs them all aside, and plunges into the
very central fiery heart; nothing else will content its spirituality;
whatever semblances and various outward shows and phases its sub-
ject may possess go for nothing; it gets within all fence, cuts down
to the root, and drinks the very vital sap of that it deals with: once
therein, it is at liberty to throw up what new shoots it will, so always
that the true juice and sap be in them, and to prune and twist them
at its pleasure, and bring them to fairer fruit than grew on the old
tree; but all this pruning and trvisting is work that it likes not, and
often does ill; its function and gift are the getting at the root, its
nature and dignity depend on its holding things always by the heart.
Take its hand from off the beating of that, and it will prophesy no
longer; it looks not in the eyes, itjudges not by the voice, it describes
not by outward features; all that it afirms, judges, or describes, it
affirms. from within.s

The abandonment of normal judgment and restraint that is seen in
the uninhibited, reckless, and violent behavior so central to mania,
and in some drug- and alcohol-induced states as well, compels
movement. Combined with the sheer disruption of senses and
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intellect that also occurs during mania, such movement can be-in
those with artistic imagination and the capacity later to take more
rational advantage of such experience-a form of forced voyage and
exploration. The poet, wrote Rimbaud:

makes himself a seer by a long, gigantic and rational dzrangemcnt of
all the senses. All forms of love, suffering, and madness. He searches
himself. He exhausts all poisons in himself and keeps only their
quintessences. He reaches the unknown, and when, bewil-
dered, he ends by losing the intelligence of his visions, he has seen
them. Let him die as he leaps through unheard of and unnamable
things: other horrible workers will cvme; they will begin from the
horizons where the other one collapsedls

The boldness of temperament needed for original work was
stressed in a different sort of way by Keats: "That which is creative
must create itself-In Endymion, I leaped headlong into the Sea,
and thereby have become better acquainted with the Soundings,
the quicksands, & the rocks, than if I had stayed upon the green
shore, and piped a silly pipe, and took tea & comfortable ad-
vice.-I was never afraid of failure; for I would sooner fail than not
to be among the greatest."s High energy levels and boldness are
clearly essential to virtually all creative endeavors; they tend to be
characteristic of manic-depressive temperaments as well.37

Learning through intense, extreme, and often painful experiences,
and using what has been learned to add meaning and depth to
creative work, is probably the most widely accepted and written-
about aspect of the relationship between melancholy, madness,
and the artistic experience. John Berryman-poet, contemporary
of Robert Lowell and Theodore Roethke, and, like them, a manic-
depressive*eventually committed suicide, as his father and aunt
had done before him. Disinclined to understatement. he described
the role of ordeal in his artistic work:

I do strongly feel that among the greatest pieces of luck for high
achievement is ordeal. Certain great artists can make out without it,
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t
I Titian and others, but mostly you need ordeal. My idea is this: The

I artist is extremely lucky who is presented with the worst possible

I ordeal which will not actually kill him. At that point, he's in business.
I Beethoven's deafrress, Goya's deafiress, Milton's blindness, that kind
I of thing. And I think that what happens in my poetic work in the
I future will probably largely depend not on my sitting calmly on my
J ass as I think, "Hmm, hmm, a long poem againP Hmm," but on being
I knocked in the face, and thrown flat, and given cancer, and all kinds
J of other things short of senile dementia. At that point, I'm out, but

I 
rhort of that, I don't know. I hope to be nearly crucifted.s

I
I Roethke also wrote about adversity, focusing on the vision given by

I darkness and despair: "In a dark time, the eye begins to see," he
I wrote, and then continued:

I
I *frat's madness but nobility of soul

I At odds with circumstance? The day's on fire!

J I know the purity ofpure despair,

I My shadow pinned against a sweating wall.
That place among the rocks-is it a cave,

More than a century earlier, shelley had addressed a similar theme
in lulian and Maddalo, an autobiographical poem about-among
other things-madness, Byron, and himself:

The colours of his mind seemed yet unworn;
For the wild language of his grief was high
Such as in measure were called poetry;
And I remember one remark which then
Maddalo made. He said: "Most wretched men
Are cradled into poetry by wrong,
They learn in suffering what they teach in song."ro

Keats agreed. "Do you not see how necessary a world of pains and
troubles is to school an Intelligence and make it a soul? A place
where the heart must feel and suffer in a thousand diverse ways!'ar
Koestler, in The Act of creafion, discussed the central imporiance
to the creative act of the archetypal "Night ]ourney," during which
the artist-hero suffers overwhelming experiences, or a spiritual

Or winding path? The edge is what I have.3e
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crisis, that convulses the deepest foundations of his being: 'He

embarks on the Night Journey, is suddenly transferred io the
Tragic Plane-from which he emerges puriffed, enriched by new
insight, regenerated on a higher level of integration."a2 This is, of
course, a variation on the ancient theme of "the suffered is the
learned," of insight gained through trial and anguish. The dive, or
journey underground, by deffnition provides a remarkable inten-
sity and range of experience for those who take it; conversely, those
who have intense emotions, moods, and sensitivities are probably
much more likely to take the journey.

A passionate emotional makeup is thought by many to be an
integral part of the artistic temperament. American essayist and
poet George Edward Woodberry, for example, wrote:

The sign of the poet, then, is that by passion he enters into life more
than other men. That is his gift-the power to live. . . . [Poets] have
been singularly creatures of passion. They lived before they sang.
Emotion is the condition of their existence; passion is the element of
their being; and, moreover, the intensifting power of such a state of
passion must also be remembered, for emotion of itself naturally
heightens all the faculties, and genius burns the brighter in its own
flames.a3

Poe, who in his nonfiction had written somewhat convincingly
about the role of rationality in art, described in his fiction the
importance of exalted moods, madness, and passion in those who
would penetrate "into the vast ocean":

I am come of a race noted for vigor of fancy and ardor of passion. Men
have called me mad; but the question is not yet settled, whether
madness is or is not the loftiest intelligence-whether much that is
glorious-whether all that is profound-does not spring from disease
of thought-from maods of mind exalted at the expense of the gen-
eral intellect. They who dream by day are cognizant of many things
which escape those who dream only by night, In their grey visions
they obtain glimpses of eternity. . . . They penetrate, however rud-
derless or compassless, into the vast ocean of the "light ineffable." a

Artistic expression can be the beneffciary of either visionary and
ecstatic or painful, frightening, and melancholic experiences. Even
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more important, however, it can derive great strength from the
struggle to come to terms with such emotional extremes, and from
the attempt to derive from them some redemptive value. "The
more I am spent, ill, a broken pitcher," wrote van Gogh, "by so
much more am I an artist-a creative artist this green shoot.  L r r r  .  .  .  ru rJ  5 r  vvu  r

springing from the roots of the old felled trunk, these are such
abstract things that a kind of melancholy remains within us when
we think that one could have created life at less cost than creating
art."45 Changes or extremes in mood and experience alone do not
guarantee good art, of course. If, however, like the changes in
thought discussed earlier, they are coupled with imagination and
discipline, the possibilities for creating lasting and sustaining art
may be greatly enhanced.

Profound melancholy or the suffering of psychosis can funda-
mentally change an individual's expectations and beliefs about the
nature, duration, and meaning of life, the nature of man, and the
fragility and resilience of the human spirit. Many writers, artists,
and composers have described the impact of their long periods of
depression, how they have struggled or dealt with them, and how
they have used them in their work. The influence of pain's domin-
ion fills novels, canvases, and musical scores; there is no shortage
of portrayals. Poet Anne Sexton, for one, described the importance
of using pain in her work: "I, myself, alternate between hiding
behind my own hands, protecting myself anyway possible, and this
other, this seeing ouching other. I guess I mean that creative
people must not avoid the pain that they get dealt. . . Hurt must
be examined like a plague."a6 Robert Lowell, who wrote about
depression: "I don't think it is a visitation of the angels but a
weakening in the blood,"a7 also said:

Depression's no gift from the Muse. At worst, I do nothing. But often
I've written, and wrote one whole book-For the Union Dead-
about witheredness. . . . Most of the best poems, the most personal,
are gathered crumbs from the lost cake. I had better moods. but the
book is lemony, soured, and dry, the drought I had touched with my
own hands. That, too, may be poetry-on sufferance.a8

Lowell wrote tellingly about "seeing too much and feeling it/with
one skin-layer missing."ae And Woolf, like Roethke, felt and used

LL7
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the double edge of emotion she experienced in her depressions:
"But it is always a question whether I wish to aviid these
glooms. . . . These g weeks give one a plunge into deep waters;
which is a little alarming, but full of interest. . . . There is an edge
to it which I feel is of great importance. . . . one goes down into
the well & nothing protects one from the assault of truth."5o

It seems counterintuitive that melancholy could be associated with
artistic inspiration and productivity; the milder manic states and
their fiery energies would seem, at ffrst thought, to be more ob-
viously linked. The extreme pain of the deeper melancholias, and
the gentler, more refective and solitary sides of the milder ones,
can be extremely important in the creative process, however. Hy-
pomania and mania often generate ideas and associations, propel
contact with life and other people, induce frenzied energies and
enthusiasms, and cast an ecstatic, rather cosmic hue over life.
Melancholy, on the other hand, tends to force a slower pace, cools
the ardor, and puts into perspective the thoughts, observations,
and feelings generated during more enthusiastic moments. Mild
depression can act as ballast; it can also serve a critical editorial role
for work produced in more fevered states. Depression prunes and
sculpts; it also ruminates and ponders and, ultimately, subdues and
focuses thought. It allows structuring, at a detailed level, of the
more expansive patterns woven during hypomania.

The slightly melancholic perspective is meaningful in its own
right. The sensitivity and compassion afforded by depression are,
for the most part, absent in the unbridled seH-assurance and hectic
pace of hypomania. The tendency to gaze inward, to ask why and
of what avail, is, on the other hand, deeply embedded in the
depressive view:

In their milder forms, one is almost inclined to say that some of the
insight manifested in the writings of people in what might be called
the morbid state of mind, so far as depression is concerned, springs
from the fact that they become self-searching, brood on the meaning
of life-a brooding in which the healthy mind indulges only occa-
sionally and even then only when thrown back on itself. United with
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I
I
I this ability, this brooding may produce poetic, philosophic and reli
I Sious insight and manifest itself in words which infuence the minds

I and the life goals of posterity.sr
T
I
I Recent research has shown that observations and beliefs pro-

I duced during mildly depressed states are actually closer to "real-

I iry" than are normal mood states,s2 underscoring the pervasiveness

I of denial in everyday life and giving credence to T. S. Eliot's view
I that "Human kind cannot bear very much reality."s3 Grief and
J depression often bring with them, for good or ill, the heart of life:
I the lnferno, "like Plato's cave, is the place where all men come to
I know themselves ."il "ln these flashing revelations of griefs won-

I der l ftre," wrote Melville, "we see all things as they are; and
J though, when the electric element is gone, the shadows once more
I descend, and the false outlines of objects again return; yet not with
I their former power to deceive."ss Depression forces a view on
I reality, usually neither sought nor welcome, that looks out onto the
| fleeting nature of life, its decaying core, the finality of death, and

the ffnite role played by man in the history of the universe. Not
surprisingly, Tennyson's great muses were astronomy and geology;
and thoughts of death, so often the companion of melancholy, have
been muse to countless composers, artists, and writers. Indeed, for
Keats, death was "Life's high meed":

Heart! Thou and I are here sad and alone;
I say, why did I laugh? 0 mortal pain!

O Darkness! Darkness! ever must I moan.
To question Heaven and Hell and Heart in vain.

Why did I laugh? I know this Being's lease,
My fancy to its utmost blisses spreads;

Yet could I on this very midnight cease,
And the world's gaudy ensigns see in shreds;

Verse, Fame, and Beauty are intense indeed,
But Death intenser-Death is Life's high meed.s

Melancholy itself often acts as a bittersweet potion and muse, add-
ing a tincture of sadness and wistfulness to the creative process.
"Yet naught did my despair/But sweeten the strange sweetness,"57
wrote English poet Edward Thomas. Although subject to paralyz-
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ing and suicidal depressions, he often declared his reliance upon
the gentler side of melancholy:

And yet I still am half in love with pain,
With what is imperfect, with both tears and mirth,
With things that have an end, with life and earth,
And this moon that leaves me dark within the door.58

Likewise, Edgar Allan Poe wrote:

And by a strange alchemy of brain
His pleasure always turn'd to pain-
His naivete to wild desire-
His wit to love-his wine to ffre*
And so, being young and dipt in folly
I fell in love with melancholy.se

And Alfred Tennyson, too, cast a partially covetous eye on melan-
choly:

O Sorrow, wilt thou live with me
No casual mistress, but a wife,
My bosom-friend and half of life;

As I confess it needs must be?

O Sorrow, wilt thou rule my blood,
Be sometimes lovely like a bride,
And put thy harsher moods aside,

If thou wilt have me wise and good.60

The use of the mild melancholic states to recall earlier and more
painful times, but at a distance, can allow a measured tapping into
deeper emotional pools, as well as a more controlled access to the
back rooms of the unconscious mind. An artist certainly need not
go through all extremes of all moods and all experience, but it is
undeniable that familiarity with sadness and the pain of melan-
choly-as well as with the ecstatic, often violent energies of the
manic states----can add a singular truth and power to artistic ex-
pression. To the extent that an artist survives, describes, and then
transforms psychological pain into an experience with more uni-
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versal meaning, his or her own journey becomes one that others
can, thus better protected, take.

Biographer Leon Edel, in a lecture given before the American
Psychiatric Association, carefully shied away from speculations
about the genesis of melancholia, or "tristimania," in writers and
artists; he did, however, powerfully argue for melancholia's crucial
role in the arts. "Within the harmony and beauty of most transcen-
dent works," he said, "I see a particular sadness, We might say it
is simply the sadness of life, but it is a sadness that somehow
becomes a generating motor, a link in the chain of power that
makes the artist persist, even when he had lived an experience, to
transform it within his medium."ut Later in the talk he expanded
on his beliefi "I take it as a postulate, even an axiom, that by the
time the creating personality has acquired his adult being, a great
fund of melancholy has been accumulated. It clamors for release.
We can hear it in all acuteness in Schubert and Schumann; it
sounded for us in the cosmic cadences of Beethoven; it comes at us
from almost every page of poetry."62

But, as Randall Jarrell reminds us, sometimes the darkness is
only darkness;

I see at last that all the knowledge

I wrung from the darkness-that the darkness flung me-
Is worthless as ignorance: nothing comes from nothing,
The darkness from the darkness. Pain comes from the darkness
And we call it wisdom. It is pain.ff

"No one has ever written, painted, sculpted, modeled, built, or
invented except literally to get out of hell,"e wrote poet Antonin
Artaud, who spend years in psychiatric wards for his recurrent
bouts of insanity. His view-that art ffrst heals the artist and sub-
sequently helps heal others-is an ancient one, inextricably bound
to the belief that "madness" and the arts are causally linked. In
recent times Dr. Anthony Storr has articulated this position per-
suasively and eloquently in his book The Dgnamics of Creation,
citing the many instances of writers and artists who have used their
work to save not only their souls, but their minds as well.65 "A part,
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then, of what Henry James called the madness of art,,, said Leon
Edel, "resides in the artist's search for some exit from the labvrinth
of the imprisoned and despairing self-the verbal structure. the
philter-,^ the anodyne, that will somehow provide escape and sur-
cease."ffi writers and artists themselves have been 

^particularly

forceful about the relief that their work can bring. "roetry led me
by the hand out of madness,"67 wrote Anne Sexton; and, although
this was only partially true, poetry's extraordinary role in her lile
has been well documented by biographer Diane Wood Middle-
brook.68 For many artists, writing or painting or composing has
provided an escape from their turmoils and melancholy-. Cowper,
who, like Artaud and sexton was instituti onalizedfor his psychosis,
wrote that a "Dejection of Spirits, which I suppose may have pre-
vented many a man from becoming an Author, made me one. I find
constant employment necessary, and therefore take care to be con-
stantly employ'd. Manual occupations do not engage the mind
sufficiently, as I know by experience, having tried many. But Com-
position, especially of verse, absorbs it wholly."6e Berlioz turned to
music for consolation, and for control of his often-overwhelming
mood swings:

Sometimes I can scarcely endure this mental or physical pain (I can't
separate the two), especially on ftne summer days when I'm in an
open space like the Tuileries Garden, alone. Oh then . . . I could
well believe there is a violent "expansive force" within me. I see that
wide horizon and the sun, and I suffer so much, so much, that if I did
not take a grip of myself I should shout and roll on the ground. I have
found only one way of completely satisfuing this immense appetite
for emotion, and that is music. Without it I am certain I could not go
on living.To

Berlioz's temperamental soul mate in poetry, Lord Byron, de-
scribed-in appropriately volcanic terms-the mind-saving role of
poetry: "It is the lava of the imagination whose eruption prevents
an earth-quake-they say Poets never or rarely go mad. . . but are
generally so near it-that I cannot help thinking rhyme is so far
useful in anticipating & preventing the disorder."Tt Eliot, *ho
wrote TheWastelandwhile recovering from a nervous breakdown,
remarked: "Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape
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I
t
I from emotion, it is not the expression of personality, but an escape

I from personality. But, of course, only those who have personality

I and emotions know what it means to want to escape from these

I things."72
I Creative work can act not only as a means of escape from pain,

J b"t also as a way of structuring chaotic emotions and thoughts,

I numbing pain through abstraction and the rigors of disciplined

I thought, and creating a distance from the source ofdespair. John
I Donne and Alfred, Lord Tennyson, although writing centuries

I apart, described in very similar terms the relief provided by the

I practice and structuring of their art. Donne stressed, however

I 
ironically, the taming of grief through its fettering in verse:

I

| *en as the earths inward narrow crooked lanes
I

I Do purge sea waters fretfule salt away,

I I thought, if I could draw my paines
I Through Rimes vexation, I should them allay.

Griefe brought to numbers cannot be so fferce,
For, he tames it. that fetters it in verse.73

Tennyson focused on the opiate-like relief brought about by the
writing of verse itselfi

But, for the unquiet heart and brain,
A use in measured language lies;
The sad mechanic exercise,

Like dull narcotics, numbing pain.

In words, like weeds, I'll wrap me o'er,
Like coarsest clothes against the cold:
But that large grief which these enfold

Is given in outline and no more.74

Twentieth-century poet Lowell also wrote of wrapping himself in
words for protection: "I am writing my autobiography literally to
"pass the time." I almost doubt if the time would pass at all oth-
erwise. However, I also hope the result will supply me with swad-
dling clothes, with a sort of immense bandage of grace and
ambergris for my hurt nerves."75 Years later, near the end of his
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life, he inquired tellingly in a poem, "Is getting well ever an art, /
or art a way to get well?"76

clearly the pain experienced by writers and artists is not al-
ways the result of a pathological state of madness or melancholy.
often it is the ordinary, as well as the universal, in life's experi-
ences that combines with an unusually sensitive temperame.rf 1"y-
clothymic or otherwise) to produce a heightened sense of
vulnerability, awareness, pain, and futility. Novelist Graham
Green_e, by his own account a manic-depressive and subject to
extended periods of suicidal depression, r"id th"t "writing is a
form of therapy. sometimes I wonder how all those who do not
write, compose or paint can manage to escape the madness, the
melancholia, the panic fear which is inherent in the human situa-
tion."" The elemental human desire to add meaning and perma-
nence to lif+to avoid the fate rendered by Dante as "no more
memorial / Than foam in water or smoke upon the wind"78-takes
on additional depth and urgency for those who have intense moods
and brooding dispositions. The act of creating becomes, as Byron
described it, essential in its own right:

'Tis to create, and in creating live
A being more intense, that we endow
With form our fancy, gaining as we give
The life we image, even as I do now.
What am I? Nothing; but not so art thou,
Soul of my thought! with whom I traverse earth,
Invisible but gazing, as I glow
Mix'd with thy spirit, blending with thy birth,

And feeling still with thee in my crush'd feeling's dearth.Te

If the experience of pain-as well as its re-creation and con-
veyance, its control and transformation-is such an important, not
to say integral, part of the artistic experience, what effect might the
amelioration or treatment of it have on the creation of literature.
art, and musicP I{ as Edel says, "Out of world-sadness, out of
tristimania, immortal and durable things are brought into being,"e
then what would fuel the artist who was cured of his anguishP "The
world," wrote Nathaniel Hawthorne, "owes all its onward impulses
to men ill at ease. The happy man inevitably confines himseH
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within ancient limits."sr Do modern psychiatric treatments and
future gene therapies risk confining artists to "ancient limits"? This
is a highly controversial but fundamental issue, and one to which
we return in the ftnal chapter. We end this section by simply
noting Paul Celan's words: "Wherever one went the world was
blooming. And yet despair gave birth to poetry."8z

In addition to the changes in mood and thought that are brought
about by mania and depression (and the experiences-both good
and bad-gleaned from the pain intrinsic to melancholia), the less
dramatic, day-to-day aspects of the manic-depressive temperament
can provide artistic advantage as well. For individuals who live
with moods that change often and intensely, life is a tempestuous
experience. The manic-depressive, or cyclothymic, temperament,
carries with it the capacity to react strongly and quickly; it is, in a
biological sense, an alert and excitable system. It responds to the
world with a wide range of emotional, perceptual, intellectual,
behavioral, and energy changes, and it creates around itself both
the possibilities and chaos afforded by altered experiences and
fluctuating tempos. In a sense depression is a view of the world
through a glass darkly, and mania is a shattered pattern of views
seen through a prism or kaleidoscope: often brilliant but generally
fractured. Where depression questions, ruminates, and is tenta-
tive, mania iulswers with vigor and certainty. The constant transi-
tions in and out of these constricted and then expansive thoughts,
subdued and then violent responses, grim and then ebullient
moods, withdrawn from and then involving relationships, cold and
then ffery states-and the rapidity and fluidity of moves across and
into such contrasting experiences--{an be painful and confusing.
Such chaos, in those able ultimately to transcend it or shape it to
their will, can, however, result in an artistically useful comfort with
transitions, an ease with ambiguities and with life on the edge, and
an intuitive awareness of the coexisting and oppositional forces at
work in the world. The weaving together of these contrasting ex-
periences from a core and rhythmic brokenness is one that is cru-
cial to both the artistic and manic-depressive experience.

The cyclothymic lack of fixedness, a "delicate compass-needle
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so easily set-ajar,"83_resembles nothing so much as the poetic con-
cepts of moblhtA and chameleon selves: "Mobilit6,,, *rlt" Byron,
is "an excessive susceptibility of immediate impressions-at the
same time without losing the past; and is, though sometimes ap-
parently,.rlseful to the possessor, a most painfuiand unhappy at_
tribute."sa rn his poem Don Juan, Byron drew the distinction
between -a seeming "want of heart," or inconstancy, and an at-
tribute of a highly responsive and impressionable te'mperament:

So well she acted, all and every part
By turns-with that vivacious versatility,

Which many people take for want of heart.
They err-'tis merely what is called mobility,

A thing of temperament and not of art,
Though seeming so, from its supposed facility;

And false-though true; for surely they're sincerest,
Who are strongly acted on by what is nearest.s5

The amphibious, mercurial, many-personed, and highly respon-
sive nature of both the artistic and manic-depressive temperaments
is at the core of what they are all about. Not without reason does
the word "chameleon" permeate the descriptions of the artistic
personality. Biographer Richard Holmes, for example, said of Cole-
ridge that he had "essentially a chameleon gift, a gift for fluent
adaptation and vivid response,"86 and Virginia Woolf wrote "you
know how chameleon I am _in my changes-leopard one day, all
violet spots; mouse today. "87 Keats, too, drew upon the chamele-
onic metaphor, remarking: "Wtrat shocks the virtuous philosopher
delights the chameleon poet,'"88 and Shelley believed: "poets, the
best of them, are a very chameleonic race."8e Implicit to both
chameleonic and manic-depressive temperaments is the coexis-
tence. within one

dual
body or mind, of multiple selves. The nature

of double orof double or dual personalities has a long history, of course, in
both literature and medicine. The depiction of a warring within
of different minds, personalities, emotions, and values reached
its height in the nineteenth century; the arbitrary and shifting
borders between the rational and irrational, the inhibited and
uninhibited, were captured particularly well by Robert Louis
Stevenson in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde:
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Man is not truly one but truly two. . . . I learned to recognize the
thorough and primitive duality of man; I saw that, of the two natures
that contended in the field of my consciousness, even if I could
rightly be said to be either, it was only because I was radically
both. . . . I had learned to dwell with pleasure, as a beloved day-
dream, on the thought of the separation of these elements. If each,
I told myself, could be housed in separate identities, life would be
relieved of all that was unbearable. . . . It was the curse of mankind
that these incongruous faggots were thus bound together-that in
the agonised womb of consciousness, these polar twins should be
continuously struggling.m

Extreme changes in mood exaggerate the normal tendency to have
conflicting, or polar, selves; the undulating, rhythmic, and transi-
tional moods so characteristic of manic-depressive illness and its
temperaments can also blend, or harness, seemingly contradictory
moods, observations, and perceptions. Yet, ultimately, these fluxes
and yokings may more accurately refect the changes, ambiguities,
and linked oppositions that truly exist both in man and the natural
world. The "consistent attitude toward life," may not, as Professor

Jerome McGann points out, be as finally perceptive as an ability to
live with, and portray, constant change.er

Such clinical characteristics as changes in mood, thinking, en-
ergy, and behavior are, as we saw earlier, usually opposite in mania
and depression. This is also true for linguistic and artistic patterns.
Manic patients, for example, tend not only to speak more, and
more rapidly, but also to use more color l and powerful speech,
including more action verbs and adjectives.e2 Artistic expression
also changes across mood states.ea Manic patients tend to use vivid
and highly contrasting colors; depressed patients, on the other
hand, use primarily black and cold darker colors (when the depres-
sion begins to clear, the palette tends to lighten accordingly). The
content of manic paintings tends to be more sexual, ftlled with
motion and bright portrayals of natural phenomena such as fires,
waterfalls, and landscapes; in contrast, paintings done during the
depressed phase tend to show a paucity of ideas, a lack of motion,
and themes of death and decay. Manic paintings, usually produced
rapidly and impulsively, often have an agitated or swirling quality
to them; paintings produced by depressed patients are relatively
barren, painted slowly, and exhibit less imagination. The contrast-
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ing natures of the elated and depressive states provide, for those
with artistic or literary ability, a rich variety of experiences and
sensations from which to create. The explicit use of intense and
opposite mood states was particularly pronounced in the Romantic
poets and composers. In his preface to the Dar:idsbiindlertriinze, a
piano work illustrating the contrasting sides of his temperament
through abrupt alterations of mood and tempo, Robert Schumann
wrote that "Joy and sorrow are inseparable all through life,"u
echoing William Blake's words:

Joy & Woe are woven fine,
A clothing for the Soul divine;
Under every grief & Pine
Runs a joy with silken twine.e5

Samuel Clemens, who described his own "periodical and sudden

changes of mood . . . from deep melancholy to half-insane tem-

pests and cyclones,"e6 observed that the "secret source of humor is

not joy but sorrow,"eT reiterating years later that "there is no hu-

mor in heaven."es The simultaneous existence and shared resi-

dence of such opposite moods and feelings is well-illustrated by

Franz Schubert's assertion that whenever he sat down to write

songs of love he wrote songs of pain, and whenever he sat down to

write songs of pain he wrote songs of love' Virginia Woolf, in A

Room of One's Own, obsewed: "The beauty of the world . . ' has

two edges, one of laughter, one of anguish, cutting the heart asun-

der."se The ability to reconcile such opposite states, whether they

are of mood, thought, or vitality, is a critical part of any creative

act.lm Thomas Moore, himself a poet, described this ability in his

friend Byron:

It must be perceived by all endowed with quick powers of association
how constantly, when any particular thought or sentiment presents

itself to their minds, its very opposite, at the same moment, springs
up there also; if anything sublime occurs, its neighbour, the ridicu-

lous, is by its side; across a bright view of the present or the future,

a dark one throws its shadow; and, even in questions respecting
morals and conduct, all the reasonings and consequences that may

suggest themselves on the side of one of two opposite courses will, in
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I
I
I such minds, be instantly confronted by an array just as cogent on the

I other. A mind of this structure,-and such, more or less, are all those

I i" which the reasoning is made subservient to the imaginative fac-

I ulty,-though enabled, by such rapid powers of association, to mul-

I Uply its resources without end, has need of the constant exercise of

I a controlling judgment to keep its perceptions pure and undisturbed
I Uetween the contrasts it thus simultaneously calls up.rot
I
I
I
I
I
I fhe cyclic and contrasting nature of manic-depressive illness is

I perhaps its most defining clinical feature. The recurrent and op-

I posite patterns so characteristic of the disease and its associated

I temperaments provide further possible connections between mood

I disorders and creative work. Likewise, the ebbing and flowing and

I seasonal quality to artistic "inspiration," the centrality of light, and

I the core themes of seasonal regeneration and life and death that are

I such part and parcel of artistic expression, bear inescapable resem-
blance to the rhythmic changes of light and dark and the turning of
the seasons so central to the natural world. Indeed, a strong argu-
ment can be made that the periodicities of the natural world-as
well as its great beholdenness to light, its chaos, perturbances,
agitations, and violence, its fluctuations, shadows, edges, and up-
heavals-that all of these find their analogue in the periodicities
and patterns intrinsic to the artistic and the manic-depressive tem-
peraments. "The laws of nature he knows," wrote John Ruskin
about the imaginative artist; he knows them because "They are his
own nature."roz 15" artist, I believe, is closer to the fundamental
pulse of life because his or her daily and yearly rhythms are more
similar to those of the natural world. The brinks, borders, and
edges of nature-twilight and dawn in the course of a day, the
equinoctial edges of autumn and spring during the course of a
year-may actually be experienced quite differently by those who
are artistic and/or cyclothymic by temperament. In fact there is an
accumulation of evidence to suggest that those who have manic-
depressive illness or a cyclothymic temperament show an elevated
responsiveness and sensitivity to changes in light; there is also
strong evidence that mood disorders have a pronounced seasonal
component.
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Life is partition_ed by tim+years, months, days, minutes_
into events that tend to recur at regular intervals, a'periodicity as
evident in the behavior of protozoa and iellyfish as in the sleeping
habits and other patterns of hrr-"r, behavior. Biological function-
ing is organized into periods linked to the rotations of the earth
around the sun and of the moon around the earth. Although bio-
logical rhythms cycle in synchrony with these celestial ,h'ythms,
they_are clearly regulated by endogenous processes. These innate
rhythms probably evolved as adapiations L rhythmic fluctuations
in Earth's lighting, heat, and humidity, and perhaps Earth's elec-
tromagnetic ffelds as well. such evolutionary explanations for the
lngins of biological rhythms are controversial, Lut there is little
disagreement that such oscillatory processes serve to regulate life
on the cellular, biochemical, physiological, and probabl"y psycho_
logical levels as well.

Rhythmic patterns and disturbances in manic-depressive ill-
ness €re clinically apparent in many ways: diurnal variations in
mood, pervasive disruptions in sleep, and seasonal recurrences of
episodes. The illness is itself an important kind of rhythm. Daily
oscillations in mood are a common feature of mood disorders and
have been noted clinically for centuries. British psychiatrists w.
Mayer-Gross, E. slater, and M. Roth have described the diurnal
pattern commonly observed in depressed patients:

An important and significant symptom of the endogenous depres_
sion-but also of mania-is the daily fluctuaf.ion of mood and of the
total state. Improvements of all symptoms usually oceurs towards
evening, the retardation and depressive mood particularly showing a
change for the better. In the morning, however, the paiient wakes
direct from sleep into his characteristic sombre mood o, is normal for
a few minuJes, before, as he says, the depression comes down ..like
a cloud."rm

lhe very cyclicity of manic-depressive illness constitutes a type of
4yth*. The episodic nature of the illness, together with its circa-
dian disturbances, probably indicate malfunctions in a master bio-
logical clock. Findings from experimental treatments, such as
altering sleep and light patterns in patients with depression and
mania, point in the same direction. Drs. Thomas Wehr and Fred-
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erick Goodwin of the National Institute of Mental Health note:
"Because of its inherent cyclicity, the illness itself is a kind of

abnormal biological rhythm spanning weeks, months, or years.

Circadian rhythms are implicated in some of the symptoms of de-
pression, such as early awakening and diurnal variation in mood'
The possible importance of the circadian system in its pathogenesis
is suggested by the capacity of experimental alterations in the tim-
ing of sleep and wakefulness to alter clinical state."roa Biological
rhythms range in frequency from milliseconds to months or years.
Most rhythmic disturbances identified in the symptoms of manic-
depressive illness occur over the course of a day-that is, they are
circadian rhythms-and are most apparent in the daily rest-activity
cycle. The episodic recurrences of the illness, on the other hand,
are usually infradian, oscillating over periods of months or years.
Episodic mania and depression may also refect disturbances in
ultradian rhythms, those that oscillate more than once a day, which
are common at the cellular level and in hormone secretion, as well
as in such autonomic functions as circulation, blood pressure, res-
piration, heart rate, and in the cycles of sleep.

More than two thousand years ago Hippocrates observed that
mania and melancholia were more likely to occur in the spring and
autumn,lo5 and Posidonius, in the fourth century,L.o., noted that
mania tended to occur most frequently in the summer months. rffi

Toward the end of the eighteenth century, French psychiatrist
Phillipe Pinel described seasonal patterns in intermittent insan-
ity;lo7 more recently, Kraepelin, writing about manic-depressive
illness earlier in this century, described his clinical experience with
seasonal patterns of mood: "Repeatedly I saw in these cases mood-
iness set in in autumn and pass over in spring: 

'when 
the sap shoots

in the trees,' to excitement, corresponding in a certain sense to the
emotional changes which come over even healthy individuals at the
changes of the seasons."rm Modern research bears out these early
observations. I recently reviewed the scientific literature for sea-
sonal patterns in mania, depression, and suicide (see figures 4-l
and 4-2). The review of studies of seasonal patterns for peak
months of occurrence for episodes of mania and depression indi-
cates that there is a consistency of findings despite the method-
ological problems intrinsic to such research. r@ Two broad peaks
are evident in the seasonal incidence of major depressive episodes:
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seasonal variations in peak occurrences of Mania and Depressfun

Mania

souRcn: Based on review of studies of peak months for the onset of episodes and./or hos-
pitalizations, in F. K. Goodwin and K. R. Jamison, Manic-Deprissdoe Illnass (New
York: Oxford University Press, lgg0).
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Figure 4-2.

souncE: Based on review of studies of monthly peak occurrences of suicide, in F. K.
Goodwin and K. R. Jamison, Manic-Depressioe lllrcss (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1990).

spring (March, April, May)and autumn (September, October, and
November). The data on mania are somewhat more scarce, but the
peak incidences clearly occur in the summer months, as well as in
the early fall. Studies show signiffcant correlations of hospital ad-
missions for mania with monthly total hours of sunshine and aver-
age monthly day length; results are inconsistent with respect to
environmental temperature. Seasonal patterns in suicide (see fig-
we 4-2) generally parallel those for depression in that they show a
large peak in the spring (especially in May). The second suicide
peak in October may reflect an increase not only in depressive
episodes but also in bipolar depressions following the increase in

M I I A S O N D
Month

SeasonolVarintion in Peak Occurrences of Suicifu
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manic episodes during the summer months; that is, it may repre_
sent suicidal postmanic depressions. consistent with the assump-
tion that patterns of lighr are important in mood changes and
suicide, two studies carried out in the souther" H"-irprr"ie (eus-
tralia and New South wales) found that the ,""ro"*ri,iof suicide
was consistent with the pattern seen in the Northern Hlmisphere;
that is,..peaks of suicide occurred in the Australian -orrtr* or
spling. rro It is important to note that both figures a-i and a-2
reflect a sumrrurra of studies of peak occurrences; thus, although
deoressive episodes and suicideJ certainly occur i., juty, argurt,
arrd september, few of the studies found ihat th" p"it ^o,,tt , to,
their occurrence were during that time. Likewise, mania not in-
frequently occurs in octobei and March, but these are not the
months of maximum occurrence across studies.

The light-dark, cycle is, for our purposes here, the principal
seasonal variable of interest. The oveiall iength of the photop"riod
has two extremes (it is longest in the summer and shortest in the
winter), whereas the rate of change in the ratio of right to dark has
two peaks, one in late winter-early spring, and thJ other in rate
summer-early fall (these peaks occur because of the elliptical orbit
of the earth around the sun). Thus, if manic-depressive p'atients are
abnormally sensitive to seasonal light changes-, one wiuld expect
that this would be reflected either by opporit" behavioral patterns
at the two extremes (winter and summer) or behaviorai distu.-
bances in early spring or early fall, reflecting the period of rapidly
increasing light and rapidly decreasing light, respectively. Re-
search findings show that patients with manic-depressive illn"r,
do, in fact, have an increased sensitivity to light.rlfThi, increased
sensitivity is found in both the ill and well states and has also been
found in children who have not yet shown symptoms of manic-
depressive illness but who are atincreased risk iorlt because either
one or both parents has the disease. llt This suggests that increased
sensitivity to light may be part of the genetic vulnerability to manic-
depressive illness and that abnormal light sensitivity in manic-
depressive patients is probably not simply a result of the illness but
may be more causally linked.

seasonal variations in mood and behavior appear to be com-
mon in the general population as well as in individuals with mood
disorders. Dr. s. Kasper and his associates have found that at least

\
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90 percent of the general population experiences some degree of

seasonal variation in mood.rr3 Dr. M. R. Eastwood and his col-

leagues compared the infradian rhythms of mood, sleep, anxiety,

and energy over a period of fourteen months in thirty patients with

mood disorders (twenty-five of whom had manic-depressive ill-

ness) with those of thirty-four healthy control subjects matched for

age and sex. They found that the majority of patients, and many of
the healthy subjects, had infradian rhythms in mood, energy, and
sleep; about half of these were seasonal:

The principal difference between patients and control subjects is the
amplitude of cycles, and hence, affective symptoms may be consid-
ered a variant of normal hedonic states. . . . Affective symptoms
seem to be universal, with a periodic component that differs in de-
gree rather than kind; the pattern ofcycles for ill persons is deffned
by amplitude. This makes affective disorder akin to hypertension and
diabetes, wherein a physiological variatrle shades into a pathological
variant. r14

Eastwood's group hypothesized that, because half the rhythms
were seasonal, "some infradian mood cycles may be driven or timed
by meteorologic factors." They further suggested that a "hmilial

tendency toward depression may be the factor that determines the
amplitude of the cycle." In addition to the many biological vari-
ables that show seasonal patterns in fluctuation,rrs recent studies
show that certain cognitive abilities in men, such as spatial-
reasoning skills, are enhanced in the spring. This is assumed to be
due to the seasonal changes in testosterone levels.rr6 In the cur-
rent psychiatric literature, recognition of a syndrome characterized
by the regular appearance of depressive, manic, or hypomanic
episodes at certain seasons of the year came less than a decade ago,
when Dr. Norman Rosenthal and his colleagues, who were study-
ing recurrent winter depressions (which were often followed by
summer hypomanias), published the original diagnostic criteria for
seasonal affective disorder.trT Because 50 to 60 percent ofpatients
who have seasonal affective disorder also have at least one first-
degree relative with depressive or manic-depressive illness, it is
probably part of the general spectrum of major mood disorders that
includes manic-depressive illness.
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Clearly, everyone experiences seasons and patterns of light; just as
gl"j*ly, everyone experiences seasons and patternr oiiigiri q"n,
differently. Individuals who have manic-dep'r"rriu" o, urtiri" r"*-
peraments may share an uncommon sensitivity to seasonal fluctu-
ations in light as well as pronounced changes in mood as a result of
those fluctuations. whether these simirarities are due to the same
biological process is unclear, although other similarities u"*""r,
the cyclothymic and artistic temperamenfs-'5 well as th" gr"atty
increased rate of manic-depressive and depressive illness in irriters
and artists-make it likely that similar biological mechanisms may
be operating' In any event, the inexorable ihanging 

"i 
iG-rr, p",-

terns, the passing of seasons, is one of the great and ai"ienithr*es
of both life and art. Among the many poeti particularly sensitive to
these shifts was Delmore schwartz, *ho-i. addition to the other
complexities of his liG and mind-was a manic-depressive:

As I looked, the poplar rose in the shining air
Like a slender throat.
And there was an exdtation of flowers.
The surf of apple tree delicately foaming.

All winter, the trees had been
Silent soldiers, a vigil of woods,
Their hidden feelings
Scrawled and became
Scores ofblack vines.
Barbed wire sharp against the ice-white sky.
Who could believe then
In the green, glittering vividness of full-leafed summer?
Who will be able to believe, when winter again begins
After the autumn burns down again, and the day iJashen,
And all returns to winter and winter's ashes.
Wet, white, ice, wooden, dulled and dead, brittle or frozen.
Who will believe or feel in mind and heart
The reality of the spring and of birth,

In the green warm opulence of summer, and the inexhaustible vitalitv
and immortality of the earth?rl8
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The progression of seasons is among the most commonly
used metaphors in art, signifying-among many other things-
the passage of time, extremes and contrasts in the natural world,
the cyclicity of life, the inevitability of death, belief in rebirth,
and the impermanence, as well as the stages, of human life. So,
too, seasons have become metaphorical for life, and for the cre-
ative process itselfi its barren winters and hoped-for springs, and
its mixed and disturbing seasons, so beautifully captured by T. S.
Eliot in "Little Gidding":

When the short day is brightest, with frost and fire,
The brief sun fames the ice, on pond and ditches,
In windless cold that is the heart's heat,
Reflecting in a watery mirror
A glare that is blindness in the early afternoon.
And glow more intense than blaze of branch, or brazier,
Stirs the dumb spirit: no wind, but pentecostal ftre
In the dark time of the year. Between melting and freezing
The soul's sap quivers. There is no earth smell
Or smell of living thing. This is the spring time
But not in time's covenant.rre

Relatively little systematic research has looked into the rela-
tionship between changes in mood, including actual episodes of
mania or depression, seasonal patterns, and changes in artistic
productivity. The work that has been done shows a tendency for
artistic productivity to increase during spring and autumn, but
there is clearly a wide variability across artists and writers. Italian
psychiatrist Cesare Lombroso, working toward the end of the
nineteenth century, dated the production of hundreds of poems,
novels, paintings, and musical compositions.r2o Despite many
methodological problems in Lombroso's work, it is both in-
trinsically interesting as well as the first to attempt a systematic
look at seasonal patterns in creativity. I have plotted Lombroso's
ffndings in figure 4-3, and it can be seen that he found peaks of
productivity in the late spring and early fall. A few years ago I
studied seasonal patterns of mood and productivity in forty-seven
of Britain's leading writers and artists (the details of the study are
given in chapter 3). r21 Mood and productivity ratings were ob-
tained for a thirty-six-month period, and these were then analyzed
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Figure 4-3.
Seasonal Variati,on in Literary and Artistic Output

A M I I A S O N D

Month

souRcE: Based on data in Cesare I-ombroso, Pensiero e meteore, Biblioteca scientifica
internazionalc, vol. 16 (Milan: Dumonlard, rg72); L'Honnw de G6nic (paris: Alcon.
l88e).

separately for those artists and writers who had been treated for
depression or manic-depressive illness and those without a his-
tory of treatment for mood disorders; these results are shown in
ffgures 44 and 4-5, respectively. productivity in both groups
showed a tendency to peak in the fall or late fali and in tntav. rhe
two groups differed, however, in the relationship shown between
moods and productivity. Those artists and writers with a history
of treatment showed inversely related curves for summer produc-
tivity and moods, whereas those in the group with no history of
treatment showed mood and productivity curves that more
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Figure 44.
Mean Mood and ProductioitE Ratings (for Thirtu-six Months) in British

Writers and Artists with a History of Treatmcnt for Depression or

souRcE: From K. R. Jamison, Mood disorders and patterns of creativity in British writers
and artists, P sgchiatry, 52( 1989): 125-134.

closely corresponded with one another. In the group with a his-
tory of psychiatric treatment, the peaks for productivity precede
and follow the mood peak by three to four months. There are
several possible explanations for this. Elevated mood, when as-
sociated with elevated productivity, is less likely to lead to the
seeking out of treatment than low productivity associated with a
high (or any other kind of mood). The elevated mood of the treat-
ment group also probably reflects more true hypomania (that is,
greater distractibility, irritability, increases in seeking out of
other people, and alcohol abuse) than does just an expansive, el-
evated, and creative mood; this might well lead to less produc-
tivity in the acute phase. In the group with no history of
treatment, the periods of increased mood and productivity may
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Figure 44.
Mean Mood and Productirsity Ratings (for Thirty-six Months) in British

writers and Artists with No History of Treahrunt for Depiession or
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souRcE: From K' R' Jamison, Mood disorders and patterns of creativity in British writers
and artists, P sgchiatry, 52( 1989): 125-134.

represent a milder form of hypomania (or simply an intensifica-
tion of normal mood), with cognitive and mood changes only.
These milder states may result in simultaneous peaks for mood
and productivity. Within the total sample, playwrights showed
the least seasonal fuctuation in their productivity and had no dis-
cernible monthly peaks. Poets, novelists, and visual artists, on
the other hand, showed pronounced seasonal patterns. The poets
and novelists reported that their greatest artistic productivity oc-
curred during September, October, and November; the painters
and sculptors exhibited not only the fall peak (although Septem-
ber and October only) but one in the spring (April, Ma11 and
|une) as well.
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Every artist and writer has his or her own pattern of moods
and creative energies; some will have reasonably little variation in
how and when they produce what they do, and some will have
wide seasonal or other swings in their productivity: months or
years when they produce next to nothing and then weeks or months
during which they are phenomenally active. English poet John
Clare, for example, wrote that "the Muse is a fickle Hussey with
me she sometimes stilts me up to Madness & then leaves me as a
beggar by the way side with no more life than whats mortal & that
nearly extinguished by mellancholy forbodings. "rz Here we
briefly look at seasonal patterns of productivity in the work of
Vincent van Gogh and Robert Schumann's lifelong productivity
patterns.

Vincent van Gogh has been diagnosed as having had virtually
every illness known to man, and then some. Diagnoses have in-
cluded, among many others, epilepsy, schizophrenia, absinthe poi-
so,ning, porphyria, and M6nidre's disease. Dr. Richard Wyatt,
chief of Neuropsychiatry at the National Institute of Mental
Health, and I have argued elsewhere that there is compelling
evidence for a diagnosis of manic-depressive illness.l23 The evi-
dence includes the nature of van Gogh's psychiatric symptoms
(extreme mood changes, including long periods of depression and
extended episodes of highly active, volatile and e*cited states,
altered sleep patterns, hyperreligiosity, extreme irritability, vi-
sual and auditory hallucinations, violence, agitation, and aicohol
abuse), the age of onset of his symptoms (htl adolescence, early
twenties), his premorbid personality, the cyclic nature of his
attacks, which were interspersed with long periods of highly lucid
functioning, the lack of intellectual deterioration over time. the
increasing severity of his mood swings, the seasonal exacerbations
in his symptoms, and his quite remarkable family history of
suicide and psychiatric illness. (This is documented more exten-
sively in chapter 6. His brother Theo suffered from recurrent
depressions and became psychotic at the end of his life: his sister
wilhelmina spent forty years in an insane asylum with a "chronic
psychosis," and his younger brother Cor committed suicide.)r2a
Although the overlap between manic-depressive iilness and com-
plex partial seizures (temporal lobe epilepsy) is an interesting
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one-and it is of no little interest that the director of the asylum
at St. R6my diagnosed van Gogh as suffering from both epiiepsy
and "acute mania with hallucinations of sight and hearini"r*:
van Gogh's symptoms, the natural course of his illness, and his
family psychiatric illness are completely consistent with a diag-
nosis of manic-depressive illness. Arguments against a diagnosis
of M6nidre's disease or porphyria in van Gogh are presented
elsewhere and discussed more extensively in the endnotes for
this chapter. 126 Using what is known about the dating of van
Gogh's artwork (which is considerable, due to van Gogh's exten-
sive,documentation in his correspondence),'n' *. have illustrated
in ffgure 4-6 the total number of paintings, watercolors, and
drawings done by van Gogh during different months of the year.
The summer peak in productivity is consistent with what we
know about his own description of his frenzied moods and energy
during those months of the year, as well as with a perhaps nat-
ural tendency to paint more in the longer, warmer, drier days of
summer. Perhaps more interesting, however, is his pattern of
productivity during the winter and late fall. From his letters it
appears that van Gogh had relatively more "pure" depressive ep-
isodes during November and February, and more "mixed" de-
pressive episodes during December and January. The increased
agitation of these mixed states may well have resulted in both
more energy, and more motivation, to paint. Van Gogh was the
first to appreciate the episodic nature of his psychotic illness, his
moods, and his artistic productivity:

If the emotions are sometimes so strong that one works without
knowing one works, when sometimes the strokes come with a con-
tinuity and a coherence like words in a speech or a letter, then one
must remember that it has not always been so, and that in time to
come there will again be hard days, empty of inspiration.

So one must strike while the iron is hot, and put the forged bars
on one side.r28

The springtime peak of productivity that is shown in the works
of many writers and artists, as well as by those in both Lombroso's
study and my own, ffts with popular conceptions about the blos-
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Figure 44.
Vincent oan Gogh. Total Number of Paintings and Drauings
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souRcE: Adapted from work summarized in K. R. Jamison and R. J. wyatt, van Gogh:
Meniere's disease? Epilepsy? psychosis?, ,foz rnal of the Amzrican Medical Association,
264 (199f ): 723-72,4. Copyright @ 19gl American Medical Association.

soming forth of life during springtime. But how do these ffndings
make -sense in light of the striking peaks for severe depressive
episodes, and suicide itself, during these same months? And why
should_ so many artists and writers have another peak of produc-
tivity during the autumn months? (This is shown in the works of
many writers, as well as in the ftndings from both Lombroso,s and
my studies. Interestingly, there is some evidence that major math-
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ematical and scientiftc discoveries tend to occur during the spring
and fall as well. )'ee Indeed, autumn has been seen by many artists
as-their most inspiring season. John clare wrote, for example, that
"the muses always pay their visits more frequent lsic] at that sea-
Son,"r3o and Rosamond Harding quotes RoLert Burns as saying,
"Autumn is my most propitious season, and I make more verses in
it than all year else"; likewise, George Crabbe declared: "Autumn
is the most hvourable season of the year for poetical composi-
tion."l3r One likely explanation for these equinoctial patterns in
productivity is that it is the rate of change of tight that is most
pronounced during these times, and it is also during these two
seasons of spring and autumn that there is a significant overlap in
peaks for not only depressive but manic episodes as well (this can
be seen clearly in ftgure 4-l).t"'Mixed states, where manic en-
ergies and perturbance combine with melancholic mood, are more
common during transitions into and out of mania and depression,
and it may well be, as with van Gogh's fuctuations in productivity
during the winter months, that these mixed states (or their milder
equivalents in those who do not have a mood disorderl-these
periods of maximum change, contrast, and transition-are, in their
own way, highly conducive to creative work. Lucretius wrote cen-
turies ago:

It is in autumn that the starlit dome of heaven throughout its breadth
and the whole earth are most often rocked by thunderbolts, and
again when the flowery season of spring is waxing. In cold weather
there is a scarcity of ffre, and in hot weather of winds, and then,
too, the clouds are not so thick. So it is in weather between these
extremes that the various causes of the thunderbolt all conspire.
Then the year's turning tide mingles cold and heat, which are both
needed to forge a thunderbolt within a cold. Then there may be a
clash of opposites, and the air tormented by ftre and wind may
surge in tumultuous upheaval. . . . These then are the year's cri-
ses. ls

British psychiatrists Slater and Meyer undertook a fascinating
analysis of Robert Schumann's compositional patterns and his
manic-depressive illness, not by months of the year but over the
course of the composer's lifetime.r3a Schumann, as we shall see
later, suffered from episodic depressions and manias throughout
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most of his adult life. ,q.s he grew older, the more melancholic
and taciturn side of his temperament became more prominent,
no doubt a cumulative consequence of the relentless and devas-
tating depressions he had been through. Figure 4-7 presents
Schumann's works by year, as well as his most clinically signifi-
cant episodes of depression and mania. The quantitative relation-
ship between his mood states and his creative output is quite
striking: When most depressed he produced least, and when hy-
pomanic he produced at a remarkable level. The fluctuations in
his musical productivity over the years were extreme. The rela-
tionship of his mood states to the quality of his productions is
somewhat unclear, although both the quality and quantity of his
work, as well as his psychological health, deteriorated in the final
years of his life.

Not all writers, artists, or composers will show signiffcant sea-
sonal or lifetime patterns of creative work; certainly not all of them
will show clear peaks of productivity in the spring and fall. But
many do, and these ebbings and flowings provide a fascinating rink
with the natural world on the one hand, and the ancient, persistent
notions about a "divine madness," on the other. Gaelic poet sorrey
Maclean has written about life's fallow and then fertile times in
"Glen Eyre," a poem from his collection Spring Tidc and Neap
Tid,e:

My life running to the seas
through heather, bracken and bad grass,
on its fanked eerie course,
like the mean and shallow stream
that was taking its meagre way through a green patch
to the sea in the Kyle,

But again and again a spring tide came
to put beauty on the river foot.
to fill its destination with richness.
and sea-trout and white-bellied salmon came
to taste the water of the high hills
with flood-tide in Inver Eyre. rs

No one better illustrates these tidal fluctuations in life, the
dynamics of temperament, and the ffery intricacies of "that fine
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madness" than the poet to whose life we turn next: George Gor-
don, Lord Byron. It was he who had written the lines so important
to Robert Schumann and so finally descriptive of them both:

Look on me! there is an order
Of mortals on the earth. who do become
Old in their youth, and die ere middle age,
lVithout the violence of warlike death;
Some perishing of pleasure-some of study-
Some worn with toil-some of msls ti/s41ins55-
Some of disease-and some insanity-
And some of withered, or of broken hearts. 136





TI{E MII\D'S
CAI{KER 11\
ITS SAVAGE

MOOD

George Gordon, I,ord Byron

. . . the mind's canker in its savage mood,
When the impatient thirst of light and air
Parches the heart; and the abhorred grate,
Marring the sunbeams with its hideous

shade,
Works through the throbbing eyeball to

to the brain
With a hot sense of heaviness and pain.

---{EORCE GORDON, LORD BYRONT

George Gordon, Lord Byron. Alain Moreau
(Based on an original drawing by G. H. Harlow, l82l)
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"Lord Byron," declared the poet's tutor at Cambridge, "is a young
man of tumultuous passions,"2 thus summing up succinctly the
views of Byron's friends, enemies, and Byron himself. Fiery, fitful,
and often high-spirited, with a temperament he described as "nat-
urally burning,"3 Byron was by all means inflammable, his bold
and expansive moods yoked to a restless, pervasive, and virulent
melancholy. Notoriously a study in contrasts, Byron, with his di-
vided and mercurial temperament, resembled less a cohesive per-
sonality than a field of tectonic plates clashing and grating against
one another. "There is a war," he wrote, "a chaos of the mind./
When all its elements convulsed--combined-/Lie dark and jar-
ring with perturbed force."a For virtually all his life, Byron
engaged in such a war-a consuming civil war within his own
mind, which, then convulsing outward, at times was waged as an
anything but civil war on the people and world around him. From
these wars came much of what made Byron who he was. "His very
defects," observed his close &iend and fellow poet Moore, "were
among the elements of his greatness," and it was "out of the strug-
gle between the good and evil principles of his nature that his

*l
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mighty genius drew its strength. "s Byron was the first to recognize
the importance of his unsettled, impetuous, and romantic temper-
ament. In l8l3 he wrote to his future wife, Annabella Milbanke:
"-You don't like my'restless' doctrines-I should be very sorry if
gou did-but I can't stagnate nevertheless-if I must sail let it be
on the ocean no matter how stormy-anything but a dull cruise on
a level lake without ever losing sight of the same insipid shores by
which it is surrounded.-"6

The conflicting factions of his temperament, interlaced with
and beholden to his constantly shifting moods, gave rise to the
sense that Byron housed within himself a veritable city of selves.
One of his physicians described this mutability:

Those only, who lived for some time with him, could believe that a
man's temper, Proteus like, was capable of assuming so many shapes.
It may literally be said, that at different hours of the day he meta-
morphosed himself into four or more individuals, each possessed of
the most opposite qualities; for, in every change, his natural impet-
uosity made him fy into the furthermost extremes. In the course of
the day he might become the most morose, and the most gay; the
most melancholy, and the most frolicsome , . . the most gentle beine
in existence, and the most irascible.T

Byron himself, who had written in Don luan that "I almost
think that the same skin/For one without-has two or three with-
in,"8 remarked to his friend Lady Blessington, "I am so change-
able, being every thing by turns and nothing long,-I 

"* 
,o"h ^

strange milange of good and evil, that it would be difficult to
describe me."e She clearly concurred:

I am sure, that if ten individuals undertook the task of describing
Byron, no two, of the ten, would agree in their verdict respecting
him, or convey any portrait that resembled the other, and yet the
description of each might be correct, according to his or her received
opinion; but the truth is, the chameleonlike character or manner of
Byron renders it difficult to portray him.l0

Byron's chameleonlike qualities, along with the widely dispa-
rate aspects of his personality, were critical to the moody, contrast-
ing, and Romantic casting of his poetry: Man was "half dust, half
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deity, alike unfit/To sink or soar,"rl a "mix'd u.r"rrce,"l, a..conflict
of elements."l3 Melancholic, although often sardonic, mixtures of'
emotions-foreboding, aloneness, regret, and a dark sense of lost
destiny and ill-used passions-ar" *or"r, throughout Byron,s most
autobiographical poems, especially chltde Hirold's pilgrimage,
I4ra, ayd Manfred. Perturbed and constant motion, co,rpled with
a brooding awareness of life's impermanence, also mark^the t.an-
sient and often bleak nature of Byron's work.

The emphasis on shifting essences, uncertainty, and ffercely
contrasting opposite states was, of course, neither new nor unique
to Byron. He and the other Romantic poets, however, took ihe
ideas and emotions to a particularly intense extreme. shelley's
belief that poetry "marries exultation and horror, grief and plea-
sure, eternity and change,"ra and that it "subdues to union. ,rnd",
its light yoke, all irreconcilable things,"rs was in sympathy not only
with the views of Byron but those of Keats as well. 

''Negatiae

capabilitg," wrote Keats, exists "when a man is capable of being in
uncertainties, Mysteries,_doubts, without any irritable reaching
out after fact & reason."l6 The "poetical Character," he said:

has no self-it is every thing and nothing-It has no character-it
enjoys light and shade; it lives in gusto, be it foul or fair, high or low,
rich or poor, mean or elevated-It has as much delight in conceiving
an Iago as an Imogen. What shocks the virtuous philosop[h]er, de-
lights the camelion Poet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark
side of things any more than from its taste for the bright one; because
they both end in speculation.rT

This mobility and mutability of temperament so intrinsic to
the creative process was discussed at some length in the last
chapter. Here our focus is on the intensity, changeability, and
complexity of Byron's temperament, its relationship to his manic-
depressive illness, and Byron's quite extraordinary ability to har-
ness and then transform the "storms whereon he rode."r8 Many of
Byron's critics have assumed that much of what he wrote about-
especially his tortured emotional states-was melodramatic, self-
dramatizing, and posturing. It is the contention here that Byron in
fact exerted a quite remarkable degree of control over a troubled,
often painful existence, and that he showed an uncommonly ex-
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pressive style, wit, and courage in playing out the constitutional
cards he was dealt.

"There are some natures that have a predisposition to grief, as
others have to disease," remarked Bvron:

The causes that have made me wretched would probably not have
discomposed, or, at least, more than discomposed, another. We are
all differently organized; and that I feel, acutely is no more my fault
(though it is my misfortune) than that another feels not, is his. We
did not make ourselves, and if the elements of unhappiness abound
more in the nature of one man than another, he is but the more
entitled to our pity and our forebearance.le

Byron suffered greatly from his "predisposition to grief," and
often feared that he was going mad. He wrote and talked about
suicide and actively engaged in a life-style likely to bring about an
early death; &om a medical point of view, his symptoms, family
psychiatric history, and the course of his illness clearly fft the
pattern of manic-depressive illness.

Symptoms consistent with mania, depression, and mixed states are
evident in the descriptions of Byron given by his physicians,
friends, and Byron himself. His mood fluctuations were extreme,
ranging from the suicidally melancholic to the irritable, volatile,
violent, and expansive. Symptoms of depression included ennui,
despair, lethargy, and sleeplessness. He thought of suicide and
discussed it with others, to the extent that his friends and wife were
at times concerned that he would take his own life. To a degree he
saw his involvement with the Greek independence cause as a prob-
able road to death, and it is likely that had he not died in Greece
he would have killed himself in another way. His erratic ftnancial
behavior was in a class by itself and-taken together with his
episodic promiscuity, violent rages, impetuousness, restlessness,
risk taking, poor judgment, and extreme irritability-it constitutes
a classic presentation of manic behavior. Although there is no clear
evidence that Byron suffered from either hallucinations or delu-
sions, these are not a necessary component for the diagnosis of

153
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mania. Byron's irritability and rage often existed within the context
of a melancholic mood, which is consistent with the diagnosis of
mixed states (coexisting symptoms of mania and depressiin).

The clinical hallmark of manic-depressive illness is its recur-
rent, episodic nature.2o Byron had this in an almost textbook man-
ner, showing frequent and pronounced fluctuations in mood-
energy,_sleep patterns, sexual behavior, alcohol and other drug
use, and yeight (Byron also exhibited extremes in dieting, obsesl
sion with his weight, eccentric eating patterns, a.rd e"cessive use of
epsom salts). Although these changes in mood and behavior were
dramatic and disruptive when they occurred, it is important to note
that Byron was clinically normal most of the time; this, too, is
highly characteristic of manic-depressive illness. An inordinate
amount of confusion about whether someone does or does not have
manic-depressive illness stems from the popular misconception
that irrationality of mood and reason are stable rather than fluctu-
ating features of the disease. some assume that because an indi-
vidual such as Byron was sane and in impressive control of his
reason most of the time, that he could not have been "mad" or have
suffered from a major mental illness. Lucidity and normal func-
tioning are, however, perfectly consistent with-indeed, charac-
teristic of-the phasic nature of manic-depressive illness. This is in
contrast to schizophrenia, which is usually a chronic and relatively
ulrelenting illness characterized by, among other things, an in-
ability to reason clearly.

The diagnosis of manic-depressive illness in Lord Byron is
given further support by other aspects ofthe natural course ofhis
illness. Byron first wrote about his melancholic moods while still a
schoolboy at Harrow; this is consistent with what is well known
about manic-depressive illness, that its ffrst symptoms tend to oc-
cur in adolescence or early adulthood.2r It is not uncommon for the
underlying mobility of temperament to be apparent even earlier,
and this also was the case with Byron. Manic-depressive illness is
frequently seasonal as well, with depressive episodes more com-
mon in the winter months and around the time of the vernal and
autumnal equinoxes, and mania more common in the summer.2z In
addition to experiencing "september melancholias," which he de-
scribed to his mistress Teresa Guiccioli, Byron appears to have had
a tendency toward both winter depressions and mixed states. Au-
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gust, for Byron, was often a time of extreme irritability, wratMul-
ness, and irrationality. In manic-depressive illness such states
ftequently are followed by depressive ones, and this would be
consistent with Byron's observations that Septembers "kill with
their sadness." Mood disorders, in addition to exhibiting seasonal
patterns, frequently show pronounced diurnal rhythms as well.
Byron described the most common form of this, being depressed in
the morning and showing improved mood and increased energy as
the day progressed. Yet another feature of the natural course of the
disease, and probably the most important, is that manic-depressive
and recurrent depressive illness, left untreated (or inadequately
treated), often worsen over time; that is, the episodes of mania,
depression, and mixed states tend to occur more frequently, be
more severe, or last longer.a This was true for Byron.

Finally, and especially compelling in a genetic illness, Byron
had a family history remarkable for its suicide (in itself more likely
to be associated with manic-depressive illness than with any other
condition), violence, irrationality, financial extravagance, and re-
current melancholia. All these are common features of manic-
depressive illness. Byron himself was the ffrst to believe in the
constitutional basis of his illness and temperament: "It is ridicu-
lous," he remarked to Lady Blessington, "to say that we do not
inherit our passions, as well as . . any other disorder,"% and to
Teresa Guiccioli he wrote, "My melancholy is something temper-
amental, inherited. "25 To his publisher lohn Murray, he stated, "I
am not sure that long life is desirable for one of my temper &
constitutional depression of Spirits. "zo Lady Byron, who ultimately
sued Byron for separation on the grounds that he was insane,
wrote: "The day after my marriage he said, 

'You 
were determined

not to marry a man in whose family there was insanity.l. . .-'You
have done very well indeed,'or some ironical expression to that
effect, followed by the information that his maternal grandfather
had committed suicide, and a Cousin . . . had been mad, & set ffre
to a house."27

Lord Byron's morbidly excitable temperament was indeed an
almost inevitable inheritance, far more so than that of his title and
properties. For the latter he was obliged to the quirk of the early
death of more probable heirs; for the former, he was the recipient
of genes passed down inexorably by generations of violent, reck-

I'D
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less, suicidal, and occasionally insane ancestors. In lgg0 one of
Byron's biographers noted: "Never was poet born to so much il-
lustrious, and to so much bad blood,"26 a sentiment shared by
Byron scholar Leslie Marchand. "The Byrons," declared March-
and, "seem to have grown more irresponsible with each genera-
tion, until the summit'of social irregularity is reached in the
character and conduct ofthe great-uncle and the father ofthe poet,
if not indeed in the poet himself."2s Byron's maternal side, the
Gordons of Gight, displayed, he wrote, "a startling record of vio-
lence rare even in the annals of scottish lairds,; presenting "a
spectacle of unrestrained barbarity. ":o

-certainly, the Byrons were an ancient and notorious family in
England-among other things, by the mid-seventeenth century, it
was being written, "Is't not enough the Byrons all excell,/As much
in loving, as in fighting well?"3r In the late seventeenth century,
Margaret Fitzwilliam, wife of sir John Byron and mother of the
first and second Lords Byron, "went out of her mind and never
recovered her reason."32 Lady Margaret was described as a woman
of "rare talent and beauty, skilled in the composition of music and
poetry,"33 and it was said that "her ravings *"r" -or" delightful
then [sic] other women's most rationall conversations."s From its
description, and because the breakdown occurred following child-
birth, it is possible that what she experienced was manic-depressive
psychosis. The genes, however, do not appear to have been passed
on down through the branch of the family tree leading directly to
George Gordon Byron, the poet. The true dissipation, eccentric-
ity, ffnancial chaos, and wildness of temperament appear to have
been brought into the bloodlines at a quite speciffc point in the
eighteenth century. ln 1720 William, the fourth Lord Byron, an
amateur artist who had studied under the Flemish painter peter
Tillemans, married for a third time. It was this wife, Frances,
daughter of Lord Berkeley and great-grandmother of the poet, who
seems to have been largely responsible for bringing the "taint of
blood" into the Byron line.35 She and the fourth Lord Byron had
five children who survived into adulthood. The eldest, Isabella,
who showed strong interests in art and literature, had "many
money difficulties,"36 was "distinguished for eccentricity of *arr-
ners,"37 and exhibited "peculiar conduct"3s which "r*"it"d 

"o--ment even in that golden age of eccentrics. "3e The youngest child,
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George, showed "neither marked eccentricity nor blameless re-
spectability,"ao and Richard, the next youngest, was a clergyman
and amateur artist hallmarked by his "undeviating respectabil-
ity."ar In striking contrast to the younger Byrons, however, was
the eldest son and heir to the title, William, who became the
fffth Lord Byron. Known as the Wicked Lord, he was renowned
for his extravagances, strange behavior, and violent temper. In
1795, after a relatively minor dispute, Byron killed his cousin and
was brought to trial in the House of Lords. He was found guilty
of manslaughter but acquitted of murder and allowed to return to
Newstead Abbey, the Byron family seat in Nottinghamshire. Like
his grandnephew the poet, the fifth Lord Byron was easily in-
flamed. Enraged at his son, who-having inherited his father's
ffnancial irresponsibility but not his willingness to marry for
money-eloped with his cousin (he, like several other Byrons,
married ffrst cousins, thus hopelessly muddling the attribution of
inheritance patterns, or acquired traits), the Wicked Lord did ev-
erything possible to insure that little of worth passed on to his
heirs. His singularity of purpose and peculiarity of style were de-
scribed by biographer Andr6 Mauroisr

He paid his gambling debts with the oaks of the park, felling ffve
thousand pounds' worth and stripping his marvelous forest nearly
bare of timber. . As a ftnishing touch in the spoliation of his son,
Lord Byron killed two thousand seven hundred head of deer in the
park, and granted a twenty-one years'lease ofthe Rochdale estate,
where coal-seams had just been discovered, at the ridiculous rental
ofsixty pounds a year.

His pleasures were those of a mischievous child. He would go
down in the dark and open sluice-gates on the streams in order to
damage the cotton mills; he emptied his neighbours'ponds; and on
the edge of his ovm lake he had two small stone forts constructed,
with a feet of toy ships which he used sometimes to launch. He
would spend whole days directing naval battles between tle vessels
and the forts; they ftred on each other with miniature cannon. Lord
Byron crouched in one of the forts, while his manservant, Joe Mur-
ray,lay stretched in a boat commanding the feet. Sometimes, again,
his lordship would lie on the stone fags of the Abbey kitchen and
amuse himself by staging races of cockroaches up and down his own
body, fipping the insects with straws when they were sluggish.az

r57
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The wicked Lord, in fact, outlived both his son and his grandson;
when he died in l7g8 he passed on not only his title to i'is gr"rrd-
nephew, the future poet, but his financial ihambles as well.

John ("Foulweather Jack") Byron, the fifth lord's brother and
George Gordon's grandfather, became a vice admiral in the British
Navy and wrote one of the classic books about shipwreck; portions
of his adventures, in altered form, found their way years late. into
Byron's great poem Don Juan. Although little hai been written
about any emotional difficulties Admiral Byron might have expe-
rienced, a suggestive comment about a possible "bieakdown" iras
been made by Byron genealogist violei walker. she notes that
Byron declined, for "health reasons," an appointment as second in
command in North America during the war of Independence, and
a few years later was the subject of a concerned letter written by a
fellow officer; included in the latter's report was the observation:
"since I wrote to your Lordship concerning Mr. Byron, I learn that
this unfortunate man was struck with disorder and disease that
deprived him of his reason."as Admiral Byron, like his nephew,
had married a first cousin; of particular interest here, she was the
daughter of the sister of Frances, Lady Byron, the wife of the
fourth Lord Byron and the one thought responsible for inserting
the "family madness" into the Byron line. Sophia Trevanion, Ad-
miral Byron's wife and therefore the poet's paternal grandmother,
appears to have had a rather vivacious and mercurial temperament
herself. Dr. Johnson wrote, after meeting her, "poor Mrs. Byron is
a feeler,"aa and her friends "all agreed that she had too much
sensibility, was very much up and down;"4s she was, as A. L.
Rowse said about both her and her famous grandson, a "true
Celt."46

In 1756 the first son of these two cousins (Sophia Trevanion
and Admiral Byron), Byron's father, was born. fohn ("Mad Jack")
Byron soon made the gambling debts, ffnancial mayhem, and over-
all level of dissipation of his uncle the Wicked Lord seem subdued
by comparison. Charming, goodJooking, and ebullient, he served
briefy in America with the Coldstream Guards before returning to
the social whirl of London. There he met the wife of the future
Duke of Leeds, and an heiress in her own right. After a scandalous
affair and her subsequent divorce, they married, moved to France,
and had several children. The only child to survive infancy, Au-
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gusta, was the poet's half-sister and great love. (In the Byron tra-
dition, Augusta married their first cousin, George Leigh, who went
on to have massive financial problems and gambling debts of his
own; two of their three sons and two of their daughters had severe
financial difficulties as well.aT [In addition, at least one of their
children, described as "mentally unbalanced," had to be removed
from their home and taken care of elsewhere. ]) When his wife
died, Mad |ack, after accumulating even more debts, returned to
England and married yet another heiress-this one Scottish-
Catherine Gordon of Gight. He made rapid headway in spending
this second fortune as well; eventually, a few years after the birth
of their son, George Gordon, he moved back to France to avoid his
creditors. He died young, dissolute, alcoholic, a victim of "his
restless moods, his sensual appetites, his wild gaieties and
glooms,"ae and a probable suicide.il

Byron's heritage from his mother's family was far more fterce,
colorful, and dangerously unstable than the one from the spend-
thrift, now and again rather eccentric Byrons:

The ffrst laird of Gight, Sir William Gordon, had been the son of the
Earl of Huntly and Annabella Stuart, sister of King James the Sec-
ond. But although the family history opened thus royally, a more
tragic sequence of events could hardly be imagined, William Gordon
was drowned, Alexander Gordon murdered. John Gordon hanged for
the killing of Lord Moray in 1592, another John Gordon hanged in
1634 for the assassination of Wallenstein-it seemed as if a Gordon of
Gight had been strung up on every branch of their family tree.
The sixth laird, a conscious evildoer, used to say: "I can tak'no rest.
I know I will die upon a seaffold. There is an evil turn in my hand."5r

Several generations later, Alexander Gordon, the eleventh laird
and great-grandfather of Byron, died in a midwinter drowning that
was almost certainly a suicide. Marchand quotes one skeptical re-
sponse to a contemporary newspaper article (which had reported
that the death was due to drowning while bathing)r "scotsmen in
1760 had not become slaves to the tub so much as to induce them
to bathe in ice-covered rivers in the depths of winter. "52 Alexander
Gordon's son, the twelfth laird, George Gordon, also drowned; his
death was probably a suicide as well.s Years later his grandson the
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poet in describing the constitutional basis for his own melancholv.
wrote:

You know-or you do nof know-that my maternar Grandfather (a
very clever man & amiable I am told) was strongly suspected of
suicide--{he was found drowned in the Avon at a.tit) u"d that an-
other very near relative of the same branch_took poirorr_A *u,
merely saved by antidotes.-For the ftrst of these .rre^nts*thure was
no apparent cause--as he was rich, respected,-& of considerable
intellectual resources-hardly forty years of age-& not at all ad-
dicted to any unhinging vice.-It *a, ho*"uei but a strong suspi_
cion-owing to the manner of his death-& to his t"elancholy
temper.s

- - Predictably, Byron's mother was left not altogether untouched
by the Gordon inheritance; described 

", " 
*o-"n "full of the most

passionate extremes,"55 she was easily excited to rage and subject
to wildly swinging changes of mood. During his adollscence Byron
often confided in his half-sister Augusta about his mother's violent
good_s and unpredictable behavior: "My 

_mother has lately be-
haved to me in such an eccentri" *arrrr".,"56 he wrote while still a
student at Harrow, adding several days later, "Her temper is so
variable, and when inflamed, so furious, that I dread our meeting
. . . she fies into a fft of phrenzy."'7 "Her method is so violent, so
capricious," he continued, with traces of the wit that was to char-
acterize so much of his writing and speech as he grew older, "that
the patience of Job, the versatility of a membeiof the House of
Commons could not support it."58 The following year brought a
continuation of Byron's outcries about his mother's behavioi and
temperament: "she is as I have before declared certainly mad . . .
her conduct is a . . compound of derangement and Folly";se she
was' he complained, his "tormentor" whose "diabolicaldiiposition
. seems to increase with age, and to acquire new force with
Time."m The combination of Byron's temperament with his moth-
er's must have been an incendiary one, and Thomas Moore re-
counts: "It is told, as a curious proof of their opinion of each other's
violence, that, after parting one evening in a tempest . . . they
were known each to-go privately that night to the apothecaryis
inquiring anxiously whether the one had been to purchase poison,
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and cautioning the vender of drugs not to attend to such an appli-
cation. if made."6r

The mingling of the Byron and Gordon bloodlines was bound
to raise the temperature of the already fiery gene pools. As we shall
see, Byron was the most immediate beneficiary of this coalescence
but inevitably the effects extended to Byron's descendants as well.
Allegra, his illegitimate daughter with Claire Clairmont (stepsister
of Mary Shelley), died when she was only five years old and was
therefore far too young to show definitive signs of either the
Gordon-Byron temperament or any kind of serious mood disorder.
It is suggestive, however, that Shelley quoted Byron as saying that
his daughter's temper was "violent and imperious,"62 and Shelley
himself noted that "she has a contemplative seriousness which
mixed with her excessive vivacity . . . has a very peculiar effect in
a child."63 In a letter to his sister, Byron observed that Allegra had
"a devil of a spirit but that is Papa's."e Assessments of Allegra's
temperament must, due to her early death, remain highly specu-
lative. Much more is known about Byron's one legitimate child,
however. Ada Byron, later to become Ada, Countess of Lovelace,
inherited from her mother-whom Byron early in their relation-
ship had dubbed the "Princess of Parallelograms"-remarkable
mathematical abilities. Described by eminent mathematician Au-
gustus De Morgan as having the potential to become "an original
mathematical investigator, perhaps of first rate eminence,"6s Ada
worked on Charles Babbage's calculating machine and earned for
herself the designation of being the first computer programmer.
(In 1980 the United States Department of Defense honored her
contributions by naming its computer programming language
ADA.66)

From her father Ada inherited a mercurial temperament that
swung precipitously from the ecstatic and grandiose to the melan-
cholic. She also acquired the Byron proclivities for gambling and
financial chaos; at one point, convinced she had invented an infal-
lible system for betting on horses, she suffered such severe losses
that she was forced to pawn the Lovelace family jewels. It was her
temperament, however, by which she was most particularly her
father's daughter. Indeed, Byron, who although in exile followed
her childhood as closely as he could, noted not long before he died
that a description he had received of her disposition and tendencies
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u"ry nearly resembles that of-my own ata simirar age<xcept that
I was much more impetuous."67 Earlier, in his inirn"itable manner,
h9 h1d. summed up his notion of the more diversified heaJwaters
of Ada's temperament;

Her temper is said to be extremely violent._Is it so?_It is not
unlikely considering her parentage. My temper is what it is-as
you_ may perhaps divine-and my Lady,s was a nice little sullen
nucleus of concentrated Savageness to mould my daughter upon,_to
sa_y nothing of her two Grandmothers-both orwhori, to my knowl-
edge were as pretty specimens of female Spirit_as yor, -igha *irh
to see on a Summer's d"y.ut

Ada, like her father, was episodically charged with an,,awful
energy & power" and a vastly conffdent "exhilaration of spirit;;6e
her grandiosity, occasionally delusional in degree, rivaled ih" 

"or-mic sweep of Poe and Melville. One of her biographers quotes
Ada, who had outlined her plans for taking on "thelylsteries of the
universe, in a way no purely mortal lips or brains could do,,:7o

I intended to incorporate with one department of my labours a com-
plete reduction to a system, of the principles & methods of discot:-
ery, elucidating thesame with examples. r am already noting down
a list of discoveries hitherto made, in order myself to examiie into
their_history, origin, b progress. one first & main point, uhenerser
b uhereoer I introduce the subject, will be to dzfini b to clnssifg all
that is to be legitimately included under the term d:iscooery. Here
will be a ffne field for my clear,logical b accurate, mind, to work its
powers upon; & to develop its metaphgsinal genius, which is not least
amongst its qualifications and characteristics.Tr

No wonder that Ada wrote elsewhere that "there is in my nervous
system such utter want of all ballast & steadiness that I cannot
regard my life or powers as other than precarious. "T2 The lack of
ballast was refected also in her grandiose belief that she was "sim-
ply the instrument for the divine purpose to act on 6 thro'. . , .
Like the Prophets of old, I shall speak the ooice I am inspired with.
I may be the Deborah,_the Elijah of Science."73 Doris Langley
Moore points out that Ada's swings from "transeendent elatiof' to
"despair" were often only weeks, rather than months or years
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apafi.z4 These rapid cycling mood swings were quite similar, in

many respects, to those experienced by her father. Her writing

during her melancholic moods occasionally bears an uncanny re-

semblance to his as well. In a letter to her mother she wrote:

I must refer you to Dr. Locock as to my present condition, for I am
WHOLLY unable to write. . . . He will tell you how shattered &
done for I at length am. Pray don't be angry with me for uhat I can't
dn. As long as lbadfeaer I could write, & had almost preternatural
power. Now, this is all over. . . .

The least exertion, either mental or bodily, has effects now that
I never knew before . lnd repose is absolutely necessary.

. . . . Every power, mental & bodily, seems worn out.75

Ada, like her father and his father before him, died at the age of
thirty-six:

The child of love,-though born in bitterness,
And nurtured in convulsion,---of thy sire
These were the elements.-and thine no less.76

Manic-depressive illness is the only medical diagnosis that
could reasonably account for Byron's singular family history of sui-
cide, tempestuous moods, violent melancholy, and erratic behav-
ior-to say nothing of Byron's own symptoms and the worsening
course of his depressions and rages. A few months before he died
Byron. had a convulsive attack of some kind ("Epileptic-Para-
lytic*<r Apoplectic is not yet decided by the two medical men
who attend ^"")," and this, in conjunction with Byron's violent
rages, has been used as an argument that he may have suffered
from an epileptic or seizure disorder.T8 The attack was, however,
the first in his life ("This is the ffrst attack that I have had of this
kind to the best of my belief. I never heard that any of my family
were liable to the same-though my mother was subject to hgs-
terical affections")7e and almost certainly related to the ffnal illness
that caused his death. The diagnosis ofa seizure disorder, such as
temporal lobe epilepsy (or, complex partial seizures), would not
account for Byron's pronounced family history of suicide and psy-
chiatric illness, nor would it be the most explanatory diagnosis for
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his history of mood swings and the other symptoms so character-
istic of manic-depressive illness.

The severity and pattern of Byron's moods, and their devas-
tating effect upon his life, form part of the argument for a diagnosis
of manic-depressive illness rather than cyclothymic tempera-
ment alone. Yet Byron's temperament, coupled with his poetic
genius, made him who he was. Byron is perhaps alone among
English writers in having a particular kind of temperament and
personal style named for him. The "Byronic" has come to mean the
theatrical, Romantic, brooding, mock heroic, posturing, cynical,
passionate, or sardonic. Unfortunately, these epithets suggest an
exaggerated or even insincere qudity, and in doing so tend to
minimize the degree of genuine suffering that Byron experienced;
such a characterization also overlooks the extraordinary intellectual
and emotional discipline he exerted over a kind of pain that brings
most who experience it to their knees.

Byron's fiery and melancholic temperament at times crossed
over the ffne line that separates illness from health. (This is anal-
ogous to many other medical conditions-for example, diabetes,
thyroid disease, and hypertension-in which the underlying pre-
disposition flares up, from time to time, into acute disease. Such
exacerbations of ongoing metabolic and other states may be tem-
porary and ultimately self-correcting, representing only short-term
discomfort and possible danger, or they may be progressive and life
threatening. But they can also be both, and manic-depressive ill-
ness tends to fit this latterdescription.)In Byron's case aspects of
his underlying temperament often worsened into periods of painful
melancholia and disruptive, perturbed mental states; by the end of
his life these periods of emotional distress began to outweigh pe-
riods of health. His temperament also, however, made him exquis-
itely responsive to virtually everything in his physical and
psychological world; it gave to him much of his great capacity for
passion and understanding, as well as for suffering.

George Gordon Byron was born in London in 1788, shortly after
his parents' return from France, where "Mad ]ack" Byron had
taken refuge from his creditors. Before young Byron was two, the
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family moved to Aberdeen, where he and his mother stayed untir
|-",i1h:.ia:d- his great-uncle's title and properties at the *g" of t"rr.
-'Mad Jack," in the meantime, had ,eirrrrred to France ind diedbefore Byron was three. It seems clear that nyro"t1"*frr"_rrrt
as a child was father to his temperament as a man. His friend
Moore wrote that 'as 

a chird his temper was viorent, or rather
sullenly passionate";e hir was, he said, an "uncontroll"ui. ,oi.it.,,*.
His schoolmasters in Aberdeen described him as "liveryj warm-
hearted, and high-spirited . . passionate and r"r"n,f,rl,-Lut affec-
tionate and c-ornpanionable . . . to a remarkabre degree venturous
and fearless."82

Byron wrote later in his life: "I differed not at all from other
children, being neither tall nor short, dun nor witty . . . bufrather
lively-except in my sullen moods, and then i *", always a
devil'"83 Describing himself when he was about t"r, y""rr-old, he
said: "They once (in one of my silent rages) *r"rr"h.i a knife from
me, which I had snatched from [the] table . . , and applied to my
b1e-ast.'_84 By all accornts Byron alsomanifested 

""rry " 
a"Jre and

ability fr'r deeply held friendships. Moore said: "of all the quali-
ties, indeed, of his nature, affectionateness seems to have been the
most ardent and deep,"Ss and his closest friend, John Cam Hob-
house, wrote in his journal:

No man ever lived who had such devoted friends. His power of
attaching those about him to his person was such 

", 
,ro oi" I ever

knew possessed. No human being courd approach him without being
sensible of this magical influence. There was something command-
ing, but not overawing in his manner. He was neither gi"u" no, g"y
out of place, and he seemed always made for that company in which
he happened to ffnd himself. There was a mildness and yet a decision
in his mode of conversing, and even in his address, *hich ur" seldom
united in the same person. ̂ He appeared exceedingly free, open, and
unreserved to evervbodv.86

Most of the qualities in his temperament that made Byron who he
was-volatility, contradictoriness, and intensity of emotions; gen-
erosity of impulse and money; caustic and occasionally bitter wit,
usually followed by regret and softened by compassion; and a
straightforwardness and honesty in dealing with emotional mat-
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ters-had been set in place by the time he was sixteen years old.
He possessed, through his experience and understanding, a pierc-
ing insight into the human condition and a broad understanding of
the things that make human nature so especially human-love,
envy, disappointment, aspiration, sex, revenge, vulnerability, and
man's uneasy awareness of his own mortality.

Byron's proneness to melaneholy was evident even when he
was a schoolboy; while at Harrow, for example, he wrote to his
sister of being "peevish and fretful,"87 thanking her for a letter that
"acted as a cordid on my drooping spirits and for a while dispelled
the gloom."88 A year later he described his "idle disposition,"
"very bad spirits," and then continued, "I never was in such low
spirits in my life."8e His constitutional melancholy was joined by
painful self-consciousness about having been born lame. To Byron,
taunted about it as a child in Scotland and then as a student in
England, his deformity remained a source of bitterness and un-
happiness throughout his life. Two examples of this, given by his
friend Moore, are particularly poignanh

Seeing an unfortunate woman lying on the steps of a door, Lord
Byron, with some expression of compassion, offered her a few shil-
lings; but, instead of accepting them, she violently pushed away his
hand, and, starting up with a yell of laughter, began to mimic the
lameness of his gait. He did not utter a word; but "I could feel," said
Mr. Bailey, "his arm trembling within mine, as we left her."s

In coming out, one night, from a hall, with Mr. Rogers, as they were
on their way to the carriage, one of the link-boys ran on before Lord
Byron, crying, '"This way, my lord." "He seems to know you," said
Mr. Rogers. "Know me!" answered Lord Byron, with some degree of
bitterness in his tone; '(every 

one knows me-I am deformed."er

Byron took on and transformed his personal anguish; the following
passage from his drama The Defonned Transformed captures the
belief that disadvantage and pain-both psychological and physi-
cal-*often fuel action and drive excellence:

It is its essence ,;;'";,3.:tffi?,;;aatns'
By heart and soul, and make itself the equal-
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Aye, the superior ofthe rest. There is
A spur in its halt movements, to become
All that others cannot.e2

In october r80b Byron arrived at Trinity colrege, cambridge,
where, if he "ever attended q lecture,,,*roi" orr" f,iogruph"r, ..he
found it too dull to mention.',n, H" dii, ho*"v"r,;;;;;;;;t deal,
w-rite poetry, make friends, and lead an intermittentl/ dissolute
life. *I have been extravagant,"* h" wrote Augusta in December
of his first year, an underitated confession if ever there was one.
His personal generosity, as well as his other intemperate firrurr"ial
ways, led him inevitably to moneyrenders and an Lver-increasing
indebtedness- (by January r80g he had accrued debts ofg3,ooo, uy
the end of that year he owed fr2,000; and by the time of his
marriage in 1815 he was at least 990,000 in debt).es During the
following years at cambridge and in London ttt"r" 

"*tr"*gancesfftted into a larger pattern of frenzied activity and excesses of all
kinds; this pattern, skeined with melancholy, *", purti"rriJy pro_
nounced in the winter and spring. In fanuary rgdo he wrote Au-
gusta that her attempts to "reanimate" his spirits would, "I am
afraid, fail in their effort,"e6 and by the end of that y"* 

"nJ 
into the

beginning of 1807, Byron was in ihe throes of "aliernate moods of
depression, ambition, and reckless indulgenc"."nt ua t"tt"r, to t i,
sister and friends throughout his cambridge and early London
years confirm this. In February he wrote to a close friend from
Harrow days, "I have recovered every thing but my spirits, which
are subject to depression"nt; two months later he ;"; to another
friend, "Nature stampt me in the Die of lndffirence. I-consider
myself as destined never to be happy, althoug[ in some instances
fortunate. I am an isolated Being on the Eai=th, without a Tie to
attach me to life."ee

Life never remained entirely bleak for Byron, however. In fall
1807,- h"yng been told that regulations would not allow him to
keep his dog at cambridge, he acquired a tame bear-there being
no rule forbidding bears-and housed it in the turret of his collegl
rooms' His pleasure in the bear, which he walked through the
streets ofcambridge, was obvious: "I have got a new frie;, the
finest in the world, a tame bear, when t brJught him here, they
asked me what I meant to do with him, 

"rrJ-y 
reply *u, .h"
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should sit for a Fellou:ship. . ..' This answer delighted them
not."rm Byron and the bear, when later reunited at Newstead
Abbey, would occasionally swim together in a vault leading to the
graves of the monks who had previously inhabited the Byron an-
cestral home; along with other animals, the bear was kept in the
family chapel, a thirteenth-century converted Chapter House. By-
ron had inherited his father's love for animals-in addition, as
Doris Langley Moore has pointed out, to their shared capacity for
incurring debt, as well as probable incest with their respective
sisterslor-and eventually developed a menagerie that, by the time
he went into exile years later, was the subject of Shelley's bemused
comments:

Lord B's establishment consists, besides servants, of ten horses, eight
enormous dogs, three monkeys, five cats, an eagle, a crow, and a
falcon; and all these, exeept the horses, walk about the house, which
every now and then resounds with their unarbitrated quarrels, as if
they were the masters of it . . . [later] I find that my enumeration of
the animals in this Circean Palace was defective. and that in a ma-
terial point. I have just met on the grand staircase five peacocks, two
guinea hens, and an Egyptian crane.l02

By January 1808 Byron was living in London and writing to a
friend that others thought of him as "the votary of Licentiousness,
and the Disciple of Inftdelity";ro3 typically, however, the rest of
the letter was filled with discussion about poetry and literary crit-
ics. Just after his twentieth birthday in the same month, Byron
wrote that he was "buried in an abyss of Sensuality," "given to
Harlots," and in a "state of Concubinage."re His immersion in
drinking, gambling, and women was not without its expected toll:

My dear Hobhouse,-The Game is almost up, for these last ffve days
I have been confined to my room, Laudanum is my sole support, and
even Pearson wears a woeful visage as he prescribes, however I am
now better and I trust my hour is not yet arrived.-I began to ap-
prehend a complete Bankruptcy of Constitution, and on disclosing
the mode of my Life for these last two years (of which my residence
at Cambridge constituted the most sober part) my [Surgeon] pro-
nounced another quarter would have settled my earthly accounts,
and left the worms but a scant repast.-los
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- In July 1809, Byron left England for a two-year "Grand Tour"
of Portugal, Spain, Gibraltar, Malta, Greece, 

"rri 
tork"y. His high

spirits_and aggressive enjoyment of life continued to be mixed with
periods of melancholy. In May lgl0 he resolved to adopt a new life,"I am tolerably sick of vice which I have tried in ii" 

"gr"rrbl"varieties, and mean on my return to cut all dissolute acquaintance,
leave offwine and 'carnal 

c.ompany'"; he meant, he said, to keep
to "politics and-Decorum."16 intermittently he was "vastly h"ppy
and childish,"roz having a "most social & fantastical,,rd#rrt", i'
Athens, and enjoying excellent health. His inevitable melancholy
caught up with him again in late 1810, however, and he wrote from
Greece with blackish humor: "I have nothing more to hope, and
may_ begin to consider the most eligible wav of walking *t of it
[ife], probably I may find in England ,o-"tody irr"li'Edto ,"ue
me the trouble. . . . I wish I could find ,o*" oi socrates's Hem-
lock."r@ In_ May of the following year he wrote: ..At 

twenty three
the best of life is over and its bitters double. . . . I am sick at
heart. . . . I have outlived all my appetites and most of my vani-
ties,"rro and the next month hu erplained to a friend th" ,norbidity
at the heart of his seeming levity: "I am so out of spirits, & hopes,
& humour, & pocket, & health, that you must bear with mv mer-
riment, my only resource against a calenture. "rtr As usual tire low
spirits were preceded and followed by high ones, for Byron's en-
thusiasms and excesses were part breeding ground for, and part
distraction from, his brooding seasons; ultim*atery, of course, the
ennui_and vivacity were inextricably bound to one another, not
entirely opposite sides to the same temperamental coin.

_ When Byron returned to England in july lgll he brought
with him the ffrst two cantos of chitde Haroldis pilgrimage, the
largely autobiographicaluz poem that was to make hiir fami,rr, as
well as a typically intriguing collection of acquisitions, including
additions to his menagerie. He catalogued a few of these purchases:
"Four ancient Athenian skulls, dug out of sarcophagi-a phial of
Attic Hemlock-four live Tortoises-a Greyhound . . . two live
Greek servants."u3 Already depressed prior to his return to En-
gland, within a few months of being back, Byron experienced the
deaths of his mother, two close friends, 

"r,d 
hir "vitlent, though

pure"lrt love from his Cambridge days, fohn Edleston. The com-
bination of his naturally melancholic temperament with the losses
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of these deaths sent him into a deep depression; he drafted a will,
adding twice for emphasis that he wished neither ceremony nor
burial service and desired to be buried with his "faithful dog," who
was not to be removed from their shared vault. His dark mood was
strangely mixed, however, "for though I feel tolerably miserable,
yet I am at the same time subject to a kind of hysterical merriment,
or rather laughter without merriment, which I can neither account
for nor conquer."l's H" remained depressed for several months
and wrote to a friend about his state of mind:

I am growing nerDous (how you will laugh!)-but it is true,-really,
wretchedly, ridiculously, ftne-ladically neroous.. . . I can neither
read, write, or amuse myself, or any one else. My days are listless,
and my nights restless. . . . I don't know that I sha'n't end with
insanity, for I find a want of method in arranging my thoughts that
perplexes me strangely. rro

To another friend he wrote a few days later, "I am very low-spirited
onmanyaccounts. .  .  . Iamindeedverywretched..  .  .  al lp laces
are alike, I cannot live under my present feelings, I have lost my
appetite, my rest, & can neither read write or act in comfort-"ru

Byron's spirits revived gradually, and in February l8l2 he
delivered his maiden speech, the ffrst of three speeches he was to
give, in the House of Lords. It was ffery-"perhaps a little theat-
rical,"rrs by his own account-and one that r"poit"dly "kept the
House in a roar of laughter. "rre A few days later his brooding poem
Childa Harolts Pilgrimage was published; he awoke one morning,
he reported drolly, and found himself famous. Byron became, al-
most overnight, the focus of London society. The Duchess of De-
vonshire wrote that Childe Harold "is on every table, and himself
courted, visited, fattered and praised whenever he appears. . . .
He is really the only topic of conversation-the men jealous of him,
the women of each other."r2o Lady Caroline Lamb, wife of the
future prime minister (Lord Melbourne), dashed in her journal
after me,gting him that Byron was "mad-bad-and dangerous to
know,"rzr giving more credence to the notion that the similar are
inclined toward their own. Although their temperaments were like-
wise overwrought and volatile, their characters were in fact quite
different. Byron was ultimately a highly disciplined if yet emotional
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man, and he was used to keeping his tempestuous moods under
relatively tight control; Lady caroline ramb either would not or
could not do the same, and after several turbulent months of pas-
sionate attraction on both sides, and then dreadful, acrimonious
public scenes-including knife slashing (on her part) and verbal
slashing (on his)-Byron ended the relaiionship. Fie had written to
her that:

People talk as if there were no other pair of absurdities in London.-
It is hard to bear all this without cause, but worse to give cause for
it'- our folly has had the effect of a fault.- I conformld and could
conform, if you would lend your aid, but I can't bear to see you look
unhappy. . . . We must make an effort, this dream this defirium of
two months must pass away."Ln

- Although there continued to be some contact and correspon-
dence, the affair was, for all intents and purposes, over; she con-
tinued to request time, meetings, and commitment but Byron
remained resolute that the damage was long past repairing. De-
spite the public embarrassment, he held himself singularly ac-
countable for his own actions, as he was to do years latei following
the far greater hurts and damages he experienced due to his wife'i
behavior. In a letter to his closest confidante, Lady Melbourne
(who was also Caroline Lamb's mother-in-law and the aunt of By-
ron's wife-to-be), he wrote that caroline "never did nor can de-
serve a single reproach which must not fall with double justice &
truth upon myself, who am much much more to blame in every
respect, nor shall I in the least hesitate in declaring this to any of
her family. "l23

Byron's spirits continued to fuctuate over the months to fol-
low. January 1813 found him "exceedingly wearied"l2a and irrita-
ble, November with a "mind in fermentation,"rzs and by the end
of the year he was again feeling depressed and aimless:

I am ennugd beyond my usual tense of that yawning verb, which I am
always conjugating; and I don't find that society much mends the
matter. I am too lazy to shoot myself-and it would annoy Augusta
. . . but it would be a good thing for George [Byron's ftrst cousin and
suocessor to his title], on the other side, and no bad one for me: but
I won't be tempted. r%
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By the end of the same month, however, he was working at break-
neck speed on a new poem, The Corsair, writing more than two
hundred lines a day; when published a few months later, it sold ten
thousand copies on the ffrst day of publication and twenty-ffve
thousand copies within one month. Yet he wrote on Februaiy 27,
"I am not well; and yet I look in good health. At times, I fear, 

'I 
am

not in my perfect mind;'-"ttd yet my heart and head have stood
many a crash, and what should ail them now? They prey upon
themselves, and I am sick-sick-'. . . why should a cat, a rat, a
dog have life-and thou no life at allP' "rzz Although the quality of
his life may have been in question to Byron, it was not strictly the
case that he had no life at all In addition to affairs with Lady oxford
and Lady Frances Webster, he had become involved in the most
emotionally binding and scandalous relationship of his life, an affair
with his half-sister Augusta:

I say'tis blood-my blood! the pure warm stream
Which ran in the veins of my fathers, and in ours
When we were in our youth, and had one heart,
And loved each other as we should not love.

She was like me in lineaments-her eyes,
Her hair, her features, all, to the very tone
Even of her voice, they said were like to mine;
But soften'd all, and temper'd into beauty;
She had the same lone thoughts and wanderingsr28

They traveled together in the summer and fall of tgl3 and then
spent part of the early winter of l8l4 together in Newstead Abbey.
She became pregnant, but it remains unclear whether Byron or
Augusta's husband was the father of the child (in 

"rry "u"rri 
Byron

was godfather).
In April t8l4 Byron wrote to Lady Melbourne that he had

called in a physician for himself and that he "puts so many ques_
tions to me about mg mind and the state of it-that I begin io thirrk
he half suspects my senses-he asked me-how I felt ivhen any-
thing-weighed upon my mind-'and I answered him by a question
why he should suppose that anything did?-I was laughing & sit-
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ting quietly in my chair the whole time of his visit-& yet he thinks
me horribly restless-and irritable-and talks about my having
lived, excessirselg 'out 

of all compass .' "rzs The following month
Byron described feeling a deep indifference to life and most sen-
sations, "the same indifference which has frozen over the 

'Black

Sea'of almost all my passions."rso Continuing in the same letter to
Moore, he wrote, "It is that very indifierence which makes me so
uncertain and apparently capricious. It is not eagerness of new
pursuits, but that nothing impresses me sufficiently tofix; neither
do I feel disgusted, but simply indifferent to almost all excite-
ments."r3r He was again reporting to Moore in August that he felt
"quite enervated and indifferent".r3z during the same period of
time, in a rage, he threw a bottle of ink out the window. Increas-
ingly convinced that his only "salvation" in life was to marry, he
proposed late that summer to Annabella Milbanke, an unlikely and
unfortunate choice: Prophetically, Byron was to write of his "Prin-
cess of Parallelograms" that "Her proceedings are quite rectangu-
lar, or rather we are two parallel lines prolonged to infinity side by
side but never to meet."r33 To all intents and purposes humorless,
she was also cool, cerebral, morally superior, and in almost every
possible respect opposite in temperament from her husband-to-be.
She was, as biographer Doris Langley Moore has pointed out, "a
conspicuously frigid type . . . perhaps no young woman ever lived
whose writings show so intense a preoccupation with her own
rectitude. "r3a Annabella had, however, shown not inconsiderable,
if somewhat smug, insight into Byron's character and temperament
in her "Character of Lord Byron," written not long after she first
met him. "The passions have been his guide from childhood," she
wrote, "and have exercised a tyrannical power over his very supe-
rior Intellect"; there was, however, "a chivalrous generosity in his
ideas of love & friendship, and selffshness is totally absent from his
character, " She then went on to describe his mercurial tempera-
ment and his inconsistencv of mind and mood;

When indignation takes possession of his mind-and it is easily ex-
cited-his disposition becomes malevolent. He hates with the bit-
terest contempt. But as soon as he has indulged those feelings, he
regains the humanity which he had lost-from the immediate im-
pulse of provocation-and repents deeply. So that his mind is con-
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tinually making the most sudden transitions-from good to evil, from
evil to good. A state of such perpetual tumult must be attended with
the misery of restless inconsistency. He laments his want of tran-
quillity and speaks of the power of application to composing studies,
as a blessing placed beyond his attainment, which he regrets.r3s

She concluded, with unintended irony, "He is inclined to open his
heart unreservedly to those whom he believes good."

In the midst of much melancholy and ambivalence, Byron-in
part "to repair the ravages of myseH & prodigal ancestry"r36-
married Annabella Milbanke in fanuary 1815. Despite his resent-
ments, reservations, and savage mood, Byron was able to maintain
some of his customary wit. His friend fohn Cam Hobhouse, serving
as best man and well aware that Byron was at least thirty thousand
pounds in debt, described the marriage ceremony: "Miss M. was as
firm as a rock and during the whole ceremony looked steadily at
Byron-she repeated the words audibly & well. Bfyron] hitched at
first when he said, 

'I 
George Gordon' and when he came to the

words, 
'with 

all my worldly goods I thee endow'looked at me with
half 1smile."r37 By every account available the year of married life
to follow was a nightmare for both parties, seared with the absolute
ferocity of Byron's moods and Lady Byron's inability to deal with
them (Professor Marchand notes that "Byron's valet, Fletcher, who
had seen his master in all of his moods and had by then been
witness to his relations with dozens of women of all kinds, re-
marked with naive wisdomr 'It is very odd, but I never yet knew a
lady that could not manage my Lord, except my Lady."'tes; By-
ron's rages and periods of morbid depression were clearly fright-
ening to Lady Byron, and excessive drinking and discuisions of
other women only exacerbated the situation:

He had for many months professed his intention of giving himself up
either to women or drinking, and had asked me to tatrctior, theru
courses, adding however that he should pursue them whether I gave
him leave or not. Accordingly for about three months before my
conffnement he was accustomed to drink Brandy & other liquors to
intoxication, which caused him to commit many outrageous acts, as
breaking & burning several valuable articles, and brought on parox-
ysms of rage or frenzy*not only terrifying but dangerous to 

-me 
in

my then situation [her pregnancy]-r3e
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Lady__Byron also reported her concerns that Byron might kill him-
self:-"He used to get up almost every night, and walk"up & do*n
the long Gallery in a state of horror & agitation which ied me to
apprehend he would realize his repeated threats of Suicide.,,r4o g'
another occasion she noted, "He then had his loaded pistols &
dagger (which are always by his bedside at night) o., ih" t"bl"
through the day, and frequently intimated a dlsign of suicide.
once he seized the dagger, & ran with it to his own room. the door
of which I heard him lock."rar Not only Annabeila was concerned
that Byron might take his own life. Augusta, in a letter to Anna-
bella, wrote:

I have before told you of his hints of self destruction. The night
before last, I went as usual to his room to light his candles & seeing
a Draught on the chimney piece which looked fermnnting, I said
"What is this." "My Draught, to be sure-what did you think it was?
Laudanum?" I replied jokingly that I was not even thinkingof Lauda-
num & the truth-that I thought the Draught spoilt, which caused
my inquiry. He immediately looked very dark & black (in the old
way) & said "I have plenty of Laudanum-& shall use it." Upon my
laughing & trying to turn offthe subject he only repeated in the most
awful manner his mast solemn deterrnination on the subject.ra2

The winter of 1815 appears to have been fflled with violent rages
and dark moods, but the spring and summer brought some relief,
despite unremitting financial problems. By August, however, By-
ron's moods again had become wild and unpredictable, and in
October "he became the victim again of sleepless nights and ner-
vous fears."r4S His drinking and rages became even worse, his
behavior "increasingly erratic," and by the end of the year Lady
Byron was convinced that he was insane. She called in a consulting
physician who could not give a "decided opinion"; neither he nor
Lady Byron's own doctor could agree that Byron was deftnitely
insane (he had "nothing like a settled lunacy")raa and so Lady
Byron was left to conclude that, if not the first part of Lady Car-
oline's jottings-that is, mad-then Byron must instead be bad
(the "dangerous to know" was a given). Later Byron was to write to
this point in Don Juan:

Don J6se and the Donna Inez led
For some time an unhappy sort of life,
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Wishing each other, not divorced, but dead.
They lived respectably as man and wife,

Their conduct was exceedingly well-bred,
And gave no outward signs of inward strife,

Until at length the smother'd fire broke out,
And put the business past all kind of doubt.

For Inez call'd some druggists and physicians,
And tried to prove her loving lord was mad,

But as he had some lucid intermissions,
She next decided he was only bad;

Yet when they ask'd her for her depositions,
No sort of explanation could be had,

Save that her duty both to man and God
Required this conduct-which seem'd very odd. ra5

In December l8l5 their daughter was born; in January of the
following year Byron and his wife separated. He never saw Lady
Byron or his daughter again. Augusta described her brother's de-
meanor shortly after the separation:

He staid at home last night & was tolerably quiet, tho singing wildry
& irritable. He gave me an opportunity of saying much more of
derangement, & took it very quietly. He said "Oh don't say so or talk
of it because of my Will'-told me about Grandfather's end & his
Mother always perceiving a resemblance between them-tarked qui-
etly & rationally abt it, but seemed rather alarmed at the thought:r46

Byron's depression grew worse, deepening to the extent that
his friend Hobhouse thought it worse than at any time since he had
known Byron. In a letter to his father-in-law, written early in
February, Byron discussed his own perspective on his tempera-
ment and marriage:

During the last year I have had tq contend with distress without_&
disease within:-upon the former I have little to say--except that I
have endeavoured to remove it by every sacrifice in my power_&
the latter I should not mention if I had not recent & piofessional
authority for saying-that the disorder which I have to combat-
without much impairing my apparent health-is such as to induce a
morbid irritability of temper-which-without recurring to external
causes-may have rendered me little less disagreeable to others than
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I am to myself.-I am however ignorant of any particular ill treat-
ment which your daughter has encountered:-she may have seen me
gloomy-& at times violent-but she knows the causes too well to
attribute such inequalities of disposition to herself----or even to me-if
all things be fairly considered. ra7

It soon became clear that there was to be no reconciliation
with his wife, and that the thickening rumors of incest, insanity,
perversion, and violence were to provide no opportunity for even
a semblance of a livable existence in England. Accordingty, Byron
made plans to go abroad. Before doing so, however-and despite
staggering debts requiring the forced auction even of his books-he
ordered an inordinately lavish traveling coach modeled on Napo-
leon's; it cost five hundred pounds and was furnished with dining
and sleeping facilities as well as a library. It turned out to be, in its
own way, a bit like Byronr grand, Romantic, and liable to break-
downs. Byron and his companions, including his physician (the
youngest graduate in the history of the University of Edinburgh
medical school, he was himself no bastion of sanity and eventually
went on to commit suicide), left London in April 1816. Byron left
with bitterness and never saw England again:

I was accused of every monstrous vice by public rumor and private
rancour; my name, which had been a knightly or a noble one since
my fathers helped to conquer the kingdom for William the Norman,
was tainted. I felt that, if what was whispered, and muttered, and
murmured, was true, I was unftt for England; if false, England was
unfft for me. . I recollect, some time after, Madame de Sta€l said
to me in Switzerland, "You should not have warred with the
world-it will not do-it is too strong always for any individu-
al. " . . . I perfectly acquiesce in the truth of this remark; but the
world has done me the honour to begin the war.ras

Shortly after arriving in Europe, during repairs to the car-
riage-which had broken down for the third time, Byron began
writing the third canto (his favorite, and the most personally re-
vealing) of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. When published later in
the year, it caused Byron's great friend and supporter, Sir Walter
Scott, to write:
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I have just received Childp Harold, part 3rd. Lord Byron has more
avowedly identified himself with his personage than upon former
occasions, and in truth does not affect to separate them. It is wilder
and less sweet, I think, than the first part, but contains even darker
and more powerful pourings forth of the spirit which boils within
him. I question whether there ever lived a man who, without looking
abroad for subjects excepting as they produced an effect on himself,
has contrived to render long poems turning almost entirely upon the
feelings, character, and emotions of the author, so deeply interest-
ing. We gaze o\ the powerful and ruined mind which he presents us,
as on a shattered castle, within whose walls, once intended for nobler
guests, sorcerers and wild demons are supposed to hold their Sab-
baths. There is something dreadful in reflecting that one gifted so
much above his fellow-creatures, should thus labour under some
strange mental malady that destroys his peace of mind and happi-
ness, altho' it cannot quench the fire of his genius. I fear the termi-
nation will be fatal in one way or other, for it seems impossible that
human nature can support the constant working of an imagination so
dark and so.^strong. Suicide or utter insanity is not unlikely to close
the scene.lae

179

A few weeks after beginning the third canto, in late May lg16,
Byron met Percy Bysshe Shelley for the first time. The two poets
rented villas near one another, not far from Geneva, and spenilong
days and evenings together talking, sailing, reading, and critiquing
each-- other's poetry. Byron was "an exceedingly interesting per-
son," wrote Shelley, but "mad as the winds."tio 61tr" Clairlont-
Mary Godwin's stepsister, with whom Byron had begun an affair
just before leaving England, was also living with the Shelleys;
when they returned to England in August she left with them,
pregnant with Byron's child. The rest of 1816 passed uneventfully,
at least by Byron standards. His friend Hobhouse, who visited in
september, reported that Byron was "free from all offense. either
to God, or man, or woman; no brandy; no very late hours. . . .
Neither passion nor perverseness."rsl In the same month Byron
began Manfred, in November he fell in love, and in December he
described his recent times as among the "pleasantest" and "quiet-
est" of any in his life.r52 To Augusta he wrote, in high spiriti and
humor, "At present I am better-thank Heaven above-& woman
beneath."r53
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Moderation, of course, could last only so long, and by January
and February r8r7 Byron was ill from the dissipations-oi an in-
creasingly reckless and promiscuous lifestyle. In March he wrote
Moore that he had been plagued by sleeplessness and "half-
delirium" for a week. rsa 

June and July found him again in good
spirits, living near venice and writing furiously (including the com-
pletion of more than 125 stanzas of the fourth canto of chitd.e
Harold). Hobhouse, in October, noted that Byron was "well, and
merry and happy."rs5 Byron, never one to be paralyzed by con-
vention, sent for his horses so that he could gallop them along the
water. Marchand writes that "Byron's horses on the Lido became
a byword in the city. When Henry Matthews, brother of Byron's
Cambridge friend, visited Venice in l8lg, he recorded: 'There 

are
eight horses in Venice: four are of brass, over the gate of the
cathedral; and the other four are alive in Lord Byron's stable.' "rtr

January and February 1818 brought with them the early-
winter dissolution that had become an almost predictable pattern,
dating back to his Cambridge and London days. In May he de-
scribed "a world of other harlotry,"rs7 and in June he moved into
the Palazzo Mocenigo on the Grand Canal, where he was joined-
rather improbably given the circumstances-by his infant daughter
Allegra and her nurse. The following month Byron began writing
Don Juan, and by August, according to Shelley, he had "changed
into the liveliest and happiest looking man I ever met";tsa by
December, however, Shelley had altered his view somewhat and,
with clear disapproval, wrote that Byron "allows fathers and moth-
ers to bargain with him for their daughters. He associates with
wretches . . . who do not scruple to avow practices which are not
only not named, but I believe seldom even conceived in En-
gland."rss Perhaps. In any event, Mary Shelley added her con-
cerns to those of her husband by April of the following year (Byron,
it must be admitted, had written to his publisher in February that
his involvement in the dissipations of Carnival had resulted in his
not going to bed until7100 or 8:00 e.u. for ten days in a row): "All
goes on as badly with the noble poet as ever I fear-he is a lost man
if he does not escape soon."t@ Byron, in the meantime, was in the
midst of falling in love again-this time with the Countess Guic-
cioli, a nineteen-year-old girl married to a man in his late ftfties.
The relationship with Teresa Guiccioli was to prove a long and
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stable one, certainly as measured against the chaos of the rest of
Byron's life. His moods, however, were becoming increasingly
melancholic and disturbing to him. Writing to his publisher in
London, Byron said, "I am out of sorts----out of nerves-and now
and then-(I begin to fear)out of my senses,"l6l and in August he
wrote to Hobhouse that he was writing "with ill health and worse
nerves." He continued:

I am so bilious-that I nearly lose my head-and so nervous that I
cry for nothing-at least today I burst into tears all alone by myself
over a cistern of Gold ftshes-which are not pathetic animals. . . . I
have been excited-and agitated and exhausted mentally and bodily
all this summer-till I really sometimes begin to think not only "that
I shall die at top first"-but that the moment is not very remote.-I
have had no particular cause of grief-except the usual accompani-
ments of all unlawful passions.162

Byron's melancholy returned in January 1820 and January
1821, as well as intermittently throughout the year. In September
he wrote to Teresa describing his depression and its seasonal turns:
"This season kills me with sadness every year. You know my last
year's melancholy-and when I have that disease of the Spirit-it
is better for others that I should keep away. . . . Love me. My soul
is like the leaves that fall in autumn-all yellow-A cantata!"\$
The next day he wrote her again: "As to my sadness-you know
that it is in my character-particularly in certain seasons. It is truly
a temperamental illness-which sometimes makes me fear the ap-
proach of madness-and for this reason, and at these times, I keep
away from everyone."re

In January l82l Byron wrote in his journal:

What is the reason that I have been, all my lifetime, more or less
ennug6. . . . tI] presume that it is constitutional,-as well as the
waking in low spirits, which I have invariably done for many years.
Temperance and exercise, which I have practiced at times, and for a
long time together vigorously and violently, made little or no differ-
ence. Violent passions did;-when under their immediate influ-
ence-it is odd, but-I was in agitated, but not in depressed
spirits. r6
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- The following month he noted again the tendency for his mood
to- be more despondent in the morning: "I have been considering
what can be the reason why I always wake, at a certain hour in the
morning, and always in very bad spirits-I may say, in actual de-
spair and despondency, in all respects-even of that which pleased
me over night. In about an hour or two, this goes off, and I com-
pose either to sleep again, or, at least, to quiet."rffi In September,
as in the preceding year, he was again despairing, describing "a
mountain of lead upon my hear-t"'167 he also noted the worsening
nature of his illness, writing that "I have found increasing upon me
(without sufficient cause at times) the depression of spirits (with
few intervals) which I have some reason to believe constitutional or
inherited."168In April 1822, Byron's young daughter Allegra died;
he again wrote in his journal that his melancholy was becoming
worse. In July Shelley drowned. Byron, who had for a long time
been involved in various political causes, became deeply caught up
in the Greek independence movement. Always an activist, and one
who believed that "a man ought to do something more for mankind
than write verses,"t6e he gave freely of his money, his eflbrts, and
ultimately his life. The winter before Byron sailed for Greece, an
English physician observed the poet's melancholy and reported
that Byron had asked him, "Which is the best and quickest poi-
son?"r7o His sudden and ungovernable rages, which had been part
of his emotional makeup since childhood, and which had been
especially pronounced during his year with Lady Byron, became
more frequent and more furiously irrational. Moore noted that one
of the grounds for the charges of insanity brought by Lady Byron
against her husband, in addition to fears for her own safety, was the
fact that Byron had taken an old watch that he loved and had had
for years, and in "a fit of vexation and rage . . . furiously dashed
this watch upon the hearth, and ground it to pieces among the
ashes with the poker."rTr 1n the spring of 1823, not long before he
sailed for Greece, Ludy Blessington described a scene in which
Byron had "betrayed such ungovernable rage, as to astonish all
who were present." His appearance and conduct, she wrote:

forcibly reminded me of the description of Rousseau: he declared
himself the victim of persecution wherever he went; said that there
was a confederacy to pursue and molest him, and uttered a thousand
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extravagances, which proved that he was no longer master of himself.
I now understood how likely his manner was, under any violent
excitement, to give rise to the idea that he was deranged in his
intellects. . . . The next day, when we met, Byron . . . asked me if
I had not thought him mad the night before: "I assure you," said he,
"I often think myself not in my right senses, and this is perhaps the
only opinion I have in common with Lady Byron."L72

Byron had earlier commented to her;

As long as I can remember anything, I recollect being subject to
violent paroxysms of rage, so disproportioned to the cause, as to
surprise me when they were over, and this still continues. I cannot
coolly view anything that excites my feelings; and once the lurking
devil in me is roused, I lose all command of myself. I do not recover
a good fft of rage for days after: mind, I do not by this mean that the
ill-humour continues, as, on the contrary, that quickly subsides,
exhausted by its own violence; but it shakes me terribly. and leaves
me low and nervous after. r73

Byron sailed for Greece in July 1823, and in the following
month he experienced an even more violent attack of irrationality
and rage. one of his companions at the time described the onset of
the episode: "He now vented his anger in sundry anathemata and
impreeations, until he gradually lashed himself into one of those
furious and ungovernable torrents of rage, to which at times he was
liable; the paroxysm increased so as almost to divest him of rea-
sin."vl Byron escaped into another room; the resulting scene is
described by Marchand:

First the abbot [host for the evening's activity] and then Dr. Bruno
attempted to soothe the angry lord, but both were forcibly ejected.
"It appeared," Smith wrote, "that Lord Byron was seized with vio-
lent spasms in the stomach and liver, and his brain was excited to
dangerous excess, so that he would not toterate the presence ofany
person in his room. He refused all medicine, and stamped and tore
all his clothes and bedding like a maniac Trelawny entered
next, "but soon returned, saying that it would require ten such as he
to hold his lordship for a minute, adding that Lord Byron would not
leave an unbroken article in the room." The Doctor asked smith to
get Byron to take a pill. Pushing past a barricade, smith found Byron



"half-undressed, standing in a far corner like a hunted animal at bay.
As I looked determined to advance in spite of his impreeations of'Baih! 

out, out of my sightl ftends, can I have no peace, ,io ,elief f.o*
this hell! Leave me, I say!' and he simply lifteilthe chair nearest to
him, and hurled it direct at my head; I escaped as best I could."r75

The remainder of 1823 and the beginning of 1824 were filled
with political and military planning focused on the Greek freedom
cause. On his birthday, January ZZ, LBZ4, Byron wrote one of his
last poems:

tu TOUCIIED WITIIFIRE

On This Day I Complete My Thirty-Sixth Year

Missolonghi, Jan. 22nd, 1824
'Tis time this heart should be unmoved,

Since others it hath ceased to move:
Yet though I cannot 

T,litfll",l; ,""",
My days are in the yellow leaf;

The flowers and fruits of Love are gone;
rhe worm-the canker, 

:'i,::""ffil

If thou regret'st thy Youth, whg lioe?
The land of honourable Death

Is here:-up to the Field, and give
Away thy Breath!

Seek out-less often sought than found-
A Soldier's Grave, for thee the best;

Then look around, and choose thy Ground,
And take thy RestlrTo

Byron contracted a fever and died in April 1824, almost cer-
tainly a result not only of the illness but the medical treatment he
received for it. He expressed repeatedly during the final days of his
life a fear of going mad. To both his physician and servant he said:
"I know that without sleep one must either die or go mad. I would
sooner die a thousand times,"u7 

"tr6 
it was only by using his fear

that he might lose his reason that his doctors were able to persuade
Byron to be bled. "Do you suppose that I wish for life?" Byron
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asked his physician, "I have grown heartily sick of it, and shall
welcome the hour I depart fiom it."178 At another point he said,
"Your efiorts to preserve my life will be vain. Die I must: I feel it.
Its loss I do not lament; for to terminate my wearisome existence
I came to Greece."rTs Byron briefly recovered his mordant wit,
however. A servant, told that his master was dying, said: "The
Lord's will be done." "Yes," Byron replied, "not mine."r8o

Byron's body was returned to England. The scandal attached
to Byron's life was such that the Dean of Westminster Abbey re-
fused him burial there (he was buried near Newstead Abbey in-
stead), and the aristocracy was unwilling to participate directly in
the funeral procession. Instead they sent their carriages, a "very
long train of splendid carriages [more than forty], all of which . . .
were empty."t8l Finally, as recently as 1969, nearly a century and
a half after Byron's death, C. Day Lewis, England's poet laureate,
put a wreath of laurel and red roses on the white marble tablet
newly laid for Byron in the Abbey floor. No doubt Byron would
have been gratified, as he would have been vastly amused by the
absurd delay and attendant moral outrages. It is also likely, how-
ever, that he would have appreciated the two lines chosen for his
epitaph, taken fiom a, stanza in Childo Harold:

But I have lived, and have not lived in vain:
My mind may lose its force, my blood its fire,
And my frame perish even in conquering pain,
But there is that uithin mp uhich shal| tire
Tor-ture and Time, and breathe uhen I expire;
Something unearthly, which they deem not of,
Like the remembered tone of a mute lyre,
Shall on their softened spirits sink, and move

In hearts all rocky now the late remorse of love.182

Byron's work was inextricably bound to his life. Ue has be-
come truly mythic, and his life's story, like a Greek tragedy or a
requiem mass, is written and rewritten, within a given form and
with a certain ordering of elements: set pieces to be arranged,
anecdotes to tell, fragments of poetry from which to choose and
then to recite. Upon this framework the thoughts, theories, and
speculations of each writer are woven> and into this framework
each writer's feelings about Byron-and the human condition-are
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Autograph page from stanza g, canto lII, of Bgron,s Don Juan
(reduced by one_third)
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Reworking bg Bgron of stanza I, canto lll, from Don luan
CeNro tII, sr.9

t Lifai+alryarlC{r€t
All tragedies are finished by a death,

2 All Comedies are ended by a marriage,
S nerLift-a+glioAil+h€i

affiiqparr6c
s@
6ffint*ii6,
3

eo
€rary The future states of both are left to faith,

a
iFbe For authors thinh description might disparage

tear
5 [sic?]

l\'itl ehh
0 f+eel6e+gr6rlf ailC @
7

Veilr6

@
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@
5 The worlds to come of both--{c or fall beneath.
6 And6S

And them both worlds would punish their miscarriage-
7

So leaving €lerg$e{hc each their Priest and prayerbook ready,
8 They say no more ofdeath or ofthe Lady.

souRcE: Truman Guy Stefian. Bgron's Don Juan: The Maktng of a Masterpiece. Austin:
UniversityofTexas Press, 197I, p. 345.
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projected. Byron commands in death what he commanded in life:
love, hate, respect, contempt, loyalty, and disdain_in short, con_
troversy. seldom, however, does Byron elicit indifference. In his
own time, for example, Blackuood's Edinburgh Magazine pub-
lished an article stating that he was "one of the most"remarkable
p"l tg whom [England] has had the honour and disgrace of giving
birth." "It appears," the authors wrote, "as if this iiserable man,
having exhausted every species of sensual gratiffcation-having
drained the cup of sin even to its bitterest dregs, were resolved to
shew us that he is no longer a human being, even in his frailties;
but a cool unconcernedfienfl."ns Byron fared even less well at the
hands of william Hazlitt, a contemporary critic and essayist, who,
while admitting that Byron was "never dull, or tedious,;r& vehe_
mently objected to the shadow Byron's temperament cast over his
work, as well as his bent for making "man in his own image, woman
after his own heart."185 These criticisms were captur"J i' a par-
ticularly good description of extreme Byronism:

He hangs the cloud, the fflm of his existence over all outward
things-sits in the centre of his thoughts, and enjoys dark night,
bright day, the glitter and the gloom "in cell mensstis"-\a/e see the
mournful pall, the cruciffx, the death's heads, the faded chaplet of
flowers, the gleaming tapers, the agonized growl of geniui, the
wasted form of beauty-but we are still imprisoned in a dungeon, a
curtain intercepts our view, we do not breathe freely the air of nature
or of our own thoughts.ls

His influence on other writers and artists, however, was profoundly
different. Tennyson related to William Allingham: "When I heard
of his death . . . I went out to the back of the house and cut on a
wall with my knife, 

'Lord 
Byron is dead,' "r87 and Goethe acknowl-

edged that "Byron alone I admit to a place by *y side."188 To ]ohn
Ruskin "Byron wrote, as easily as a hawk flies".l8s ";too "Byron," he
said, "was to be my master in verse, as Turner in colour."rno "H"r"
at last," he continued, "I have found a man who spoke only of what
he had seen, and known; and spoke without exaggeration, without
mystery, without enmity, and without mercy."rer More recently
W. H. Auden stated his belief that, "Whatever its faults, DonJuan
is the most original poem in English,"re2 

"t 
6 Byron was the only
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poet singled out for a separate chapter in Bertrand Russell's His-
torg of Western Philosophy. The list of writers, artists, and com-
posers who were directly inspired by Byron's life and poetry is
almost without peer; it includes Hector Berlioz, Alexander Push-
kin, !. M. W. Turner, Robert Schumann, Victor Hugo, Alfred-
Victor de Vigny, Alfred de Musset, Giuseppe Verdi, Gaetano
Donizetti, Franz Liszt, Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky, Arnold Schoen-
berg, Gioacchino Rossini, Charles Baudelaire, and Virgil Thom-
son.1e3 Not surprisingly, most of those infuenced by Byron were
themselves intensely emotional and inclined toward the Romantic.

Byron, for all his Romanticism, thought and wrote with re-
markable clarity, maintaining an unrelenting grasp on the realities
of both his own and human nature. His biographers have made this
point repeatedly. Moore, who was also a close friend, notedr "Born
with strong a$ections and ardent passions, the world had, from ffrst
to last, too firm a hold on his sympathies to let imagination alto-
gether usurp the place of reason,"lea and Leslie Marchand wrote
that Byron was the "most completely realistic of all the romantics"
because "he accepted the romantic urge as a part of human nature
without pretending it was more than a dream. "re5 In a related vein,
but with a more interpersonal emphasis, Doris Langley Moore has
made the point that Byron's "was a singularly reasonable mind"'re6
this comes through again and again in his iournals, what is known
of his conversations, and most especially in his letters. A particu-
larly impressive example is contained in a letter written by Byron
to his wife several years after their separation. In it he asked that
she review what he had written about her in his memoirs (which,
unfortunately, were burned by his publisher and friends after he
died)r

I could wish you to see, read and mark any part or parts that do not
appear to coincide with the truth.-The truth I have always stated-
but there are two ways of looking at it-and your way may not be
mine.-I have never revised the papers since theywerewritten.-you
may read them-and mark what you please. . . . You will ftnd noth-
ing to flatter you-nothing to lead you to the most remote supposi-
tion that we could ever have been-or be happy together.-But I do
not choose to give to another generation statements which we cannot
arise from the dust to prove or disprove-without letting you see
fairly & fully what I look upon you to have been-and what I depict

189
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you as being.-If seeing this-you can detect what is false_or an_
swer what is charged-do so-Uour mark sltall not be erased.teZ

one of the many things that makes Byron so interesting is the
sheer power of his life and emotions. To focus exclusively, i, 

"u"nlargely, on his psychopathology----other than to use it to understand
him and his work-would be to make a mockery of his complexity,
imagination, and vast energies. His personal discipline was Jxtraor-
dinary; his technical discipline, although orrers^hado*ed by the
more Romantic notion of effortless poetry written "as easily as the
hawk flies" (and not helped by the fact that he seems io harre
published, with little discrimination, virtually everything he ever
wrote) was also impressive. Byron's extensive reworking of a single
stanza from Don Juan, for example, is shown here in iis ffrst draft
and an accompanying diagrammatic outline. "His reason was punc-
tuated, even disturbed, by passion," wrote Alan Bold. "But what-
ewer he was in person he was not, as an artist, passion's slave. In
the po-etry Byron masks his passion and makes it into endurable
art."re8 Byron himself wrote: "yet, see, he mastereth himself. and
makes/His torture tributary to his will."ree

In the end Byron brought a deeply redemptive spirit to the
problems of despair, ennui, uncertainty, and disillusionment. In
writing about another, he more finally described himselfi

The apostle of affiiction, he who threw
Enchantment over passion, and from woe
Wrung overwhelming eloquence, first drew
The breath which made him wretched; yet he knew
How to make madness beautiful, and cast
O'er erring deeds and thoughts, a heavenly hue
Of words.2m

Byron's life and work were profoundly shaped by many things,
not least of which were the traits passed on to him by his ancestors.
He was not alone among writers and artists in having to play out
the cards of a troubled inheritance.
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MISERTES

The Inheritan ce of Manic-Depressive
Illness

The most poisonous reptile of the marsh perpetuates his kind as
inevitably as the sweetest songster of the grove; so, equally with
every felicity, all miserable events do naturally beget their
like. . . . To trail the genealogies of these high mortal miseries
. . we must needs give in to this: that the gods themselves are
not for ever glad. The ineffaceable, sad birth-mark in the brow of
man, is but the stamp of sorrow in the signers.

-HERMAN IITEI,VILLN'

Tree and Cathedral Graveyard, St. Andrews, Scotland. Alain Moreau
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Manic-depressive illness is a genetic disease, running strongry, not
to say pervasively, in some families while absent in most. Robert
Burton, as early as the seventeenth century, wrote unequivocally,
"I need not therefore make any doubt of Melanchory, but that it is
an hereditary disease,"2 a view held by most medical observers
Iong prior and long subsequent to his time. The inexorable passing
on of madness from generation to generation is an ancient lit"r*y
theme, as well as a traditional cultural and medicar berief. Alfred,
Lord Tennyson, who, as we shall see, had good reason to cast a
brooding eye on his family's issue, spoke of a "taint of blood"; Lord
Byron, of like vein but in a slightly different context, felt that
"Some curse hangs over me and mine." And Edgar Allan poe, of
course' wilh a high sense of Gothic desolation and foreboding,
described these family taints and curses in The Fall of the ttouse"if
Usher:

During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of
the year, when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens, I
had been passing alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary
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tract of country; and at length found myself, as the shades of the
evening drew on, within view of the melancholy House of Ush-
er.

Its proprietor, Roderick Usher . . . spoke of acute bodily ill-
ness--of a mental disorder which oppressed him . . .

I was at once struck with an incoherence-an inconsistency . .
an excessive nervous agitation. . . . His action was alternately viva-
cious and sullen. His voice varied rapidly from a tremulous indeci-
sion (when the animal spirits seemed utterly in abeyance) to that
species of energetic concision . . . which may be observed in the lost
drunkard, or the irreclaimable eater of opium, during the periods of
his most intense excitement.

It was, he said, a constitutional and a family evil, and one for
which he despaired to find a remedy-3

Modern medicine gives credence to these literary notions of
familial madness; the genetic basis for manic-depressive illness is
especially compelling, indeed almost incontrovertible.a Studies of
identical and fraternal twins provide one strong source of evidence
for the hereditability of manic-depressive illness. (Identical, or
monozygotic, twins share the same genetic material whereas fra-
ternal, or dizygotic, twins share only half their genes [in this, then,
they are no different from other siblings]; in contrast, both types of
twins share a generally similar environment. ) If one twin has
manic-depressive illness, the other is far more likely (70 to 100
percent) to have it if the twins are identical than if they are frater-
nal (approximately 20 percent).s These concordance rates (the like-
lihood of a second twin being affected)for bipolar illness are much
higher than those for unipolar depressive illness.6In an attempt to
determine the relative importance of genetic as opposed to envi-
ronmental influences, a few adoption studies have been carried
out. A review of a total of twelve pairs of monozygotic twins who
were reared apart from the time of infancy-and in which at least
one of the twins had been diagnosed as having manic-depressive
illness-found that eight of the twelve pairs were concordant for
the illness. This suggests the strong infuence of genetic factors.T

In family studies of mood disorders, researchers look for fa-
milial patterns in occurrence of mania, depression, and suicide.
The many studies of this nature that have been done are quite
consistent in showing that manic-depressive illness is indeed fa-
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milial; the rate of manic-depressive and depressive illness in first-
degree relatives of patients ($"t T, parents, sibrings, and chirdrerr)
is far higher than the rate found in relatives ofiontrol sr";n;.rIndividuals who have_manic-depressive illness are quite iit 

"rv 
to

have both bipolar and unipolar reratives. There i, 
"iro 

,o*" 
"ui-dence that bipolar II illness (major depressive illness with a history

of hypomania rather than mania) "breeds true"; that is, there is an
increased risk of bipolar II illness among relatives of bipolar II
patients.e Based on an e-xtensive study of aFectivelyirr f"ii"-"t, nr.
Elliot Gershon, chief of the clinicar Neurogenetics Branch of the
National Institute of Mental Health, estimates that if one parent
has manic-depressive illness and the other parent is unaffectld the
risk of affective illness in the child (either depressive or manic-
depressive_ illness) is 28 percent. If, ho*"u"r, Loth parents have
affective illness and- one of them is bipolar, the risk of malor de-
pression or manic-depressive illness rises dramatically, to almost
75 percent ro There is a tendency for individuals witi'mood dis-
orders to marry one another-<<assortative mating"-and it has tre-
mendous significance not only genetically but also psychologically
for the children of such marriages.

A vigorous pursuit of the actual gene or genes responsible for
manic-depressive illness is now underway. tn tgsz a gro,rp of in-
vestigators studying an Amish community in pennsylvania reported
a link between a dominant gene they thought 

"o,,f"ouJ " f."dir-position to manic-depressive illness and chromosome ll:rl at
roughly the same time another team of researchers, studying an
Israeli population, reported possible linkage on the X chromo-
r9T".-tn subsequent research has brought into question the validity
of both the chromosome 11 and X chromosom" ffrrdi.rgr,13 but few
scientists in the field doubt that the g€nHr, far more likely, the
genes-for manic-depressive illness will be found. Interestingly,
a significant number of individuals who have the gene for manic-
depr-essive illness, p"Ilr"pl 20 or 30 percent, wilfnever develop
the disease. This so-called "incomplete penetrance," together with
the tremendous range in the severity of the expression"of the dis-
ease, raises central questions about the interactions .between ge-
netic predisposition, the physical and psychological environment
(including stress, alcohol and other drugs, slelp loss, changing
patterns of light, and psychological loss or trauma), and other pro-
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tective or potentiating genes. Pat Conroy, in his novel The Prince
of Tidet, describes how the complexities of madness played them-
selves out in one family:

I thought about how we had all arrived at this point in time, what
benedictions and aggrievements each of us had carried from the
island and how each ofus had an indisputable and unchangeable role
in our family's grotesque melodrama. From earliest childhood, Sa-
vannah had been chosen to bear the weight of the family's accumu-
lated psychotic energy. Her luminous sensitivity left her open to the
violence and disaffection ofour household and we used her to store
the bitterness of our mordant chronicle. I could see it now: One
member of the family, by a process of artificial but deadly selection,
is nominated to be the lunatic, and all neurosis, wildness, and dis-
placed suffering settles like dust in the eaves and porches of that
tenderest, most vulnerable psyche. Craziness attacks the softest eyes
and hamstrings the gentlest flanks. When was Savannah chosen to be
the crazy one? I thought. When was the decision made and was it by
acclamation and had I, her twin, agreed to the decision? Had I
played a part in stringing up the bleeding angels in her room and
could I help cut those angels down?ra

We next look at several writers, composers, and artists who were
deeply affected by their "taint of blood." Apart from an individual's
own history of recurrent, severe, and fluctuating mood states, the
most useful information in making a diagnosis of mood disorders is
a family history of manic-depressive illness, severe depressive ill-
ness, or suicide. The family histories of these creative individuals-
histories of melancholia, mania, and suicide-not only provide
diagnostic and psychological insights into the writers, artists, and
composers under discussion, but they bring sharply into focus the
implications that the genetic basis of manic-depressive illness has
in the understanding of the disease, its treatment, and its role in
society.
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"Must I too creep to the hollou: .

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON

I hate the dreadful hollow behind the little wood,
Its lips in the ffeld above are dabbled with brood-red heath,
The. ryq-rib!'d ledges drip with a silent horror of blood,
And Echo there, whatever is ask'd her, answers .Death.,

For there in the ghastly pit long since a body was
found,

His who had given me life-O father! O God! was it
well?-

Mangled, and fatten'd, and crush'd, and dinted
into the ground:

There yet lies the rock that fell with him when he fell.

What! am I raging alone as my father raged in his mood?
Must / too creep to the hollow and dash myself down

and die
Rather than hold by the law that I made, neverrnore

to brood
On a horror of shatter'd limbs .

-ALFnED, r,onn tnNNysoNrs

"Maud or the Madness," Tennyson wrote about the poem
quoted above, "is a little Hamlet, the history of a morbid poetic
soul . . . the heir of madness."ru It was Tennyson,s favorit" po.rrr,
he would recite it over and over again-bleakiy, tirelessly-tf fam-
ily and friends. Obs-essed by the "black blooi', of the T"rrrry.orrr,
he struggled throughout his life not only with fierce and recurrent
depressions but with the fear of going mad as well. Even the most
fleeting glance over the Tennyson bloodline makes clear how sane
his fears of madness were. Melancholy, violence, and insanity can
be traced at least as far back as the seventeenth-century branches
of the clayton and Tennyson families.rT Both Alfied's father and
grandfather had recurrent attacks of uncontrollable rage and de-
pression, and at least one of his paternal aunts, probably both,
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suffered from depressive illness. Tennyson's father's brother was
described by Alfred's grandson, Sir Charles Tennyson, as also hav-
ing inherited his father's melancholic "fretfulness and irritabili-
ty."tt But it was George Clayton Tennyson, father of the poet, who
suffered most and caused the most suffering: "The black blood
which flowed in the veins of all the Tennysons had in his case
turned to bile."re Robert Bernard Martin, in his excellent biogra-
phy of Alfred Tennyson, describes the elder Tennyson as having
been "ungovernable" from an early age, "inconstant in mood,"
"vacillating between frenzy and lethargy," an alcohol abuser, and
suffering from debilitating, black depressions.2o Later in his life
George Tennyson also experienced "ftts," whose nature remains
unclear. Interestingly, Alfred described having seizurelike trances
but, although terrified of inheriting his father's "epilepsy," he was
reassured by his physician that he did not in fact have the disease.

Eventually, George Tennyson (Alfred's father) became insane,
endangering his own life as well as those of others. Professor Mar-
tin writes:

He kept a large knife and a loaded gun in his room, and he was with
difficulty persuaded not to ffre the gun through the kitchen window.
In his mania he often had his time confused and probably thought he
was back in Cambridge as an undergraduate, firing through the
chapel window of the college. . When he was persuaded to give
up the gun, he said he would take the knife and kill Frederick [his
son] by stabbing him in the jugular vein and the heart. "We may
thank God that we do not live in a barbarous Country," said Fred-
erick. "or we should have murdered each other before this."zr

The troubled inheritance of the Tennysons seems to have
taken its most virulent root in the males of the family: Alfred's
father, grandfather, and two great-grandfathers, as well as all six of
his brothers, suffered from insanity, severe melancholia, incendi-
ary tempers, or manic-depressive illness. One of Alfred's brothers,
Edward, was conffned to an insane asylum for almost sixty years
and eventually died from manic exhaustion. Another, Septimus,
"the most morbid of all the Tennysons," was described by Alfred in
a concerned letter written to their uncle: "I have very little doubt
but that his mind will prove as deranged as Edward's . . . I have
studied the minds of my own family-I know how delicately they
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are organized- . . . At present his symptoms are not unlike those
with which poor Edward's unhappy dl.ange*ent began_he is
subject to fits of the most gloomy d"rpondrrly.,,nn errd,-.,r"ry 

""rtyon in Alfred's own life, in 1831, his closest frlend Arthur-Hallanl
noting that Alfred's mind "certainly is in a distressing state," wrote:"Fare thee well. I hope you dg fare welr, and mak"e lr""a 

"g"i"rt
'despondency 

and madness.' "B Alfred's uncre charr", 
"fp"'"r, 

to
have shared in the..family temperament, as did ChurL'r,, ,o.r,
George Hildeyard d'Eyncourt, and Julius, son of Alfred's erdest
brother Frederick.

-A$ed Tennyson's own two sons, Hallam and Lionel, were
markedly different in temperament and interests:

Hallam was to become a highry conventional man, obedient, carefur,
devoted to his parents almost beyond credibility. Lionel was'far more
interesting, with some poetic ability, a mercurial personality, a talent
for getting into scrapes, and a charm that his 

"1d", 
brother never

had. The headmaster of their first school correctly described them:'Lionel the more brilliant, Hallam by far the morl accurate.,%

Lionel, "the heir of the Tennyson's black blood,,,* i, turn had
three sons, one of whom also "inherited the mental instability of
Somersby and Tealby"zo lthe sixth generation of Tennyson men
documented here to be affected).

Threaded in and around the Tennysonian temperament was
an equally pervasive, similarly extraordinary, familylent and pas-
sion for poetry. Three of the Tennyson brothers together published
a b-ook of their poems prior to matriculating *i cu-bridge; as
undergraduates they received the university's major literary prizes:
Frederick, who went on to publish three volumes of u"rir, ,"-
ceived the cambrid,ge prize for Greek odes; charles, who also
published several subsequent volumes of verse and who was re-
garded by both coleridge and wordsworth as the most promising
of the-Tennyson brothers, received the cambridge prize for his
English translation of the classics; and Alfred, who went on to write
ln Memariam, Tears, IdIe Tears, Ulysses, ldglls of the King, and
Maud, received the University prize for poetry. Arlhur, Seplimus,
Edward, Mary, Cecilia, and Emily also wrote verse, and ilmily,s
granddaughter became a poet and novelist. Horatio, the youngest
of the Tennyson children, although displaying "no literary tastes
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whatsoever"2T and who was wonderfully described by Edward
FitzGerald as "rather unused to this planet,"es had a son with
considerable literary ability. Alfred Tennyson's grandson noted:

?he Somersby Tennysons could never have arisen in any previous
age and the likes of them are not likely to be seen again. They would
all now presumably be classed as, in some degree, manic depres-
sives; they all succumbed at some time or other and for varying
periods to some form of religious obsession. . . . Though only three
attempted to publish, all wrote verse and one feels that, given Al-
fred's concentration and stamina, all might have found honourable
places in the roll of British poets. . . .

Canon H. D. Rawnsley in 1892 asked the eighty-ffve-year-old
Frederiek Tennyson to which of their ancestors the poetic genius of
the Somersby Tennysons could be attributed. Frederick replied from
Jersey in a clear bold hand and in characteristically rotund, but
slightly incorrect, phrases:

With respect to your query as to what fountain of inspiration the
Tennysons are indebted, the Creator himself only could give a
perfectly definitive answer. From many generations of ancestors
posterity derives collective infuences, and therefore it is diffi-
cult to assign to any single individual what may have been min-
gled in an accumulated form in the last inheritor.2e

As for the poetic inheritance of Alfred Tennyson: He was,
wrote T.S. Eliot-himself no stranger to melancholy-"not only a
minor Virgil, he is also with Virgil as Dante saw him, a Virgil
among the Shades, the saddest of all English poets."3o

IT

"The storm-tossed body and soul"

ROBERT SCHUMANN

And so it is throughout human life-the goal we have attained is
no longer a goal, and we yearn, and strive, and aim ever higher
and higher, until the eyes close in death, and the storm-tossed
body and soul lie slumbering in the grave.

3 l-ROBERT SCHUMANN'
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The youngest of ffve children, German composer Rotrert schu-
mann was born one year after Arfred Tennysoir, in rgl0. A mer-
ancholic and restless streak appears to have come from both sides
-of his family. His father, ̂ tugust schumann, was an author, trans-
lator, and publisher; from him Robert inherited 

"r, 
u*f 

"rrd 
sus-

tained passion for poetry and literature. Among the first to translate
Lord Byron's poetry, including Chitde naritts pilgrl.mnge, into
German, schumann's father was of "exquisite sensibiiity"; "his 

first
reading of Edward Young's poetry "tooi so strong holi upon him
that he believed himself near madness."32 the llder s"^h,r-"rr'
was also an unsettled, anxious, ambitious, and deeply brooding
mgr who reputedly had a nervous breakdown, from *tii"t he never
fully recovered, in the year of Robert's birth. Like his son, August
schumann worked in phenomenal bursts of energy and productiv-
ity; during one eighteen-month period he *rotl, am^ong other
things, seven novels. Robert's mother had recurrent atf,cks of
depression, the dark moods of which were captured graphically in
a letter he wrote to her in l82g: "oh, mother, again |o., carr't i"".
y-ourse]f away from the grandfather chair, yor hu.,r" been sitting
there for two everlasting hours, saying not a word, singing a dead
old song, stroking up and down the window with yoir f,and.,,s
Her morbid letters, he said, left a "dreadful discord't i'hi, soul.e

other members of his family also showed signs of the mental
instability that was to haunt schumann from the time he was eigh-
teen until his death in an insane asylum at the age of forty-six. His
sister committed suicide, as did a physician cousin on his father's
side; one of schumann's sons went insane in his earry twenties and
was conffned to an a.sylum for thirty-one years; yet another became
a morphine addict.s

schumann himself was an intensely emotional man, soft-
spoken, reflective, gentle, idealistic, absent- and dreamy-minded,
and generous. He was well known, particularly during hi, d"y, 

",a law student at the University of Leipzig, for his loie of cham_
pagne and cigars, his financial extravagance, and his fervor for
music and poetry. As early as his student years he began to expe-
rience the violent mood changes that characterized much of ihe
rest ofhis life. when he was eighteen schumann described the first
episode of what he called madness: "My heart pounds sickeningly
and I turn pale . . . often I feel as if I were dead . . . I seem to be
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losing my mind. I did have my mind but I thought I had lost it. I
had actually gone mad."36 The following year, 1829, found Schu-
mann in a completely different state+bullient, active, and highly
productive: "But if you only knew how my mind is always working,
and how my symphonies would have reached op. 100, if I had but
written them down . . . sometimes I am so full of music, and so
overflowing with melody, that I ftnd it simply impossible to write
down anything."37

Although one tends to associate Robert Schumann with mel-
ancholic thoughts and writings, there was clearly much of the joy-
ous in him. During his twenties, at various times, he described
those feelings: "I am so fresh in soul and spirit that life gushes and
bubbles around me in a thousand springs. This is the work of divine
fantasy and her magic wand";s and, after publishing his first com-
position, he wrote: "I doubt if being a bridegroom will be in the
same class with these ffrst joys of being a composer. The entire
heavens of my heart are hung full of hopes and presentiments. As
proudly as the doge of Venice once married the sea, I now, for the
first time, marry the wide world."3e

As music increasingly dominated his life, law school.<ver an
endurance and rarely actually attended-became intolerable.
Schumann wrote: "Chilly jurisprudence, with its ice-cold deffni-
tions, would crush the life out of me from the onset. Medicine I
will not, theology I cannot, study."ao He ffnally received permis-
sion to study piano with Friedrich Wieck, father of Clara, the
woman Schumann was eventually to marry after many years of
separations and crises. Wieck's vitriolic opposition to their mar-
riage was based in part on paternal jealousy and in part on his
concerns about Schumann's reputation for heavy drinking and ff-
nancial irresponsibility. Schumann wrote to Clara in 1837: "My
interview with your father was terrible. He was frigid, hostile,
confused, and contradictory at once. Truly his method of stabbing
is original, for he drives in the hilt as well as the blade."al

They finally married in 1840, Schumann's great "year of song."
He composed more than 130 songs during what was undoubtedly
one of the most productive periods in the career of any composer
in the history of music. By that time Schumann's highly disruptive
and painful mood swings had become part of his life. tn his work as
founding editor and critic of the Neue Leipziger Zeitschrift f{ir
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Musik, schumann introduced into his public writings two charac-
ters who represented the _conflicting, but ofte' cJ*plementary
sides of his stormy personality. Froreitan was portrayei as i-pui-
sive, wildly energetic, impassioned, decisive-, masculine, high_
spirited, and iconoclastic. Eusebius, in contrast, was the gentllr,
more melancholic, pious, introspective, and inward_gazinipart of
himself. schumann's extraordinary abirity to put his-feeliigs into
his music was closely matched by his ability to express the* in
words. In 1838 he described in a letter to ciara the-terrors of his
emotional life five years earlier:

As early as 1833 a certain melancholy made itself felt. . . . In the
night between the l7th and l8th of october I was seized with the
worst fear a man can have, the worst punishment Heaven can in-
flict-the fear of losing one's reason. It took so strong a hold of me
that consolation and prayer, defiance and derision, were equally
powerless to subdue it. Terror drove me &om place to place. My
breath failed me as I pictured my brain paralyzed. Ah, clara! no one
knows the suffering, the sickness, the despair, except those so
crushed. In my terrible agitation I went to a doctor 

"nd 
told hi*

everything-how my senses often failed me so that I did not know
which way to turn in my fright, how I could not be certain of not
taking my own life when in this helpless condition.a2

A diary entry in 1834 notes simply: "I was obsessed with the
thought of going mad. "a3 Periods of remarkable creativity, produc-
tiv!!,. and high spirits were woven into the otherwise frighteningly
sad fabric of Schumann's liG. In 184I, Schumann's most important
year of symphonic composition, Clara wrote in her diary: "On
Tuesday Robert finished his symphony; so begun and ended in four
days."a+ Schumann himself described his woik during this period:
"It was born in a ffery hour. . I wrote the Symphony in that
flush of Spring which carries a man away even in his old age and
comes over him anew every year."n5 But the ffery times for Schu-
mann were always outweighed by the melancholic. In 1g45 he
described his gradual recovery from yet another breakdown to his
friend and fellow composer, Felix Mendelssohn: "I have a great
deal to tell you-what a bad winter I have had; how 

" "o*pl"t"nervous collapse, with an onslaught of terrifying thoughts in its
train brought me to the verge of despair, that the prospect is
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pleasanter now, and music, too, is beginning again to sound within
me, and I hope soon to be quite restored."ao

The year 1849 was another one of extraordinary productivity
for Schumann. Manfred, composed during this time, was based
upon Byroq's melancholic poem of the same name. Tellingly, Schu-
mann wrote: "Never before have I devoted myself with such love
and outlay of energy to any composition as that of Manfred."a7
Looking back over the year he wrote with awful prophecy of the
tragic events to come: "I have been extremely busy this whole
year. One has to work as long as the daylight is there."a8 During
that same period of time he wrote with characteristic understate-
ment and modesty: "I cannot see that there is anything remarkable
about composing a symphony in a month. Handel wrote a comprete
oratorio in that time. "ae

For Schumann there was not much daylight left, and "with the
shadow of his insanity already hanging over him [Tchaikovsky's
description],"to h" wrote in l84g:

Lately I was looking for information about Diisseldorf in an old ge-
ography book, and there I found mentioned as noteworthy: ..three

convents and a lunatic asylum." To the ffrst I have no objection if it
must be so; but it was disagreeable to me to read the last. . . . I am
obliged to avoid carefully all melancholy impressions of the kind.
And if we musicians live so often, as you know we do, on sunny
heights, the sadness of reality cuts all the deeper when it lies naked
before our eyes.5r

In 1854 his illness, perhaps complicated by general paresis
(although recent evidence suggests Schumann may never have
contracted syphilis),52 became particularly virurent. His wife de-
scribed in her diary what Schumann no longer was able to:

In the night, not long after we had gone to bed, Robert got up and
wrote down a melody which, he said, the angels had sung to him.
Then he lay down again and talked deliriously the who'ie night,
staring at the ceiling all the time. when morning came, the arr[els
transformed themselves into devils and sang horrible music, telling
him he was a sinner and that they were going to cast him into hell.
He became hysterical, screaming in agony that they were pouncing
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on him like tigers and hyenas, and seizing him in their claws. The
two doctors who came only just managed to control him.53

Clara wrote this description on February l0; for the next several
days his moods continued to fuctuate wildly fiom one extreme to
another. On February 27 Schumann rushed out of the house, sob-
bing and without an overcoat, and threw himself into the Rhine.
He was rescued and placed in the insane asylum in Endenich,
where-never having left it-he died of self-starvation in 1g56.

Franz Liszt, having observed Schumann's struggles with his
complicated and self-lacerating temperament, added his own
poignant commentary:

No one can fail to recognize that instead of venturing, conquering,
discovering, schumann strove to reconcile his romantic personality,
torn letween joy and pain, and often driven by a dark urge towards
the fantastic and the bizane, with the modalities of clasiical form,
whereas the clarity and symmetry of such forms lay beyond his char-
acteristic spirit. . . . This struggle against his true nature must have
caused him great suffering, and it has stained even his most beautiful
pages with the blood that has flowed from the open wound.il

-

"A whiff of mel.ancholg, things that sound a knell"

THE JAMES FAMILY

The natural inheritance of everyone who is eapable of spiritual
life is an unsubdued forest where the wolf howls and the oir""rr"
bird of night chatters.

-HENRv;eurs, Sn.s

Unsuspectedly from the bottom of every fountain of pleasure . . .
something bitter rises up: a touch of nausea, a falling dead of the
delight, a whiff of melancholy, things that sound a knell, for
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fugitive as they may be, they bring a feeling of coming from a
deeper region and often have an appalling convincingness.

-WTLLIAM 
JAMES56

Experience is never limited, and it is never complete; it is an
immense sensibility, a kind of huge spiderweb of the ffnest silken
threads suspended in the chamber ofconsciousness, and catching
every airborne particle in its tissue.

-HENRY JAMESsT

Henry James, Sr.-writer, theologian, and philosopher, as
well as father of the psychologist and the novelist-was born in
1811 to an enormously successful and cyclonically active business-
man, William James, who had emigrated from Ireland and settled
in Albany. His grandson, novelist Henry James, recounts in his
autobiography:

Our grandfather's energy, exercised in Albany from the great
year 1789, appears promptly to have begun with his arrival there.
"Everywhere we see his footsteps, turn where we may, and these are
the results of his informing mind and his vast wealth. His plans of
improvement embraced the entire city, and there is scarcely a street
or a square which does not exhibit some mark of his hand or some
proof of his opulence. With the exception of Mr. Astor," this delight-
ful report [New York Eoening Post, 1832] goes on to declare, "no
other business man has acquired so great a fortune in this State
lthree million dollarsl."s

This singular success, F. O. Matthiesen points out, was in bitter
contrast to the fate of Allan Melvill-another New York business-
man who was to be father to a famous writer-who died bankrupt
and insane in the same year. Both men, however, were to pass on
their power l temperaments to their sons.

By all accounts Henry James, Sr., was a roaming, restless,
idealistic, and evangelical man, an expansive enthusiast whose
"ballooning mind was filled with a heady cosmic gas that defied
condensation."se He was also a fiercely and affectionately involved
father who crisscrossed the Atlantic with his family in a frenetic
quest for an ideal and "sensuous" education for his children. Of
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"high-strung sensibility,"* he wrote in his autobiography that his
"earliest sensible foundations" were laid in a "horror of great dark-
ness."6r While still young he became addicted to alcohol and,
during his early thirties, suffered from a nervous breakdown that
lasted for more than two years:

In a lightning-flash as it were-'fear came upon me, and trembling,
which made all my bones to shake.'To all appearance it was a per-
fectly insane and abject terror, without ostensible cause, and only to
be accounted for, to my perplexed imagination, by some damned
shape squatting invisible to me within the precincts of the room, and
raying out from his fetid personality influences fatal to life . . . this
ghastly condition of mind continued with me, with gradually length-
ening intervals of relief, for two years, and even longer.62

During this period of intense desolation, Henry James, Sr., like so
many others of his era including the Tennysons, turned to the
mystical writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish scientist,
philosopher, and theologian. Of similarly expansive mind and like
temperament, he had himself experienced psychological crises of,
to say the least, great mood and moment. Swedenborg was con-
vinced that he had conversed with the inhabitants of all the planets
(except Uranus and Neptune, which had not yet been discovered)
and thought he could discern witches.6 In lgg6 British psychia_
trist H. Maudsley described the controversy and impact of Swe-
denborg's (almost certainly manic) hallucinations on his religious
followers, as well as on his dissenters:

The visitation was the forerunner of an attack of acute mania-so
overwhelming the pressure of supernatural influx upon the mental
equilibrium of the natural man-which lasted for a few weeks; on
recovery from which he was what he remained for the rest of his
life---either, as his disciples thrnk, a holy seer endowed with the
faculty of conversing with spirits and angels in heaven and hell, and
in whom the Lord Jesus christ made His second comins for the
institution of a new church, described in the Revelation rirder the
ffgure of the New Jerusalem; or, as those who are not disciples think,
an interesting and harmless monomaniac, who, among many foolish
sayings, said many wise and good things, attesting the wreck of a
mind of large original endowment, intellectual and moral.s
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Henry James, Sr., passed on his melancholic strain, as well as
his vastness of spirit and energies, to at least four of his ffve chil-
dren. William, the eldest, was, like his father before him, passion-
ately committed to the problems of philosophy, religiin, and
psychology. Author most importantly of The principles if rsgchor-
ogy and, The Varieties of Religious Erperience, Williamj"*", 

", "young man had hoped to continue his studies of painting with fohn
La Farge and william Morris Hunt in Newport. (A strong artistic
streak in the James family was later remarked upon by Henry
Junior, William's younger brother, the novelist: "No less than three
of our father's children, with two of the grandsons to add to these,
and with a collateral addendum representing seven, in all, of our
grandfather's, William James', descendants in three generations,
should have found the artistic career in general and the painter's
trade in particular irresistibly solicit them.";os Instead, his father
encouraged him toward a more scientiffc education; in 1869 he
obtained his medical degree from Harvard, although he neverprac-
ticed medicine. For several years prior to and following his grad-
uation William suffered from severe "nervous instability" and
depression. Described by his mother as possessing a "morbidly
hopeless"ffi temperament he, by his own account, spent all of one
winter "on the continual verge of suicide."67 As Jacques Barzun has
pointed out, fames's "neurasthenia . . was no temporary trouble
of late adolescence. It was a deep-rooted depression which held up
his choice of career till his mid-twenties, which he overcame in
part by an heroic effort of will, and which periodically returned,
though less crippling, throughout his life."68

Later in his life James was to incorporate into The Varieties of
Religious Experience his own experience with dread and melan-
choly. In the original accounting, before he acknowledged that the
passage was autobiographical, |ames wrote that "the worst kind of
melancholy is that which takes the form of panic fear" and went on:

Suddenly there fell upon me without any warning, just as if it came
out of the darkness, a horrible fear of my own existence. Simulta-
neously there arose in my mind the image of an epileptic patient
whom I had seen in the asylum, a black-haired youth with greenish
skin, entirely idiotic, who used to sit all day on one of the benches,
or rather shelves against the wall, with his knees drawn up against his
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chin, and the coarse gray undershirt, which was his only garment,
drawn over them inclosing his entire ffgure, He sat there like a sort
of sculptured Egyptian cat or Peruvian mummy, moving nothing but
his black eyes and looking absolutely non-human. This image and my
fear entered into a species of combination with each other. That
shape am I, I felt, potentially. Nothing that I possess can defend me
against that fate, if the hour for it should strike for me as it struck for
him. There was such a horror of him, and such a perception of my
own merely momentary discrepancy from him, that it was if some-
thing hithe*o solid within my breast gave way entirely, and I be-
came a mass of quivering fear. After this the universe was changed
for me altogether. . . . although the immediate feelings passed away,
the experience has made me sympathetic with the morbid feelings of
others ever since. It gradually faded, but for months I was unable to
go out into the dark alone.6e

William James's melancholia, interspersed with intense and
ecstatic experiences as well, recurred throughout his life and
caused him to seek, in Tennysonian manner, endless remedies,
reliefs, and cures. His younger brother Henry, although less se-
verely affiicted, showed similar tendencies. In a brief portrait of
Henry, William wrote:

Harry is as nice and simple and amiable as he can be. He has covered
himself, like some marine crustacean, with all sorts of material
growths, rich sea-weeds and rigid barnacles and things, and lives
hidden in the midst of his strange alien [English] **rr1., and cus-
toms; but these are all but 'protective 

resemblances,' under which
the same dear, old, good, innocent and at bottom very powerless_
feeling Harry remains, caring for little but his writing, and full of
dutifulness and afection for all gentle things.To

O_n-the same day he also wrote, tellingly, that Henry was 
..a 

native
of the James Family, and has no other country"; this was certainly
true, in his common holdings of not only the Jamesian experience
but the ]amesian temperament as well. Like william he suffered
throughout his life from intermittent, often deep melancholy, "the
black devils of nervousness, direst damndesi demons.',7i Jean
strouse, biographer of their sister Alice, points out: "It did seem as
though Henry and William were for yr"r, o., opposite ends of a
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scale: when one was healthy and productive, the other floundered
in illness and a sense of uselessness ."', ln his recent biography of
the Jameses, R. W. B. Lewis quotes Henry's descripti,on of his
"damnable nervous state." His "black depression-the thckness of
darkness and the cruelest melancholi*,'- H"nry wrote, "were his'chronic 

enemy and curse.' "t3 His friend, novelist Edith wharton.
described a particularly deep depression experienced by Henry in
1910 (during which time he was examined by the well-known phy-
sician Sir William Osler, who had attended William James on an
earlier occasion):

I sat down beside the sofa and for a terrible hour looked into the
black depths over which he is hanging-the super-imposed "abysses"
of all his ffction. I, who have always seen him so serene, so com-
pletely the master of his wonderful emotional instrument so
sensitive to human contacts and yet so secure from them; I could
hardly believe it was the same James who cried out to me his fear, his
despair, his craving for the "cessation ofconsciousness," and all his
unspeakable loneliness and need of comfort, and inability to be com-
forted! "Not to wake-not to wake-" that was his refrain; "and then
one does wake, and one looks again into the blackness of life, and
everything ministers to it."7a

Robertson James, the youngest of the four james brothers,
was melancholic, restless, and irritably sensitive from the time he
was very young. He appears to have been the one most clearly
affected and debilitated by his temperament, a stormy and volatile
one punctuated by wild mood swings. Robertson ("Bob") James,
wrote F. O. Matthiesen: "seems to have been the most nakedly
sensitive of the whole family. They spoke of the high-strung agi-
tation and the morbid self-distrust that lurked behind his animation
and his gift for talk."7s He was artistically inclined-he wrote po-
etry, painted, and wished to be an architect-but, after serving
with valor in the Civil War as a white officer in one of the black
Massachusetts regiments (as had his older brother Wilkie, who was
wounded fighting next to Colonel Robert Gould Shaw during his
doomed attack on Fort Wagner, South Carolina), he became in-
creasingly restless, erratic, and depressed. He had repeated ner-
vous breakdowns-periods of violence and abusiveness followed
by periods of morbid melancholy-which, combined with alcohol-
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ism, led to several extended periods of treatment in different asy-
lums. His illness, unlike the lighter tincturing of moods and
madness experienced by William and Henry, took a far greater toll
on both his personal life and his work. His brother William wrote
that Bob's "cure is hopeless, I think, his brain is getting more set
in these irascible grooves. . . . The only manly and moral thing for
a man in his plight is to kill himse6,"zo and Henry wrote of him:
"There was much and of the most agitated and agitating-that he
had been dipped as a boy into the sacred stream; to some effect
which, thanks to two or three of his most saving and often so
amusing sensibilities, the turbid sea of his life might never quite
wash away."77

Alice, the youngest of the fames children, shared the family
ability for writing and its lively but melancholic temperament. She
underwent extensive treatments for her "nervous attacks" and de-
pressions, which, evident from a very early age, resulted in her
ffrst major breakdown when she was nineteen years old:

I have passed thro'an inffnite succession ofconscious abandonments
and in looking back now I see how it began in my childhood, altho'
I wasn't conscious of the necessity until'67 or'68 when I broke down
ffrst, acutely, and had violent turns of hysteria. . Owing to some
physical weakness, excess of nervous susceptibility, the moral power
pauses, as it were for a moment, and refuses to maintain muscular
sanity, worn out with the strain of its constabulary functions. As I
used to sit immovable reading in the library with waves of violent
inclination suddenly invading my muscles taking some one of their
myriad forms such as throwing myself out ofthe window, or knocking
off the head of the benignant pater as he sat with his silver locks,
writing at his table, it used to seem to me that the only difference
between me and the insane was that I had not only all the horrors and
suffering ofinsanity but the duties ofdoctor, nurse, and strait-iacket
imposed upon me, too.78

Although Alice wrote long and lucidly about her "breakdowns"
(which were usually characterized by mixed symptoms of both
mania and depression) and her preoccupations with suicide, she
was by no means a predominantly morbid person. She had great
vivacity, a fiery sense of life, and a stunning ability to reduce with
scathing wit the lives and works of those less charged than she with
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joic dz oiore. After finishing George Eliot's letters and journals, for
example, she wrote in her diary:

There is a faint spark of life and an occasional, remotelv humorous
touch in the last half. But what a monument of ponderous dreariness
is the book! what a lifeless, diseased, self-conscious being she must
have been! Not one burst of joy, not one ray of h,r.nou"., not..one
living breath in one of her letters or journals. . . . whether it is that
her dank, moaning features haunt and pursue one thro'the book, or
not, but she makes upon me the impression, morally and physically,
of mildew, or some morbid growth-a fungus of a penduloui shap!,
or as of something damp to the touch.Te

As one would expect, manic-depressive illness and its tem_
peraments were not confined to the immediate family of Henry
James, senior. Jean strouse describes the brothers of the senior
James as "a roster of dissipation-aimlessness, alcoholism, unin-
teresting failures;"8o his niece Katharine Barber ]ames (daughter of
Rev. William James, Henry Senior's older brother) spent a year, as
a young woman, in an insane asylum. While there she fell in love
with her physician, whom she later married, but she then spent the
rest of her life in and out of psychiatric hospitals.

The james family represents an extraordinary example of the
pervasiveness of a psychotic illness and its milder variants in a
single, remarkable American pedigree.8r In a study addressing the
advisability of sterilizing individuals with manic-depressive illness,
undertaken by the Committee on Heredity and Eugenics (a chill-
ing context, and one to which we return in the final chapter) and
published in 1941 in the Amprican J ournal of p sg chiatry, Dr. Abra-
ham Myerson and Rosalie Boyle reported on the strikingly high
incidence of manic-depressive illness in certain socially prominent
families. One thinly (not to say excruciatingly thinly) disguised
"case history" clearly portrays the Jameses:

Two generations before the patients at the Mclean Hospital, an
immigrant accumulated great wealth in America. He was a man of
great drive and intelligence. His son was an intimate of the great
literary men of America and England and well known in his own right
as lecturer and man of ability. However, the history of his life shows
that {iom time to time he had depressions, and on one occasion the
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William b Henry James
Partial Family llistory

". One of Henry, Sr.'s nbces was hospitalizeil repeateilly for psgchosis.
b Wilkam lames's onlg daughter, Margaret (PeeCv), tufi"red ieaeral "breakdnans" from

recurrent depresston.
' Probable mixed andlor hgpomanic states as well.

BrocRApHrcAL souncEs: Matthiessen, 1947; Edel, 196g, 1985: Strouse, lg80; Merher, lg86:
Myers, 1986; Lewis, lggl. See text note 81.

attack lasted two years. He suffered greatly and ffnally reached a
religious philosophy which comforted him a good deal. In the third
generation there appeared a patient at the Mclean Hospital with
manic-depressive psychosis. His two brothers achieved fame of a
type which may be described as international in the highest sense of
the word, since the writings of both of these men have been trans-
lated into all the languages. . . . In other words, although these men
are dead and gone, they are still influential in the world of philoso-
phy, psychology and literature. One of these men graphically de-
scribes his own mental periodic illness. on one occasion he was sick
ffve years striving to recover some grip on life . . . he had other
breakdowns and periods of nervous exhaustion. This man empha-
sized that there was no sharp line between healthy and unhappy
minds and that people who had neryous burdens to carry, hereditary
perhaps, could order their lives-fruiffirlly and derive some gain from
their degenerate sensitiveness. 82

Henry, Sr.''"
1811-1889

MaryWalsh
18tL1882

I tnipof-) Manic-depressive illness

Q 
*""urr".,t depressive illness

HENRY
t843-I916

Garth Wilkinson
1845-1883

Robertson
l&46-1910

A.lice"
1.848-1892
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The authors then go on to ask a heart-stopping question:
"Whom could we have sterilized in this family line to prevent the
manic-depressive state and at what cost of social riches, in the truer
sense, would this have been done?"

-

"(Jtter dnrkness is then his light"

HERMAN MELVILLE

The intensest light of reason and revelation combined, can not
shed such blazonings upon the deeper truths in man, as will
sometimes proceed from his own profoundest gloom. Utter dark-
ness is then his light, and cat-like he distinctly sees all objects
through a medium which is mere blindness to common vision.
Wherefore have Gloom and Grief been celebrated of old as the
selectest chamberlains to knowledge? Wherefore is it, that not to
know Gloom and Grief is not to know aught that an heroic man
should learnPs

-HERMAN MELVILLE

The death of businessman William James in 1832, as noted by
his grandson Henry, was marked by extensive tributes to his fi-
nancial acumen and his generous and energetic involvement with
the city and people of Albany. No such tributes tolled the passing
of Allan Melvill. father of novelist Herman, who died manic, in-
sane, and bankrupt in the same year. Melville's brother-in-law,
instead, described the awful circumstances of his ftnal illness:

He was unwell. . . . But persisted in giving attention to his busi-

ness-He devoted himself so closely and assiduously, as to produce

a state of excitement, which in a great measure robbed him of his

sleep. . . . The excitement could not be allayed and yesterday he

occasionally manifested an alienation of mind. .- ' . today he presents

the melancholy spectacle of a deranged mind.8a
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Allan's brother Thomas, who was with him during his "excited

delirium," wrote of his own despair that, even if Allan survived, "in

all human probability-he would live, a Maniac!"ffi
Allan Melvill (the spelling of the family name was changed in

Herman's generation) was born in 1782, the son of Major Thomas
Melvill, an activist in the Boston Tea Party and a man who was
known for "cultivating his eccentricities"; his brother, like Allan,
had debilitating ffnancial problems and patterns of excess that even-
tually led to his being put in a debtor's prison. In 1814 Allan
married Maria Gansevoort, who also suffered from "nerves," al-
though on the melancholic rather than manic end of the mood
continuum. Her husband wrote frequently and with great concern
about her depressed spirits and at one point expressed his fears
that she might not obtain "relief from mental excitement."s6 Of
their children, Herman experienced clear and extended periods of
both melancholy and manic excitement, although he never re-
quired hospitalization. His wife wrote often of her concerns about
Herman's "severe nervous affections,"87 his "constant working of
the brain, and excitement of the imagination,"8s and his being in
"such a frightfully nervous state."8e He talked of suicide to his
friend Nathaniel Hawthorne, having "pretty much made up his
mind to be annihilated."so He suffered from severe mood swings
that ranged from expansive, energetic, and highly productive states
to irascible, bitterly morbid, withdrawn, and listless periods in
which little was done and he was obsessed with death and fflled
with pessimism. Like Ishmael, Melville would, now
take to the sea:

It is a way I have of driving off the spleen, and regulating the circu-
lation. Whenever I ftnd myself growing grim about the mouth; when-
ever it is a damp, dizzly November in my soul; whenever I find
myself involuntarily pausing before coffin warehouses, and bringing
up the rear of every funeral I meet; and especially whenever my
hypos get such an upper hand of me, that it requires a strong moral
principle to prevent me from deliberately stepping into the street,
and methodically knocking people's hats off-then, I account it high
time to get to sea as soon as I can.sr

Themes of madness, and its interlacings with visionary grandness,
permeated Melville's writings in much the same way that his mel-
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ancholic temperament wended its way in and around the lives of
his ffctional characters. He wrote to a friend:

This going mad of a friend or acquaintance comes straight home to
every man who feels his soul in him,-which but fe* men do. For in
all of us lodges the same fuel to light the same fire. And he who has
never felt, momentarily, what madness is has but a mouthful of
brains. What sort of sensation permanent madness is may be very
well imagined-just as we imagine how we felt when we were in-
fants, tho'we cannot recall it. In both conditions we are irresponsible
&-riot like gods without fear of fate.-It is the climax of a mad rright
of revelry when the blood has been transmuted into brandy.-But if
we pralg much of this thing we shall be illustrating our own propo_
sitions. e2

It was not only his own and his father's madness he had to fear. His
older bother, Gansevoort Melville-a lawyer and political speaker
known for his extravagances-iied at the 

"g" 
of thirty: "-almost

manic and sometimes a little paranoid," "mad" for almost a month
prior to his death; and, according to his physician, suffering {iom a
disorder that was "in some degree connected with the brail, and a
state of nervous derangement."e3 Although it is uncrear what the
immediate cause of death was (one biographer has suggested a
brain tumor), his symptoms and family history were co]nsistent
with manic delirium. Before effective treatment became available,
death from acute mania was not uncommon. Herman's younger
brother Allan got easily and often into debt; his depressive tem-
perament was a source of ongoing concern in the letters of both his
sister and mother. Herman's cousin Henry, son of his father's
brother Thomas, was declared legally insane, and Herman's own
son Malcolm killed himself with a pistol at the age of eighteen. The
coroner's initial verdict was suicide while "suffering from a tempo-
rary aberration of mind," although-presumably in deference to
the family-the verdict was later changed to accidental death. It is
difficult to reconcile the second opinion with the fact that Malcolm
was found with his gun in his hand, alone, and with a builet hole
in the temple.

Throughout all his difficulties with his own moods, his work,
his life, and his troubled family Melville displayed a remarkable, if
occasional, vastness of spirit and grandiosity of scale; in his descrip-
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tion of the fossil whale, for example, his "comprehensiveness of
sweep" is truly Coleridgian:

Give me a condor's quill! Give me Vesuvius'crater for an inkstand!
Friends, hold my arms! For in the mere act of penning my thoughts
of this Leviathan, they weary me, and make me faint with their
outreaching comprehensiveness of sweep, as if to include the whole
circle of the sciences, and all the generations ofwhales, and men, and
mastodons, past, present, and to come, with all the revolving pan-
oramas of empire on earth, and throughout the whole universe not
excluding its suburbs.s

II

"SIow and slou that ship will go"

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE

FINST VOICE

But why drives on that ship so fast,
Without or wave or wind?

rhe air t, "',tnH?"H::And closes from behind.

Fly, brother, fly! more high, more highl
Or we shall be belated:
For slow and slow that ship will go,
When the Mariner's trance is abated.

-SAMUEL TAYLOR COLNNTOCT95

My nerves have more phases than the moon--tarium et mutibile
semper feminc: I seem to be moon struek, and infected with her
changeful disposition-but her changes are all lovely, mine all
distressful.

-SARA COLERIDGE96
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_ samuel Taylor coleridge-the most restless, unsettled, and
dendritic of minds-was born in 1772, the youngest of ten chil-
dren. His father, Iike those of Alfred Tennyion alnd william and
Henry James, was both a cleric and writer. Also like the Tennyson
and James families, the coleridges were an accomplished clan-
soldiers and scholars in samuel's generation and, in the following,
a "successful race of judges, bishops, and senior 

""ad"-i"r."5fMoody and exquisitely suggestible from the earriest age, coleridge
described himself as a boy as "haunted by spectres;;'a dreamer;
one who was "freffirl," "inordinately passionate"; and one who,
from the time he was very young, possessed-like Melville, Blake,
and whitman-a cosmic temperament, a sympathy with "a love of
the Great and the whole." In a letter written to a friend, coleridge
recalled an early experience with his father:

I remember, that at eight years old I walked with him one winter
evening from a farmer's house, a mile from Ottery-& he told me the
names of the stars-and how Jupiter was a thousand times larger than
our world-and that the other twinkling stars were suns that had
worlds rolling round them-& when I came home, he shewed me
how they rolled round, . . . my mind had been habitu ated to the
Vast-& f never regarded tnu senses in any way as the criteria of my
belief.e8

This love for the "vast," and easeful familiarity with the "Great and
the Whole," formed the heart of Coleridge's thought, and its im-
portance in his originality cannot be overstated. The expansiveness
of his thinking and the often mystical quality of coleridge's asso-
ciational patterns, as well as other cognitive styles likewise associ-
ated with hypomanic and creative thought, were discussed earlier.

The tumultuous as well as visionary side of Coleridge's nature
became more aggressively apparent as he grew older. He matric-
ulated at Cambridge in 1791 and during his undergraduate years
there accumulated massive debts; chaos, extravagance, and mel-
ancholy became normal, if aberrant, parts of his life. Biographer
Richard Holmes writes:

He began to live a kind of double life at Cambridge, his wild expen-
diture on books, drinking, violin lessons, theatre and whoring (he
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later described this as the time of his "unchastities") alternating with
ftts of suicidal gloom and remorse. . .

The atmosphere was now subtly different from the scholarly
triumph of the previous year: there was much drinking and arguing
with Edward [his brother], much flirtation with local girls, and con-
siderably more poetry. . .

By the end of October [f793] his "Embarrassments" buzzed
round him "like a Nest of Hornets", and in November he gave up all
attempts to get his afiairs under control. Instead he abandoned him-
self to a whirl of drunken socializing, alternating with grim solitary
resolutions to shoot himself as the ftnal solution to bad debts. unre-
quited love, and academic disgrace.s

Early in December, during a time when he was, in his own
words, "a fool even to madness," he impulsively enlisted in the
British A.my under an improvised name; it was a clearly disastrous
and irrational act, led up to by weeks of similarly erratic and un-
predictable behavior. Within four months he was discharged: "The

Regimental Muster Roll recorded succinctly: 
'discharged 

S. T.
Comberbache, Insane; 10 April 1794."'r0o 1tt a letter to his
brother, Coleridge recalled some of his mercurial experiences:

I laugh almost like an insane person when I cast my eye backward on
the prospect of my past two years-What a gloomy Huddle of ec-
centric Actions, and dim-discovered motives! To real Happiness I
bade adieu from the moment, I received my ffrst Tutor's Bill-since
that time since that period my Mind has been irradiated by Bursts
only of Sunshine-at all other times gloomy with clouds, or turbulent
with tempests. Instead of manfully disclosing the disease, I con-
cealed it with a shameful Cowardice of sensibility, till it cankered my
very Heart . . . . How many and how many hours have I stolen from
the bitterness of Truth in these soul-enervating Reveries-in build-
ing magniftcent Ediffces of Happiness on some fleeting Shadow of
Reality! My Af,airs became more and more involved-I fled to De-
bauchery-fled from silent and solitary Anguish to all the uproar of
senseless Mirth!1ol

Most of the rest of Coleridge's life was marked by these pe-
riods of agitation, expansive but troubled restlessness, and "de-
pression too dreadful to be described."lo2 He was intermittently
addicted to laudanum, a tincture of opium, and he turned to the
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drug_frequently for relief from his mental perturbance and black
moods. In a letter written in response to chastisements about his
laudanum use, Coleridge wrote:

The longer I abstained, the higher my spirits were, the keener my
enjoyments-till the moment, the direful moment, arrived, when
my-pulse began to fluctuate, my Heart to palpitate, & such a dreadful
folling-abroad, as itwere, of my whole frame, such intolerable Rest-
lessness & incipient Bewilderment, that in the last of my several
attempts to abandon the dire poison, I exclaimed in agony, what I
now repeat in seriousness & solemnity-"I am too poor to hazard
thisl Had I but a few hundred pounds, but 200f, half to send to Mrs.
Coleridge, & half to place myseH in a private madhouse, where I
could procure nothing but what a physician thought p.op"., & where
a medical attendant could be constantly with me iot 

^t 
o or three

months (in less than that time Life or Death would be determined)
then there might be Hope. Now there is nonel"-o God! how will-
ingly would I place myself under Dr. Fox in his Establishment-for
my Case is a species of madness, only that it is a derangement, an
utter impotence of the volition, & not of the intellectual Faculties-
You bid me rouse myself-go, bid a man paralytic in both arms rub
them briskly together, & that will cure him. Alasr (he ,,"ouiJ reply)
that I cannot move my arms is my Complaint & my misery. r03

coleridge's letter, as we shall see, bears a more than slight family
resemblance to an essay on "Neryousness," written twe-nty years
later by his daughter sara. Although manic-depressive illness and
its temperaments were not as pervasive in the coleridge family as
they were in some other of the families under discrrrion. it is of
interest that samuel coleridge's father's father, describei by the
poet as "half-poet and half-madman," went bankrupt; there was
also some indication that he drank heavily. rq Francis^, one of cole-
ridge's older brothers, committed suicide at the age of twenty-two,
and Hartley, eldest child of samuel Taylor coleridge 

"rri 
s*r"

frickel coleridge (whose sister had to be committel to an asy-
lum), had symptoms consistent with manic-depressive illness.165
But it was the_younger_sara coleridge who, in uddition to being an
intriguing and talented person in her own right, was most like her
fathgr in temperament. Born in 1802, she hal published two books
by the time she was in her early twenties ,rid -ur, as well, the
editor of her father's works. she suffered from severe depressions,
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"recurrent hysteria," "nervous derangement," and, like her father,
became a laudanum addict. With no little irony, she observed:
"Every medical man speaks ill of the drug, prohibits it, & after
trying in vain to give me sleep without it, ends with prescribing it
himself."rffi Like many, she emphasized that "nervous sufferings"
could not be understood by the inexperienced. In recounting her
nighttime fears in childhood-"that hideous assemblage of hor-
rors-the horse with eyes of fsrns!"-she noted that unlike other
members of her family, who laughed at her terrors, her father
alone understood: "He insisted that a lighted candle should be left
in my room, in the interval between my retiring to bed and mam-
ma's joining me. From that time forth my su$erings ceased."roT
Although her childhood fears subsided, she was mentally ill much
of her adult life. Her biographer, Bradford Keyes Mudge, de-
scribes one long period of disturbance, classically melancholic in
nature;

And so Sara's nervous illness continued unabated for more than two
years, from September 1832 to January 1835. Her worst period oc-
curred during the first six months of 1833 when she gave herself up
to opium and hysteria, throwing two "ftts" a day, sleeping only every
third night, and eating so little that her menstrual cycle stopped
completely. . . . From all accounts, her "sad hysterical dejection"
remained beyond the control of patient and doctors alike, an inex-
plicable and overpowering "weakness" that robbed her ofall energy,
all enthusiasm, all pleasure. . . . "O this dreadful restlessness of
body-this deep dejection-nay, often blackening into despair!-I
have a thousand strange bodily feelings-perpetually varying, yet
ever most alarming and distressing; but even that is nothing to the
despondency of mind. "lG

An astute, almost clinical, observer of her moods, Sara Cole-
ridge described, counterintuitively and in detail, the relative in-
dependence of true melancholia from external events, and she
noted that certain types of "hypochondria" (especially those of
delusional proportion) and mania "may be two different species of
the same genius [? genus]-but both are madness."lm Comment-
ing on the varieties of "nervous illness," and their beholdenness to
the idiosyncrasies of the individuals they affect, she wrote: "Dis-
eases are like tulips & auriculas which vary without limit according
to unknown difierences of soil & situation."lro In "Neryousness."
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she wrote out her suggestions, as applicabre today as then, for how
physicians might best help their depressed patients:

sympathy is like rain on the brown grass, Mingle admonitions with
sympathy according to the Lucretian prescription-let them feel that
they are understood.

To be a fully competent judge of the complaint, as to its trials &
requisitions, you should have been within the charmed circle your-
self. There is a sort of knowledge which experience only can
grve. . . .

[Do] not wonder at the change in a nervous person & think it
inconsistent.

It is the capacity for comfort that is wanting.lrr

Sara coleridge, wrote virginia wooE was a "continuation" of
her father's mind and temperament. unfortunately, neither ever
found much comfort from their grim, unsettled moods, but neither
did they lose their grand and beautiful scale of the universe. sara
once said that her father was "almost always on the star-paved road,
taking in the whole heavens in his circuit".rr2 but as foolfwrote.
Sara herself was a "heaven-hunter. too."rr3

-t

"l feel certain I am going m,ad again"

VIRGINIA WOOLF

Dearest,
I feel certain I am going mad again. I feel we can't go through

another of those terrible times. And I shan't recover thir ti*". t
begin to hear voices, and I can't concentrate. So I am doing what
seems the best thing to do, you have given me the glatest
poss'ble happiness. You have been in every way all that anyone
could be. I don't think two people could have been happier till
this terrible disease came. I can't fight any longer.

-VIRGINTA woolFttn

In his recent book The Flight of the Mind, Dr. Thomas Cara_
magno documented in impressive detail the generations of depres-
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sive and manic-depressive illness in Virginia Woolfs family.lrs Her
grandfather, mother, sister, brother, and niece all suffered from
recurrent depressions, her father and another brother were cy-
clothymic, and her cousin James, who had been institutionalized
for mania and depression, died of acute mania. Although fames had
suffered an earlier head trauma, the injury appears to have been of
minimal severity and unlikely to have caused, though it may have
triggered, the pattern of symptoms that occurred. Virginia herself
was repeatedly treated and admitted to hospitals for psychotic ma-
nias and depressions and eventually committed suicide in 1941.116

"I am a porous vessel afloat on sensation," wrote Woolf, "a
sensitive plate exposed to invisible rays . . . taking the breath of
these voices in my sails and tachng this way and that through daily
life as I yield to them."rr7 With the breath of voices in her sails,
Virginia Woolf lived her life as a journey from one great individual
moment to the next. To an extraordinary degree she was able to
transform from chaos into meaning her tumultuous thoughts and
feelings. In her struggle to understand her "violent moods of the
soul," she was able, as a consummate writer, to give eloquent voice
to the fragmented and wildly opposing ways of perceiving that
existed within her. Like many other mercurial writers, she learned
to absorb what her fiery, violent, and desolate moods might teach.
In their contrasts she saw different truths, and in seeking their
reconciliation she imposed a kind of order and rhythm unique in
literature.

Woolf's ability to express heightened moments of remem-
bered intensity came in part, no doubt, from an exquisite sensi-
tivity to the inconstancies and contrasts in her own psychological
life. Like Edward Thomas, another writer of melancholic temper=
ament, she sought always to catch the essence of such moments,
whether bitter or sweet. What she took into prose he described in
poetryr

As for myself,
Where ffrst I met the bitter scent is lost.
I, too, often shrivel the grey shreds,
Sniff them and think and sniff again and try
Once more to think what it is I am remembering,
Always in vain. I cannot like the scent,
Yet I would rather give up others more sweet,
With no meaning, than this bitter one.u8
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By woolf s willingness to examine the bitter as well as the tran-
sient she gave name, meaning, and memory to the ephemeral:

*Stars, 
sun, moon," it seemed to say, ..the 

daisy in the grass, fires,
frost on the windowpane, my heart goes out to you. But,,, it always
seemed to add, "you break,-yo'prri, you go." And simultanuorrriy
it covered the intensity of both these states of mind with 

..I 
can't

reach you-I can'tget at-y9g, spol(gl wisffirlly, frustratJly. ,tnd
the stars faded, and the child went.rte

- without question, much of Virginia woolf's ability to describe
the transience and volatility of the natural world 

"u*"-rro* 
t 

",own rapid shifts of moods and thoughts. she believed unequivo-
cally in the importance of melancholia and madness to h", im"gi
native powers: "As an experience, madness is terriffc I can assure
you, and not to be sniffed at; and in its lava I still find most of the
things I write about. It shoots out of one everything shapeJ, final,
not in mere driblets, as sanity does. And the sii months-not
three-fh?I I lay in bed taught me a good deal about what is called
oneself. "r2o

Yet the illness that drove the lava also killed her. unable to
live with the certainty that she was "going mad again,', ,he *rotu
a note to her husband, walked to the river, and &owned herselfi

we do not know our own souls, let arone the souls of others. Human
beings do not go hand in hand the whole stretch of the way. There
is a virgin forest in each; a snowffeld where even the print of birds'
feet is unknown. Here we go alone, and like it better so. Ahvays to
have sympathy, always to be accompanied, always to be unJerstood
would be intolerable. Butin health the genial pretence must be kept
up, and the effort renewed-to communicate, to civilise, to share, to
cultivate the desert, to educate the native, to work together by day
and by night to sport. In illness this make-believe cea-ses.r2r 

'
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-

"If Uou died Eou had done eoerything,,

ERNEST HEMINGWAY

My father was a coward. He shot himself without necessity. At least
I thought so. I had gone through it myserf untir I ftgur"d it in my
head. I knew what it was to be a coward and what ia *", ,o 

"""r"being a coward. Now, truly, in actual danger I felt a clean feeling as
in a shower. of course it was easy now That was because I no loriger
cared what happened' I knew it was better to live it so that if ytu
died you had done everything that you courd do about your work and
your enjoyment of life up to that minute, reconciling the two, which
is very difficult.

-ERNEsr gEMINcwAyr22

Ernest Hemingway's family-like those of Tennyson. Schu_
mann, and woolf--was filled with depressive and manic-depres-
sive illness.r* what is even more stiiking, however, is the un-
nerving number of suicides-four, in just two generations of the
family: Hemingway's father, brother, sister, and Hemingway him-
self. Although not formally diagnosed as manic-depr"rrir", Hem_
ingway-s_father (physician Dr. Clarence Hemingway) clearly
suffered from violent mood swings and erratic behavior. ileming-
way's biographer Kenneth Lynn touches on the family reluctance
to label Dr. Hemingway in this way:

Thirty-four years after Dr. Hemingway took his father's ancient
smith & wesson revolver from a drawer of his desk and ffred a bullet
into his head, his oldest daughter was stiil unwilling to talk about the
possibility that for as long as she had known him hL had been strug-
gling with some form of manic-depressive illness-that his corrroul-
sive rages, feverish enthusiasms, and sporadic nervous collapses
(which twice required "rest cures") were the contrasting part of a
pattern. r%

Similar rages, feverish enthusiasms, and morbid depres_
5lens-ip addition to ceaseless frenetic, restless energies-haunted
his son Ernest's life as well. In lg6l, following a psychiatric hos-
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Ernest Heminguwy
Pariial F arnily H i,st ory

BrocRApHrcaL souncns: Baker, 1980; Yalom and Yalom, 1971; Hendrickson, 1987; Lynn,
1987. See text note 123.

pitalization and electroconvulsive therapy for psychotic depres-
sion, "Hemingway . . arose from his bed, went to the kitchen, got
the key, opened the storeroom, selected a twelve-gauge, double-
barreled English shotgun he had bought at Abercrombie & Fitch,
pushed two shells into it, walked upstairs to the foyer, turned the

Clarence (Ed)

o
Grace Hall

Marcelline Urmla Madelaine

o
Hadley

o-T-
I

I
il

fohn

Pauline

I 
tntnof"tl Manie-depressive illness

X s"i"iau

ffil rost*head trauma psphosis
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gun against himself and fired. "ls The passing down of manic-
depressive illness th-rough the generations was apparent in Hem-
ingway's sons as well. Grego.yl hk" his grandfaihe, 

" 
phyri"i"n,

described his own bouts with the iilness in an rggT interview:
seven "nervous breakdowns," ninety-seven electroshock treat-
-9.b., and_ wreckage from three mairiages and dirror""r. iru pur
rick, the eldest son of Hemingway's ,""orrld marriage, ulro."""iu"d
electroshock treatment fot a,.vei" psychosis, apparently triggered
by a head trauma reeeived following acar accide"t. trt:irro?l"tiu"
mating," the intermarriage of individuals with similar tr-p"ru-
1en_ts and genes, may-have taken place earlier in the Hemingway
family line; for example, Hemingway's mother, Grace ffJi (Or.
Hemin-gway's wife), suffered from unspecified nervous com_
plaints" and had a"major nervous breakdiwn.-rzs

-

"l collected bones from charnel_houses,,

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT
AND MARY SHELLEY

The grey cobweb-like appearance of the aged pines is a much
ffner image of decay; the fibres whitening 

"rih"y 
lor" their mois-

ture, imprisoned life seems to be stealing away. I cannot tell
why-but death, under every form, appears to me like some_
thing getting free.

-MARy woLLsroNECRAFTt2n

I collected bones from charnel-houses and disturbed, with pro-
fane ffngers, the tremendous secrets of the human frame.

-r\,IARy sHELLnyr3o

Mary wollstonecraft, early feminist and author of A vindica-
tion of the Rights of woman, was born in 175g and died within a
few months of the birth of her daughter, Mary Shelley, in 17g7. An
adventurous, forceful woman, she was subject to "terrible swings of
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mood, from hectic noisy enthusiasm to almost suicidal depres-
sion";r3l she in fact twice attempted suicide. r32 Her father was
"unstable and drunken,"ls her sister Eliza suffered a severe de-
pression following childbirth, and her elder daughter, Fanny Im-
lay, committed suicide. Mary Wollstonecraft's only other child, her
daughter M"ry, was a writer and the second wife of Percy Bysshe
Shelley. She, too, experienced long periods of "nervous depres-
sion" and severe mood swings. After putting together Shelley's
papers and manuscripts in 1839 she suffered from a major'"nervous
illness." In March of that year she wrote: "Illness did ensue-what
an illness--driving me to the verge of insanity-Often I felt the
cord wd snap and I should no longer be able to rule my thoughft]s
with feardrl struggles-miserable relapses-After long repose, I
became somewhat better."ry In a letter to Leigh Hunt she de-
scribed some of the fears and anguish she had experienced: "I
really felt in danger of losing my senses. My physician ordered me
opium. . . . it certainly strengthened my head, which had gone far
astray-you . . . will understand the sort of unspeakable sensation
of wildness and irritation."l35 Her depression during the last years
of her life was more or less chronic, and in one of the final entries
in her journal she recorded some of the toll it had taken: "My mind
slumbers & my heart is dull-Is life quite over? Have the storms
and wrecks of the last years destroyed my intellect, my imagina-
tion, my capacity of invention-What am I become?r36

-

"That depression of mind which enchains the faculties"

SAMUEL IOHNSON AND IAMES BOSWELL

. . . that depression of mind which enchains the faculties without
destroying them, and leaves rearion the knowledge of right with-
out the power of pursuing it,

-SAMUEL ;OHNSOtlr3T

Burton's Anatomg of Melancholy, he said, was the only book that
ever took him out ofbed two hours sooner than he wished to rise.

-JAMES BoswEr,Lrs
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^ samuel Johnson and james Boswell, two of the leading literary
figures of t!9 eighteenth century, both suffered from ,"?"r" a"_pression and both had it in their families. Their relationship, in its
own11t!er odd way, represents a Iiterary form of "assortati-ve mat-
ing." Johnson had an almost obsessive fear of insanity-"rra *"r,
intermittently, suicidally depressed at different periods in his life.
He had his first major breakdown, which lastei for two y""rr, 

",the as9 of twenty; he remained "still in a rather shattered *rrai,io'
for at least another thre,e years."tse Dr. Roy porter, who has put
Johnson's illness in the broader and deeper context of his life and
beliefs, describes this early episode:

Kichng his heels at his parental home . . . after being forced by chill
penury to quit Oxford, degreeless and careerless, Johnson ,"ni into
suicidal lethargy, "overwhelmed [Boswell put it] with an horrible
hypochondria, with perpetuar irritation, fr"ifirrtr"r, and impatience;
and with a dejection, gloom and despair, which made existe'nce mis-
ery. From this dismal malady he never afterwards was perfectly
relieved."rao

He was convinced he had inherited his "vile melancholy"r4r from
his father, a "morbid disposition both of Body and yiirr6,,'uz *"terrifying melancholy . .. . which he was sometimes apprehensive
bordered on insanity."ra3 11" was again severely affiicied by de-
pression when he was in_ his early fffties, writing in L76Ii*Mg
terrours and perplerities haoe so mach increased, th"t r am undei
great depression. . . . Almighty and merciful Father look down
upon my misery with pity."raa

James Boswell, his biographer, was more cyclothymic in na_
ture: Alternatingly melancholic, euphoric, and irritable, he suf-
fered from clear-cuj depressions and hypomanias from
adolescence onward.las Drs. William Ober andH"nrv Kranzler.
as well as Boswell himself, noted the strongly herediiary side oi
Boswell's temperament: His brother became mentally ill while in
his twenties and had to be confined to an asylum; his father's
father had a "melancholic turn;" and his father's brother suffered
from episodic-d^epressions. one of Boswell's daughters also had
manic illness.ra6
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-

"The root of the eoil"

VINCENT VAN GOGH

The root of the evil lies in the constitution itself, in the fatal
weakening of families from generation to generation, . . . The
root of the evil certainlv lies there. and there's no cure for iL

-VINCENT VAN GOGH'-,

Vincent van Gogh's psychiatric diagnosis has been a subject of
debate for a century; the argument that he suffered from manic-
depressive illness, conceivably complicated by a complex partial

seizure disorder, was made earlier. One strong piece of the evi-

dence for the diagnosis of manic-depressive illness (the details of

which were given in chapter 4) is van Gogh's striking family history

of psychiatric disease, especially mood disorders and suicide. Theo,

Vincent's younger brother, su$ered from recurrent depressions
and had a psychotic illness-which included delusions, hallucina-
tions, and violence-at the end of his life. Van Gogh's biographer
Marc Tralbaut has noted that "Vincent's and Theo's mental and
physical disabilities were similar in every respect . . . the-proba-

Lihty of hereditary influences seems to be overwhelming,"ras and

Jan Hulsker has written recently that Theo's life was "characterized

by a melancholy that may have been even greater than his broth-
er's,"l4e citing Vincent's and Theo's physician in Paris as saying
that Theo's case was "far worse than Vincent's."150

Wilhelmina, their sister, suffered from a chronic psychotic
illness and spent almost forty years in an insane asylum; Cornelius,
their younger brother, committed suicide.lsl Dr. Peyron, Vin-
cent's physician while he was in the asylum, noted that Vincent
"told us that his mother's sister was epileptic, and that there were
many cases in this family";rsz the distinction between epilepsy
and manic-depressive illness was unclear in nineteenth-century
France, and the two diagnoses often overlapped or were used
interchangeably. Two of Vincent's uncles on his father's side of the
family-Hein and Cent, both art dealers-suffered from unspeci-
fied recurrent illnesses. Interestingly, and consistent with the sea-
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sonal component of mood disorders, one van Gogh biographer
observed that cent was "forever disappearing to the siuth of
France for the sunshi_le which herped iirt hi*-o"t of whatever it
was that ailed him."rs3

It is not difficult to understand why vincent would write to
Theo: "[our neurosis] . . . is also a fatal inheritance, ,irr"" in 

"i,r-ilization the wealcness increases from generation to generation. If
we want to face the real truth about our constitution, we must
acknowledge that we belong to the number of those *t o ,rrr",
from a neurosis which already has its roots in the past.,'r;z

other artists and writers who almost certainl| suffered from
manic-depressive or depressive illness, and had strong histories of
severe mood disorders or suicide in their families i.rcLde French
pairllgr Th6odore G6ricault,r55 Austrian composer Gustav Mah-ler,rs^American poets Robert Lo*"ll it? 

J#;;;;;i$ 
",16Anne Sexton,rse Swedish playwright e,rg,rst Stri"dberg,ffi A-"r_

Vincent oan Cogh
Parti,al Farnilg History

Ttreodorus
o

Anna

VINCENT Elizabeth Wilhelmina Cornehus

e
&

! 
'.o.r-r-, Manrc-oepr€ss*e r'ness

Recurrent depressirre illness

Suicide

ffi Unrn""ifi"d psphosis

(insane asfum
for more then

30 years)

BIocRAptrrcAL soURcEs: Van Gogh, l9E9; Tralbaut, lg69; Hulsker, Igg0. See text notes
147-145.
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ican dramatists Eugene O'Neillrol and Tennessee Williams,162 and
French poet Victor Hugo.rs The family histories of these artists
are discussed briefly in the notes for this chapter. A listing of other
affected families is qiven later in the text.

The families discussed in this chapter share in common certain
themes of madness, suicide, destructive patterns of drug and alco-
hol use, and financial chaos; however, uncommon ability and orig-
inality are often present as well. Clearly not every family that
shows signs of instability, eccentricity, moodiness, or alcoholism is
affected by manic-depressive or depressive illness. Rather, a con-
stellation or pattern of symptoms evolves that is characteristic of a
highly genetic, relatively common, volatile, disruptive, and yet
occasionally-and only partially-advantageous psychiatric dis-
ease. Because manic-depressive illness appears to be the most
genetic of the major psychiatric illnesses, as well as the one most
definitively linked to creativity, if a particular madness or "nervous

affiiction" runs throughout certain families-especially highly suc-
cessful ones-the odds are very strong that it is manic-depressive
illness.

Suicide runs in some of the literary and artistic families we have
discussed-for example, the Hemingways, the Gordon-Byrons, and
the Schumanns-but not in others. This is consistent with findings
from genetic studies in general,le and from studies of the Penn-
sylvania Amish in particular. Investigation of their extensive pedi-
grees, which go back several centuries, shows that a few families
with manic-depressive illness account for a very high proportion of
the suicides. 16 The influence of intermarriage between individuals
of similar temperaments and possibly similar genetic backgrounds,
or assortative mating, can also be seen in some of the families
discussed. In those families where mood disorders appear to have
been inherited from both sides of the pedigree there is a higher
incidence of manic-depressive and depressive illness in the oF
spring. The intermarriage of the Clayton and Tennyson lines, for
example, seems to have resulted in an extraordinarily high rate of
penetrance ofthe presumptive manic-depressive gene. Similarly, in
Virginia Woolf's family, the offspring of her mother's first mar-
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riage (to Herbert Duckworth, who showed no evidence of having
a -moo-d disorder) were not affected by mental illness; ho-rrr..,
whgn her mother, who suffered from recurrent depressions, *ar_
ried Leslie stephen, who was cyclothymic, ail four of th"i, 

"hirdr"r,suffered from signiffcant mood disorders. Likewise, st"ph"rr's
daughter from his first marriage, who was mentaily reiarded, s,rf-
fered from an unspeciffed psychosis that was characterized by in-
termittent rapid speaking, outbursts of rage, and "sluggishness." It
is of significance here that her maternJ grandmotLr, Isabella
Thackeray (wife of the novelist), suffered from what almost cer-
tainly was manic-depressive illness. All these pedigrees demon-
strate the wide range of expression of a genetic illiess, from its
milder forms, which can appear as temperaments, to the more
psychotic and suicidal forms that appear as fuil-blown manic-
depressive insanity.

- Obviously, many other writers, artists, and composers had
family members who suffered from manic-depressive ilLess or se-
vere recurrent depressions, were declared insane and committed
to asylums or hospitals, or committed suicide. Those with at least
one seriously affected ftrst-degree relative (often there were sev-
eral) include Hans christian Andersen, Konstantin Batyushkov,
Arthur and E. F. Benson, Elizabeth Bishop, Aleksandr Brok, char-
lotte and Emily Bront6, Anton Bruckner, Thomas Campbell,
Thomas Chatterton, Samuel Clemens, John Sell Cotman, Gustave
Courbet, Richard Dadd,rffi Isak Dinesen, Ernest Dowson. Thomas
Eakins, Ralph waldo Emerson, Edward FitzGerald, Robert Frost,
Thomas Gainsborough, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Nikolai Gogol,
Kenneth Graham, Thomas Gray, Hermann Hesse, Charles l,amb.
Louis MacNeice, John Martin, Marianne Moore, Edvard Munch.
Francis Parkman, Walker Percy, Sylvia Plath, Jackson pollock, Cole
Porter, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Gioc-
chino Rossini, john Ruskin, Alexander Scriabin, Robert Louis
Stevenson, Peter Tchaikovsky, J.M.W. Turner, Walt Whitman,
and Emile Zola. These ffndings are consistent with those of Drs.
An&easen, McNeil, Richards, and Karlsson (presented in chapter
3) showing that mental illness and creativity tend to aggregate in
certain families and not in others.16T The high rates of mooJdiror-
ders and suicide in the literary and artistic families portrayed in this
chapter are also consistent with studies showing greatly increased
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rates of manic-depressive and depressive illness in the first-degree
relatives of individuals who have manic-depressive illness.lffi

It is important to emphasize, however, that many writers and
artists have no family history of these illnesses, nor do they them-
selves sufer from depression or manic-depressive illness. This
point is critical. The basic argument of this book is not that all
writers and artists are depressed, suicidal, or manic. It is, rather,
that a greatly disproportionate number of them are; that the manic-
depressive and artistic temperaments are, in many ways, overlap-
ping ones; and, that the two temperaments are causally related to
one another. The genetic basis of manic-depressive illness provides
not only one part of this argument, but also the constitutional core
of a determining temperament, one providing in part the sealed
orders with which so many sail:

As a man-of-war that sails through the sea, so this earth that sails
through the air. We mortals are all on board a fast-sailing, never-
sinking, world-frigate, of which God was the shipwright; and she
is but one craft in a Milky-Way fleet, of which God is the Lord
High Admiral. The port we sail from is forever astern. And
though far out of sight of land, for ages and ages we continue to
sail with sealed orders, and our last destination remains a secret
to ourselves and our o$cers; yet our final haven was predesti-
nated ere we slipped from the stocks at Creation.

Thus sailing with sealed orders, we ourselves are t}e repos-
itories of the secret packet, whose mysterious contents we long to
learn. There are no mysteries out of ourselves.

-HERMAN MELVILLET69
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Medicine and the Arts

Of Meridians. and parallels.
Man hath weav'd out a net, and this net throwne
Upon the Heavens, and now they are his owne.

-JoHN DoNNEI

View Along the Axis of the BDNA Double Helix
(Courtesy of Dr. Robert Langridge, University ofCalifornia, San Francisco

O Regents of the University of California)
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Occasionally an exhilarating and powerfully creative force, more
often a destructive one, manic-depressive illness gives a touch of
fire to many of those who experience it. The melancholic side of
manic-depressive illness is a source of intolerable suffering, tor-
porous decay, and death; scarely less damaging, mania in its ex-
treme forms can be violently psychotic and life threatening. yet
there is strong scientiftc and biographical evidence linking manic-
depressive illness and its related temperaments to artistic imagi-
nation and expression. Biographies of eminent poets, artists, and
composers attest to the strikingly high rate of mood disorders and
suicide-as well as institutionalization in asylums and psychiatric
hospitals-in these individuals, and recent psychiatric and psycho-
logical studies of living artists and writers have further documented
the link. Manic-depressive illness, then, is a very strange disease
----{ne that confers advantage but often kills and destroys as it does
so. Not surprisingly, the clinical, ethical, and philosophical issues
surrounding such a paradoxically advantageous and yet destructive
illness are often difficult.

From the perspectives of both the clinician and the artist, one
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of the most important of these issues is treatment. If manic-
depressive illness and its associated temperaments are relatively
common in artists, writers, and composers, and if the illness is, at
least to some extent, an important part of what makes their work
what it is, what are the implications of treating the underlying
disease and its temperaments? Edward Thomas once wrote, "I
wonder whether for a person like myself whose most intense mo-
ments were those of depression a cure that destroys the depression
may not destroy the intensity-adcsperare remedy?"z; and Edvard
Munch, hospitalized on several occasions for his psychiatric illness,
remarked, "A German once said to me: 

'But 
you could rid yourself

of many of your troubles.'To which I replied: 'They 
are part of me

and my art. They are indistinguishable from me, and it would
destroy my art. I want to keep those sufferings.' -3 

This is a com-
mon concern. Many artists and writers believe that turmoil, suf-
fering, and extremes in emotional experience are integral not only
to the human condition but to their abilities as artists. They fear
that psychiatric treatment will transform them into normal. well-
adjusted, dampened, and bloodless souls-unable, or unmoti-
vated, to write, paint, or compose. These fears have greatly
intensified as a result of the availability of a wide ratrge of highly
effective mood-stabilizing medications. some concerns stem from a
misunderstanding of the actions and side effects of these medica-
tions, while others are based on a romanticized notion of "mad-
ness" or psychopathology, a notion that does not take into account
the severity and consequences of untreated manic-depressive ill-
ness. Some of the mistrust is well placed, however, and we deal
with this issue first.

The short- and long-term effects on artistic creativity of the
major drugs used in the treatment of manic-depressive illness (lith-
ium, valproate, carbamazepine, the neuroleptics, and the antide_
pressants) remain unclear. we focus here on lithium because it is
the most important and frequently prescribed drug for manic-
depressive illness and cyclothymia, and because more is known
about its effects on temperament and cognition, as well as its other
side effects, than about any of the other medications used. It is
noteworthy that even the early lithium researchers were aware of
problems created by lithium's dampening effects on certain useful
or enjoyable qualities of the illness and its associated tempera-
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ments (for example, decreasing or eliminating the "highs" of the
milder manic states, or decreasing sexuality *d 

"tt"rgy 
levels), as

well as by the untoward side-effects of lithium (occasi;l cognitive
slowing and memoryimpairment). Mogens schou, the Daniiir psy-
chiatrist who, more than anyone else, is responsibre for the tens of
thousands of lives saved by lithium, .^r 

"*"re 
of and concerned

abo-u! the drug's potential limitations. He noted that some patients
on lithium reported feeling that life was flatter and more colorless
than it had been before taking the medication.a other researchers
observed that patients occasionally felt less creative and produc-
tive, and that some of them missed their hypomanic periods.s
Missing the highs of hypomania is, in fact, an important reason why
many patients stop taking lithium against medical advice.6

Evidence for a strong eflect of lithium on personality and tem-
perament came from several sources: studies of lithium effects on
normal subjects, prima facie evidence derived from both clinical
and systematic observation of lithium's profound therapeutic effect
on behavior, mood, and personality in affectively ill patients, and
comparisons of personality studies completed in the prelithium era
with those completed after lithium treatment became widespread.T
The latter are quite consistent in showing that personality differ-
ences between manic-depressive patients and "normal" compari-
son groups pale considerably, and often entirely, once lithium is
used effectively.s Several clinical researchers have also examined
the effects of lithium on personality in normal subjects. Schou, the
ffrst to systematically describe the cognitive, behavioral, and per-
sonality effects of lithium in normal individuals, found that at rel-
atively low blood levels lithium had minimal effects on medical-
student volunteers. In three medical researchers taking lithium at
higher levels, however, effects were more pronounced. They re-
ported experiencing a decreased responsiveness to their environ-
ment, increased indifference and malaise, greater passivity, and
cognitive changes:

The subjective experience was primarily one of indifference and
slight general malaise. This led to a certain passivity. . . . The sub-
jective feeling of having been altered by the treatment was dispro-
portionately strong in relation to objective behavioral changes. The
subjects could engage in discussions and social activities but found it
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difficult to comprehend and integrate more than a few elements of
the situation. Intellectual initiative was diminished and there was a
feeling of lowered ability to concentrate and memorize; but thought
processes were unafiected, and the subjects could think logically and
produce ideas.e

Dr. Lewis fudd and his colleagues at the University of California,
San Diego, also studied the effects of lithium on normal male vol-
unteers. They found that their subjects, in addition to reporting a
mood-lowering efect of the drug, had less inclination and desire to
"deal with the demands of the environment."ro Likewise, Drs.
D. Kropf and B. Mriller-Oerlinghausen in Germany showed that
normal men while on lithium had decreased social involvement.
activity, and concentration, as well as increased boredom and leth-
argy.rr Other studies of normal volunteers have also found a re-
duced sense of well-being, fewer social interactions, fatigue, lack of
efficiency and initiative, and attenuated emotional responsive-
ness.r2 A few studies have examined personality and *ood rt*bi-
liz-ation over time in lithium-treated, affectively ill patients. One
investigation of twenty-eight manic-depressive patients found that
lithium's most pronounced effects were in decreasing sociability,
initiative, and impulsiveness;r3 others indicated that moods may
become unusually stable in manic-depressive patients treated with
lithium.14 Like many effects of lithium, the extent of personarity
change or emotional dampening appears to be a function of the
blood level of the drug. Kropf and Mtiller-Oerlinghausen found,
for example, that patients on higher levels of lithium were less
active, less obsessive, and less elated than those on lower levels,
who showed proportionately more initiative and assertiveness. as
well as greater sociability and sensitivity.ls Unfortunately, those
patients who were maintained at a reduced lithium level were also
more likely to become manic or severely depressed again.

since lithium's primary action is mediatei througli'the central
nervous system, it is not surprising that the drug can also cause
cognitive impairments of varying types and degrees of severity.
Indeed, mental slowing and impaired concentration are among the
side effects of lithium treatment that patients report ,rrori fr*-
quently, and are most frequently implicated in an unwillingness to
continue treatment. 16 It is important to keep in mind, how"o"r,
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that acute mania and depression also_cause pronounced cognitive
impairment and inability to function;r7 depression can coniribute
1o tlre tendency to overreport side effects, as well, especiaily dif-
ffculties in memory and concentration.rs Likewise, a reient review
of twenty-five neuropsychological studies of patients with manic-
depressive illness found a quite consistent pattern of right-
hemispheric (or nondominant) impairment. re This type of
impairment-associated with problems in perception, spatial rela-
tions, integration of holistic ffgures, and complex nonverbal tasks-
was found not only in those individuals who had already
experienced episodes of mania and depression but also in children
of manic-depressive parents who were, subsequently, at ahigh risk
for developing manic-depressive illness but had not yet been ill.zo
Clearly, preexisting cognitive differences, as well as impairment
due to the acute effects of mania and depression, can make it
difficult to sort out illness from treatment effects.

These and many other complex methodological problems have
led to conflicting interpretations of the data from studies of lithi
um's cognitive effects in both animals and humans.2r Some inves-
tigators have concluded that there is "no convincing proof that
lithium causes memory disorder,"2z while others have found strong
evidence to the contrary.2s In their review of lithium's effects on
normal subjects, Dr. Judd and his colleagues concluded that lith-
ium:

often induces subjective feelings of cognitive slowing together with
decreased ability to learn, concentrate and memorize. In addition,
controlled studies have consistently described small but consistent
performance decrements on various cognitive tests, including mem-
ory tests. The available data suggest that the slowing of performance
is likely to be secondary to a slowing in rate of central information
processing.%

Evidence for lithium's effects on long-term memory, associative
processing, semantic reasoning, memory retrieval, and speed of
cognitive and psychomotor performance comes, in fact, from many
studies.s Results showing actual impairment in general intellec-
tual functioning are less consistent, although certainly suggestive.26
In most instances, the intellectual problems that occur in patients
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taking lithium are probably due to some combination of lithium
side-effects and the underlying disease itself.

The specific effects of lithium on productivity and creativity
are not clear. In 1971 Drs. P. Polatin and R. Fieve in New York
described their clinical experience using lithium in creative indi-
viduals:

In the creative individual who does his best work in the course of a
hypomanic period, the complaint regarding the continued use of
lithium carbonate is that it acts as a "brake." These patients report
that lithium carbonate inhibits creativity so that the individual is
unable to express himself, drive is diminished, and there is no in-
centive. These patients also indicate that when they are depressed,
the symptoms are so demoralizing and so uncomfortable that they
welcome the "mild high" when the depression disappears and prefer
to settle for a cyclothymic life of highs and lows rather than an
apathetic middle-of-the-road mood state achieved through the use of
lithium carbonate.

Their argument is tlat if lithium carbonate prevents the high
and may possibly prevent dre "low," they prefer not to take lithium
carbonate, since never to have a high as a result of the drug seems
equivalent to being deprived of an "addictiveJike" pleasurable and
productive state. Some of these patients are terriffed of having a low
again, but insist on taking their chances without lithium carbonate
therapy, knowing that sooner or later they will be compensated by
the high, even if they do go into a low state.27

This is a common, and almost certainly valid, clinical observation,
and clinicians who treat artists and writers who suffer from manic-
depressive illness would concur with several of its essential points.
However, in the two studies that actually asked artists and writers
about lithium's effect on their artistic productivity, the overwhelm-
ing majority indicated that their productivity while on lithium had
either increased (57 percent) or remained the same (20 percent).%
Approximately one-fourth (23 percent) reported a decrease in pro-
ductivity, and a significant minority (17 percent) stated they had
stopped lithium due to its adverse effects. schou, the author of one
of the two studies, emphasized the importance of individual dif-
fe_rences in interpreting the ffndings. He noted that lithium might
affect inspiration, the ability to execute ideas, or both. Likewise.
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artists and writers clearly vary in a number of important ways,
including the severity and type of their illnesses, tlieir degree of
dependence upon manic periods for artistic inspiration, 

"ni 
irrdi-

vidual sensitivities to the pharmacological actioi of lithium.qe
cognitive studies of particular relevance for artistic creativity

conflict in their results. Judd and his associates found no effects of
short-term lithium use on creativity in normal individuals;3o a more
recent study, however, found substantial detrimental effects of lith-
ium on associational processing in patients with manic-depressive
illness.sl Differences betrveenihese and other results may^be due
in part to the fact that lithium's effect on cognition is almost cer-
tainly quite different in manic-depressives and normals.32Individ-
ual differences in clinical state, serum lithium levels, sensitivity to
cognitive side effects, and the severity and type of affective illness
also clearly affect the degree to which an individual will experience
impairment in intellectual functioning, creativity, and productivity.

Although our discussion thus far has focused on ih" potential
difficulties arising from treatment with lithium, three crucial and
offsetting points need to be kept in mind. First, most individuals
who are on lithium experience few significant side effects of any
kind,s3 and fewer than one-third report significant negative
changes in their intellectual functioning.3a In the great majority of
instances the effective treatments now available do not hinder cre-
ative ability. Indeed, competent treatment almost always results in
longer periods of sustained productivity. A major concern, how-
ever, remains the study, public discussion, and aggressive devel-
opment of treatments that will minimize the side effects that occur
with the currently available medications.

Second, modern psychiatric treatment for manic-depressive
illness is not limited to lithium alone. Two anticonvulsants, car-
bamazepine and valproate (valproic acid), have been e$ective in
treating many patients who cannot tolerate or do not respond to
lithium.35 There is some anecdotal clinical evidence to sugglst that
cognitive side effects and emotional blunting may be less trouble-
some with valproate, or with a combination of valproate with a
lower dose of lithium, than with standard lithium therapy alone.
These clincial impressions, if confirmed by more systematic inves-
tigation, may prove invaluable to the minority of individuals who
now suffer from their treatment as well as from their disease. Psy-
chotherapy is also an important part of the treatment of manic-
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depressive illness. While there is no evidence that psychotherapy
alone can effectively treat or prevent manic-depressive illness, ev-
idence is accumulating to show that psychotherapy, in conjunction
with medication, can reduce the risk of relapse.s Researchers at
the University of California, Los Angeles demonstrated many years
ago that a combination of psychotherapy, family education, and
medication allowed clinicians to prescribe lower doses of antipsy-
chotic medications for schizophrenic patients.3T One of the ulti-
mate goals of doing psychotherapy with manic-depressive patients
might be to permit lower levels of lithium, thereby minimizing the
cognitive, temperamental, and other side effects of the drug. Sev-
eral studies now show that the lower doses of lithium currently
used (compared with early clinical practice, in which the blood
levels were, on the average, 30 percent higher) result in fewer and
milder somatic side effects.38 There is evidence that cognitive side
effects are also tied to blood level,3e and competent treatment of
manic-depressive illness entails using the lowest possible level of
lithium that is consistent with preventing recurrences of mania and
depression. Intelligent timing of dosages is also important; for ex-
ample, a single daily dose of lithium can result in fewer side effects
than several doses taken throughout the day.ao Recent studies,
although quite preliminar), have found that side effects may be
reduced even further in some individuals by administering 150
percent of the usual daily lithium dose every forty-eight hours
instead of every twenty-four.ar Interestingly, two of the patients in
these particular studies were artists who had stopped painting dur-
ing the course of regular lithium therapy but resumed onci the
two-day regimen was instituted. (These ffndings are preliminary,
and any changes in lithium dosages should be carefuly discussed
within the context of a good clinical relationship.) The judicious use
of adjunctive treatments (such as antidepressants, antipsychotic
medications, electroconvulsive therapy, phototherapy, and sleep
deprivation) can also be important in minimizing the adverse ef-
fects of treatment and maximizing the beneffts. Likewise, the daily
charting of moods in order to follow and utilize seasonal, di,r..ral,
and other patterns of moods and productivity can be invaluable,
recalling Emerson's remarks: "We are intent on Meteorology to
find the law of the Variable Winds to the end that we may not get
our hay wet. I also wish a Farmer's Almanac of the Mental tvtoods
that I may farm my mind. There are undulations of power & im-
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becility & I lose days sitting at my table which I should gain to my
body & mind if I knew beforehand that no thought *J,rld 

"o*uthat ̂ day."l" *?nr -*t1E and writers, once stabifzed on lithium,
opt for a low level of the drug in hopes of achieving a kind of
controlled cyclothymia, willing to take the "undulations of power &
imbecility" in exchange.forperiods ofhigh enthusiasm, urrd flo*i.,g
thoughts. when it works this can be a good solution to a Jifficult
problem; unfortunately, it is a strategylhat carries with it an in-
creased risk of depressive and manic relapses.a3 The attempt to
balance the ebbings and fowings of imagination and temperament
with the treatment for their extremes is captured by FrJnch poet
Antonin Artaud, who spent many years of his life in a psychiatric
hospital:

DocroR-There's a point on which I would have liked to insist: it's
concerning the importance of the thing on which your injections act;
this kind of essential relaxation of my being, this lowering of my
mental waterlevel which, as one might think, doesn,t mean iy dim_
inution whatever of my morality (my moral sour) or even of mv
intelligence but, if you wish, only of my usable intellect, of *y
possibilities for thought, and which has more to do with the feelini
I have of myself than what I show to others. . . .

And now, Monsieur le Docteur, since you are quite aware of
what in me is capable of being artacked (and healed by drugs). . . .
I hope you have the know-how to give me the qu".,iity oT subtle
liquids, of specious agents, of mental morphine *hictt wiit uplift my
abasement, balance what is crumbling, reunite what is separated,
recompose what is destroyed.a

when discussing the very real problems associated with treat-
ing manic-depressive illness, it is most important to be acutely
awaxe of the generally far worse, often fatal, consequences of not
treating it. There can be no serious question that liihium and the
anticonvulsants are enormously effective in treating manic-
depressive illness and preventing suicide. The scientificliterature
to support their efficacy is compelling.as while it is true that lith-
ium has side effects, it is also true that the illness for which it is
prescribed is serious and life-threatening. In this sense lithium is
no different in causing side efiects (except that they are generally
milder)from drugs used in the treatment of other potentially lethal
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illnesses such as cancer and heart disease. No one is creative when
paralytically depressed, psychotic, institutionalized, in restraints,
or dead because of suicide. While some writers and artists have
emphasized the roles of angst, turmoil, and a mercurial tempera-
ment in their work, many have not. Robert Burns, for example,
described the effect of his depression on his poetry: His body, he
said, "was atacked by that most dreadful distemper,
confirmed melancholy; in this wretched state, the recollection
which makes me yet shudder, I hung my harp on the willow trees,
except in some lucid intervals."46 And Robert Lowell, nearly two
centuries later, wrote: "Mania is sickness for one's friends, depres-
sion for one's self. Both are chemical. In depression, one wakes,
is happy for about two minutes, probably less, and fades into
dread of the day. Nothing will happen, but you know twelve hours
will pass before you are back in bed and sheltering your conscious-
ness in dreams, or nothing. It isn't danger; it's not an accom-
plishment. I don't think it a visitation of the angels but a weakening
in the blood. "a7 The list of writers and artists who ended theii
lives by suicide is staggeringly long. Poets include Thomas Lovell
Beddoes, John Berryman, Barcroft Boake, paul Celan, Thomas
Chatterton, Hart Crane, John Davidson, Tove Ditlevsen, Sergey
Esenin, John Gould Fletcher, Adam Lindsay Gordon, Randall
Jarrell,as Heinrich Von Kleist, Vachel Lindsay, Vladimir Mayak-
ovslcy, Cesare Pavese, Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton, Sara Teasdale,
and Marina Ivanovna Tsvetayeva. Other writers who committed
suicide include Romain Gary, Ernest Hemingway, William Inge,
Yukio Mishima, G6rard de Nerval, ]ohn Kennedy Toole, and
Virginia Woolf. Among painters and sculptors who killed them-
selves were Ralph Barton, Francesco Bassano, Francesco Borro-
mini, Vincent van Gogh, Arshile Gorky, Benjamin Haydon, Ernst
Ludwig Kirchner, Wilhelm Lehmbruck, fules pascin, Mark
Rothko, Nicolas de Stadl, and Pietro Testa. (See Appendix B as
well.) Almost all these individuals suffered from depressive or
manic-depressive illness. We will never know what Thomas
chatterton and virginia woolf might have written or vincent
van Gogh painted had they lived rather than committing suicide.
van Gogh described this well: "If I could have worked without
this accursed disease-what things I might have done. . . . follow-
ing what the country said to me. But there, this journey is over

a
of
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and done with,"ae and Robert Loweil's publisher, Robert Giroux,
observed poignantly:

of all our conversations, I remember most vividly [Loweil s] words
about the new drug, lithium carbonate, which had 2"h gooi."rult,
[after almost twenty manic attacks and subsequent hospltalizations]
and gave him reason to believe he was cured: "It's te#ble, Bob, to
think that all I've suffered, and all the suffering I've caused, might
have arisen from the lack of a little salt in my f,rain. "il

suicide is not the only risk of not treating manic-depressive
illness. In addition to the suffering caused by individual attacks of
mania _and depression, the natural course of the disease, left un-
treated, is to worsen over time (the attacks become more frequent
and more severe). This pattern can be seen in the illnesses of irarry
writers and artists, for example, Byron, Clare, Coleridge, van
Gogh, Hopkins, Poe, Roethke, Ruskin, Schumann, and-Woolf.
Manic-depressive illness and cyclothymia not only worsen over
time, they also become less responsive to medicaiion the longer
they remain untreated (perhaps because the biochemical and an-
atomical substrates change as a result of recurrent manic and de-
pressive episodes).sr secondary problems are also created by the
use of alcohol, laudanum, cocaine, nicotine, and the many other
drugs that artists and writers have used over the centuries io -ed-
icate or induce the moods associated with manic-depressive illness.
clearly these drugs are less speciffc and less effective and cause
many more adverse effects and complications (including worsening
the nature and course of the illness; causing both shori- and longl
term damage to the brain and other parts of the nervous system;
and compromising the functioning of the pulmonary and cardio-
vascular systems) than do the medications now available for treat-
ing the illness.

Artists and writers, like everyone else, ultimately decide for
themselves whether or not, and how, to be treated. Fortunately
they also tend to bring to their treatment decisions the same in-
dependence, imagination, skepticism, and willingness to take risks
that characterize the rest of their lives and their work. some end
up choosing traditional medical treatment, others opt for idiosyn-
cratic versions, and yet others choose no treatment at all, even
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mindful of the suffering they might experience. It is clear that,
whatever else, depth and intensity of human feeling must be a part
of creation in the arts. But modern medicine now allows relief of
the extremes of despair, turmoil, and psychosis; It allows choices
not previously available. Most of the writers, artists, and compos-
ers discussed in this book had no meaningful choice.

The capacity to blunder slightly is the real marvel of DNA. With-
out this special attribute, we would still be anaerobic bacteria and
there would be no music.

-LEyIS 1HoMASsz

Very different issues of choice arise from the fact that manic-
depressive illness is a genetic disease. These genetic issues are of
considerably more long-term concern than the ones surrounding
pharmacological treatments. Inevitably, given time and increas-
ingly sophisticated research, the development of new drugs should
make it possible to medicate individuals who have manic-
depressive illness in such a way that the side effects are inconse-
quential and, it is to be hoped, in such a way that those aspects of
temperament and cognition that are essential to the creative pro-
cess will remain intact. The search for the gene, or genes, involved
in manic-depressive illness raises far more difficult ethical prob-
lems, however;ss these issues become particularly complicated be-
cause manic-depressive illness can confer advantages on both the
individual and society. Although unusual as a disease that brings
with it certain advantages, it is by no means alone. Carriers of the
sickle-cell trait, for example, appear to have had relative immunity
to certain types of malarial infections; in this context, David Suzuki
and Peter Knudtson make the argument for a broad biological
perspective when considering the notion of "defective genes":

The story of sickle-cell anemia does underscore the striking capacity
of a seemingly defective gene to simultaneously ofier both advan-
tages and disadvantages-depending on its quantities and surround-
ings. Moreover, there is growing evidence that natural selection
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often routinely maintains a balance of such mutant DNA sequences
in populations of many species. The problem is that we are blirrd to
that fragile balance except in rare instances, such as sickle-cell ane-
mia, where geneticists have managed to unravel the intricacies of
gene action in relation to hereditary disease.

But how many other "defective" genes responsible for heredi-
tary disorders might harbor some unseen evoluiiorra.y value? And.
until we know enough about human genetics to begin to grasp theii
evolutionary roles, what price might we eventually f,ay'if we
orrerzealously try to _'cure" these genetic abnormalities Ly'ridding
the human gene pool of these DNA sequences. . ?il

_ Manic-depressive illness appears to convey its advantages not
only through its relationship to the artistic temperament anJ imag-
ination, but through its influence on many eminent scientists as
well as business, religious, military, and political leaders.s subtler
effects that derive from its being a common illness with a wide
range of temperamental and cognitive expression have yet to be
assessed; indeed, few studies have examined the possible evolu-
tionary reasons for the survival of ang of the genes responsible for
psychopathology, although some writers have suggested that
schizophrenia, while devastating to those who suffer from it, might
confer certain intellectual and temperamental advantages on ffrst-
degree relatives.tr The complexities surrounding the search for the
genes responsible for manic-depressive illness are enormous. It is
highly unlikely, for example, that only one gene is involved and,
even if an individual carries the gene (or genes), he or she may
never become ill (likewise, he or she may or may not have the
temperamental and cognitive characteristics associated with the
illness). This suggests the likelihood of subtle, or not so subtle,
interactions with the environment that might precipitate the first
manic or depressive attack (for example, exposure to prolonged or
signiftcant changes in light, pronounced sleep reduction, drug or
alcohol intake, childbirth) or the inheritance of other genes that
might either trigger or protect against the disease. physical and
psychological factors also clearly play an important, although as yet
unspecified role in the triggering and maintenance of, or protection
against, the underlying genetic predisposition to manic-depressive
illness. The complexity of locating the gene or genes underlying
the inordinately broad range of temperamental, behavioral, and
cognitive traits that constitute manic-depressive illness is bevond
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our current ability to imagine. Too, it is not unlikely that yet
additional genetic, biochemical, and environmental factors may be
at least in part responsible for both the illness and the cognitive and
temperamental characteristics associated with artistic genius.

Several genetic issues are especially relevant to the diagnosis,
treatment, and social policies surrounding manic-depressive ill-
ness; these include prenatal testing, abortion, forced sterilization,
and gene therapy. Prenatal testing for manic-depressive illness and
abortion based on a determination that a fetus is at risk for the
disease may be choices that are available before the end of this
century. The decision to abort any fetus obviously brings with it
major ethical considerations-both for the parents involved and
the society in which they live.57 Treatable common diseases, such
as manic-depressive illness----ones that almost certainly confer so-
cietal and individual advantage and that vary greatly in the nature
of their expression and their severity-are particularly problem-
atic. Dr. Francis Collins, the medical geneticist at the University
of Michigan who was instrumental in ffnding the genes for cystic
fibrosis and neurofibromatosis. was asked in an interview about
prenatal testing for diseases that vary in severity or that first occur
only later in life:

This is where it gets muddy, and everyone is going to draw the line
differently. Consider the situation with manic-depressive illness, a
reasonably common disorder. It is clearly genetically influenced,
though not in a simple way. Now, manic-depressive illness can be a
terrible cross to bear. The swings into depression are awful, and the
highs can be very destructive. Yet a substantial number of highly
creative people have suffered from this disease. Suppose we ftnd the
gene responsible for manic depression. If every couple has a prenatal
test to determine if a fetus is at risk for manic depression, and if every
time the answer is yes that fetus is done away with, then we will have
done something troubling, something with large consequences. Is
this what we want to do?s

Several related issues about prenatal testing have been raised:
for example, the unclear boundaries between pathological condi-
tions and normal traits, the important distinction between medi-
cally treatable and nontreatable genetic defects, the wide spectrum
ofseverity ofdefects, and the variable ages ofonset ofthe diseases
in question.tn L"rry Gostin, the director of the American Society of

s53
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Law and Medicine, has addressed some of the difficurt issues in-
volved in genetic testing:

Complex and often pernicious mythologies emerge from public ig_
norance of genetically-based diagnostic and p.otnostic tlsts. The
common belief is that genetic technologies g""erated from scientific
assessment are always accurate, highly predictive and capable of
identifying an individual's or oflspring's inevitable pre-destination of
$t-rt: disability. The facts are diametricaily opposei to this common
belief' The results ofgenetic-based diagnosis and prognosis are un-
certain for many reasons.

Predicting the nature, severity and course ofdisease based upon
a genetic marker is an additional dificulty. For most genetic diseases
the onset date, severity of symptoms, and efficacy of treatment and
management are highly variable, Some people remain virtually
symptom free, while others progress to seriousiy disabling illness.6

other scientists and ethicists have raised different concerns,
including those of a more directly eugenic nature; for example, are
there societal advantages to getting rid ofcertain genes altoiether?
on the other hand, might there be characteristics associated with
a particular disease or trait that should be encouraged in the gene
pool?61 (It is of no little interest and irony that Francis Galton, a
cousin of charles Darwin and proponent of selective breeding in
humans in order to obtain a "hlghly gifted race of man," was him-
self subject to "neryous breakdowns't; he was also appreciative of
the "thin partitions" between greatness and psychop"it otogy. or.
Daniel Kevles, in his book rntheNamc of Eiginlcs,-qrrotestalton
as saying that 

'"men 
who leave their mark on the world are very

often those who, being gifted and full of nervous power, are at the
same time haunted and driven by a dominant idea, and are there-
fore within a measurable distance of insanity.")62Involuntarily ster-
ilization, a hallmark of the eugenics movement, and maniatory
abortion seem highly unlikely options in this iay arrd age, but
many provinces in china still have government policies requiring
individuals who have hereditable mental illness (especially ir"."d-
itary psychoses, which_ is of speciffc relevance to manic-depressive
illness) to be sterilize-d; if pr_egnancy occurs, abortions are obliga-
tory.ffi The historical precedent is chilling. Tens of thousands of
mentally ill individuals, including many with manic-depressive ill-
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ness, were sterilized or killed during the Third Reich, and many
other thousands of psychiatric patients were sterilized earlier this
century in the United States.s Ironically, one study carried out in
Germany during the 1930s addressed the advisability of forced
sterilization of individuals with manic-depressive illness. The au-
thor, who found that manic-depressive illness was greatly overrep-
resented in the professional and higher occupational classes,
recommended against sterilization of these patients "especially if
the patient does not have siblings who could transmit the positive
aspects of the genetic heritage."s During the 1940s, in a study
undertaken by the Committee on Heredity and Eugenics, re-
searchers at the Mclean Hospital in Boston studied the pedigrees
of several socially prominent American families. They came to a
similar conclusion:

Perhaps the words of Bumke need to be taken into account before we
embark too whole-heartedly on any sterilization program, "If we
could extinguish the sufferers from manic-depressive psychosis from
the world, we would at the same time deprive ourselves of an im-
measurable amount of the accomplished and good, of color and
warmth, of spirit and freshness," Finally, only dried up bureaucrats
and schizophrenics would be left. Here I must say that I would rather
accept into the bargain the diseased manic-depressives than to give
up the healthy individuals of the same heredity cycle.s

Dr. John Robertson had written in like vein in his psychiatric study
of Edgar Allan Poe twenty years earlier:

The qualities of the mind, as well as their morbid reactions, are too
delicate ever to be understood or scientifically prearranged. For the
world this is fortunate, however high an inheritance tax the victims
of heredity must pay. Eradicate the nervous diathesis, suppress the
hot blood that results from the overclose mating of neurotics, or from
that unstable nervous organization due to alcoholic inheritance, or
even from insanity and the various forms ofparental degeneracy, and
we would have a race of stoics-men without imagination, individ-
uals incapable of enthusiasms, brains without personality, souls with-
out genius. . . . Who eould, or would, breed for a hump-backed
Pope, or a clubfooted Byron, a scrofulous Keats, or a soul-obsessed
Poe? Nature has done fairlv well bv us.67
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Debates about sterilization and forced abortion have been re-
placed, for the most part, by far more sophisticated debates about
prenatal testing, voluntary abortions based on the results from such
testing, and gene therapy. Many of the ethical problems remain
very much the same, however.

Gene therapies comprise a variety of types of genetic manip-
ulation,68 and all of them raise enormously complicated issues in
their own right.6e The major ethical questions do not center pri-
marily on the techniques designed to change the genetic code for
only one individual (for example, inserting normal genes into a
chromosome, removing defective genes, or using drugs that would
treat genetic illnesses by "turning off' certain genes or "turning

on" others). Even under those circumstances, however, one could
argue the advisability of changing genes that may be associated
with subtle cognitive and temperamental characteristics vital to the
well-being of society (including, for our discussion here, those re-
lated to the development of artistic imagination and expression).
Certainly it is unclear what the alleviation of highly intense emo-
tional experiences-including ecstatic or visionary states, psycho-
sis, severe melancholia, or other types of mental su$ering-might
do to the ultimate nature of artistic expression as well as to the
motivations underlying the production of works of art. The primary
focus of ethical debate, however, is on those techniques that in-
volve introducing genetically altered material into the reproduc-
tive cells (eggs and sperm), which could then be passed on to affect
future generations as well. This, as Joel Davis points out, "violates

the primary canon of human experimentation-the consent of the
subject. The individual who agrees to have his or her germ cells
changed can consent [depending upon the age of the individual, of
course]. But that person's progenA are nou com,mitted to an ex-
periment to ahich theE did not consent "To Society, as well as the
individual and his or her progeny, is bound to be deeply affected
by decisions such as these.

Many of these ethical issues are being brought to the fore-
ground by the Human Genome Project, a vast fifteen-ye:u program
established by the U.S. government in 1990 with the goal of iden-
tifuing the exact location and function of all of the genes in the
human body. The potential beneffts to health and basic science are
largely obvious; without question, individuals who have genetic
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diseases-including those with manic-depressive illness-will gain
immeasurably from the knowledge obtained about early identifi-
cation and treatments, including the development of drugs that are
based on an understanding of diseases at their molecular level' The
mitigation of suffering and prevention of early death in those who
have manic-depressive illness, or who are at risk for it, is a major
public health priority. Although manic-depressive illness is much
more common in writers and artists than in the general population,
it would be irresponsible to romanticize an extremely painful, de-
structive, and lethal disease. Most people who suffer from manic-
depressive and depressive illness are not unusually creative, and
they reap few benefits from their experiences of mania and depres-
sion; even those who are highly creative usually seek relief from
their suffering. Molecular biology research and the scientific ad-
vances ultimately provided by the mapping of the human genome
have the potential to provide more speciftc, more effective, and
less troubling treatments than now exist. Already, only two years
after the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee of the National
Institutes of Health approved the ffrst gene therapy trials in the
United States, experimental treatment is being carried out in pa-
tients with cancer, diseases of the immune system, inherited high-
cholesterol disorder, and other illnesses. Clinical trials have been
proposed in several other countries as well and procedures viewed
only a short time ago as radical and controversial are beginning to
be used in medical research. The ethical ramifications of gene
therapy and the Human Genome Project, however, are certainly
far beyond our present capacity to comprehend. Because of the
magnitude of potential social and ethical problems, 3 to 5 percent
of the project's total budget (which is conservatively estimated at
three billion dollars) has been set aside for studies of the social,
ethical, and legal implications of genetic research. This is an un-
precedented commitment to ethical studies and will almost cer-
tainly ensure that troubling issues such as those we have been
discussing will be examined at length and with subtlety. But they
need to be raised and vigorously debated. While it is inconceivable
that there will be any simple answer, awareness of the problem is
a beginning. Dr. |ames Watson, co-discoverer of the structure of
DNA and the first director of the Human Genome Project, has
made this point forcefully and repeatedly in his insistence on allo-
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:::t:q_T*sive 
resources to the study of ethical issues in genetic

research:

It would be naive to say that any of these answers are going to besimple. About all we can do is siimulate the disc,rsrior,'-irrr"rr_
tially lead the discussion instead of having it forced or, ,rr-bfp"opl"
w-ho say, "you don-t know what you're d;g.;, w;1;" iiJ 

"_"r"of the really terrible past of eugenics, wherl i""o-fi"L-r."oi"ag"
was used in a very cavalier and rather araful way, Uott, t.."'i' tfr"united states and in Germany. we have to reassure people that their
own DNA is private and that no one else can get at it. We,re going
to have to pass laws to reassure them. [Andj i," ao"i,"nii"opt"
rushing and passing laws without a lot of ,..io,r, discuss; hrst.rt

Fortunately it seems more rikery than not that the infinite
varieties and-complexities of life, with their inftnitu 

""p""iti", 
fo,

change, will be more rather than less recognized and Jppreciated
as the genetic code begins to unwind:

Th.g rgal surprises, which set us back on our heels when they occur
will always be the mutants. we have already n"a 

" 
f"*-oitrr"r",

sweeping across theffeld of human thought periodicaly, like comets.
They have slightly different receptors 6. the infor*"ti* 

""rcadingin from other minds, and slightly diferent machinery for processing
it, so that what comes out to rejoin the flow is novel, *a ntJ *itt
new sorts of meaning. Bach was able to do this, and what 

"*".t"d 
i.,

the, current were primordia in music, In this sense, the e.t of iugr"
and the St. Matthew passion were, for the evoiving o.g-ir_ of
!u*q thoughg feathered wings, apposing thumbs, 

"""."t"y"r, 
of

frontal cortex.7z

_ Finally, tfrere must be serious concern about any attempt to
reduce what is beautiful and original to a crinical,y"aro-", seneticflaw, or predictable temperament. It is frightening, arrd uitinately
terribly boring, to think of anyone----c..iui.rly ,r-ot orrly *ri,"rr,
artists, and musicial5-in such a limited way. The fear ihat med-
icine and science will- take away from the ineffability of it all, or
detract from the mind's labyrinthian complexity, is as old as mar*
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attempts to chart the movement of the stars. Even John Keats, who

had stu&ed to be a surgeon, felt that Newton's calculations would

blanch the heavens of their glory. The natural sciences, he wrote,
"will clip an Angel's wings,/Conquer all mysteries by rule and

line,/Empty the haunted air, and gnomed mine-/Unweave a rain-

bow."73 What remains troubling is whether we have diminished

the most extraordinary among us-our writers, artists, and com-
posers-by discussing them in terms of psychopathology or ill-

nesses of mood. Do we-in our rush to diagnose, to heal, and
perhaps even to alter their genes--{ompromise the respect we

should feel for their differentness, independence, strength of mind,
and individuality? Do we diminish artists if we conclude that they
are far more likely than most people to suffer from recurrent at-
tacks of mania and depression, experience volatility of tempera-
ment, lean toward the melancholic, and end their lives through
suicide? I don't think so. Such statements seem to me to be fully
warranted by what we now know; to deny them flies in the face of
truth and risks unnecessery suffering, as well as not coming to
terms with the important treatment and ethical issues that are
raised by this complicated illness. American novelist Walker Percy,
whose father and grandfather committed suicide and in whose fam-
ily an unrelenting path of suicide, mania, and depression can be
traced for at least two hundred vears. wrote:

Death in the form of death genes shall not prevail over me, for death
genes are one thing but it is something else to name the death genes
and know them and stand over against them and dare them. I am
different from my death genes and therefore not subject to them. My
father had the same death genes but he feared them and did not
name them and thought he could roar out old Route 66 and stay
ahead of them or grab me and be pals or play Brahms and keep them,
the death genes, h"ppy, so he fell prey to them.

Death in none of its guises shall prevail over me, because I know
all the names of death.Ta

No one knows for certain where any of our knowledge-sci-
entific or artistic.-will take us, but that has always been so. Un-
certainty, romantic imagination, and mystery tend to weave their
way throughout both the scientific and artistic fields of thought and
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experience' Byron, the skepticar Romantic, gave testament to thesecommon threads and uncommon voyages:

rn which sir rsaac *",^X,i"Ti,lht"rT,*J 
-"0"

Through the therr unpaved stars the turnpike road,
A thing to counterbalance human woes;

For ever since immortal man hath glowed
With all kinds of mechanics, and full ioon
Steam-engines will conduct him to the Moon.
And wherefore this exordium?_Why, just now,

In, taking up this paltry sheet ofpaper,
My bosom underwent a glorious glow,

And my internal Spirit cut a caper:
And though so much inferior, 

", 
i krro*-

To those who, by the dint of glass and vapour,
Discover stars, and sail in the wind's eve.
I wish to do so much by poesy.

In the Wind's Eye I have sailed, and sail; but for
The stars, I own my telescope is dim;

But at the least I have shunned the common shore.
And leaving land far out of sight, would skim

The Ocean of Eternity: the roar
Of breakers has not daunted my slight, trim

But still sea-worthy skiff; and she may float
Where ships have foundered, as doth many a boat.TE

The great imaginative artists have always saired "in the wind's
eye," and brought back with them words or sounds or images to"counterbalance human woes."That they themselves were sibiect
to more than their fair share of these woes deserves our appreci-
ation, understanding, and very careful thought.

-
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DIAGNOSTIC CRTTERIA FOR TIIE
MA]OR MOOD DISORDERS

DTAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE

Note: A "Major Depressive Syndrome" is deffned as criterion A below.

A. At least ffve of the following symptoms have been present during the same
two-week period and represent a change from previous functioning; at least
one of the symptoms is either (l) depressed mood, or (2) loss of interest or
pleasure. (Do not include symptoms that are clearly due to a physical con-
dition, mood-incongruent delusions or hallucinations, incoherence, or
marked loosening of associations.)

(l) depressed mood (or can be irritable mood in children and adolescents)
most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated either by subjective
acrount or observation by others

(2) markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities
most of the day, nearly every day (as indicated either by subjective
account or observation by others of apathy most of the time)

(3) significant weight loss or weight gain when not dieting (e.g., more than
5% of body weight in a month), or decrease or increase in appetite
nearly every day (in children, consider failure to make expected weight
gains)

(4) insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day
(5) psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by

others, not merely subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed
down)

(6) fatigue or loss ofenergy nearly every day
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feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guirt (which maybe delusional) nearly every day (not merely slf_i"pro""h or guilt aboutbeing sick)
diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearlyevery day (either by subjective account or as observed by otherj 

'

recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal
ideation without a specific pran, or a suicide att#pt or a specific plan forcommitting suicide

B. (t) It cannot be established that an organic factor initiated and maintained
the disturbance

(2) The disturbance is not a normal reaction to the death of a loved one(Uncomplicated Bereavement)
Note: Morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal ideation,
marked functional impairment or psychomotor retardation, or prolonged
duration suggest bereavement complicated by Major D"prrr;;.

c. At no-time during the disturbance have there been delusions or hallucina_
tions for as long as two weeks in the absence of prominent mood ,y_paorr*
(i.e., before the mood symptoms developed or after they harre ,*iu"a).

D. Not superimposed on schizophrenia, schizophreniform Disorder, Delusionar
Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder not otherwise specified.

(7)

(8)

(e)

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR MANIC EPISODE

Note: A "Manic Syndrome" is deffned as incruding criteria A, B, and c below. A"Hypomanic syndrome" is deffned as including criteria A and B, but not c, i.e.,
no marked impairment.

A. A distinct period of abnormally and persistently elevated, expansive, or ir-
ritable mood.

B. During the period of mood disturbance, at least three of the following symp-
toms have persisted (four if the mood is onry irritable) and have been iresentto a significant degree:
(l) inflated self-esteem or grandiosity
(2) decreased need for sleep, e.g., feels rested after only three hours of

sleep
(3)
(4)
(D/

(6)

(7)

more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking
flight ofideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing
distractibility, i.e,, attention too easily drawn to unimportant or irrele-
vant external stimuli
increase in goal-directed activity (either socially, at work or school, or
sexually) or psychomotor agitation
excessive involvement in pleasurable activities which have a high po_



c.

D.

E.

F.
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tential for painful consequences, e. g. , the person engages in unrestrained
buying sprees, sexual indiscretions, or foolish business investments

Mood disturbance sufficiently severe to cause marked impairment in occupa-
tional functioning or in usual social activities or relationships with others, or
to necessitate hospitalization to prevent harm to selfor others.

At no time during the disturbance have there been delusions or hallucinations
for as long as two weeks in the absence of prominent mood symptoms (i.e.,
before the mood symptoms developed or after they have remitted).

Not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Delusional
Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder not otherwise speciffed.

It cannot be established that an organic factor initiated and maintained the
disturbance, Note: Somatic antidepressant treatment (e.g., drugs, ECT) that
apparently precipitates a mood disturbance should not be considered an eti-
ologic organic factor.

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR CYCLOTHYMIA

For at least two years (one year for children and adolescents), presence of
numerous Hypomanic Episodes (all of the criteria for a Manic Episode,
Manic Episode . except criterion C that indicates marked impairment)
and numerous periods with depressed mood or loss of interest or pleasure
that did not meet criterion A of Major Depressive Episode.

During a two-year period (one year in children and adolescents) of the dis-
turbance, never without hypomanic or depressive symptoms for more than
two months at a time.

No clear evidence of a Major Depressive Episode or Manic Episode during the
6rst two years of the disturbance (or one year in children and adolescents).

Note: After this minimum period of Cyclothymia, there may be superimposed
Manic or Major Depressive Episodes, in which case the additional diagnosis
of Bipolar Disorder or Bipolar Disorder not otherwise speciffed should be
given.

Not superimposed on a chronic psychotic disorder, such as Schizophrenia or
Delusional Disorder.

It cannot be established that an organic factor initiated and maintained the
disturbance, e.g., repeated intoxication from drugs or alcohol.

Souncr: From American Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic and Statistbal Manual of Men-
tal Disorders, Third Editian, Reoised, (Washington, D.C.: American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, 1987). Reprinted by permission of American Psychiatric Association.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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CLINICAL CRITERIA FOR CYCLOTHYMIA

GENENAL

l. Onset in teens or early adulthood
2' clinical,presentation as a personarity disorder (patient often unaware ofmooo,s per se)
3' short cycles-usually days-which are recurrent in an irregurar fashion, withinfrequent euthymic periods
4' May not attain full syndrom_e for depression and hypomania during any onecycle, but entire range of affective manifestations occurs at various times5. "Endogenous" mood changes, i.e., often wake up with mooJ

BIPHASIC COURSE

l' Hypersomnia alternating with decreased need for sleep (although intermit-
tent insomnia can also occur)

2. shalg self-esteem which alternates between lack of self-conffdence and naive
or grandiose overconffdence

3. Periods of mental confusion and apathy, alternating with periods of sharpened
and creative thinking

4. Marked unevenness in quantity and quality of productivity, often associated
with unusual working hours

5' uninhibited people-seeking (that may read to hypersexuality) alternating with
introverted self-absorption

BEHAVIONAL MANIFESTATIONS

l. Irritable-angry-explosive outbursts that alienate loved ones
2 Episodic promiscuity; repeated conjugal or romantic failure
3. Frequent shift in lineof work, study, interest or future plans
4- Resort to alcohol and drug abuse as a means for self-treatirent or augmenting

excitement
5. Occasionalffnancialextravagance

souncr: From H.s. Ahskal, M. K. Khani, and A. scott-strauss, cycrothymic tempera-
mental disorders, psgchiatric cllnics of North America, 2 ogns); szzisL. Reprinted
by permission of W. B. Saunders Company.
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DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR HYPOMANIA

MOOD
Elevated, expansive, or irritable

PSYCHOMOTOR
More energy than usual
Physical restlessness

SPEECH
More talkative than usual

SLEEP
Decreased need for sleep

COGNITIVE
Inflated self-esteem
Sharpened and unusually creative thinking
Overoptimism or exaggeration of past achievement

BEHAVIOR
Increased productivity, often with unusual and self-imposed working hours
Uninhibited people-seeking
Hypersexuality
Inappropriate laughing, joking" punning
Excessive involvement in pleasurable activities with lack of concern for painful

consequences, for example, buying sprees, foolish business investments, reck-
Iess driving

Souncr: Based on diagnostic criteria from American Psychiatric Associatron, Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disord.ers, Thinl Edition (Washington, D.C.: American
Psychiatric Association, 1980). Reprinted by permission of W. B. Saunders Company.
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Antonin Artaud
Konstantin Batyushkov
Charles Baudelaire
Thomas Lovell Beddoes
John Berryman
William Blake
Aleksandr Blok
Barcroft Boake
Louise Bogan
Rupert Brooke
Robert Burns
George Gordon, Lord Byron
Thomas Campbell
Paul Celan
Thomas Chatterton
John Clare
Hartley Coleridge
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
William Collins
William Cowper
Hart Crane

George Darley
John Davidson
Emily Dickinson
Ernest Dowson
T. S. Eliotr
Sergey Esenin
Robert Fergusson
Afanasy Fet
Anne Finch, Countess of

Winchilsea
Edward FitzGerald
John Gould Fletcher
Gustaf Fr<iding
Oliver Goldsmith
Adam Lindsay Gordon
Thomas Gray
Nikolai Gumilyov
Robert Stephen Hawker
Friedrich Hiilderlin
Gerard Manley Hopkins
Victor Hugo
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Key: o Asylum or psychiatric hospital f Suicide 0 Suicide attempt
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Randall Jarrell2
Samuel Johnson
John Keats
Henry Kendall
Velimir Khlebnikov
Heinrich Von Kleist
Walter Savage Landor
Nikolaus Lenau
J.M.R. Lenz
Mikhail Lermontov
Vachel Lindsay
James Russell Lowell
Robert Lowell
Hugh MacDiarmid
Louis MacNeice
Osip Mandelstam
James Clarence Mangan
Vladimir Mayakovsky
Edna St. Vincent Millay
Alfred de Musset
G6rard de Nerval

WRITERS

Hans Christian Andersen
Honor6 de Balzac

James Barrie
o Arthur Benson

E. F. Benson

James Boswell

john Bunyan
Samuel Clemens

Q joseph Conrad
Charles Dickens

O Isak Dinesen
Ralph Waldo Emerson

APPEIVDX B

0
a

a
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a
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t r

Boris Pasternak
Cesare Pavese
Sylvia Plath
Edgar Allan Poe
Ezra Pound
Alexander Pushkin
Laura Riding
Theodore Roethke
Delmore Schwartz
Anne Sexton
Percy Bysshe Shelley
Christopher Smart
Torquato Tasso
Sara Teasdale
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
Dylan Thomas
Edward Thomas
Francis Thompson
Georg Trakl
Marina Tsvetayeva
Walt Whitman

a

+
I

t e
o
a

o
t o
*
I

cont.

Key: r Asylum or psychiatric hospital t Suicide Q Suicide attempt
Note 1: This is meant to be an illustrative rather than a comprehensive list; for systematic

studies see text. Most of the writers, composers, and artists are American, British,
European, Irish, or Russian; all are deceased.

Note 2: Many if not most of these writers, artists, and composers had other major problems
as well, such as medical illnesses (e.g., paul Gauguin, John Keats, Eiward Lear,
Nikolaus Lenau, cole Porter, Hugo wolf), alcoholism or drug addiction (e.g., Antonin
Artaud, John Berryman, samuel Taylor coleridge, F. scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hem-
ingway, Modest Mussorgsky, Eugene o'Neill, Raphaelle peale, EdgarAllan poe, Fran-
cis Thompson, Tennessee williams), or exceptionally difrcult life circumstances (e.g.,
Arshile Gorky, osip Mandelstam). They are listed here as having suffered from a mood
disorder because their mood symptoms predated their other mnditions, because the
nature and course of their mood and behavior symptoms were consistent with a diag-
nosis ofan independently existing affective illness, and/or because their family histories
of depression, manic-depressive illness, and suicide----coupled with their own symp-
toms-were sufficiently strong to warrant their inclusion.
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William Faulkner
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Lewis Grassic Gibbon
Nikolai Gogol
Maxim Gorky
Kenneth Graham
Graham Greene
Ernest Hemingway
Hermann Hesse
Henrik Ibsen
William Inge
Henry James
William James
Charles [,amb
Malcolm Lowry

Herman Melville
Eugene O'Neill
Francis Parkman
fohn Ruskin3
Mary Shelley
Jean Stafiord
Robert Louis Stevenson
August Strindberg
Leo Tolstoy
Ivan Turgenev
Tennessee Williams
Mary Wollstonecraft
Virginia Woolf
Emile Zola

Orlando de Lassus
Gustav Mahler
Modest Mussorgsky
Sergey Rachmaninoff
Giocchino Rossini
Robert Schumann
Alexander Scriabin
Peter Tchaikovsky
Peter Warlock
Hugo Wolf
Bernd Alois Zimmerman

Charles Parker
Cole Porter
Bud Powell

Edward Dayes
Thomas Eakins
Paul Gauguin
Th6odore Gdricault
Hugo van der Goes
Vincent van Gogh
Arshile Gorky

d a

COMPOSERS

Anton Arensky
Hector Berlioz
Anton Bruckner
Jeremiah Clarke
john Dowland
Edward Elgar
Carlo Gesualdo
Mikhail Glinka
George Frideric Handela
Gustav Holst
Charles Ives
Otto Klemperers

NONCLASSICAL COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS

. Irving Berlin O .

Noel Coward .

Stephen Foster .
. Charles Mingus

ARTISTS

Ralph Barton
Francesco Bassano
Ralph Blakelock
David Bomberg
Francesco Borromini
John Sell Cotman
Richard Dadd6

A

a

. t a

I

t

!

I

d .

t

f r
*
I
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Philip Guston
Benjamin Haydon
Carl Hill
Ernst Josephson
George Innes
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
Edwin LandseerT
Edward Lear
Wilhelm Lehmbruck
John Martin
Charles M6ryon
Michelangelo
Adolphe Monticelli
Edvard Munch

|ules Pascin
Georgia O'Keeffe
Raphaelle Peale
Jackson Pollock
George Romney
Dante Gabriel Rossetti
Mark Rothko
Nicolas de Stael
Pietro Testa
Henry Tilson
George Frederic Watts
Sir David Wilkie
Anders Zorn

a

a

a

I

I

I
I

I
t
t

5.y' 
. Asylum or psychiatric hospital f Suicide Q Suicide attemptI Although not formally hospitalized, Eliot had to take a three-montli leave ofabsence (for

a 
'nervous 

breakdown") in order to be treated in a Swiss clinic.2 See chapter 7, note 48, p. 34g.
3 Ruskin had the equivalent ofpsychiatric hospitalization (his doctors arranged for twenty-
_ four hour nursing care during his psychotic episodes).
a See chapter 3, note 63, pp. 29?-298-
5 Primarily a conductor.
6 See chapter 6, note 166, p. 842.
7 Landseer was confined to the care ofa physician.
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-cogh! 
absinthe use andconvulsive disorder remain unclear (Hulsker, vincent and Theo 'an

9ogh)t in any event, van Gogh's affective symptomatology clearly pre_
dates any history of seizures, and his famiry t"t"ry ir-*1..'JJ"Jtra"na
with manic-depressive illness.

Third, both vincent and his brother cor committed suicide.
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le_cted I'etters of Gustaa Mahlcr, trans. by Eithne wilkins and Ernst
Kaiser [New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, lgTg]; Donald Mitchell,
Gustao Mahler: The Early years fLondon: Faber *d F"b"r, lgg0]; Nor-
man Lebrecht, Mahl.er Remernbered [London: Faber and r"u"r, igaz].)

157. Rornnr Lownr-l (1917-1977), American poet, was hospitar-
ized repeatedly for manic and depr-essive episodes. HL gr*ur""i", po",
James Russell Lowell, also suffered from extended periods of severe de-
pression, heavy drinking, paranoia, and fears of going mad. James Russell
Lowell's mother was institutionalized at Mclean rsychiatric Hospital (as
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was Robert Lowell, many times), his sister Rebecca suffered from severe
mood swings and other symptoms that were similar to those of their
mother, and his brother Charles reportedly suffered from the same illness
as did their mother and sister. (C. David Heymann, Americsn Aristoc-
racg: The Lioes and Times of James Russell, Amy, and Robert Lousell
[New York: Dodd, Mead, 1980]; Hamilton, Robert Louell: A Biographg;
Jeffrey Meyers, Manic Porper: Robert Louell and hls Circle, (New york:
Arbor House, 1987; Lowell, Collected Prose).

158. JonN Bnnnyuen (born John Allyn Smith, Jr., in 1914) was a
fellow poet and friend of Robert Lowell. His father shot and killed hmself
and one of his father's sisters also committed suicide. In Ig72, after years
of struggling with manic-depressive illness and alcoholism, John Beny-
man jumped to his death from a bridge over the Mississippi River. (Haf-
fenden, The Lifu of John Berrym,an; E. M. Halliday, John Berryman and
the Thirties: A Memair [Amherst: University of Massachusetts press,
l987l; Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life of lohn Berrymnn [New York:
William Morrow, f9901.)

His father's suicide haunted Berryman, and he described its
lasting and dtturbing effects in many of his poems . In The Dream Songs
he wrote:

The marker slants, flowerless, dav's almost done.
I stand above my father's grave with rage,
often, often before
I've made this awful pilgrimage to one
who cannot visit me, who tore his page
out: I come back for more,

I spit upon this dreadful banker's grave
who shot his heart out in a Florida dawn
O ho alas alas
When will indifference come .

(John Berryman, "384: The Marker Slants," lines l-10, The Dream Songs
[New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, f96g], p. aOO.)

159. ANNn SnxroN (f928-1974), American poet, had a strong family
history of mental illness and suicide. Her maternal great-aunt was hos-
pitalized and received electroshock therapy for a major "nervous break-
down"; her paternal grandfather was also hospitalized for a nervous
breakdown. Her father was an alcoholic, and his sister committed suicide.
one of Anne's sisters also committed suicide. (sources are sexton and
Ames, Anne Serton: A Self-Poftrait in Letters [Boston: Houghton Miflin
Company, lS77]; Diane Wood Middlebrook, Anne Serton: A Bi.ography.
IBoston: Houghton Miffiin Company, Iggf].)
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_ Although Anne sexton does not appear to have been given the
diagnosis of manic-depressive illness (the primary diagnostic Imphasis
was placed on the depressive side of her illness, as well as her alcoholism.
"hysteria," and other personality difficulties), the case for manic-
depressive illness is very strong. In addition to sexton's extensive family
history of suicide and mental illness, as well as her own suicide, her
symptoms-pronounced swings and lability in mood, expansiveness, im-
pulsivity, anger, altered sleep and energy patterns, seasonal variations in
poo{-are highly characteristic of manic-depressive illness. so, too, are
her alcoholism and the worsening, rapidly cycling quality of the course of
her illness. sexton's "hysterical" symptoms may well have been hysteri-
cal; they also may have been a manifestation of the emotional extremes
and lability that go along with manic-depressive illness. women who have
affective illness not uncommonly are diagnosed as "borderlines" or "hys-
terics" and, in sexton's case, she may well have had both a perso.rality
disorder and manic-depressive illness,

Sexton reportedly was given lithium in rg72, but without ther-
apeutic effect (Diane wood Middlebrook, personal communication, let-
te-r, september l99l). She was, however, drinking heavily at the time,
which may well have undermined both the drug's Lfficacy-and her com-
pliance in taking the medication as prescribed. Likewise, nonresponsive-
ness to lithium by no means rules out a diagnosis of manic-depressive
illness, even assuming lithium was given (and taken) in the nl""rrury
amount for the necessary period of time. Given the nature and duration
of sexton's psychiatric illness, by the time she was prescribed lithium it
is quite likely that anticonvulsants and/or thyroid medication would have
been necessry to effect a change in her clinical condition.

160. eucusr sTRTNDBERG (I849-fgf2), Swedish playwright and
novelist, suffered from severe manic-depressive psychosis, characterized
by extreme mood swings, grandiose and paranoid delusions, and halluci-
nations. His mother was described as being of "nervous temperament,"
his sister Elisabeth had severe persecution mania, recurrent dlpressions,
and had to be admitted to a mental hospital, and strindberg's daughte.
Kerstin was paranoid and "mentally unbalanced." primary sources for
biographical information about strindberg are Lagercrantz, August
Strindberg (1985); and Meyer, Strindberg: A BiographrT, as well as
A. Brett, Psychological abnormalities in August Strindberg, Joumal of
English and German PhilologE,20 (1921): 4-98; B. M. E. Morier,."r, 

"r,dB. W. Downs, Strindberg: An lntrodaction to hX Ufe andWork (Iron_
don: Cambridge University Press, 1g4g); E. Sprigge, The Strange Ufe of
Augus-! Strindberg (London: Hamilton, fg4g); S. Hedenberg, August
strindberg: opinions of German psychiatrists. criticism of studies by
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Jaspers, Rahmer and Storch, Acta Psgchiatrica Neurologica, suppl. 34
(f959): 325-339; E. W. Anderson, Strindberg's illness, Psgchological
Medicine, f (197f ): f04-117.

16I. ructuE o'NEILL suffered from severe recurrent depressions,
was an alcoholic, often suicidal, and attempted suicide when he was in his
mid-twenties. His mother was a morphine addict (she used morphine,
she said, for her "nerves'), his father a heavy drinker, and his brother an
alcoholic. One of O'Neill's sons was hospitalized for "shock," was a nar-
cotics addict and an alcoholic, and on more than one occasion tried to kill
himself. Another son, who had been a professor of Greek drama at Yale,
committed suicide at the age of forty. See Croswell Bowell, with the
assistance of Shane O'Neill, The Curse of the Misbegotten: A Tale of the
House of O'NeilI (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959); Louis Sheaffer, O'Neill:
Son and Plnguright (NewYork: Paragon, 1968); Arthur Gelb and Barbara
Gelb, O'Neill, enlarged ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1973).

162. rrNNsssEE wILLIAMs's "deep neryous problems" began when
he was sixteen years old. Throughout his life he suffered from what he
described as his "dreadful depressions," as well as from alcoholism and
drug abuse. At one point he had to be committed involuntarily to a psy-
chiatric ward. His sister was also committed to a psychiatric hospital as a
result of a severe psychosis; eventually she underwent a lobotomy.
Williams's mother was hospitalized for psychosis as well, and Williams
wrote in his Memoirs that on both sides of her family there had been
"alarming instances of mental and nervous breakdowns." Tennessee
Williams, Memoirs (New York: Doubleday, 1972), quotation on p. 116;
Dakin Williams and Shepherd Mead, TennesseeWilliams: an lntimate Bi-
ography (New York: Arbor House, 1983); Donald Spoto, The Kindness of
Strangers: The Life of Tennessee Williams (New York: Ballantine Books,
1985); Tennessee Williams, Fioe O'CInck Angel: I*tters of Tennessee
Willinms to Mario St. Just: 1948-1982 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990).

163. vrcron HUGo, who had very real difficulties with his own
moods, had both a brother and a daughter who were committed to insti-
tutions because of "incurable insanity."

164. The role of genetics in suicide is reviewed in S. Kety, Genetic
factors in suieide, in A. Roy, ed., Suicid.e (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins,
f986), pp. 47-45; A. Roy, Genetics of suicide, in J. Mann and M. Stanley,
ed., Psychobiology of Suicidnl Behaoior (New York: New York Academy
of Sciences, 1986), pp. 97-105; Mendlewicz, Genetics of depression and
mania, p.207; A. Roy, N. L. Segal, B. S. Centerwell, andC. D. Robi-
nette, Suicide in twins, Archioes of GeneralPsychiatry,48 (fggt): Z$;}Z.

165. Egeland and Sussex, Suicide and family loading for affective
disorders (f985).
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- 166. Although British painter RT.HARD nepp is usually character-
ize{ as having suffered from paranoid schizophrenia, it is in fact more
likely that he suffered from a severe, relativery unremitting form of manic-
depressive illness. First, his extremely strong family histoiy of psychiatric
illness (of seven children from his father's ffrst marriage, thrie became
insane and a fourth required a "private attendant") is more consistent
with what is known about the genetics of manic-depressive than with
schizophrenic illness, second, his pre-illnerr p"rron"lity and social ad-
justment were more like those seen in manic-depressive illness. Third,
his age at the onset of his illness and the fact that hls psychosis coincided
in time with prolonged exposure to light (in fact, his contemporaries
attributed his insanity to sunstroke) suggest a possible bipolar iul.r"."-
bility. Fourth, his symptoms of violent behavior, extreme restlessness,
paranoia, religious preoccupations (he murdered his father under the
influence of the delusion that his father was the devil or the devil's agent),
and feverish excitements, along with the episodic nature of at least the
early course of his illness, are also consistent with manic-depressive ill-
ness. Hallucinations and delusions can occur in both schizoihrenia and
manic-depressive illness. After Dadd was admitted to sethle; Hospital,
and later transferred to Broadmoor Hospital for the criminally Insane, his
illness showed some signs of remissionf it 

"try 
event, it did not appear to

deteriorate further. It seems, from the hospital records, that he ,"iui.r"a
deluded, but clinical observations were infrequent and inadequate (for
example, entries of "no change," written every six months). Eximination
of Dadd's letters and other writings reveals a strongry manic quality to
many of them.

167' Andreasen, creativity and mental illness (rgs7); McNeil, pre-
birth and postbirth influence (rg7r); Richards, creativity in manic-
depressives (1988); Karlsson, Genetic basis of intellectual variation (lggr);
Karlsson, Creative intelligence (1984).

- 168. Drs, Ming Tsuang and Stephen Faraone of Harvard University
have summarized the risk of major mood disorders among relatives of
manic-depressive probands and concluded:

overall, family studies of bipolar probands strongly support the hy-
pothesis that their first degree relatives are at greater rltk ofbipol",
disorder than is the general population. The riik to relatives ranges
from a low of 1.2 percent to a high of 24.9 percent. All of these values
are greater than the general population risk of0.5 percent suggested
by epidemiologic studies. . . More important, each of th!-three
double-blind, controlled studies found high rates of bipolar disorder
among relatives ofbipolar probands in comparison to control probands
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[one study found a 4.5 percent risk in the relatives and 0 percent risk
in the controls; the other two studies found ten to twenty times the
risk]. Tsuang and Faraone, Cenetic.s of Mood Disord.ers, p. 47.

A recent review of studies found that the morbid risk of bipolar
disorder in ftrst-degree relatives of bipolar patients ranged between
5.8 and 7.8 percent, again showing a greatly inereased risk over that found
in the general population (L. Rifkin and H, Gurling, Genetic aspects
of affective disorders, in Biobgical Aspects of Affictioe Disordcrs, ed.
R. Horton and C. Katona (London: Academic Press, 199I), pp. 305-
334.

169. Herman Melville, White-l acket or The W orld in a Man-of-W ar
(Oxford: Odord University Press, 1990), pp. 402-403. Originally pub-
lished in 1850.
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